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Some remarks on glossing

This thesis fouses mainly on word order. In onsequene, the glosses will be kept maxi-

mally simple for ease of reading and are generally more translations than standard glosses,

inluding only suh morphosyntati tags as deemed neessary. The tags that are provided

loosely follow the onventions of the Leipzig Glossing Rules, but for the most part, they are

heavily simpli�ed. Case morphology is for instane generally only employed when needed to

avoid onfusion. Furthermore, apart from the simpli�ation of the morphology, the glosses

themselves are adapted somewhat to the atual meaning of the word in the given ontext,

rather than a faithful word-to-word translation. One and the same word may therefore

reeive di�erent glosses in di�erent sentenes.

For one of the languages under investigation in this thesis, namely Latin, the word

order is so free and the morphologial system so syntheti ompared to English that it was

found to be most pratial to gloss the morphology properly, sine a `translational' approah

to the glosses turned out to be rather more onfusing that enlightening. But here as well,

morphologial tags are generally only used to disambiguate; in a noun phrase with adjetival

modi�ation, only the noun is glossed for ase if the adjetive is adjaent and no onfusion

is possible. A phrase like santus episopus � `(the) holy bishop' � is therefore glossed as:

holy bishop-NOM, rather than : holy-NOM bishop-NOM. Gender tags are omitted, and

number is only (oasionally in Latin) indiated on the verb, but not on the noun, where

the singular/plural distintion is rather re�eted diretly in the gloss.

No attempt is made to follow a onsistent system apart from the guiding priniple of

making the glosses easy to read.
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Chapter 1

Inversion, verb-seond and Old

Romane

1.1 Bakground: a brief introdution to verb seond

Verb seond, or simply V2, ould be desribed pretheoretially as the requirement that the

�nite verb be the seond onstituent of delarative lauses. The verb-seond phenomenon

is above all assoiated with the Germani branh of the Indo-European languages, within

whih it is almost ompletely generalized; with the exeption of English, all the modern

Germani standard languages are V2 languages, and the same has been laimed of some

German dialets spoken in Northern Italy (Grewendorf and Poletto 2011; Cognola 2013).

Cross-linguistially however, it is a rare thing. Outside the Germani family, only a handful

of rather diverse and geographially sattered languages suh as Breton, Estonian, Sorbian,

Kashmiri, Karitiâna and some dialets of Himahali are purported to be V2 (Holmberg

2015).

As an introdution to the V2 phenomenon, onsider a simple example from Modern

Norwegian (1). Norwegian is an SVO language, meaning that in the unmarked word order

of main lauses, the subjet preedes the �nite verb (boldfaed), whih is linearly seond

(1a). This permits a linear word-for-word translation into English. In (1b) on the other

hand, the diret objet has been fronted to the initial position of the lause, but ruially,

the �nite verb still remains in seond position, whih is the only grammatial order here

in Norwegian. Observe that this auses subjet-verb inversion, as the subjet (S) and the

verb (V) swap plaes from SV...X to X...VS. This ontrasts sharply with English, where

the orresponding word order would be ungrammatial. As the translation of (1b) shows,

fronting of the diret objet is also possible in English (although often slightly awkward),

but this does not alter the relative order of the subjet and verb, whih remains SV...X:

(1) a. [Jeg℄

I

har

have

allerede

already

lest

read

den

that

boken.

book-the

`I have already read that book.

b. [Den

That

boken℄

book-the

har

have

jeg

I

allerede

already

lest.

read.

`That book, I've already read.�
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While there is a lot to say about V2 on a theoretial level, this simple example serves

well to illustrate the two most salient properties of verb seond, namely the linear restrition

on the verb whih has earned the phenomenon its name (V2), as well as the inversion that

it entails whenever a non-subjet onstituent is plaed in initial position of the lause. This

thesis will to a onsiderable extent revolve around suh phenomena of linear order, inversion,

and how to properly aount for them within a formal theory of verb-seond.

1.2 More bakground: Old Romane and Old Frenh

The Modern Romane family is generally non-V2, with the exeption of a few Rhaeto-

Romane dialets that have been laimed to exhibit a V2 grammar (Poletto 2002; Anderson

2004; Kaiser and Hak 2013). This does not only mean that they have no requirement to

plae the verb in seond position. Rather, while most Romane languages make ample use

of inversion, they pattern like English in not generally allowing the word order onstellation

in (1b).

Interestingly, the modern situation belies a ompletely di�erent senario in the past,

as written soures from the medieval period provide testimony of a widespread pattern of

inversion strutures parallel to (1b) in the Romane-speaking area, as the following example

from Old Frenh illustrates (notie that ne is a liti and does not ount for the purpose of

deiding the linear order of the verb):

(2) [Autre

Other

hose℄

thing.OBL

ne

NEG

pot

ould

li

the

rois

king

trouver.

�nd.

`The king ould not �nd anything else.'

(La mort Artu (79.24), taken from Vanelli et al. 1985:166. Glosses and translation

added.)

Starting with Beninà (1983), a onsiderable number of researhers have ome to analyse

nearly all the major Romane languages as obeying a V2-onstraint at some point in their

historial development, e.g. Old Spanish (Fontana 1993; Pinto 2011; Wolfe 2015, but pae

Sitaridou 2011) Old Italian (Vanelli et al. 1985; Beninà 2004; Poletto 2006, 2014), Old

Portuguese (Ribeiro 1995; Salvi 2004, but pae Fiéis 2003; Eide 2006; Rinke 2009), Old

Frenh (Adams 1987b, 1989; Roberts 1993; Vane 1997), but pae (Kaiser 2002; Rinke and

Meisel 2009), as well as non-standard Romane varieties suh as Old Neapolitan (Ledgeway

2008), Old Oitan, Old Sardinian, Old Venetian or Old Siilian (Wolfe 2015b). Some

omparative studies onsidering di�erent branhes of Old Romane or the family as a whole

have reahed similar onlusions (Salvi 2000, 2004; Beninà 2004, 2006; Wolfe 2015b), but

for a di�erent view, see Sitaridou (2012). While the evidene does not ommand omplete

onsensus, there is in other words a strong tradition for regarding medieval Romània as a

generalized verb-seond area. The sum of all of these individual studies therefore onstitutes

a laim, whih I will refer to as the Pan-Romane V2 hypothesis.

As already alluded to, not all linguists agree on the proper analysis of the Old Romane

textual evidene. Aording to some researhers, the Old Romane languages were not truly

V2 languages, beause the latter not seldom allowed the verb to surfae in di�erent positions

of the lause, a fat that indiates that there did not really exist any requirement as suh

on the verb to appear in seond position. This is illustrated with a V3 lause from Old

Florentine (3) and a V4 lause from Old Siilian (4):
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(3) [Ad

To

ogni

eah

matto℄

mad.person

[i

the

savi℄

wise.persons

paiono

seem.3PL

matti. . .

mad

`To every razy person, the wise seem razy. . . '

(Old Florentine, Novellino (40). Adapted from Beninà 2004:276.)

(4) [tamen

Then

poy

after

di

of

la

the

morti

death

loru℄,

their

[li

the

ossa

bones

loru℄

their

[pir

by

virtuti

virtue

divina℄

divine

operannu

perform.3PL

mirauli.

mirales

`Then after their death, their bones perform mirales through divine virtue'

(Old Siilian, Santu Gregoriu (262). Taken from Wolfe 2015b:26)

V3 and V4 sequenes of this kind would be ungrammatial in all the modern Germani

V2 languages. This shows that the Old Romane languages share some ommonalities with

the modern Germani V2 languages, namely the general availability of inversion strutures

like (2), while at the same time laking the linear restrition on the verb, as illustrated in (3)�

(4). With respet to the latter property, there was also signi�ant variation within the Old

Romane family, as some dialets made quite frequent use of linear V3, V4 and even V>4

orders, while others, notably Old Frenh and some Northern Italian dialets (Beninà 1983)

� possibly alongside Old Spanish (Wolfe 2015b) � generally only permitted a rather restrited

set of V3 orders. This variation has led to the suggestion that the Old Romane languages

an be split into a group of relaxed V2 languages, imposing no restrition on the linear

order of the verb, and a group of `strit' V2 languages (Beninà 1983, 2004; Poletto 2006;

Wolfe 2015b). Apart from raising the question of how this distintion should be aounted

for in a formal theory of syntax, this proposal also has lear typologial onsequenes, sine

it would entail that the notion `V2 language' is an umbrella term for di�erent sub-groups

of languages whih an di�er in non-trivial ways from eah other.

Although Old Frenh is often taken to be the Old Romane language whose syntax

most losely resembles that of the modern Germani languages in this respet, the proper

haraterisation and analysis of the language has generated a onsiderable debate in the

literature. Starting with Kaiser (2002), a number of linguists have alled into question the V2

status of Old Frenh, laiming deviations from linear V2 reveal that it was not a V2 language,

at least not in the same sense as the modern Germani languages. (Ferraresi and Goldbah

2002; Rinke and Meisel 2009; Rinke and Elsig 2010; Sitaridou 2012; Zimmermann 2014).

Other researhers have onsidered the linear position of the verb to be of little relevane,

maintaining that it is the general availability of a partiular kind of inversion struture that

is entral to verb-seond (Beninà 2004, 2013; Wolfe 2015b). In other words, alongside the

atual empirial ontroversy on how to interpret the fats, the debate around Old Romane

inversion has turned into a (largely impliit) tug-of-war over the proper de�nition of the

verb-seond phenomenon. There is something whih is undisputable, namely that the Old

Romane languages displayed widespread, Germani-like inversion of a kind whih is no

longer grammatial in the modern Romane languages, and then there is something whih is

disputable and disputed, namely whether these inversions systems should be haraterised as

V2 systems or not. This debate ontains not one apple of disord, but two: �rst the empirial

question of how to atually analyse the Old Romane inversion systems syntatially, and

seondly the de�nitional question of what onstitutes a V2 language.

While there is not omplete onsensus on the status of Old Frenh and Old Romane

inversion from a synhroni perspetive, there is a general lak of knowledge of its origin and
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diahroni evolution, as the researh is rather heavily lopsided towards the subsequent loss of

the phenomenon (Adams 1987a, 1989; Kroh 1989; Roberts 1993; C�té 1995; Platzak 1995;

Vane 1997; Andrade 2018) to the neglet of its very origin within the Romane family. Part

of the reason for this surely lies in the texts available for analysis, as the growing amount

of prose texts from the 13th entury onwards failitates diahroni study. Nonetheless,

two di�erent hypotheses have been raised in the researh literature regarding the origin

of the Old Romane inversion systems. I will now take the time to brie�y present these

two alternative views, whih I will refer to respetively as the `external' and the `internal'

hypotheses.

1.2.1 The external hypothesis: V2 as the result of language ontat

Prior to the important paper of Beninà (1983), it seems to have been impliitly assumed

that Old Frenh was unique in displaying verb-seond e�ets. Old Frenh inversion has

repeatedly been explained in 20th entury philologial and linguisti literature as the result

of Germani in�uene. This superstrate-theory has a long and eminent pedigree in Frenh,

witness for example the words of Antoine Meillet:

. . . these usages . . . re�et the fat that, for several enturies, men who were

austomed to speak both Latin and Germani onstruted their Latin sentenes

like their Germani sentenes. (Meillet 1931:37 � translation added.).

1

This laim has subsequently resurfaed several times with varying degrees of expliit-

ness (von Wartburg 1958:128, Thomason and Kaufman 1988:53,

2

Posner 1996:53, Vinent

2000:62, Mutz 2009:61) and has found its most reent hampion in Mathieu, who suggests

that Germani in�uene on Frenh was twofold, `�rst through the invasion of Gaul by the

Franks, and seond, by the Normans in the North-West' (Mathieu 2009:345). Harris also

ites Germani in�uene as `a most likely fator favouring the topi-initial phase in Middle

Frenh', but also prudently adds an important aveat: `Plausible though this is, it is by

no means proven, sine we know that there are natural ioni reasons for topis to our

initially . . . ' (Harris 1984:198)

The fat that language ontat an lead to syntati hange is well established in the

ontat literature in general (Thomason and Kaufman 1988; Harris and Campbell 1995;

Luas 2015) and in the partiular domain of V2 it is onspiuous that non-Germani V2

languages in Europe have evolved in areal ontiguity and intimate ontat with Germani-

speaking peoples, suh as the Rhaeto-Romane dialets of Southern Tyrol (Poletto 2002) or

Switzerland (Anderson 2004), the Slavoni language Sorbian, or the Finno-Ugri language

Estonian. It is equally onspiuous that bilingual ommunities in Western Flanders show

signs of deviation from linear V2 in the form of adjunt-subjet-verb-sequenes, that these

seem to inrease statistially with inreased viinity to the Frenh border, and that in Frenh

Flemish, that is Flemish spoken in Northern Frane, V3 order in this ontext onstitutes

the rule rather than the exeption (Haegeman and Greo 2016). Furthermore, in the urban

1

. . . es usages . . . traduisent le fait que, durant plusieurs sièles, des hommes habitués à

pratiquer à la fois le latin et le germanique ont onstruit leurs phrases latines omme leurs

phrases germaniques. (Meillet 1931:37)

2

Thomason and Kaufman also laim the V2 rule was not inherited from Latin and that it is `unknown

elsewhere in Romane' (Thomason and Kaufman 1988:128).
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vernaulars of multiethni ommunities in the Sandinavian ountries and Germany, V3

orders similar to those addued by Haegeman and Greo are frequent (see Walkden 2017

and referenes therein). Moreover, the literature on heritage languages robustly attests

that heritage speakers of V2 languages oasionally produe non-V2 orders that would

be ungrammatial in the target language (Shmid 2002; Larsson and Johannessen 2015;

Arnbjörnsdóttir et al. to appear; Westergaard and Lohndal to appear). The aumulated

evidene therefore strongly suggests that language ontat an be instrumental both in

bringing about V2 grammars as well as in destabilising them.

1.2.1.1 Pan-Romane Germani in�uene: a historially unrealisti senario

The preeding observations notwithstanding, in the partiular ase of the Pan-Romane V2

hypothesis the fats as reported in the researh literature do not lend themselves so readily

to an explanation in terms of language ontat. Although the superstrate-theory may be

historially realisti for Frenh and perhaps to some extent for the Northern Italian dialets,

it is onsiderably less so for Spanish and Portuguese. The only lasting Germani presene

on the Iberian peninsula was that of the Visigoths, an East Germani tribe that estab-

lished their kingdom on the deline of Roman power in the 5

th

entury and were expelled

by the Umayyad onquest in the early 8

th

entury. On traditional aounts, the Visigoths

were romanized and (possibly monolingual) Latin-speakers even before rossing the Pyre-

nees (Harris 2000b:2, Green 2000:119, Wright 2002:30), soon onverted to Catholiism, and

their vernaular was never established as a language of administration. Penny onludes

that `the in�uene exerised by Visigothi upon the Latin of Spain was [. . . ℄ small. Apart

from a number of lexial loans [. . . ℄ suh in�uene is limited to a few morphologial fea-

tures. . . ' (Penny 2002:14) This view is shared by Marías (1990:75): `The inhabitants of

Hispania quite soon began to speak Latin; but after the �fth entury they did not speak a

Germani language; rather, the Visigoths also spoke Latin.' (See also Green 2000:118-119)

In a similar vein, Rinke (2009:312) laims there was no `substantial Germani in�uene'

on Old Portuguese,

3

and Head and Semënova (2013) argue that the Germani impat on

Portuguese was restrited to the lexion. It should be added that muh of the Germani

voabulary in Ibero-Romane is part of the ommon stok already found in Vulgar Latin,

thus suggesting lexial di�usion through Latin rather than diret loans (Meyer-Hermann

1988, Green 2000:119, Parkinson 2000:164-165, Wright 2002:30). The importane of the

Germani in�uene on Neapolitan, Siilian and Sardinian seems equally dubious from a

historial perspetive.

Against the bakdrop of these fats, it seems highly unlikely that V2 should have passed

from Germani to all of these Old Romane varieties. This means that the ontat-theory,

although relevant for ertain varieties, does not square well with the generalised laim em-

bodied in the Pan-Romane V2 hypothesis. This state of a�airs invites us to onsider the

null-hypothesis, namely that Romane V2 was the result of organi development from Latin.

1.2.2 The internal hypothesis: V2 as the result of organi develop-

ment

The view that the inversion systems of Old Romane evolved out of strutures already

present in Latin is no less time-honoured than the theory of the Germani superstrate.

3

However, as noted above, Rinke does not analyze Old Portuguese as a V2 language. She also adds that

`Vulgar-Latin was not a V2 language.' (Rinke 2009:312)
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Rudolf Thurneysen, the philologist normally aredited with the disovery of verb-seond

in Old Frenh (Thurneysen 1892), seized upon the disovery of Jaob Wakernagel's famous

law, whih had been published only some months before (Wakernagel 1892), to suggest that

Old Frenh V2 had generalized from light verbs suh as the opula and some auxiliaries,

whih often oupy seond position in Latin in aordane with Wakernagel's Law. This

essentially phonologial explanation of the origin of verb-seond has also been reiterated

oasionally (Anderson 1993; Dewey 2006).

In more reent years the internal hypothesis has been reinvoked by a handful of linguists

who, to the extent that they are expliit about it, argue for a syntati rather than phono-

logial explanation. Without mentioning verb-seond expliitly, Herman laimed that the

harateristi feature of Late Latin texts was the sequene SVO or OVS, adding that `both

of these orders seem to have gained ground statistially sine Classial times, and in some

texts they form the majority' (Herman 2000:86). Unfortunately, Herman did not speify

whih texts he had in mind.

The internal hypothesis is also assoiated with the work of Dardel, who in a series of

publiations hampioned a omparative-reonstrutive aount of Proto-Romane word or-

der (Dardel 1983, 1989, 1996). Categorizing word order onstellations on the basis of their

pragmati, surfae properties (SVO and OVS are onsidered two di�erent word orders),

Dardel onsidered the distribution of these di�erent patterns in the oldest stages of Ro-

mane as traes of older historial stages. Based on an evaluation of the available evidene,

Dardel reonstruted di�erent historial phases, eah haraterised by a di�erent unmarked

word order. In Dardel (1983), these stages are SOV, VSO, SVO, and in Dardel (1989), an

unmarked stage OVS is inserted in the middle, giving SOV, VSO, OVS, SVO :

Figure 1.1: Four stages in the development of Proto-Romane word order aording to

Dardel (1983; 1989)

Common

Romane A : SOV

Common

Romane B: VSO

Late Common

Romane A: OVS

Late Common

Romane B: SVO

A more syntati approah is taken by Salvi, who in several publiations has argued for

an internal Romane genesis of V2 (Salvi 2000, 2004, 2012). Salvi points out that Clas-

sial Latin allowed fronting of the under verb ertain pragmati onditions. Apart from

verb-initial orders assoiated with a partiular illoutionary fore suh as questions, imper-

atives, hortatives and the like, fronting of the verb ould also be employed in delaratives

in the ase of theti lauses where the fous sopes over the entire event (see also Devine

and Stephens 2006:144-150). Aording to Salvi, this kind of verb-fronting was originally in

omplementary distribution with fronting of onstituents to the left periphery of the lause

under topialisation or narrow fous. However, in Late Latin this omplementary distribu-

tion was broken as verb-initial orders gradually beame unmarked, yielding �rst fous-verb

and subsequently also topi-verb sequenes (Salvi 2004:101-117).

4

One text in partiular has attrated muh attention in the literature on Late Latin

word order, namely the late 4th entury Itinerarium Egeriae. Aording to Clakson and

Horroks, there is evidene for a verb-initial pattern in the text, `with an optional fous slot

4

Another laim oasionnally made is that verb-fronting, partiularly in later Latin, is assoiated with

`lively style' or narration (Bauer 2009:277-279).
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before it' (Clakson and Horroks 2007:291-292; Wolfe (2015) ites some suggestive passages

from the text and argues that these provide indiations of an inipient V2 syntax. Until

reently, however, these laims were onsiderably underdeveloped, laking su�ient bakup

from quantitative and qualitative analysis. This situation has been remedied reently by

Ledgeway, who has presented a series of arguments, based on a omplete annotation of the

text, that the Itinerarum Egeriae is indeed an early speimen of verb-seond syntax and a

forerunner of the later Romane systems (Ledgeway 2017).

5

1.3 The struture and researh questions of the thesis

The preeding setions have served to give some relevant bakground to issues that will be

of entral onern in this thesis and to set the stage for the following hapters. Against this

bakdrop, I will now explain the struture of the thesis and lay out some of the most entral

researh questions.

The thesis is organised as follows. In hapter 2, the verb-seond phenomenon is intro-

dued and explored in depth on the basis of empirial evidene from the modern Germani

languages. The hapter fouses on the historial development of verb-seond theory within

the mainstream generative paradigm, and in partiular those more reent trends that will

be most relevant to the empirial investigation and theoretial disussion in later hapters.

A distintion will be made between a V2 onstrution and a V2 language, and onrete def-

initions are provided for both. The theoretial framework is lari�ed and some assumptions

regarding the aquisition of phrase struture are presented. The methodology of the orpus

annotation is brie�y disussed. Some entral researh questions in this hapter inlude the

following:

(5) How should a V2 onstrution be de�ned? What role, if any, should be aorded to

linear order in this de�nition? What role should be aorded to inversion? If the

label `V2' an be appended to languages whih exhibit rather di�erent word order

properties, is the notion of V2 language really well-de�ned? Or to put it slightly

di�erently: how muh variation should we allow for under the label of V2 language?

On the empirial side, this thesis will ontribute diretly to the debate on Old Frenh

inversion on a synhroni level. This is the topi of hapters 3 and 4, whih are devoted to

an analysis of two Old Frenh prose texts that have not been extensively exploited before

in studies on Old Frenh word order, namely Le roman de Tristan en prose and the prose

version of La vie de Saint Eustae. Sine both texts date from the �rst half of the 13th

entury and show very similar syntax, they are onsidered jointly as a piee of synhroni

evidene for the state of the language of this period. For the ease of the reader, this bulk

has been divided into two hapters; hapter 3 is devoted to main lauses, while hapter

4 fousses on the syntax of embedded lauses. The researh questions an be stated in

preliminary form as follows, pending more elaborate formulation:

(6) How should the inversion system of Old Frenh be analysed syntatially? What is

the syntax of main and embedded lauses, and in what respet do they di�er? (To

what extent) was Old Frenh a V2 language?

With hapter 5, this thesis aims to ontribute to the issue of the origin of the Old Ro-

mane inversion systems. As a point of departure, the internal hypothesis of a development

5

Antonelli (2015) has argued that wh-questions in the Vulgate show V2 order.
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within Latin is adopted, and this hypothesis is then tested against the evidene from the

late 4th entury prose itinerary Itinerarium Egeriae. Central researh questions inlude the

following:

(7) Had Late Latin already developed generalised subjet-inversion strutures of the

Old Romane kind? If so, how should these strutures be analysed? Had Late Latin

developed into a V2 language?

Finally, the diahroni aspet will be taken into onsideration in hapter 6, whih rounds

o� by summarizing the �ndings from the previous hapters and by disussing their relevane

to our understanding of Romane diahrony. A onrete, stagewise senario is o�ered leading

from Late Latin to Old Romane in general, and to Old Frenh in partiular. The possi-

ble impat of Germani in�uene on Old Frenh will also be disussed. Some important

questions to be disussed in this �nal hapter inlude:

(8) How did the Old Romane inversion systems evolve diahronially? What might

be onsidered plausible stages in this proess? In what sense is Old Frenh speial

within the Romane family, and how do we aount for this speial status?

Having stated my researh objetives, I would like to express my hope that this work an

be of interest outside the irle of theoretially oriented linguists. In partiular, I hope that

philologists within both the Latin and the Romane tradition and indeed anyone interested

in the diahrony of the Romane languages might �nd it worthwhile to read. In order to

make the text as aessible as possible, I have hosen to inlude in hapter 2 a rather lengthy

introdution to the verb-seond phenomenon whih does not require extensive bakground

knowledge. The empirial data as well as all the relevant theory are introdued, in addition

to some thoughts of my own on the proper way to delimit V2 from similar inversion systems.

Some bakground knowledge of syntati theory is assumed; for an aessible introdution

to the Minimalist framework used in the analysis, see Adger (2003).
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Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 Introdution

This hapter serves several purposes. First, it introdues the major fats of verb-seond as

the phenomenon manifests itself in the modern Germani V2 languages. This gives us a solid

empirial basis for omparison when onfronting the evidene from the inversion system of

13th entury Old Frenh in hapters 3-4. Suh omparison with Germani is often made

in work addressing the Old Romane inversion systems. This pratie of using modern

Germani as a benhmark is quite understandable, as it would be senseless for a orpus

linguist onsidering a V2 hypothesis for a dead language to deprive herself of the potential

insights o�ered by ontemporary languages whose syntax is muh better understood. At

the same time, this pratie an run the risk of beoming somewhat less than methodial if

the dead language is expeted to behave in fashion idential to the `ontrol group', and in

partiular if this assumption stays impliitly in the bakground rather than being expliitly

stated.

Furthermore, the modern Germani V2 languages are far from homogeneous with respet

to all aspets of the verb-seond syntax. The seond objetive of this hapter is therefore

to larify what is ommon and what is not, and to separate what is entral to a verb-

seond grammar from what is stritly speaking extrinsi, in order to develop a theoretially

expliit de�nition of verb-seond whih ultimately will serve as the standard against whih

to evaluate the data in this thesis. When armed with suh a language-neutral de�nition, the

possibility of omparison o�ered by the modern Germani languages may serve as a very

useful heuristi in later hapters.

In general terms, the present hapter aims to provide an overview of the researh liter-

ature on verb-seond within the mainstream generative paradigm (read: transformational

grammar based on the T-model), and to problematize ertain aspets of this researh. Var-

ious empirial phenomena whih pose problems to prevailing theory will be pointed out

and disussed. In partiular, this hapter makes a novel theoretial ontribution by showing

that some theoretial innovations of reent years are more problemati than what is perhaps

ommonly assumed, but no serious attempt will be undertaken to solve these problems. The

reason for this is that the primary objetive of this thesis is not to develop new theory, but

to arrive at an adequate aount of the syntax of Old Frenh and Late Latin, as well as the

diahroni links that unite these languages. In this perspetive, the Germani V2 languages

disussed in this hapter play only a seondary role, setting the ground, as it were, for the
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investigations in subsequent hapters.

The struture of the hapter Rather than trying to keep data and theory stritly apart,

an approah whih would probably have led to muh repetition, I have opted for a loosely

`historial' struture, traking the development of verb-seond theory as it has evolved in

the fae of ever-growing evidene and theoretial innovations. The literature on verb-seond

is imposing, and the emphasis here is plaed on those reent developments that will play

the most diret role in the following hapters.

The struture of the hapter is thus as follows: setion 2.2 provides a basi introdution

to the verb-seond phenomenon through some examples, a �rst attempt at a de�nition is

o�ered and then immediately rejeted, and a brief illustration is given of an important pre-

generative forerunner of later verb-seond theory, namely the �eld model (Feldermodell)

approah to German word order.

Setion 2.3 introdues what will be termed the traditional analysis of verb-seond and

spends some time illustrating its bene�ts and shortomings. Setion 2.4 introdues reent

artographi approahes to verb-seond in general and so-alled `bottlenek' approahes in

partiular. It will be argued that the nature of Germani V2 eludes a satisfying desription in

a fully artographi model. In setion 2.5, I will review some of the most frequent deviations

from the linear V2 pattern found in the Modern Germani verb-seond languages. Setion

2.6 establishes the de�nition of V2 that will be used in this thesis and lari�es the theoretial

framework and assumptions that will be adopted.

Sine hapters 3 � 5 will provide data retrieved by manual orpus annotation, setion

2.7 brie�y explains the methodology employed in the annotation proess.

2.2 V2: the basi fats

As an introdution to the V2 phenomenon, let us start out by onsidering some examples

from Modern German.

1

The pratie established here will be ontinued throughout the

thesis: the �nite verb is boldfaed, and the onstituents in the pre�eld (the area preeding

the verb) are enlosed in brakets. When neessary, other means of highlighting suh as

underlining will be employed; this will be properly indiated at the relevant time.

Example (9) gives �ve slightly di�erent variants of a German main lause. Notie that

the �nite verb remains in seond position throughout all the permutations and funtions

as the axis around whih the other onstituents of the lause group. The area to the left

of the verb will be alled the `pre�eld'.

2

There are few restritions on the ategory and

grammatial funtion of the �rst onstituent, whih an be, among other things, the subjet

(9a), the objet (9b), a loative adverbial PP (9), a temporal adverb (9d) or even an entire

embedded lause funtioning as an adverbial (9e):

(9) a. [Ih℄

I

habe

have

gestern

yesterday

das

the

Buh

Book

im

in-the

Auto

ar

vergessen.

forgotten.

`I forgot the book in the ar yesterday.'

b. [Das

The

Buh℄

book

habe

have

ih

I

gestern

yesterday

im

in-the

Auto

ar

vergessen.

forgotten.

1

Unless otherwise indiated, the examples are my own. In ase of doubt native speakers were onsulted.

2

In this thesis, the term `pre�eld' is used as a desriptive surfae term to designate the area to the left of

the �nite verb. From this follows that the pre�eld an in priniple range from being empty (in verb-initial

lauses) to omprising the entire lause (in verb-�nal lauses).
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. [Im

In-the

Auto℄

ar

habe

have

ih

I

gestern

yesterday

das

the

Buh

book

vergessen.

forgotten.

d. [Gestern℄

Yesterday

habe

have

ih

I

das

the

Buh

book

im

in-the

Auto

ar

vergessen.

forgotten.

e. [Weil

Beause

ih

I

so

so

gestresst

stressed

war℄,

was,

habe

have

ih

I

das

the

Buh

book

im

in-the

Auto

ar

vergessen.

forgotten.

`Beause I was so stressed, I forgot the book in the ar.'

While all of the major ategories and funtions illustrated in (9) are permitted in the

pre�eld aross the range of Germani V2 languages, this does not mean that there are

no restritions whatsoever; disourse partiles are generally not possible in the pre�eld

(Thráinsson 2007:40),

3

and verbal partiles are ontextually severely limited, although far

from impossible (Trotzke and Quaglia 2016). Other restritions are partiular to some

Germani languages. For instane, German does not aept simple sentential negation

in the pre�eld, while this option is possible in ertain ontexts in some of the modern

Sandinavian languages (Holmberg and Platzk 1995), although apparently not in Danish

(Mikkelsen 2010:4). While Continental and Sandinavian Germani an front the entire

VP to the pre�eld, this is generally not possible in Ielandi (Thráinsson 2007:349). The

intention here is not to atalogue the atual variation between the Germani languages in

this respet, merely to point out that suh variation exists.

As for the quantitative dimension of this variation in the pre�eld, there does not seem

to be su�ient data available for all of the languages to draw �rm and detailed onlu-

sions. However, all V2 languages pattern similarly with respet to the most frequent �llers,

whih are subjets or adverbials, the latter of ourse being a over-term for several di�er-

ent types of onstituents. In a study on word order in modern German newspaper prose,

Fabriius-Hansen and Solfjeld (1994) found that 38.6% of main lauses feature an initial

adverbial, while 6.6% feature an objet (N=984). In her investigation of Swedish prose,

Westman (1974) reports 30.8% initial adverbials and 2.3% objets (N=5588). A ompara-

tive investigation by Bohnaker and Rosén (2008) �nds that the pre�eld in Swedish is �lled

by adverbials in 23% and objets in 3% of main lauses (N=535), while the orresponding

numbers for German are 42% and 7%, respetively (N=1173). There therefore seems to

be some evidene for laiming that Germans front non-subjets, and in partiular objets,

more frequently than Swedes (and as a onjeture perhaps speakers of Mainland Sandi-

navian in general). Walkden and Booth searhed the Ielandi orpus IePaHC and found

40.8% `non-subjet, non-objet' onstituents and 2.9% objets in the pre�eld (Walkden and

Booth to appear). While we must expet style and genre to exert an in�uene on this dis-

tribution in all languages, the relative di�erene between German and Swedish ould also

3

Notie that in German, it is possible to front elements like `doh' � ≈ `still/yet' in the onessive sense

� to the pre�eld:

(i) Und

Und

[doh℄

yet

wird

will

das

the

Liht

light

der

of-the

Gottlosen

godless

erlöshen. . .

extinguish. . .

`But the light of the godless shall die out. . . '

(Book of Job 18:5)

The question is whether `doh' should be onsidered a partile in suh ases or rather an adverb; it an learly

be prosodially aentuated in the pre�eld, and the semantis seems somehow riher and more onrete than

what is the ase with the orresponding middle �eld partile `doh'. However, this is not deisive evidene

against the status of `doh' as a partile, sine these properties ould equally well be a�orded by the position

in the pre�eld itself.
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be indiative of di�erenes related to information-struture (hereafter also IS) and the use

of the pre�eld in this respet, an issue we will now brie�y onsider.

2.2.1 The information struture (IS) of the pre�eld in V2 languages

The sentenes in (9) are not idential in terms of meaning. Sine they di�er only with respet

to what onstituent is found in the pre�eld, it is lear that the pre�eld o�ers some pragmati

possibilities that an be exploited in disourse. In subjet-initial lauses , the subjet by

default arries an aboutness topi interpretation, to whih the rest of the lause provides

the omment. The fronting of a non-subjet onstituent reates a (sometimes rather slight)

disourse e�et, the exat IS-value of whih is subjet to some variation aross V2-languages

(Holmberg 2015). In the Germani languages, the fronting

4

of a non-subjet argument most

ommonly maintains a topi reading, whih may or may not be ontrastive. Cases like (9d),

where a temporal adverbial oupies the pre�eld, an either be interpreted as a topi, or

perhaps more plausibly as an element providing some kind of anhoring or sene setting for

the rest of the lause, possibly a sub-ase of topialisation. It is worth noting that suh

lauses are also experiened as relatively unmarked, on a par with subjet-initial lauses

(see Frey 2004a for a formal analysis of this `unmarkedness'):

(9d) [Gestern℄

Yesterday

habe

have

ih

I

das

the

Buh

book

im

in-the

Auto

ar

vergessen.

forgotten.

`Yesterday, I forgot the book in the ar.'

Foi are also possible in the pre�eld with ontrastive or orretive readings (10a). How-

ever, it seems like information fous, understood as non-ontrastive, non-presupposed new

information (128), is not partiularly feliitous in the pre�eld of Germani V2 languages (f.

Frey (2006):

5

(10) a. A: Har

Have

du

you

sett

seen

�lmen

�lm

om

about

dronning

queen

Elisabeth?

Elisabeth

B: Nei.

no

[BOKEN℄

book-the

har

have

jeg

I

lest,

read

men

but

jeg

I

har

have

ikke

not

sett

seen

�lmen.

�lm-the.

`Have you seen the �lm about queen Elisabeth? No. I have read the BOOK,

but I haven't seen the �lm.'

b. [I

In

går℄

yesterday

var

was

en

a

hyggelig

nie

kveld.

evening.

?? [En

A

�lm℄

�lm

så

saw

vi

we

alle

all

sammen.

together.

`Yesterday was a nie evening. We all wathed a �lm together.'

(Modern Norwegian)

In spite of these general similarities, some subtle nuanes between the di�erent Ger-

mani V2 languages with respet to the pre�eld have been doumented in the literature.

4

Note that XP-fronting to the pre�eld is in fat often referred to as topialisation, regardless of the

pragmati value of the initial onstituent. Used in this sense, it is possible to `topialise' foi and adverbials.

I shall try to avoid this ambiguous term, reserving it for ases of true topialisation where the initial XP is

in fat a topi. In general I will use the term XP-fronting, although I stress that suh terminology should

not be interpreted as a staunh ommitment to a derivational theory.

5

Throughout this thesis, little or no attempt is undertaken to reprodue the information struture of the

V2 languages into the English translations. This is simply beause the resulting strutures often seem quite

marginal in English. The di�erene between English and the Germani V2 languages in this respet is far

greater than the di�erene between the latter languages themselves.
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Bohnaker and Rosén have shown that native speakers of Swedish do not plae rhemati

(new) information in the pre�eld as easily as Germans, and that this native preferene is

transferred by Swedes when aquiring German as a seond language (Bohnaker and Rosén

2008). For instane, the Swedish L2 aquirers showed a tendeny to use expletives in the

pre�eld to demote rhemati information to a postverbal position in ontexts where German

native speakers preferred preverbal rhemati information. In a subsequent study, Bohnaker

(2010) �nds that the inverse pattern also holds, as German L2 aquirers of Swedish tend to

`overuse' the pre�eld. This di�erene at the level of information struture must therefore

be assumed to be at least partially responsible for the di�erent quantitative distribution of

elements in the pre�eld in the two languages (see setion 2.2) above).

6

Although there is need for more work in this area, the evidene suggests that there are

di�erenes between V2 languages with respet to information struture whih have both

qualitative and quantitative impats on the use of the pre�eld, and that these di�erenes

may ause some interferene e�ets for Germani speakers in L2 aquisition.

2.2.2 Why V2 is not just a linear onstraint

Sine the verb stays in seond position no matter what is put in the pre�eld, V2 thus

produes surfae inversion whenever a non-subjet onstituent oupies the pre�eld.

7

A par-

tiular feature of this inversion struture is that, in the ase of periphrasti or ompound

tenses, the subjet surfaes between the �nite auxiliary and non-�nite main verbs, rather

than following both of these, as is the ase in modern Romane inversion strutures. This is

sometimes re�eted in the term `Germani inversion' (Adams 1987a), but rather than using

this term, I will follow Poletto (2002) and refer to suh onstrutions as G-inversion.

8

Now, if two onstituents appear before the verb as in (11), the result is strongly un-

grammatial in all the Germani standard languages (although they are found in ertain

non-standard varieties; see Walkden 2017) :

(11) *[Gestern℄,

Yesterday

[ih℄

I

habe

have

das

the

Buh

book

im

in-the

Auto

ar

vergessen.

forgotten.

Sine the pre�eld is restrited in this way, let us as a �rst approximation de�ne verb-

seond as a simple linear word order onstraint (albeit one that reognizes onstitueny):

(12) Verb-seond (preliminary de�nition): The �nite verb must appear as the se-

ond onstituent of all delarative main lauses.

6

Bohnaker's (2010) study also shows that this disrepany between the L2 and L1 use of the pre�eld

improves with time, as L2 speakers inrease their pro�ieny.

7

Muh like the term pre�eld, the term inversion will also be employed in a desriptive sense to refer

to any surfae word order where the �nite verb appears to the left of the subjet, regardless of the atual

strutural position of either the verb or the subjet. Used this way, the term even inludes the unmarked

word order of VSO languages.

8

The reason for this is mainly to avoid the two following impliations:

(i) That suh inversion strutures are the result of Germani in�uene.

(ii) That suh inversion strings neessarily have the same syntati struture as in modern Germani.

In other words, G-inversion is yet another surfae term, referring to the partiular inversion struture where

the subjet surfaes between the �nite and non-�nite forms of the verb. It is undisputable that the Old

Romane languages featured widespread G-inversion in this sense of the word, but learly disputable whether

(i) or (ii) holds. Providing answers to these questions is of entral onern to this investigation.
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This de�nition is insu�ient in many respets. In partiular, the position of the �nite

verb in the linear surfae form of a sentene is neither a neessary nor a su�ient ondition

of a V2 grammar from a theoretial point of view. One of the the main objetives of the

following setions is to illustrate why this simple and intuitive de�nition of V2 in terms of

linear order does not apture the essene of the phenomenon, and to replae it with another

notion of V2, de�ned in terms of syntati struture, that is theoretially and empirially

more adequate. Consider to this end the following ontrast between German and the only

Germani non-V2 language, modern English:

(13) a. [My mother℄ works at the hospital.

b. [Meine

My

Mutter℄,

mother,

[die℄

she

arbeitet

works

im

in-the

Krankenhaus.

hospital.

Here, the non-V2 language English puts the verb in seond position, while the V2 lan-

guage German allows it to surfae in third position. In other words, a distintion must be

made from the very outset between linear V2 and strutural V2. Many researhers main-

tain that only strutural V2 holds any theoretial importane. I will also rally behind this

position, but not without making two important quali�ations.

First, it is imperative to bear in mind that linear order has an epistemologial priority

over struture, as it is linearly ordered strings that serve as input to hildren during a-

quisition. Without denying that hildren have aess to other ues suh as morphology or

prosody as well, it follows from this observation that the researher arries the responsibility

of rigorously demonstrating how a strutural V2 grammar an be aquired on the basis of

linear surfae input. My exat stane on these questions will be lari�ed in setion 2.6.4.

Seond, I will argue that an appropriate theoretial notion of V2 should be de�ned in

suh a way that strutural V2 regularly produes linear V2, although it is impossible to

de�ne in quantitative terms exatly how tight this bond should be. While it is indeed

imaginable that a given sample from a non-V2 SVO language suh as Modern English may

in fat ontain more linear V2 than a sample from a V2 language like German, as was

demonstrated in (13), this will rarely be the ase, and the longer the sample, the less likely

this senario will be. As will beome lear later in this hapter, reent developments in

verb-seond theory have strained the bond between linear and strutural V2 onsiderably.

But this is getting ahead of our story. Sine nothing has been said so far about strutural

V2, we ontinue to fous on linear V2. Observe at this point that from the perspetive of

linear order, the V2 string is by de�nition CVX ; in other words, a single onstituent followed

diretly by the verb and then the rest of the lause. Canonially, the V2 string is CVSX,

whih is of ourse a subtype of CVX and entails that the subjet is diretly postverbal in the

surfae linear order. However, this adjaeny does not hold in full generality, as the subjet

may in fat be separated from the verb by intervening onstituents. In (14), the �nite verb

and the subjet are separated by the adverb leider � `unfortunately' � produing a string

CVCSX. I will follow Vane (1997) and refer to suh ases as non-ontiguous inversion:

(14) [Den

The

Film℄

�lm

hat

has

leider

unfortunately

niemand

nobody

gesehen.

seen.

(German)

`Unfortunately, nobody has seen the �lm./As for the �lm, unfortunately nobody has

seen it.'
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An important lesson to bring from suh examples to the orpus data in the following

hapters is that while the string CVSX is highly harateristi of V2, it is neither a neessary

nor su�ient ondition for diagnosing strutural verb-seond.

Non-ontiguous inversion is partiularly ommon in the Sandinavian languages, as il-

lustrated by the following, ompletely unmarked sentene from modern Norwegian:

9

(15) [Brevet℄

Letter-the

har

has

dessverre

unfortunately

sannsynligvis

probably

ikke

not

faren

father-the

min

mine

mottatt.

reeived.

`My father has unfortunately probably not reeived the letter.'

10

(Standard Norwegian)

Here the subjet is separated from the �nite auxiliary by no less than two adverbs plus

negation, although it ould be argued that the latter adverb modi�es the negative phrase.

It should be noted that, aross Germani, the adjaeny between verb and subjet seems

to be stronger with pronominal subjets, as the ontrast between (14) and (16) illustrates.

These examples show that full DP subjets may often oupy a lower position in the lause

than pronouns:

(16) a. *[Den

The

Film℄

�lm

hat

has

leider

unfortunately

sie

she

niht

not

gesehen.

seen.

b. [Den

The

Film℄

�lm

hat

has

sie

she

leider

unfortunately

niht

not

gesehen.

seen.

`As for the �lm, unfortunately she has not seen it.'

2.2.3 The main/embedded asymmetry of V2

Before we proeed to theory, let us observe a �nal `major fat' of Germani V2, the so-alled

`main lause/embedded lause asymmetry', again illustrated by German:

(17) a. Ih

I

bereue,

regret

dass

that

[ih℄

I

[das

the

Buh℄

Book

[im

in-the

Auto℄

ar

[vergessen℄

forgotten

habe.

have.

9

Non-ontiguous inversion is apparently widespread in Germani, but the onditions governing its ap-

pliation are omplex and vary somewhat from language to language. In German, the equivalent of the

Norwegian example in (15) is ill-formed, sine non-ontiguous inversion featuring low subjets preferably

happen with quanti�ed subjets, as in (14). The de�niteness of the subjet is another impating fator,

the rude generalization presumably being that de�nite subjets prefer `higher' positions than inde�nite

ones; see for instane Thrainsson (2007:47-58) for a disussion of these fats in Northern Germani, with a

partiular emphasis on Ielandi. Observe also that the example in (150) might be more aeptable if the

subjet pronoun is strongly stressed, thereby foring a ontrastive reading.

10

Interestingly, the same sentene is perfetly aeptable with the subjet in higher position. Thus, in

addition to (15), all the following seem �ne:

(i) a. Brevet har dessverre sannsynligvis [faren min℄ ikke mottatt.

b. Brevet har dessverre [faren min℄ sannsynligvis ikke mottatt.

. Brevet har [faren min℄ dessverre sannsynligvis ikke mottatt.

If one adoptes the artographi Priniple of Transitivity and assumes that the position of the adverbs are

�xed, we are fored to onlude that the subjet may limb from the lowest to the highest position in this

hierarhy, landing any plae on the way, without notieable semanti e�et. We have a strong andidate for

optionality in grammar here, then.
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`I regret that I forgot the book in the ar.'

b. *Ih bereue, dass [ih℄ habe das Buh im Auto vergessen.

As the ungrammatiality of (17b) shows, V2 is generally ruled out in embedded lauses in

German. While this main-embedded asymmetry is partiularly onspiuous in Continental

Germani SOV-languages like German or Duth, the same disrepany between main and

embedded lauses is observable in the Sandinavian SVO-languages, sine the �nite verb

in embedded lauses follows negation and sentene adverbs. This is illustrated for Modern

Norwegian in (18). In the main lause in (18a), the diret objet oupies the pre�eld

and there is subjet-verb inversion, illustrating that verb-seond is operative in Norwegian.

Example (18b) shows the orret word order in embedded lauses; notie that the sentential

negator ikke � `not' � preedes the �nite verb. Linear V2 is ungrammatial in this ase,

whether the embedded lause is subjet-initial (18) or inverted (18d).

(18) a. [Boken℄

Book-the

kjøpte

bought

jeg

I

ikke.

not.

�The book, I didn't buy.�

b. Jeg

I

angrer

regret

på

on

at

that

[jeg℄

I

[ikke℄

not

kjøpte

bought

boken.

book-the.

`I regret that I didn't buy the book.'

. *Jeg

I

angrer

regret

på

on

at

that

[jeg℄

I

kjøpte

bought

ikke

not

boken.

book-the.

d. *Jeg

I

angrer

regret

på

on

at

that

[boken℄

book-the

kjøpte

bought

jeg

I

ikke.

not.

There is a lot more to say about V2 on the empirial level, but these additional fats

will be addressed in the next setions in tandem with relevant theory. As a preliminary

summary, we observe that a feliitous theory should aount not only for linear V2 per se

(95), but also why it is sometimes still possible to have linear V3 (f. the ontrast between

(11) and (13b)), as well as the main-embedded asymmetry (17�18).

2.2.4 Linear V2 and the '�eld model' of the lause

As the evidene onsidered so far has shown, the V2 phenomenon is a salient feature of the

Germani languages, as re�eted in the term `Germani inversion'. Unsurprisingly then,

verb-seond has been reognized for a long time in Germani philology (see for instane

Erdmann (1886) for a quite modern desription of the fats). In the topologial model of the

German lause, the so-alled Feldermodell developed by Eri Drah (Drah 1963/1937) and

elaborated further for Mainland Sandinavian languages by Paul Diderihsen (Diderihsen

1966/1944) the �nite verb onstitutes the left sentene braket (linke Satzklammer) in main

delaratives, and the domain in front of it, the pre�eld or Vorfeld, is restrited to a single

onstituent. This amounts to a word order onstraint. The example in (9b), repeated below

in slightly simpli�ed form (dropping the PP adjunt) as (19), an be represented as follows

in the topologial model:

(19) [Das Buh℄ habe ih im Auto vergessen.
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Pre�eld Left Braket Middle Field Right Braket

Das Buh habe ih im Auto vergessen.

While the topologial model has enjoyed great suess in didatis and seond-language

aquisition and its terminology has beome ommonplae even in generative syntax, it has

�gured less prominently in the researh literature on V2. A notable exeption is Povl

Skårup's important book on Old Frenh syntax (Skårup 1975).

The drawbak of the model is that it gives limited information on the struture of the

lause and no information at all about its hierarhial organisation. It is desriptively

suessful in providing a word order onstraint, but it does not explain why this onstraint

should hold or what it derives from. As for ases where two onstituents are in fat allowed

to preede the �nite verb (f. 13a), the topologial model must simply add a `pre-pre�eld'

(la zone annexe in Skårup's terminology) to aommodate the extra onstituent.

Nonetheless, when onsidering that the left sentene braket orresponds to the �nite

verb in main lauses and to the omplementiser/subjuntion in embedded lauses, one an-

not help but feel impressed by the striking parallels to later generative analyses. The tradi-

tional analysis presented in the next setion already has a solid fundament; in this respet,

Drah's work on the �eld model deserves to be reognized as the �rst major breakthrough

in verb-seond theory.

2.3 The `traditional' analysis of V2

In the preeding setions I have referred to V2 both as a `onstrution', a `word order

onstraint', and `a rule'.

11

All of these terms are ommonplae in the literature on V2, for

obvious reasons. But while they are useful desriptive labels, transformational generative

grammar has been relutant to grant them muh theoretial status. This most obviously

applies to the notion of `onstrution', whih is often seen as little more than a rather loose

surfae desriptive term.

12

Work in generative syntax in the 1970s (Williams 1974; Koster 1975; Thiersh 1978)

lead to a breakthrough in the form of the analysis of den Besten (den Besten 1983), whih

has subsequently been adopted as the standard analysis of verb-seond in generative syntax.

The suess of this analysis is that it de�nes the strutural properties of V2 preisely, thereby

11

I would like to emphasize that what is termed the `traditional analysis' in this setion is not a single

onrete analysis provided by an individual researher or even a small group of researhers, but rather

represents a fusion of di�erent analytial ontributions as well as more general theoretial insights developed

in the late 70's and the 80's, inluding, but not limited to Williams (1974), Koster (1975), Thiersh (1978),

den Besten (1983), Travis (1984), Platzak (1986), deHaan & Weerman (1986), although the analytial

`ore' of this analysis must be onsidered the work of den Besten (1983). The presentation in this setion

therefore takes the historiographi liberty of presenting a simple synopsis of a omplex researh story from

a retrospetive point of view.

12

As for rules/onstraints, they were ommon in early transformational grammar but have sine fallen

into disrepute. Thus, in the early days of generative grammar, while PS-rules were still used to reate

Deep Struture from the lexion, a entral issue to researh on German syntax was to deide whether the

main lause V2 order (in partiular the unmarked SVO order) or the embedded verb-�nal order should be

onsidered the basi, underlying order; for arguments in favour of the former, see Vennemann (1972), and for

the latter, Reis (1974). The latter position prevailed (for a disussion, see Thiersh 1978) and has enjoyed

widespread onsensus in derivational approahes to German syntax ever sine, although a third position has

emerged with a modern variant of the `Universal Base Hypothesis' (Kayne 1994), aording to whih all

word order patterns are derived from a universal SVO base. This assumption is adopted for Zwart's early

Minimalist study of Duth (1993).
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reduing terms like `word order onstraint/rule' or `onstrution' to epiphenomenal surfae

terms.

The enterpiee of den Besten's analysis rests upon the main/embedded asymmetry

of V2 illustrated in the previous setion. Den Besten apitalized on the omplementary

distribution of omplementisers and verb-seond in Continental Germani by laiming that

the verb and the omplementiser ompete for the same position, COMP. This position is

vaant in main lauses, allowing the verb to move into it, while it hosts the omplementiser

(or subjuntions) in embedded lauses, thereby bloking verb fronting.

With the extension of the X-bar shema (Chomsky 1970; Jakendo� 1977) to funtional

ategories (Chomsky 1986), the formerly exoentri lause was reast as a CP. Updating

den Besten's analysis to this new endoentri phrase struture, the struture of a sentene

suh as (19) is thus as follows:

13

(19) [Das

The

Buh℄

book

habe

have

ih

I

vergessen.

forgotten.

`I forgot the book.'

(20)

CP

DP C

′

Das Buh C

0

habe

IP

ih I

′

VP I

0

habe

DP V

0

vergessen

das Buh

The laim embodied in this �gure is that verb seond is in fat a omplex phenomenon

onsisting of two di�erent movement operations: (1) Movement of an XP, in this ase the

diret objet, from the ore lause into the spei�er of CP. (2) V-to-C movement of the �nite

verb to the head of the CP projetion. In embedded lauses, on the other hand, the presene

of an overt omplementiser lexialising C

0
e�etively bloks verb raising, and the verb stays

lower in the struture, the exat position being open to variation aross languages.

(21) Ih

I

bereue,

regret

dass

that

[ih℄

I

[das

the

Buh℄

Book

[vergessen℄

forgotten

habe.

have.

`I regret that I forgot the book.'

(22) *Ih bereue, dass [ih℄ habe das Buh vergessen.

13

Note that this struture is minimal and only shows the ore projetions CP, IP, VP. It abstrats away

from ompliations suh as the question if the subjet originates lower in the struture, for instane in

SpeVP, whih is omitted here. It also assumes that there is a head �nal IP-projetion in German, although

the empirial evidene for this projetion is sant if existent. Nothing hinges on this.
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CP

C

0

dass

IP

ih I

′

VP I

0

habe

ih das Buh

vergessen

V-to-C movement was later taken to be an instantiation of the more general operation

of Head Movement (Travis 1984; Koopman 1984; Baker 1988) and onsidered to be subjet

to the Head Movement Constraint (Travis 1984), a loality onstraint stating that a head

X annot move to a head Y by skipping an intervening head Z. In other words, head

movement is onsidered to be ylial. However, while there is strong evidene for ylial

head movement in English,

14

the question is rather ompliated in many other Germani

languages. In German, there is little if any empirial evidene that would allow us to deide

whether the �nal verb in embedded lauses is in I

0
or V

0
, as suh movement would always

be string vauous.

15

In Mainland Sandinavian, as we have already seen (f. example (18)

above), the �nite verb is preeded by negators and various adverbs in embedded lauses.

Sine these elements are generally taken to oupy positions between IP and VP in these

languages, this is ommonly interpreted as diret evidene that the verb does not raise to

I

0
in non-V2 embedded lauses (Platzak 1986; Holmberg and Platzk 1995). If the verb

does not move to I

0
in non-V2 ontexts in these languages, this raises the question why it

should do so as an intermediate step in V-to-C movement, or how this intermediate step

might ever be aquired by the hildren.

16

I will return to the question of V-to-I later, as

this is an important and still not ompletely resolved issue in Sandinavian syntax as well

as in V2 theory in general.

2.3.0.1 Evidene in favour of the traditional analysis

There are several piees of evidene to suggest that the hypothesis of a ompetition between

�nite verbs and omplementisers might in fat be on the right trak. First, observe that

14

Cruially, the fat that only auxiliary verbs are aeptable in C

0
in the ontext of polar questions and

`residual V2' onstrutions suh as wh-questions, the very same verbs that are independently shown to

undergo V-to-I movement. In other words, V-to-I 'feeds' I-to-C in English (for a disussion, see Roberts

1993:15-16).

15

In fat, the matter is even more ompliated. Basially, there are three options regarding the IP-

projetion in Modern German: 1. It is absent (Haider 1993). 2. It is head-�nal, like depited in (20)

(Grewendorf 1993). 3. It is head-initial, in whih ase it would have to be assumed that the verb does not

raise at all in embedded lauses, like in (most varieties of) Mainland Sandinavian (Haider 2010; Vikner

2001).

16

Platzak (1986) argues that V-to-C neessarily involves the intermediate step V-to-I and that both of

these derivational moves must be aquired independently, while Holmberg & Platzak (1995) and Vikner

(1995) suggest that V-to-C might take plae in one fell swoop.
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embedded V2 in German is triggered by dropping the omplementiser (23a), sine verb-�nal

order (23b) is ungrammatial in suh ases:

(23) a. Er

He

hat

has

gesagt,

said

das

the

[Buh℄

book

hat/habe

has.IND/SUBJ

er

he

vergessen.

forgotten

'He said that he forgot the book.'

b. * Er hat gesagt, er das Buh vergessen hat.

Still, it is important to point out that embedded verb-seond in Continental Germani

is not governed exlusively by the presene or absene of the omplementiser, as one would

expet from the traditional analysis. There are many verbs whih quite simply do not aept

embedded verb seond, omplementiser or not (Haider 1986:53):

(24) a. Ih bereue, dass [ih℄ [das Buh℄ [vergessen℄ habe.

I regret that I the Book forgotten have.

`I regret that I forgot the book.'

b. * Ih bereue, dass [ih℄ habe das Buh vergessen.

. * Ih bereue, [das Buh℄ habe ih vergessen.

In other words, embedded V2 in omplement lauses in Continental Germani is on-

strained by both the nature of the matrix verb as well as the presene or absene of the

omplementiser. This leads to a situation where embedded V2 is either impossible (if either

of the two onditions appropriate matrix verb and zero omplementiser is violated) or oblig-

atory (if both onditions are met). As we shall see later, this piture is slightly ariatural,

but it presumably aptures the vast majority of ases.

Another piee of evidene sometimes addued in favour of the traditional analysis omes

from onditional adverbial lauses, whih also feature V-to-C movement in the absene of a

subjuntion. This phenomenon seems to be found in all Germani languages. In (25a), the

subjuntion lexialises C

0
and the verb stays in lause-�nal position, whereas in (25b) the

verb assumes the lause-initial position in C

0
in the absene of a subjuntion; the paradigm
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in (26) illustrates that the same applies to Ielandi.

17 18

(25) a. [Wenn℄

If

du

you

heute

today

Abend

evening

zu

to

mir

me

kommst,

omes

können

an

wir

we

uns

us

einen

a

Film

�lm

anshauen.

on-look

`If you ome over to me tonight, we ould wath a movie.'

b. Kommst du heute Abend zu mir, können wir uns einen Film anshauen.

(26) a. Jón

John

verður

beomes

góður

good

ef

if

hann

he

æ�r

praties

sig.

self.

`John will be good if he praties.'

b. Æ�

pratise.SUBJ

Jón

John

sig

self

verður

beomes

hann

he

góður.

good.

`If John praties, he will be good.'

. Jón

John

verður

beomes

góður,

good

æ�

pratie.SUBJ

hann

he

sig.

self.

`John will be good if he praties.'

(Ielandi, taken from Thráinsson 2007:30.)

While there are learly some indiations that verbs and omplementiser are attrated to

the same strutural position, the deeper reasons behind this orrelation are not immediately

17

Interestingly, the Germans I have onsulted do not aept the variant where the onditional is plaed

after the matrix lause, that is the equivalent of the Ielandi (26):

(i) ?? Wir können uns einen Film anshauen, kommst du heute Abend zu mir.

One way of interpreting this is that even in German, where the omplementarity between V2 and omple-

mentisers is generally very robust, it is not su�ient to just vaate the C-position in order to have V-to-C

movement (but see Reis and Wöllstein (2010) for an analysis and a di�erent onlusion). Another interest-

ing question is why the verb is not interested in the presumably empty C

0
in the ase of relative lauses

or embedded interrogatives. One might appeal to the 'Doubly-�lled COMP �lter' (Chomsky and Lasnik

1977:446), but there is su�ient ross-linguisti evidene to question the general validity of that notion. In

fat, several Germani varieties do optionally allow the �lling of both the head and the spei�er, but in these

varieties, it is invariably the omplementiser and not the verb that lexialises C

0
(Bayer 1984; Haegeman

1992; Shönenberger 2006). In Frisian, it is apparently the ase that the `Doubly-�lled COMP �lter' must

obligatorily be violated (Hoekstra 1993). Similar laims are made for some Northern Italian dialets by

Poletto (2000). In a artographi approah to the LP (see setion 2.4), the failure of the verb to raise

in suh ontexts is even harder to explain, if one assumes with Rizzi (1997) that relative and embedded

interrogative pronouns move to ForeP, sine this opens up almost the entire LP, with neither Fin

0
nor

SpeFinP lexialised. On the other hand, it should be mentioned that some German varieties do in fat

feature V-to-C in relative lauses, see setion 2.3.5.

18

The same phenomenon an also be observed in adverbial lauses introdued by `als ob' � `as if' � in

German:

(i) a. Es

It

sieht

looks

aus,

out,

als

as

ob

if

es

it

regnen

rain

wird.

will.

�It looks as if it will rain.�

b. Es sieht aus als wird es regnen.
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lear. Den Besten suggested it was due to the presene of in�etional features that attrat the

�nite verb. Evidene in favour of this intuition has been addued in the literature by referring

to so-alled `omplementiser agreement' in some Continental West Germani varieties suh

as Bavarian or Flemish, where the omplementiser arries overt in�etional morphology

similar to the verbal agreement su�xes(Bayer 1984; Haegeman 1992; Zwart 1993). I give

but one example, from Bavarian German (27). As this example learly illustrates, the

omplementiser arries the same in�etional ending `sd' (underlined) as the seond personal

singular subjet:

(27) I

I

frog'

ask

me,

me,

obsd

if

ned

not

du

you

des

this

moha

do

kansd

an

'I ask myself if you an't do this.'

(From Weiss 2005. Translation added.)

This intuition has also in the main been ontinued in some form in most generative work

on verb-seond (Platzak 1986; Vikner 1995), often formalised as a feature [Inf/Fin/Agr/φ℄

in the C

0
position.

19

It is worth pointing out, however, that evidene from other languages shows that V-

to-C movement is not logially dependent on �niteness. In Italian, today a non-V2 SVO

language with onsiderable word order variation, V-to-C in fat turns up in a non-�nite

onstrution known as the `Aux-to-Comp' onstrution, showing that V-to-C an be disjoint

from �niteness in any onrete sense of the word. In (28), the non-�nite auxiliary is lause-

initial, preeding the subjet whih in turn preedes the partiiple, yielding an exeptional

ase of G-inversion in Italian. This is normally analysed as featuring V-to-C movement of

the gerundive (Rizzi 1982; Belletti 2009).

(28) Avendo

Having

Gianni

Gianni

hiuso

losed

il

the

dibattito,

debate,

la

the

riunione

meeting

è

ended

�nita

early.

prima.

`Gianni having losed the debate, the meeting ended early.' (From Belletti 2009:77)

Perhaps one ould argue that `non-�nite' is too rude a term and that what the verb

in (28) really laks is agreement morphology, not tense morphology. This ould potentially

suggest an analysis whereby the requirement or preondition for V-to-C is that the lause

be `tensed' in some sense. However, other languages show that V-to-C an our even in the

absene of tense; a prominent example is provided by non-�nite adverbial lauses of purpose

in Spanish; in (29) the non-�nite verb is the in�nitive, and yet this verb appears lause-

initially while the subjet surfaes between the fronted verb and a partiiple, a hallmark of

V-to-C movement.

(29) Dáme

Give-me

su

his

numero

number

para

so-that

poder

an.INF

yo

I

ontatarlo.

ontat-him.

`Give me his number so that I an ontat him myself.'

While this does not prove that V-to-C annot be triggered by some �niteness feature in

Germani, it at least strongly suggests that this orrelation is not universal. Furthermore, I

also believe that these fats suggest another possible interpretation of examples like (25�26)

above, where V-to-C was shown to take plae in onditional lauses. Common to both (25�

26) and(28�29) is that the verb raises in the absene of a omplementiser or subjuntion.

19

See (Berman 2003) for an LFG approah without features.
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This happens regardless of whether the language normally features V-to-C movement in

delaratives or not. Rather, the funtion of verb movement here seems to be related to

lause typing, marking the subordinate as a onditional, temporal or purpose adverbial

lause, respetively. While these patterns only strengthen the hypothesis of some onnetion

between the omplementiser and the verb, at the same time they weaken the idea that verb

fronting in (25-26) is neessarily related to the V2 grammar of these languages.

20

These observations notwithstanding, it is easy to see why the traditional analysis of V2

should have beome a showase of early P&P theory. Apart from the empirial evidene, V2

is neatly redued to a matter of parametri setting (lous of in�etion/AGR in the grammar)

and phrase struture itself, as the restrition to a single XP in front of the verb falls out from

the supposedly universal X-bar shema and the status of the lause as a CP. In other words,

no need to invoke either PS-rules or word order onstraints to aount for the position of

the verb; the verb-seond `onstrution' is redued to a omplete epiphenomenon.

2.3.1 Deriving the pre�eld: The EPP-feature and the ban on CP-

adjuntion

In fat, while the analysis of V2 as presented by den Besten seems to apture the V2

onstrution elegantly, it does not in fat derive the linear restritions on the pre�eld entirely.

Some additional mahinery was needed to make sure the pre�eld is not allowed to stay empty,

nor host more than a single XP.

Starting with the former point, it is a well-known fat that XP-fronting to the pre�eld is

familiar from many languages as an operation intimately related to and possibly triggered by

information struture, for instane to set up a topi-omment or fous-bakground struture.

However, there must learly be something more at work in the V2 languages, sine even all-

fous lauses must obey the V2 pattern, either by using the unmarked subjet-initial order,

or by employing a semantially vauous expletive in the pre�eld (30a). It is not possible to

start the lause with the verb (30b)�(30), although these lauses should be perfetly well-

formed with respet to both theta-theory and ase-theory. (30d) shows that the expletive

is only grammatial in the pre�eld, a fat whih illustrates well the role of the expletive in

`saving' the V2 order:

21

20

In fat, verb fronting as a lause-typing strategy seems to be a typial feature of the Indo-European

languages (Watkins 1964). At an early stage, when lausal relations were predominantly paratati and

omplementation/subordination was still underdeveloped, this strategy was used in main lauses to signal

imperatives and polar questions. We ould perhaps think of the patterns just reviewed as an extension of

this lause typing strategy to embedded domains. Admittedly, a more developed version of this argument

would also need to say something about the morphologial orrelates of the various verb-fronting operations,

but sine this matter is not of entral onern here, I will not pursue this any further.

21

The use of the expletive is onstrained by more than just information struture. In the Mainland

Sandinavian languages, the verb must be intransitive and the subjet inde�nite, meaning the onstrution

is used presentationally to introdue new disourse referents, as in (ia). In high register Continental Germani

and Ielandi, it is possible to ombine the expletive with transitive verbs.

(i) a. [Det℄

It

kom

ame

en

a

fyr

guy

inn

in

på

on

butikken.

shop-the.

`There ame guy into the shop.'

b. *Kom en fyr inn på butikken.

(Norwegian)
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(30) a. [Es℄

It

ist

is

ein

a

Paket

parel

für

for

dih

you

gekommen.

ome.

`A parel has arrived for you.'

b. *Ist ein Paket für dih gekommen.

. *Ist für dih gekommen ein Paket.

d. *[Ein Paket℄ ist es für dih gekommen.

In other words, the V2 onstrution annot be bypassed by partiular information-

strutural on�gurations and must aordingly be assured by some grammatial priniple. A

ommon assumption is that C

0
arries an EPP-feature whih auses the merger of an exple-

tive in the pre�eld if no semantially motivated XP-fronting takes plae. This EPP-feature

has the e�et of ruling out verb-initial delaratives.

A �nal assumption was neessary to derive the linear restritions on the pre�eld. Sine

adjuntion was frequently employed, in partiular to represent non-argument onstituents

in various positions of the lause, a story was needed to aount for the ungrammatiality

of examples like (11), repeated here for onveniene:

(11) *[Gestern℄,

Yesterday

[ih℄

I

habe

have

das

the

Buh

book

im

in-the

Auto

ar

vergessen.

forgotten.

(Intended: `Yesterday I forgot the book in the ar.' )

In order to explain why this struture ould not be generated by adjoining the initial

adverbial to the lause, in parallel fashion to what was assumed at the time to be the ase

for the orresponding English translation, an assumption was made that UG provides a

universal ban on CP-adjuntion (Iatridou and Kroh 1992, Shwartz and Vikner 1996:12)

whih rules out strutures like (11), where the initial adverb `gestern' is adjoined to the

maximal projetion of the lause/CP.

However, sine all V2 languages do in fat allow ertain ases of linear V3, it was assumed

that the ban on CP-adjuntion ould be irumvented in partiular ontexts. One suh

ontext was given above in (13b) above, repeated here as (31a); another and more frequent

ase of linear V3 is given in (31b). In both of these sentenes, two onstituents preede the

�nite verb, resulting in perfetly well-formed linear V3 onstrutions. The intuition is that

suh ases involve a left-disloated onstituent whih is somehow `outside' the lause, and

that this onstituent is piked up again by a resumptive element in the pre�eld. Thus, it

is the presene of a resumptive pronominal that is o-indexed with the disloated DP in

(31a) that `lienses' the linear V3 order. Likewise, in (31b) the initial subordinate lause is

resumed by a o-indexed temporal adverbial in the pre�eld.

(31) a. [Meine

My

Mutter℄i,

mother,

[die℄i

she

arbeitet

works

im

in-the

Krankenhaus.

hospital.

(German)

`My mother, she works in the hospital.'

b. [Wenn

If

du

you

heute

today

Abend

evening

zu

to

mir

me

kommst℄i,

ome,

[dann℄i

then

können

an

wir

we

uns

us

einen

a

Film

�lm

anshauen.

wath.
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`If you ome over to me to tonight, then we ould wath a movie together.'

The generalization that emerges is thus that Germani V2 languages allow linear V3 in

ontexts where the �rst element is left-disloated and piked up by a resumptive element in

the lause proper.

22

Although the intuition is lear enough, it is presumably fair to say

that the analysis whereby resumption and o-indexation an irumvent the alleged ban on

CP-adjuntion has remained somewhat underdeveloped from a formal perspetive, and these

assumptions have also largely been superseded by more reent theoretial developments, as

we shall see in setion 2.4.

Summary With this �nal theoretial assumption in plae, the traditional analysis of verb-

seond an be onsidered omplete. To sum up, it makes the following di�erent theoretial

laims:

The theoretial laims of the traditional analysis :

(32) a. The �nite verb moves to the head of the highest projetion in the lause, CP.

23

b. One XP moves to the orresponding spei�er projetion, Spe-CP. Alternatively,

an EPP-feature on C

0
will ause the merger of an expletive in Spe-CP.

. Complementisers and the verb ompete for the same head position, C

0
.

d. The trigger for verb movement is �niteness or in�etional features loated in

C

0
.

24

Notie that the di�erent parts of (32) are not equal in motivation or theoretial nees-

sity. While (32a�(32b) or something equivalent seems required to derive the basi word

order fats, (32�32d) are more tentative in nature and ould be desribed as anillary

22

It is sometimes laimed that the resumptive must itself appear in the pre�eld (Alexiadou 2006), but

this is probably too strong. While this seems to be the ase when the initial element is a subordinate lause,

left-disloated DPs (in the broadest possible sense of the term) an sometimes be linked to a pronoun in

situ:

(i) [Broren

Brother-the

hans℄i,

his,

[jeg℄

I

har

have

ikke

not

hørt

heard

fra

from

hami

him

på

on

mange

many

år.

years.

`His brother, I haven't heard from him in many years.'

(Norwegian)

This example ontains a resumptive o-indexed with the initial DP, but it does not oupy the pre�eld; for

similar examples in German and Duth, see Frey (2004), who demonstrates that the resumptive may even

be embedded in a omplement lause, and Grewendorf (2009). In other words, non-inverted linear V3 is

also possible in some ases in the Germani V2 languages.

23

Müller (2004) develops an analysis of V2 that does not feature Head Movement at all, but rather

obligatory (pied-piped) phrasal movement of the entire vP to Spe-CP. On this aount, the verb is linearly

seond beause the entire VP minus its `edge domain', whih ontains exatly one onstituent, has been

evauated prior to movement.

24

In the heyday of the P&P framework, (32d) was frequently onsidered the relevant parameter, suh that

languages where the `lous of in�etion' was in C

0
rather than I

0
would be V2 languages featuring an extra

derivational step, namely Head Movement from I

0
to C

0
. Another suggestion that has been explored is that

V-to-C movement is somehow related to ase assignment (Roberts 1993).
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assumptions. At the same time, (32�32d) represent an attempt at going beyond mere

phrase-strutural desription to provide an explanation of this syntati behaviour of Ger-

mani V2 languages.

2.3.2 The ontroversy of subjet-initial lauses

Before moving on to the next setion, it is worth mentioning that a ertain ontroversy has

surrounded the status of subjet-initial (non-inverted) lauses. Den Besten (1983) assumed

that V-to-C movement and XP-fronting takes plae in all main lauses without distintion,

but if one assumes that the subjet and the verb lexialise the spei�er and the head of IP at

some point in the derivation, movement of the subjet and the verb into the C-layer would

be string-vauous and only reprodue the same Spe-Head relation at a higher level. Some

researhers assume V-to-C movement and XP-fronting in all lauses as a matter of onep-

tual and theoretial uniformity, but Travis (1984) and on several oasions, Zwart, have

argued empirially for a regular IP-analysis of subjet-initial lauses (Zwart 1991, 1993,

1997). Without getting into details here, the argumentation is based on grammatiality

ontrasts between subjet-initial and inverted lauses with respet to phenomena suh as

preverbal expletives or litis, omplementiser agreement and oordination fats. This anal-

ysis is sometimes referred to as the Split Hypothesis, sine linear V2 on this aount would

have two di�erent strutures depending on whether the lause is subjet-initial (V-to-I) or

inverted (V-to-C).

On the other side of the debate, Shwartz and Vikner have produed empirial evidene

in favour of the traditional analysis (Shwartz and Vikner 1989, 1996) based on extration

fats (long distane wh-movement), pre�eld expletives, and asymmetries between subjet-

initial main and embedded lauses with respet to adjuntion. This analysis has been termed

the `symmetri analysis', sine it posits V-to-C in both subjet-initial and inverted lauses.

I refer the reader to these papers for details, but we will return later (setion 2.6.3.1) to the

issue of subjet-initial main lauses from a slightly di�erent perspetive.

The examples we have been onsidering so far have been based almost exlusively on

German. This was a deliberate hoie, for the traditional analysis was motivated by the

fats of Continental Germani. As will beome lear in this setion and the following,

verb-seond theory is haraterized to a very onsiderable extent by what ould be alled

theoretial path-dependeny. Conretely, muh ould have looked di�erent if the analysis

had been driven by the fats of V2 as they appear in other branhes of Germani,

25

an

empirial domain we will turn to presently.

2.3.3 Outside Continental Germani: some problems. . .

It soon beame apparent that not all empirial fats relevant to the V2 phenomenon were a-

ounted for by the analysis developed by den Besten and others. The most serious hallenges

ame from outside Continental Germani and revolve around the issue of the main-embedded

asymmetry of V2. As for the Mainland Sandinavian branh, it was already illustrated in

(18b) (repeated below) that suh asymmetry exists in these languages as well. The posi-

tion of the �nite verb after the sentential negator `ikke' and various IP-adverbs (if present)

indiates that the verb does not raise out of the VP at all :

25

This point is expressed quite suintly by Steiner (2014:3): `the predominane of Modern German in

the V2 literature may have inadvertently skewed our understanding of what V2 is, as it ignores possible

variation in the V2 grammar.'
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(18b) Jeg

I

angrer

regret

på

on

at

that

[jeg℄

I

[ikke℄

not

kjøpte

bought

boken.

book-the.

`I regret that I didn't buy the book.'

However, this asymmetry does not hold in full generality, sine it is perfetly possible to

�nd V2 in ertain embedded lauses in Mainland Sandinavian (for an early disussion, see

Anderson 1975). In (33a), the �nite verb appears in linear seond position of the omplement

lause, preeding the negator `ikke'. (4.3) shows that inversion is also possible in this ontext

without dropping the omplementiser, while (33) shows that V2 is not obligatory in this

ontext either.

(33) a. Hun

She

sa

said

at

that

[hun℄

she

hadde

had

ikke

not

lest

read

boken.

book-the.

`She said that she hadn't read the book.'

b. Hun

She

sa

said

at

that

[boken℄

book-the

hadde

had

hun

she

ikke

not

lest.

read.

`She said that the book, she hadn't read.'

. Hun

She

sa

said

at

that

[hun℄

she

[ikke℄

not

hadde

had

lest

read

boken.

book-the.

Similar fats hold for all of the Mainland Sandinavian languages, showing that V2 is not

only sensitive to the main-embedded distintion, but apparently also to ertain properties of

the matrix prediate. The verbs and opular prediates permitting embedded V2 have been

shown to overlap well with the lasses of prediates permitting embedded root phenomena

in Hooper and Thompson's (1973) in�uential study, and inlude verbs of strong assertion

(generally verba diendi, orresponding to lass A in Hooper and Thompson's typology),

verbs of weak assertion (verba ogitandi denoting thoughts and mental proesses, lass B)

and some semi-fative verbs like see, �nd out, disover, understand, realize and the like

(lass E). I will refer to these verbs as `viadut verbs', following the suggestion made by

Walkden and Booth (to appear).

26

The evidene from Mainland Sandinavian poses a problem to the traditional analysis

of V2, sine the omplementiser in C

0
should e�etively blok V-to-C movement. The

traditional analysis therefore faes a problem of under-generation. The standard analysis

in the literature until Rizzi (1997) was to treat this as an instane of CP-reursion with

the omplementiser seleting a CP-lause as a omplement instead of an IP (deHaan and

Weerman 1986; Iatridou and Kroh 1992; Holmberg and Platzk 1995; Vikner 1995). On

this aount, the struture of an embedded V2 lause suh as (4.3) would be as in (34):

26

The term `bridge verbs' has sometimes been used olletively to designate this group of verbs (Vikner

1995), but this terminology is misleading, as the latter term is also used for verbs allowing extration from

their omplements (Riemsdijk and Williams 1986:294); these verbs and those allowing embedded V2 do not

overlap ompletely.
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(34)

CP

C

0

at

CP

DP C

′

Boken C

0

hadde

IP

hun hadde

ikke lest boken

Suh an approah solves the problem by providing an extra CP for the verb to move into,

but arguably in a rather stipulative way. Sine the existene of embedded V2 is onstrained

by properties of the matrix prediate, and sine embedded V2 is never obligatory in Mainland

Sandinavian, there is learly need for some additional semanti explanation to aompany

the syntati 'CP-reursion' story.

2.3.3.1 Embedded V2 and the `Assertion Hypothesis'

Sine Hooper and Thompson (1973), a onnetion has been reognised as holding between

the possibility of embedded root phenomena and assertion. Therefore, a prominent hy-

pothesis holds that embedded V2 is assoiated with assertion or independent illoutionary

fore (Wehsler 1991; Holmberg and Platzk 1995; Trukenbrodt 2006; Heyok 2006; Julien

2007, 2009). This hypothesis an be stated as follows:

27

(35) The assertion hypothesis : (From Wiklund et al. 2009:1915)

The more asserted (the less presupposed) the omplement is, the more ompatible

it is with V2 (and other root phenomena).

Assertion is generally taken to be the illoutionary fore employed by a speaker when

uttering a proposition and demanding of the addressee that this proposition be taken as part

of the ommon ground. In a similar vein, Krifka laims an assertion implies a ommitment

on the part of the speaker to the truth of the proposition (Krifka 2014). Delarative main

lauses by default arry assertions, then. Notie that the hypothesis in (35) views assertion as

the exat opposite of presupposition, suggesting the two notions are the poles of a ontinuum.

While this explanation has a lot of intuitive appeal, it is not without its problems.

First, as the minimal pair in (33b)�(33) illustrates, embedded V2 is never obligatory in

Sandinavian. Naturally, the option of not raising the verb does not turn the omplement

lause into a presupposition, but if (33) is neither an assertion nor a presupposition, it

must be something else. On possible answer is that the distintion between non-V2 and

V2 in embedded lauses under verbs of assertion would orrespond semantially to a mere

`reounting/reporting' of what was said (non-V2), as opposed to asserting it as true (Julien

2015).

However, it has been argued that assertion or independent illoutionary fore is stritly

speaking disjoint from V-to-C movement entirely. Reis objets to Trukenbrodt's (2006)

analysis of embedded V2 as triggered by illoutionary fore features in C

0
by showing that

assertions are available in a variety of verb-�nal dependent adverbial or relative lauses (Reis

27

The same basi idea is referred to as the illoution hypothesis of V2 by Wiklund, who provides the fol-

lowing de�nition: `V2 delaratives have illoutionary fore, V-in-situ delaratives do not'(Wiklund 2010:81).
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2006). Reis demonstrates that root phenomena like assertive disourse partiles, delarative

question tags as well as speeh at adverbials are fully feliitous in suh lauses even in the

absene of V-to-C:

(36) a. Tom,

Tom,

den

whom

ih

I

ehrlih gesagt/leider

honestly said/unfortunately

niht

not

ausstehen

stand

kann,

an

hat. . .

has. . .

`Tom, who, to tell you the truth/unfortunately, I an't stand. . . '

b. Das

That

kann

an

mih

me

gar

PRT

niht

not

ärgern,

anger

weil

beause

ih

I

nämlih

namely

hiermit

hereby

zurüktrete.

resign.

`This an't make me angry anymore beause I hereby resign.'

(From Reis 2006:373-374)

Parallel evidene and arguments have been addued for Swedish by Wiklund, who laims

that assertive verbs (lasses A and B in the Hopper & Thompson typology) always take om-

plement lauses that express assertions in Swedish, regardless of whether there is V-to-C in

the omplement lause (Wiklund 2010). These lauses also allow typial main lause phe-

nomena like disourse partiles, speeh at adverbials and swear words, regardless of whether

the verb stays in a VP-internal position or raises to C

0
. Wiklund therefore onludes that a

strong version of the assertion/illoutionary hypothesis, postulating a biunique relationship

between V2 and assertion, annot be maintained, although a weaker version, aording to

whih V2 order (in delaratives) always orrelates with assertion, may be sustained.

However, even this weaker hypothesis faes problems, sine embedded V2 is in fat pos-

sible in ertain omplement lauses whih do not express assertions at all. These are lauses

embedded under lass E prediates, semi-fatives whih in fat presuppose the truth of

their omplements, seemingly in outright ontradition of the assertion hypothesis. Wik-

lund therefore points out that one must onsider an `inlusive de�nition of ASSERTION in

the sense that it has to over also semi-fative verbs. . . ' (Wiklund 2010:87).

The question is if suh a de�nition is workable, given that it is normally onsidered

nonsensial or even impossible to assert presuppositions (Kiparsky and Kiparsky 1970). In

Wiklund et al. (2009), a di�erent analysis is developed, whereby the omplements of lass

D prediates permit root phenomena sine these prediates have the apaity to update the

ommon ground between the speeh partners; that is, their omplement might onstitute

the main point of the utterane (MPU) in the sense developed by Simons (2007).

I will not go further into the debate on the semantis of embedded V2. To summarize

brie�y, it seem like the the relevane of notions like assertion, illoutionary fore or main

point of utterane is to de�ne the ontexts where embedded V2 is in fat possible, rather

than saying anything about the semantis of V2 itself. It is still an open question if V-to-C

movement per se is apable of `triggering' anything semantially. Far from permitting root

lause phenomena, embedded V2 is just itself one suh root phenomenon, whih an be

employed or not in ertain ontexts � without notieable semanti e�et.

The lak of semanti e�et has also been used to argue that V2 (and other head movement

phenomena) may not be the result of syntati proesses at all. I will therefore quikly review

some of these arguments before moving on.

2.3.3.2 V2 as PF-movement?

In reent years, the role and lous of Head Movement in the grammar has reeived novel

attention. In Chomsky (1995:368), the question is raised in passing whether Head Movement
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is really an operation in Narrow Syntax at all, and in Chomsky (2001:37-38) this argument

is developed signi�antly.

28

There are several reasons that led Chomsky to hypothesize that

Head Movement might in fat be a phoneti proess altogether, but we will fous on only

two of them; for a more detailed disussion, see Roberts (2011).

First, Chomsky points out that Head Movement has little if any e�et on semanti

interpretation. This is expeted if Head Movement takes plae in the PF-setion of the

derivation, whih is without an interfae to LF.

29

Seondly, Head Movement violates the

Extension Condition, whih stipulates that all instanes of Merge, whether external or

internal (Move), should extend the topmost node of the phrase marker.

Chomsky's broad assault on Head Movement in general is partiularly relevant to V2,

not only as a presumed instane of Head Movement, but as a phenomenon that has always

been onsidered by some researhers as intimately related to prosodi proesses suh as

litiization. The potential relation between Germani V2 and seond position litis was

already disussed in the seminal paper by Wakernagel (1892), as has always persisted as a

minority position in the literature on verb-seond (Anderson 1993, 2000).

30

However, evidene has been addued to demonstrate that V-to-C movement is not always

without semanti e�et. V-to-C movement is the only thing that syntatially distinguishes

the minimal pair in (37); V-to-C movement (37b) interats with the sope of the initial PP,

un unexpeted result for a movement whih takes plae at PF/in P-syntax.

31

(37) a. [In no lothes℄, [they℄ would look good.

b. [In no lothes℄ would they look good.

(From Walkden 2016:7)

Roberts (2011) disusses various other alternatives to Head Movement that have been

proposed, suh as Remnant VP movement or `reprojetive movement'. I refer the reader

to Robert's paper for details and referenes, but to summarize his general point one might

say that, while these alternative approahes avoid some of the ritiisms direted at Head

Movement by Chomsky, they run into other problems suh as the lak of an obvious trigger

for Remnant Movement

32

or a general ompliation of the theory of movement. Furthermore,

28

Chomsky makes an exeption for inorporation in the sense of Baker (1988), sine the reation of

morphologially omplex heads annot be a purely PF-phenomenon, and sine inorporation was assumed

to be involved in grammatial funtion-hanging phenomena (Chomsky 2001:37).

29

A partially similar explanation for for the lak of semanti e�et with V2 has been o�ered by Bayer

(2008), who assumes that only the �niteness features of the verb must be realized in C

0
in Narrow Syntax,

and that the lexial stem of the verb is pied-piped along at PF. At LF, the verb is reonstruted in its base

position.

30

Cf. also Dewey (2006) for the laim that Germani V2 developed as a prosodi requirement. Among

the evidene onsidered by Dewey is the frequent tendeny for the �nite verb in early Germani verse to

split the initial onstituent, reating hyperbata of the Wakernagel type (Dewey 2006:31-33).

31

The term P-syntax refers to movement that still takes plae in syntax (after Spell Out), but whih is

somehow triggered by prosodi or other requirements imposed at the sensorimotor interfae. Roberts points

out that there is presently no theory about word order at PF that ommands general onsensus, nor do we

even know if movement at PF as suh even exists.

32

Remnant Movement is movement of an XP whih ontains a trae, in other words movement of a

ategory that has been evauated by some of its former members by some prior movement operation before

movement of the XP itself takes plae. In the ase of V2, the alternative to Head Movement would most

likely be Remnant VP Movement. But while suh suh an operation may have some plausibility in languages

like German, whih generally allows middle �eld srambling, it is harder to motivate in languages whih

lak independent evidene for the displaement operations that would need to evauate the VP prior to

movement. This also raises the question how this movement operation ould be aquired.
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given that none of these alternatives seem to be a global alternative to Head Movement,

apable of explaining the range of phenomena traditionally attributed to this operation, it

seems like there is still a role to play for Head Movement in urrent syntati theory.

2.3.3.3 No ompetition between verbs and omplementisers in Mainland San-

dinavian

Returning to the traditional analysis of V2, I would like to point out at this point that

alongside the well-known problem of under-generation, the traditional analysis faes a re-

lated problem of over-generation that to my knowledge has not attrated the same kind of

attention in the literature. In the Mainland Sandinavian languages, it is perfetly possible

not only to have V2 under overt omplementisers, as we have just seen, but also to drop the

omplementiser without raising the verb, exatly what is ruled out in German (see 23). The

presene or absene of a omplementiser does not a�et word order; rather, V2 is always

optional under ertain verbs.

33

(38) a. Han

he

sa

said

at

that

han

he

ikke

not

hadde

had

gjort

done

det.

it.

`He said that he hadn't done it.'

b. Han sa han ikke hadde gjort det.

The latter example is ompletely normal and unmarked in spite of the lak of a omple-

mentiser, and this seems to suggest there is no ompetition between V2 and omplementisers

at all in the Sandinavian languages, and that the failure of the verb to raise in embedded

ontexts is due to something else entirely. ould of ourse suggest that examples like (38b)

involve some kind of PF deletion of the omplementiser, but in the absene of evidene, this

is not an attrative solution.

34

33

It has even been laimed (Reinholtz 1989, Vikner 1995:84-84) that embedded V2 is impossible in Main-

land Sandinavian when the omplementiser is dropped, suggesting the situation here is the exat mirror

image of what is found in Continental Germani. This is at least not the ase for all varieties; for instane,

dropping the omplementiser is perfetly �ne in my (northern) variety of Norwegian. Interestingly, a slight

degradation is felt when inversion is used:

(i) a. Han

He

sa

said

han

he

hadde

had

ikke

not

gjort

done

det.

it.

�He said he hadn't done it.�

b. ? Han sa det hadde han ikke gjort.

This ontrast might be interpreted as indiating that (ia) only features V-to-I movement. If this is the ase,

Subjet-verb-negation-strings are in fat an insu�ient diagnosti for embedded V2, although they have

frequently been used this way (Wiklund et al. 2009). One ould make an argument in favour of the Split

Hypothesis from these fats, (see setion 3.1.1.1). Still, the ontrast with Continental Germani is stark,

sine overt omplementisers in the Mainland Sandinavian languages, to the extent they play a role, rather

failitate V2.

34

Observe also that it does not work to suggest that V-to-C in (38b) takes plae in overt syntax due to

weak feature strength and Prorastinate, sine this would leave unexplained why the verb does in fat overtly

raise to C sometimes in embedded lauses and always in main lauses, unless one would like to postulate

two di�erent C-heads, one with a strong in�etional feature and one another with a weak feature (and both

optionally null) and then postulate that the latter is only available in embedded lauses (although similar

analyses have in fat been suggested, f. the aount of wh-phrases in Brazilian Portuguese in Hornstein et

al. 2010:42-44). I an see no motivation for going to suh lengths only to save the hypothesis of a ompetition
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2.3.4 More problems: `symmetri' V2 languages

In a sense, the Mainland Sandinavian languages demonstrate the same kind of main-

embedded asymmetries as German or Duth. The di�erene is that in the former group,

these asymmetries apparently follow from the hoie of matrix verb, rather then from the

presene or absene of omplementisers, while in the latter group, both of these fators play

a ruial role.

However, it has been argued that there exist V2 languages whih lak this asymme-

try between main and embedded lauses altogether. This laim was made for Ielandi by

Rögnvaldsson and Thraínsson (1990)

35

and for Yiddish by Santorini (1989) and Diesing

(1990).

36

These authors argued that verb-seond operates in main and embedded lauses

alike. The following examples feature inversion under what seems to be non-assertive (39a)

and fative verbs (39b-39), lasses C and respetively D in Hooper and Thompson's ty-

pology (1973), something whih is generally not possible in either Continental Germani or

Mainland Sandinavian languages.
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(39) a. Jon

John

efast

doubts

um

about

[à

that

morgun℄

she

fari

has

María

not

snemma

met

à

this

fætur.

man.

`He doubts that she has not met this man.'

(From Rögnvaldsson and Thráinsson 1990:23)

b. Jón

Jon

harmar

regrets

að

that

[Þessa

this

bók℄

book

skuli

shall

ég

I

hafa

have

lesið.

read.

`John is sorry that I'll read this book.'

(From Rögnvaldsson and Thráinsson 1990:23)

. Es

It

iz

is

a

a

shod

shame

vos

that

[hayntike

today's

tsaytn℄

times

kenen

an

azoy

PRT

�l

many

mentshn

people

a�le

even

nit

not

leyenen.

read.

`It is a shame that nowadays so many people an't even read.'

(From Diesing 1990:44)

Based on suh examples, it might seem like Ielandi and Yiddish do not feature any

asymmetries at all between main and embedded lauses with respet to V2. At least two

possible analyses were proposed to aount for this state of a�airs. One suggestion was that

suh ases involve CP-reursion (Platzak 1986; Vikner 1995). This is the same analysis

that was proposed for embedded V2 in Mainland Sandinavian, but if Ielandi and Yiddish

allow V2 in all kinds of embedded lauses, this analysis is fored to assume that CP-reursion

is freely available in these languages. Suh `generalized CP-reursion' was pereived to be

between the verb and the omplementiser, a hypothesis whih, as far as I an tell, �nds little if any empirial

support in Mainland Sandinavian.

35

But see also Thráinsson 1986.

36

See also Biberauer 2002, who laims a similar `symmetri' trend is developing in Afrikaans.

37

On loser srutiny, (39b) annot possibly be semantially equivalent to Mainland Sandinavian `angre'

or German `bereuen', sine these verbs normally mean something like `wish that one had not made the hoie

X', something whih it is nonsensial to say of the ations of others. In Wiklund et al. (2009, p.1922), it

is argued that `harma' is loser in meaning to English `regret' in the sense `feel sorry', and that this verb

does not presuppose the truth of its omplement in the strit sense, sine it an represent new information

to the hearer. In this respet, the authors argue, it resembles semi-fative verbs (lass E), whih are known

to permit embedded root phenomena, in some respets, while yet di�ering in other respets (the fativity

of its omplement is ontent-sensitive).
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theoretially unattrative, and an alternative analysis was developed, aording to whih

verb-seond operates at a lower lausal level in the `symmetri V2' languages , namely the

IP (see Rögnvaldsson and Thráinsson 1990 for Ielandi and Diesing 1990 for Yiddish).

This would explain why embedded V2 is generally possible, sine the omplementiser and

the verb never ompete for the same node. On this aount, the surfae similarity of the

Germani V2 languages masks an important strutural di�erene. This analysis has also

been proposed for historial stages of Germani and Romane, notably by Pintzuk for Old

English (Pintzuk 1991, 1995), by Fontana for Old Spanish (Fontana 1993) and by Lemieux

and Dupuis for Old Frenh (Lemieux and Dupuis 1995).

2.3.4.1 The traditional typology of Germani V2

In order to take stok of the evidene we have been reviewing so far, as well as of the researh

situation around the mid 90's, it is instrutive at this point to onsider the typology of verb-

seond languages as it was pereived at that time. On analogy with the traditional analysis,

I will all this the traditional typology of V2.

Based on observations of the kind we have been examining, Vikner (1995) developed the

following three-way typology of V2:

38

(40) The traditional typology of verb-seond: (based on Vikner 1995)

39 40

• Well-behaved V2 languages : V2 takes plae in omplementiserless lauses. Ger-

man, Duth, Afrikaans.

41
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In Vikner's study, it was assumed that Faroese patterned with the Mainland Sandinavian languages

beause it laks independent V-to-I in embedded lauses (i.e. the order subjet-negation-verb is quite fre-

quent), the assumption being that independent V-to-I is a prerequisite for generalized/symmetri V2 of

the Ielandi kind. Subsequent researh has nuaned this piture somewhat. Jonas (1996) laimed there

is dialetal variation and made a distintion between `Faroese A', whih patterns like Ielandi in allowing

generalized embedded topialisation, while `Faroese B' rather patterns with the Mainland Sandinavian

languages, therefore requiring an asymmetri analysis. Heyok et al. (2010) on�rm that Faroese patterns

rather like Ielandi with respet to embedded V2, although they did not �nd any evidene for a dialet

split. Interestingly, the authors also found that Faroese rather pattern like Mainland Sandianavian with

respet to embedded V-to-I, thereby raising some doubt on the often postulated link between embedded

V-to-I and embedded V-to-C (Vikner 1995; Koeneman 2000). Angantýsson (2011) even �nds a positive

orrelation between aepting the order Adv-V in embedded lauses and embedded topialisation.

39

We might also have inluded the group Residual V2 languages, where V2 is restrited to ertain spei�

onstrutions, as is the ase in modern English, Frenh and Spanish.

40

The term well-behaved V2 language was not used by Vikner, but has gained some urreny in the

literature. In general, the terminology employed to desribe this variation has been less than onstant.

Gärtner (2016) uses the terms broad and narrow embedded V2 to desribe languages like Ielandi/Yiddish

and the Mainland Sandinavian languages, respetively. Another, more-theory laden terminology is used

by Holmberg (2015), who distinguished I-V2 languages (Ielandi/Yiddish) from C-V2 languages (the rest).

This terminology presupposes that the observed empirial di�erenes are due to a di�erene in the lous of

verb-movement, an assumption whih is more and more hallenged in the researh literature.

41

One might raise the question if Duth and German should be grouped together. Although both are

SOV V2 languages, Zwart laims that the omplementiser is never left out in embedded lauses in Duth,

while V2 is still possible in olloquial language:

(i) Tasman

Tasman

zei

said

dat

that

[hij℄

he

had

had

er

LOC

geen

NEG

zin

appetite

in.

in

(From Zwart 2011:107)

�Tasman said that he didn't feel like it.�

Aording to Holmberg, embedded V2 is rare in (standard) Duth (Holmberg 2015:358).
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• Limited embedded V2 languages : V2 ours with overt omplementiser, but

only in a de�nable subset of embedded lauses. The Mainland Sandinavian

languages, Faroese, Frisian.

• General embedded V2 languages : V2 ours in main and embedded lauses

without distintion. Ielandi, Yiddish.

While this typology still retains some desriptive utility today and is in essene repro-

dued in a reent overview paper on V2 by Holmberg (2015), the piture has been relativized

somewhat sine Vikner's study, with the overall message being that verb-seond languages

presumably are more similar to eah other than previously assumed. Furthermore, although

this has not been expliitly stated, it does not seem unreasonable to say that a ertain

onvergene has taken plae, in the sense that both the `well-behaved' and the `general

embedded/symmetri' V2 languages have turned out to be more like the `middle group'

represented by the Mainland Sandinavian languages. Let us brie�y examine why this is

the ase.

2.3.4.2 Do `symmetri V2' languages exist?

In reent years, `symmetri V2' languages have reeived novel attention, often with the

outome that the validity of the very notion has been alled into question. Subsequent

researh on Ielandi has shown that there is both dialetal and generational variation and

that judgements even vary onsiderably between speakers (Angantýsson 2008). Jónsson

(1996) suggests there is a dialetal split in Ieland; `Ielandi A' would be as desribed in

Rögnvaldsson and Thraínsson (1990), while `Ielandi B' would be more like the Mainland

Sandinavian languages and need an asymmetri analysis. Others have gone one step further

and rejeted the symmetri analysis for Ielandi (Bentzen 2007), or even questioned the

very existene of symmetri V2 languages outright (Hrafnbjargarson and Wiklund 2009).

42

In Wiklund. et al (2009), sentenes featuring inversion under non-assertive and fative verbs

(lasses C and D) were generally not aepted by the Ielandi or Faroese informants.

43

It

42

In his omparative study of six di�erent Medieval Romane varieties, Wolfe ame to the same onlusion,

rejeting previous hypotheses about the potentially symmetri nature of V2 in Old Frenh or Spanish: `. . . the

widely-assumed lass of truly `symmetrial' V2 languages may not exist at all.' (Wolfe 2015:149)

43

There is also, to my mind, some outright onfusion over the issue of embedded V2. For instane,

Holmberg ites the following minimal pair from Wiklund et al. 2007 as evidene that V2 is `optional in

relatives and adverbial lauses' (Holmberg 2015:357):

(i) Ég

I

veit

know

um

of

ena

one

bók

book

som

that

Jón

Jon

(hefur)

(has)

ekki

not

(hefur)

(has)

lesið.

read.

�I know about one book that Jon has not read.�

This is not evidene for optionality of verb-seond (understood as V-to-C), however, only optionality of V-

to-I. Indisputable evidene for V-to-C, in relatives and adverbials as in other lauses, would have to feature

inversion:

(ii) ?? Ég veit um ena bók som hefur Jón ekki lesið.

Sine the word order Subjet-Verb-Negation is apparently aepted under all prediates in Ielandi, on-

trary to what is the ase with embedded topialisation, this suggests that Ielandi and (some variants) of

Faroese feature independent V-to-I movement. Minimal pairs like the one illustrated in (i) may plausibly be

interpreted as meaning that V-to-I is optional in some ontexts. It should be mentioned that Wiklund et al.

(2009) argue on the basis of word order fats in non-�nite omplement lauses that Subjet-Verb-Negation
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is also worth pointing out that Hrafnbjargarson and Wiklund (2009) found that adjunts

are more easily fronted to the pre�eld in embedded lauses in Ielandi, a �nding that

suggests that for some languages, inverted V2 may have to be split into argument inversion

and adjunt inversion. To the best of my knowledge, suh a distintion is not relevant in

the other Germani languages, although similar e�ets have been reported for the Rhaeto-

Romane V2 variety of St. Leonardo by Beninà and Poletto (2004:60-61).

44

As for Yiddish, it was already pointed out by den Besten and Moed-van Walraven

(1986) that topialisation in embedded interrogatives and relative lauses was not optimal,

a judgement whih is ehoed in Diesing (1990), although the author points out that ontext

an mitigate this. Walkden and Booth (to appear) onduted a orpus searh into historial

Yiddish and found little evidene for IP-V2 syntax, nor for the laim that embedded V2 is

generally available in Yiddish.

Turning bak to the so-alled `well-behaved' Continental Germani languages, it was

already observed above that at least German seems to show the same distribution as in

the Mainland Sandinavian languages with regard to embedded V2, with the important

di�erene that the former group normally also requires the omplementiser to be dropped.

However, even in these languages it is possible to ome aross embedded V2 in the presene

of omplementisers (Zwart 1997; Biberauer 2002; Freywald 2008), a fat that indiates

that, while the di�erene between the group of languages is real enough, it is not quite as

ategorial as perhaps one assumed.

To summarize, the evidene aumulated over the last ouple of deades ast some

doubts on the auray of the traditional three-way typology of V2 languages. To put the

matter more suintly: the empirial di�erenes between the three groups are at the very

least smaller than previously assumed, and the di�erenes whih still remain � near-total

omplementarity between omplementisers and V2 in Continental Germani, more frequent

embedded XP-V�n orders in Ielandi (and possibly Yiddish) � may well be unrelated to

the V2 syntax of the languages, but rather follow from other, independent di�erenes, the

same onlusion reahed by Walkden and Booth (to appear).

2.3.5 Embedded V2 in non-omplement lauses

We will round o� this setion with an examination of embedded verb-seond in non-omplement

lauses, in partiular various adverbial lauses. Sine it is neessary to keep this phenomenon

distint from the issue of generalized embedded/symmetri V2, whih has been disussed

and problematized already, the fous here is on embedded V2 in non-omplement lauses in

Mainland Sandinavian and Continental Germani.

V2 and more generally embedded root phenomena are attested in a wide variety of

adverbial lauses. Haegeman (2007, 2010) makes a distintion between entral and peripheral

adverbial lauses. Root phenomena are generally permitted in the latter group, whih

strings also feature V-to-C movement. The authors do not provide an expliit analysis of the ontrast in

grammatiality judgements between what they all subjet-initial and non-subjet-initial (i.e. inverted) V2

for lass C and D prediates, but onlude on that `. . . [n℄one of the Sandinavian languages an therefore

be said to display generalized embedded V2. . . ' (Wiklund et al. 2009:1922). My general point here is that,

no matter the lause type, only inversion is strong evidene for V-to-C, or alternatively � as pointed out to

me by George Walkden (p..) � postverbal material that is neessarily adjoined to IP (or higher).

44

In a derivational framework, it seems natural to searh for an explanation of suh asymmetries be-

tween arguments and adjunts in the potential distintion between moved/internally merged and base-

generated/externally merged elements, perhaps along the lines of Haegeman's suggestion that operator

movement may ount as interveners for argument fronting to the LP (Haegeman 2012).
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semantially express independent propositions and syntatially allow argument fronting

and expressions of epistemi modality. First, V2 is attested in various Germani languages in

onseutive adverbial lauses, as illustrated in (41�43). The embedded lause in (41) features

topialisation of the diret objet and inversion, while (42�43) features verb-movement aross

sentential negation.
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(41) Jeg

I

var

was

så

so

stresset

stressed

at

that

[boken℄

book-the

glemte

forgot

jeg

I

i

in

bilen.

ar-the.

`I was so stressed that I forgot the book in the ar.'

(Norwegian)

(42) Hy

He

is

is

sa

so

siik

sih

dat

that

[hy℄

he

kin

an

dy

you

hjoed

today

net

not

helpe

help

(kin).

an.

`He is so sik that he annot help you today.'

(Frisian, from Holmberg 2015:359)

(43) Han

He

er

is

så

so

sjuk

sik

så/att

so/that

[han℄

he

kan

an

inte

not

(kan)

(an)

hjälpa

help

dej.

you.

`He is so sik that he an't help you.'

(Swedish, from Holmberg 2015:359)

Sine adverbial lauses are not arguments, one annot approah this issue via the C-

seletional properties of their matrix prediate. Conseutive lauses are partiular, however,

generally being quasi-arguments of a reinforing adverb (`I was so stressed, that. . . '). Unlike

other adverbial lauses, they do not provide a referene point (temporally, loally, ausally,

et.) for the eventuality ontained in the preeding main lause, but rather express the

onsequene of the latter. The logial relationship between adverbial lause and main lause

is therefore exatly the opposite of what is the ase in other adverbial lauses. This is also

re�eted in the fat that onseutive lauses always follow the main lauses of whih they

express the onsequene, seemingly some priniple of ioniity in syntax.

Another ontext where embedded V2 is well attested is in adverbial lauses of reason, or

rather adverbial lauses introdued by subordinators of the `beause'-kind. In fat, `reason'

is somewhat misleading here, sine a ruial observation is preisely that embedded V2

does not seem to express the reason for the eventuality ontained in the aompanying

main lause.
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Antomo and Steinbah suggest that German `weil'-V2 lauses feature V-to-C

movement, whih enables independent illoutionary fore, and bak up this laim by showing

how they exhibit various pragmati and semanti properties that set them apart from their

45

It is unfortunate that the pratie of using these subjet-verb-negation strings as evidene for embedded

V2 has beome so established, sine the assumption it builds on, that there are only two possible positions

for the �nite verb (V

0
or C

0
) in the relevant languages, is not beyond doubt.
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We might say that the semanti type is still that of reason, only the onjuntion operates at a higher

level of disourse. This distintion between external onjuntion (holding between states of a�airs) and

internal onjuntion, holding at the level of disourse, is ommon; see Verstraete (1999) for referenes and

for a disussion if internal onjuntion should be further split into epistemi and speeh at onjuntion.

The Germani languages do in fat possess suh speialised `internal' onjuntions whih operate at the

level of disourse, suh as `for' in Norwegian or `denn' in German. This means that `beause'-lauses aross

Germani are in fat trespassing into the domain of these paratati onjuntions, as has been pointed out

(Pash 1997).
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non-V2 (i.e. lause-�nal) ounterparts and bring them into line with V2 omplement lauses

(Antomo and Steinbah 2010).

47

At the level of syntax, their most salient harateristi is

a redued distributional �exibility: `weil'-V2 lauses must always follow the main lause to

whih they belong, as illustrated by the ontrast in (45):

(44) He

He

koe

ould

net

not

kommer

ome

omdat

beause

[hy℄

he

moast

must

Teake

Teake

helpe

help

(moast).

(must).

`He ouldn't ome beause he had to help Teake.'

(Frisian, from Holmberg 2015:359)

(45) a. Peter

Peter

kommt

omes

zu

to

spät,

late,

weil

beause

[er℄

he

hat

has

keinen

no

Parkplatz

parking-plae

gefunden

found

(hat).

(has).

`Peter omes to late, beause he hasn't found a plae to park.'

b. *Weil er hat keinen Parkplatz gefunden, kommt Peter zu spät.

(German, from Antomo and Steinbah 2010:4)

Other adverbial lauses whih exhibit V2 order in several Germani languages inlude

adversative lauses introdued by `while'-subjuntions (46) as well as adversative onessive

lauses

48

introdued by `although'-subjuntions (47):

(46) a. Foreldrene

parents-the

jobber,

work

mens

while

[i

in

stua℄

living-room

sover

sleep

barna

hildren-the

deres.

their.

`The parents are working, while in the living-room their hildren are sleeping.'

(From Bentzen 2009:18)

b. Tagsüber

Through-the-day

sind

are

Berlins

Berlin.GEN

Straÿen

streets

immer

always

verstopft,

jammed

während

while

[nahts℄

at-night

gibt

is

es

there

eigentlih

really

nie

never

Stau.

jam.

`In daytime the streets of Berlin are always jammed, while in the night there is

really never any jam.'

(From Freywald 2016)

(47) a. Hun

She

bestod

passed

eksamen,

exam-the

skjønt

although

[noen

any

toppkarakterer℄

top.marks

�kk

got

hun

she

ikke

not

akkurat.

really.

`She passed the exam, although she didn't exatly get top marks.' (From Bentzen

2009:18)

b. Ih

I

will

want

keine

no

Kekse

rakers

mehr,

more;

obwohl

although

[ih℄

I

nehme

take

noh

yet

einen.

one.

`I don't want any more rakers, although I'll take another.'

(German, from Frey and Masiero 2018:69)
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Reis (2013) takes issue with their analysis. Although `weil'-V2 lauses learly feature to V-to-C move-

ment and syntati parataxis, Reis laims that neither of these syntati properties are responsible for the

illoutionary fore and the partiular semanti properties, sine the latter are available in the absene of the

former. Cf. the `assertion debate' in setion 2.3.3.1.
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In German, verb-seond is used in lauses introdued by `wobei' ≈ `although, whereas' (Günther 2000).
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We may onlude that V2 order is possible in a de�nable subset of adverbial lauses

exhibiting onsiderable similarities aross Germani. Without entering into the details of

how these V2 adverbial lauses di�er semantially from their non-V2 ounterparts, the rough

generalization seems to be that V2 is optionally possible with onjuntions whih permit

a `high' interpretation, in other words where the logio-semanti relationship between the

lauses expressed by the onjuntion does not pertain between states of a�airs in the world,

but at the level of disourse organization, what Haegeman refers to as peripheral adverbial

lauses (Haegeman 2007, 2010). This means that a syntati parataxis is established whih

allows V2 order. Cruially, it seems to be the ase that all instanes of V2 in adverbial

lauses require that the adverbial lause follow its head lause. V2 seems to be impossible

in purely temporal adverbial lauses, perhaps beause a high attahment is not available in

suh ases.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that some varieties of German also exhibit V2 order in

relative lauses. I am not aware of the existene of V2 in this domain outside of German,

although other embedded root phenomena suh as speeh at adverbials have been reported

(Wiklund 2010:87).
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The examples in (48a)-(48b) illustrate V2 order in a subjet-initial

and inverted relative lause, respetively. Example (48) shows that the same type of

distributional restrition that was noted above for adverbial lause V2 is valid here also,

sine the V2 relative lause an not modify a DP whih preedes the matrix lause verb (i.e.

whih appears in the pre�eld) :
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(48) a. Das

The

Blatt

sheet

hat

has

eine

a

Seite,

side

[die℄

that

ist

is

ganz

ompletely

shwarz.

blak.

`The sheet has one side whih is ompletely blak.'

b. Ih

I

suhe

searh

jemanden,

someone

[den℄

who

nennen

all

sie

they

Wolf-Jürgen.

Wolf-Jürgen.

`I'm looking for someone who they all Wolf-Jürgen.'

. * Jemanden, [den℄ nennen sie Wolf-Jürgen, suhe ih.

(From Gärtner 2001:98-99)

2.4 Cartographi approahes to the Left Periphery

With the advent of artography (Rizzi 1997 et seq.), many di�erent phenomena involving

the lausal left-periphery had to be reonsidered. On the basis of word order fats from

mainly Italian and other Romane languages, Rizzi proposed to split the erstwhile unitary

CP into a layer of di�erent A' projetions, as depited in (49):

(49) [ForeP. . . [TopP*. . . [FoP. . . [TopP*. . . [FinP. . . [IP℄℄℄℄℄℄

On Rizzi's aount, the C-system is to be onsidered `the interfae between a propo-

sitional ontent (expressed by the IP) and the subordinate struture (a higher lause or,

49

On the other hand, the inreased awareness of word order instilled in me over the last three years have

allowed me to observe a truly remarkable frequeny of the order subjet-verb-negation in relative lauses in

spoken Norwegian. Not a single ase of inversion has ome to my attention, though. Again, this suggests

that V-to-I may be an option in some embedded lauses that rejet V-to-C.
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It is worth noting that Gärtner argues that these lauses are not really relative lauses from a syntati

perspetive, although that is how they are interpreted (Gärtner 2001).
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possibly, the artiulation of disourse. . . ' (Rizzi 1997:283). The link between the Left Pe-

riphery and the ore lause (IP) is expressed by the lowest node, Fin

0
, while the onnetion

to the artiulation of disourse is expressed by the higher node, Fore

0
, assumed to be re-

sponsible for enoding the speeh at or the illoutionary fore. In between these `formal'

heads, there is a fous position surrounded on either side by a layer of reursively nested

topi positions.

While Rizzi's original struture for the LP has been the objet of revision and elabora-

tion, resulting in several updated `roadmaps' of the LP, it is fair to say that artography has

shown an unusual apaity to sale up, sine ross-linguisti researh has unovered quite

robust word order patterns along the lines of (49). As we shall have oasion to disuss in

setion 2.6.4, these patterns raise the question of the exat status of artographi hierar-

hies in the grammar. Antiipating that disussion somewhat, is is worth noting that Rizzi

emphasizes the role of funtional projetions in providing transpareny at the C-I interfae,

suggesting that `the syntati omputation hands over to the interpretive omponent rep-

resentations transparently indiating dediated positions for ertain disourse funtions. . . '

(Rizzi 2004:7; f. also Belletti 2004b:4). This is very muh in line with the entral Minimalist

desideratum of seeing derivations as driven by interfae requirements (Chomsky 1995).

2.4.1 Cartography and V2

The advent of artography has had profound onsequenes for the understanding of the V2

phenomenon. And yet, I believe it would be misleading to say that the theory itself has been

substantially altered by artography. Rather, the traditional analysis has been ontinued

and reinterpreted in the light of the new phrase strutural reality unovered by artographi

researh. In onsequene, some problems faed by the traditional analysis an now reeive

a more satisfatory solution.

As a ase in point, onsider the phenomenon of embedded verb-seond. In the tradi-

tional analysis, this was stritly speaking not supposed to exist at all, and the numerous

ounterexamples were solved by stipulating CP-reursion, allowing an extra projetion for

the verb and the topialised element to move into. In a system like (49), it is possible to say

that ertain verbs (lasses A, B and E in Hooper and Thompson's system, so-alled `viadut

verbs' (Walkden and Booth to appear)) selet a ForeP, a lausal omplement arrying inde-

pendent illoutionary fore and thereby permitting embedded root phenomena, while other

verbs (lasses C and D) selet a smaller omplement, a FinP that does not arry indepen-

dent illoutionary fore.
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The same approah an extend to V2 in non-omplement lauses

(see setion 2.3.5), with the important di�erene that the availability of an embedded left

periphery annot be derived from the -seletional properties of the matrix verb, but must

51

This hypothesis reeives strong empirial support from the phenomenon of reomplementation or double

omplementisers. In this onstrution, an embedded left peripheral phrase is sandwihed in between two

overt omplementisers. While reomplementation is partiularly frequent in the history of the Romane

languages (Poletto 2000), it is also attested in Germani, as witnessed by (i):

(i) Peter

Peter

glaubt,

thinks

dass

that

[den

the.ACC

Studenten℄,

student

dass

that

den

him.ACC

keiner

nobody.NOM

gelobt

praised

hat.

has.

�Peter thinks that, as for the student, nobody has given him any praise.�

(From Grewendorf 2009:68)

This reeives a natural explanation if we assume that the higher omplementiser lexialises Fore

0
and the

lower Fin

0
, with the left disloated phrase oupying some intermediate left peripheral position suh as

TopiP. See also Roberts (2004) for a similar ase in Welsh.
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be made to follow somehow from parataxis.

Cartography therefore permits a maximally simple theory of embeddability: embedded

root phenomena are the result of an embedded left periphery, again the result of a high

omplementiser in Fore

0
.

52

This �ts niely with a trunation aount to word order fats

suh as has already been a ommon assumption for various non-�nite lauses (Haegeman

2012); a FinP is then a trunated lause, ruially laking the left peripheral topi and fous

positions neessary for V2.

While artography has attrated muh attention from all amps, it seems to have found

partiular favour with Romanists. Apart from possible soiologial fators (the artographi

researh program having been developed by linguists in the Romane tradition (Rizzi 1997;

Cinque 1999)), there is a good reason for this, namely the fat that the Romane languages

generally exploit the left periphery to a far greater extent than for instane the Germani

languages. Compare a ase of multiple fronting as in (50) with the orresponding German

lause (51). Aording to Rizzi, (50) involves a fous, questo, preeded and followed by a

topi. The equivalent being starkly ungrammatial in a Germani V2 language, one would

have to hoose whih of these three onstituents to front to the pre�eld, for instane the

fous:

(50) [A

To

Gianni℄,

Gianni,

[QUESTO℄,

THIS,

[domani℄,

tomorrow,

gli

him.CL

dovrete

should.2.PL

dire.

say.

Literally: `To Gianni, this, tomorrow, you should tell him.'

(From Rizzi 1997:291)

(51) [DIESES℄

THIS

solltet

should.2.PL

ihr

you

morgen

tomorrow

Gianni

Gianni

erzählen.

tell.

As for the older stages of the Romane languages, artography has provided a possible

solution to an observation made in the wake of den Besten's traditional analysis of V2. It

was pointed out by Beninà (1983) that Old Frenh and Northern Italian varieties featured

high amounts of linear V2 and a widespread use of a onstrution strongly reminisent of the

modern Germani V2 languages, namely the inversion struture where the subjet intervenes

between a �nite auxiliary and a non-�nite main verb (G-inversion), a onstrution that has

all but died out in delarative lauses in the modern Romane languages. At the same

time, the Old Romane languages display numerous exeptions to linear V2 of a kind that

is not possible in the modern Germani V2 languages. It was therefore suggested that these

Old Romane varieties were `relaxed V2' systems; in a sense, they feature some `Germani'

52

It is important to emphasize that this is not a mirale solution to all problems of embedded V2, even

in the so-alled asymmetri systems. In Mainland Sandinavian languages, embedded root phenomena are

available under the viadut verbs, but V2 order is still just one option, as it is also �ne to leave the verb in the

VP. A natural analysis would be to say that viadut verbs do not have to selet ForeP; they an also selet

a FinP, and this syntati di�erene would then orrespond semantially to the di�erene between asserting

something (requiring independent illoutionary fore enoded in Fore

0
) and just reporting something.

However, this analysis enounters problems both on the syntati and the semanti side. Syntatially,

it has been shown that other standard root phenomena, suh as disourse partiles or interjetions, may

o-our with a non-raising verb. These elements are not even loated in the left periphery, but lause-

internally. If we assume that they are still liensed by the seletion of ForeP, this immediately raises the

question why the verb does not raise to the vaant Fin

0
position. In other words, this is additional evidene

that, at least in the Mainland Sandinavian languages, there is no inherent feature on Fin

0
that attrats

the verb. On the semanti side, it has been argued that omplement lauses without verb raising represent

assertions just as muh as their V2 ounterparts, f. the debate on assertion vs. main point of utterae

(MPU) in setion 2.3.3.1.
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properties (widespread use of G-inversion), while already making substantial use of the left

periphery like their modern desendants.

In a artographi approah to the left periphery, these two properties an be reoniled

analytially. The assumption is that the �nite verb raises to a head in the left periphery,

and that one or more XPs are allowed to appear in front of the verb, for instane a sequene

Topi-Fous-Verb. We will return to the tehnialities of the derivations that have been

proposed, but �rst we will fous on some oneptual onsequenes of suh an analysis.

2.4.2 Verb seond = V-to-C?

It should be immediately lear that a theory of verb-seond that allows substantial amounts

of V3 and V4 entails some kind of de�nitional drift, sine there is no linear restrition on

the pre�eld equivalent to what is found in the Germani V2 languages; in fat, V-to-C

movement alone is retained as the sole riterion for de�ning V2 (Poletto 2002; Ledgeway

2008; Wolfe 2015b). I believe there is good reason to question the appropriateness of this

oneption of V2.

For starters, this de�nition seems unintuitive in light of the fat that the phenomenon,

in the original sense of the word, owes its name to the pereived linear restrition, not to

inversion. Seondly, and muh more importantly, an equation between V-to-C movement

and verb-seond would potentially extend the label `V2' to an unknown, but presumably very

high number of languages in the world. For instane, all languages where VSO is derived by

V-to-C movement will be V2 languages on this de�nition. VSO is the third-most ommon

word order among the languages of the world (Langus and Nespor 2015:142), and it does not

seem unreasonable to venture that a onsiderable share of them might neessitate a V-to-C

analysis.
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In this senario, V2 languages would pass from being a typologially very rare

phenomenon, attested in only a handful of geographially sattered languages outside the

Germani family (Holmberg 2015), to a ross-linguistially widely attested phenomenon.
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One again, this is unintuitive and leaves unexplained the salient and typologially rare

pattern found in the Germani languages, whih in my view merit a distint label beyond

that of being `strit V2 languages.'

A proponent of this extended V2 de�nition

55

might objet at this point that there

does not per se exist any linear restrition on the position of the �nite verb in any language,

neither in Germani nor in `relaxed V2' systems; linear order is a super�ial trait of variation,

a surfae phenomenon related to deeper grammatial properties suh as the lous of verb

movement and phrase struture. At �rst, this seems to be true; we have seen that linear

V≥3 orders are indeed possible in Germani V2 languages as well, and one of the major

ahievements of the traditional analysis was preisely to redue the linear restrition to

a surfae e�et of phrase struture, a pure epiphenomenon of the X-bar shema and the

status of the lause as a CP - plus an assumed universal ban on CP adjuntion. Obviously,
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Thanks to George Walkden (p..) for pointing out this to me.
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This typologial extension might be limited signi�antly by saying that V2 languages feature V-to-C

movement and an EPP-feature on the relevant left-peripheral head targeted by the verb, but no linear

restrition in any form, suh that V2 languages feature linear V≥2. This is not the approah adopted in

for instane Wolfe (2015), where the verb-initial grammar of Old Sardinian is onsidered a verb-seond

grammar with V-to-Fin movement, but without an EPP-feature on Fin

0
, nor in the essentially similar

analysis developed for Late Latin by Ledgeway (Ledgeway 2017).
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I am addressing something of a straw man here; my point is that this is in essene the ore of the

argumentation, as I read it, provided by those researhers who are onretely in favour of broadening

the de�nition of `V2' to omprise all Romane varieties, old and new, whih feature V-to-C movement in

delarative lauses (Poletto 2002; Beninà 2004; Beninà and Poletto 2004; Ledgeway 2008; Wolfe 2015b).
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this analysis must be rethought in light of the new phrase strutural reality unovered by

artographi researh.

Given a layered CP onsisting of many di�erent funtional projetions, the following

questions are ruial: A) how should the Germani V2 systems be analysed? B) How should

the so-alled `relaxed V2' systems be analysed? C) If the so-alled `relaxed V2' systems do

indeed feature V-to-C movement, what are the fators responsible for the di�erene between

the former and the latter group?

We will now explore some possible answers that ould be given, and ome onrete

answers that have been given to these questions. I will argue that none of them straight-

forwardly redue linear order to a super�ial trait of variation. This leads to the onlusion

that at least some of the Old Romane languages should not be lumped together with the

Germani languages under the ommon denominator `V2', and that surfae linear order

restritions, although not part of the theory itself, should still somehow be guaranteed in

the de�nition of a V2 language.

2.4.3 'Relaxed' and 'strit' V2 languages

As already mentioned above, the struture of the left periphery has been the objet of

revision after Rizzi's (1997) paper, and this revision has generally gone in the diretion of

more elaborate strutures. Beninà and Poletto (2004) take issue with Rizzi's hypothesis of

a topi position on either side of the fous position (see (49), and laim there is no topi

position below FousP. They also suggest that reursion of a projetion is generally not

possible, and that both FoP and TopP are really just shorthand notations for �elds of

di�erent topi and fous positions with slightly di�erent information strutural values. The

authors also ome to the onlusion that there is a `Frame' �eld above the ForeP, able

to host sene-setting adverbial expressions and Hanging Topis. This gives a layered left

Periphery along the lines in (52), where it is important to notie that every projetion may

potentially be a shorthand for even �ner sub-strutures:

(52) [FrameP [ForeP [TopiP [FousP [FinP [IP℄℄℄℄℄℄

Given suh a �nely strutured left periphery, it is lear that the notion of V-to-C move-

ment is no longer preise. We are therefore led to ask exatly what projetion is targeted

by the �nite verb in Germani V2 languages.

The �rst intuition would be to assume that it raises to the highest projetion, in order to

aount for the fat that only one onstituent is normally allowed to preede it. However, this

hypothesis would su�er the same problems of undergeneration as the traditional analysis,

prediting embedded V2 to be non-existing. Furthermore, it would falsely predit that linear

V2 is ompletely exeptionless.

56

Even worse, this hypothesis makes the wrong preditions

regarding the information strutural properties of the initial XP, whih an in fat be either

topi, fous, sene-setter, et. And �nally, it would also predit that the lower part of the

left periphery should be able to appear between the verb and the subjet.

57

In other words,

this theory would fare signi�antly worse than the traditional story.
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The reason why this predition arises is that artography does not easily allow adjuntion, with some

artographers even laiming that there is no adjuntion at all in the grammar (Beninà and Poletto 2004).

On suh an aount, the universal ban on CP-adjuntion has beome a universal ban on adjuntion tout

ourt, and o-indexed resumptives (see setion 2.3.1) annot irumvent this. The relationship between

phrase struture and artography will be disussed in setion 2.6.4.
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This has in fat argued to be orret by Frasarelli and Hinterhölzl, based on examples like (i):
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Suppose we assume instead that the verb an move to any head in the left periphery, as

long as the relevant head is ativated by an XP in its spei�er, in a kind of riterial approah

to V2 (Samo 2018). While this approah orretly predits that the initial onstituent does

not have a dediated funtion, it does seem to predit that it must have some kind of

semantially meaningful funtion. But again, this is wrong. Not only an the pre�eld in

all Germani V2 languages host topis, foi and sene-setters, it an also host semantially

vauous, phonologially unstressed expletive elements, as shown in (53):

(53) [Es℄

it

hat

has

heute

today

eine

a

Frau

woman

angerufen.

alled.

`A woman alled today.'

This is perhaps not a serious problem, sine one an assume that, in the absene of ative

riteria in the LP, an EPP-feature triggers some kind of `Last Resort' merger of expletives in

Spe-FinP. More problematially, in any ase where the relevant riterial projetion hosting

the verb and the XP is a low one, one must wonder why it is not possible to have more than

one XP in front of the verb. This problem annot be brushed o� lightly by appealing to

loality restritions, sine loality only onstrains movement; on the reasonable and widely

held assumption that at least sene-setters an be base-generated in the LP (Poletto 2002;

Wolfe 2015b), the predition is that these should be able to preede the V2 onstrution.

We already saw in (11) that this predition is not borne out:

(11) *[Gestern℄,

Yesterday

[ih℄

I

habe

have

das

the

Buh

book

im

in-the

Auto

ar

vergessen.

forgotten.

The problem of the `linear restrition' is shared by any full-�edged artographi approah

that postulates verb movement to a low left peripheral head, whether this happens in spei�

riterial onstrutions, or quite generally. The restrition to a single preverbal onstituent,

a fat whih fell out altogether naturally from the monolithi CP of the traditional analysis,

is now all of a sudden left unexplained and must be aommodated by adding something to

the theory. As we have already seen, it does not work to just move the verb higher in the

left periphery.

What follows from this disussion, in sum, is that a artographi approah has a hard

time aommodating the following fats about Germani V2 systems:

(54) a. Embedded verb seond exists in all Germani languages and must be aounted

for (suggesting the verb annot move too high).

b. All the di�erent IS values assoiated with the LP are available to the initial XP

(suggesting the verb annot move too high).

(i) [Gestern℄

Yesterday

hat

has

der

the.NOM

Hans

Hans

die

the.ACC

Maria

Maria

getro�en.

met.

`Yesterday Hans met Maria.'

(German, from Frasarelli and Hinterhölzl 2007)

Aording to F&H, the initial adverbial moves to a the spei�er of the high projetion FrameP and the verb

moves to the orresponding head position, while the subjet `der Hans' lexialises a lower left-peripheral

(shifting) topi position, ShiftP.
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. The left-peripheral sequene does not appear to the right of the verb, i.e. between

the verb and the ore lause (suggesting the verb annot move too high).

d. The pre�eld is (generally) restrited to one single onstituent (suggesting the

verb annot move too low).

The ruial point to note is that from a artographi perspetive, there is an inherent

tension between (54a�54) and (54d). In the next setion, I will review so-alled `bottlenek'

approahes that have been designed to overome this problem. I will show that these are

still not able to derive the linear restrition, while at the same time su�ering from serious

oneptual drawbaks.

2.4.4 Bottlenek approahes to V2

We have seen that the nature of the evidene from the Modern Germani languages is suh

that it is hard to embed the theoretial laims of the standard analysis in the artographi

model of the left periphery. The ruial di�ulty arises from property (54d) above, the

highly restrited pre�eld. As mentioned, this property is absent from some other languages

for whih a V2 analysis has also been proposed in the literature. In these so-alled 'relaxed

V2' languages, the pre�eld may host several onstituents, giving rise not only to linear

V3, but also linear V4 and even V>4. A artographi analysis might therefore prove more

workable for these varieties, due to the absene of property (54d). What follows therefore

applies �rst and foremost to `strit' V2 languages. For a more detailed disussion of some

of the empirial problems related to the 'relaxed' V2 languages within the 'bottlenek'

approah, see Hsu (2017).

In order to derive (54d), an analysis has been developed whih is onsiderably more

involved than the traditional story. Relying on the theory of loality known as Relativized

Minimality, (Rizzi 2001) Roberts (2004) suggests that the relevant head is the lower CP

head Fin

0
. In V2 languages, this head must be overtly �lled by movement or merge. In

embedded lauses, the omplementiser is merged here, and in main lauses, the verb raises.

Next, an EPP feature on Fin

0
requires an XP to �ll SpeFinP.

58

Roberts goes on to argue

as follows:

`XP movement to Spe-Fin in full V2 lauses is movement aused only by

Fin's EPP feature. . . . The moved XP is thus of no partiular type in terms of the

typology of potential interveners, and so is able to blok any type of movement.'

(Roberts 2004:316)

In other words, the element in SpeFinP bloks all further XP-movement to the left-

periphery by Relativized Minimality. This approah has ome to be known as the 'bot-

tlenek' approah (see also Haegeman (1996) for the original idea and Mohr (2009) for an

appliation of this theory to German).

59
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Poletto suggests the EPP must be `. . . oneived as a general requirement on having a prediative stru-

ture as the highest relation in the lause.' (Poletto 2002:216) A similar notion, the 'subjet of prediation'

is entertained by Mohr (2009). However, this generalization is problemati and breaks down both at the IP

and CP levels in the ase of preverbal expletives, whih annot establish a prediative struture with the

rest of the lause. The same stritly speaking applies to most adverbials.
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It has also been suggested (Roberts 2012; Wolfe 2015b) that the bottlenek ondition might be linked

to the status of Fin

0
as a phase-head in the derivation. Phases are the minimalist heirs to Barriers from

the GB-framework and are invoked to aount for (among other phenomena) loality e�ets by assuming a

derivational theory of multiple spell-outs; a phase head is a point in the derivation where the omplement of
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This is not the end of the story, but let us stop for a moment and observe that this

analysis does not at all follow from the basi assumption underlying Relativized Minimality.

In fat, the rationale behind RM is that a more spei� XP (presumably to be understood

as riher in features) bloks rossing movement of a less spei� XP, and evidene to support

this view has been addued in the literature (see for instane Starke 2001 and Abels 2012).

It is hard to see how Relativized Minimality ould be invoked to aount for the alleged

bloking e�et of the EPP-feature, if the theory is to maintain any preditive power.
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Even if one aepts that the EPP in Fin

0
might work as a bottlenek and stop further

movement to the left periphery, this learly annot be the end of the story. If the EPP just

needs the spei�er of FinP to be �lled, why does it sometimes attrat topis, sometimes

foi, sometimes sene-setters, regardless of their position in the ore lause? A entral idea

behind artography is that the funtional heads should should be read o� as transparently

as possible at Logial Form. Aordingly, we need topis to go to TopP and foi to go to

FoP, and so on.

The idea is that a funtional head in the left periphery with an uninterpretable feature

attrats an XP with a orresponding (unvalued) feature to its spei�er.
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On its way to the

relevant spei�er, the XP moves through SpeFinP, thereby heking the EPP feature and

losing the bottlenek of the left periphery for further movement (presumably by leaving a

opy), before reahing its �nal destination.
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The entral idea is that the bottlenek in SpeFinP only bloks movement; it is possible to

base-generate additional XPs in the LP after the V2 onstraint has been satis�ed, potentially

giving rise to V3 and V4 orders. As we know by now, this is not possible in strit V2

languages of the Germani kind. Therefore, an additional assumption has been developed

by Wolfe (2015). In fairness, Wolfe's theory is not developed to aount for the Germani

V2 languages, but rather for the relatively strit linear V2 requirements of ertain Old

Romane varieties suh as Old Frenh, Old Spanish and Old Venetian. I will onsider

the relevant head is sent o� to the A-P and C-I interfaes for artiulation/interpretation. Syntati objets

with unheked features must therefore move to an 'esape hath' in the (outer) spei�er of the phase head

before the omplement is shipped o� to the interphases (see Chomsky 2000 for the oneptual foundation and

Gallego 2010, 2012 for elaboration). It is worth noting, however, that the bare phrase strutural framework

with multiple spei�ers adopted in phase theory does not math with the Kaynean X-bar template adopted

in artography. The reason why this is relevant is that it is not entirely unproblemati for artography to

just avail itself of an extended X-bar shema with multiple spei�ers, sine this would interfere with the

Priniple of Transitivity: if A preedes B, how an we know if A is in a higher projetion or in an outer

spei�er of B? On the other hand, if artography maintains the traditional X-bar shema, it might not have

the relevant esape hathes needed in phase-driven derivation at all, unless one assumes that outer spei�ers

are reated derivationally on the spot at the phase edges.
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In other words, this is Relativized Minimality 'upside-down', as Abels put it during the onferene 'Word

Order in the Left Periphery' (Abels 2018) - a sentiment whih Rizzi agreed with. For empirial evidene

against the notion that less spei� an blok more spei�, again see Starke (2001).
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Note here that it is not at all obvious how features like 'Topi' or 'Fous' enter the derivation in the

�rst plae, as they are not lexial features; an XP is not a topi or a fous per se, but rather beomes so due

to the on�gurations it enters at some later stage (neessarily in syntax in T-model based generativism). A

related question is how the derivation of suh sentenes an respet the Inlusiveness Condition (Chomsky

1995:228-229), whih states that the linguisti objet at LF must only ontain features of the lexial items

already present in the Numeration. See Aboh (2010) for the hypothesis that IS-features are indeed present

in the Numeration.
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If no appropriate feature is available that an move to the LP, it is ommonly assumed that the EPP

an be satis�ed by merger of an expletive in SpeFinP. Yet another possibility suggested in the literature

on Continental Germani is `formal movement', whereby the EPP feature of Fin

0
attrats the losest XP

in the IP/middle �eld. This movement is also onsidered to be semantially vauous as it does not on its

own give rise to extra pragmati e�ets; it may however interat with a prior srambling operation whih

has moved another XP above the subjet. (Fanselow 2002; Frey 2004b)
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Wolfe's hypothesis for Old Frenh in detail in hapters 3 and 4. However, sine Wolfe

hypothesises that this might be the system underlying strit V2 languages in general, it is

worth exploring its potential to aount for Germani as well.

2.4.4.1 The `double bottlenek' approah

Wolfe's idea is that strit V2 languages are endowed with a seond set of EPP and �niteness

features, loated in a higher left-peripheral head, namely Fore

0
. The derivation proeeds

in idential fashion to what is assumed for the `relaxed V2' systems, but ruially involves

an extra step. For an example like (55) below, involving an initial topi, this gives the

following derivation: after the IP has been onstruted, the �nite verb moves to Fin

0
to

hek its ϕ-features. The topi projetion in the left periphery `probes' its omplement and

�nds a DP with an unheked topi feature, das Buh. This DP is then attrated by internal

merge (move) to the spei�er of the (phase) head Fin

0
, setting up the Spe-Head relation

neessary to hek the EPP-feature on Fin

0
. The DP moves on to SpeTopP to hek its

topi feature, but ruially leaving a opy in SpeFinP whih ats as a bottlenek, losing

the left periphery for further movement operations. The verb is then moved from Fin

0
to

Fore

0
to hek the `seond set' of ϕ-features, and the DP, having heked its topi feature

in SpeTopP, is attrated to SpeForeP by the higher EPP. Now that the verb and the

single element have reahed their �nal destination in Fore

0
, the verb-seond onstraint is

derived. Omitting the FoP, whih is irrelevant to this example, this gives the following

derivation for an example like (55):

(55) [Das

The

Buh℄

book

habe

have

ih

I

vergessen.

forgotten.

`I have forgotten the book.'
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FrameP

ForeP

Das Buh

[iTop℄

Fore'

Fore

0

[uϕ, EPP℄

habe

[uϕ℄

TopiP

das Buh

[iTop℄

Topi'

Topi

0

[uTop℄

FinP

das Buh

[iTop℄

Fin'

Fin

0

[uϕ, EPP℄

habe

[uϕ℄

IP

ih habe [uϕ℄

das Buh [iTop℄

vergessen

It is fair to say that this analysis is somewhat less than minimal. It employs a question-

able interpretation of Relativized Minimality to derive the lower bottlenek in FinP. Sine

this is not enough to derive the restrited nature of the pre�eld, it must employ a �nal

operation whih is no more than a pure repetition of the same proedure.
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Also, one must

ask how a verb an move twie to hek �niteness features, but no explanation is provided.

Furthermore, the onstituent in the pre�eld ends up in the spei�er of ForeP, whih does

not tell anything about its semantis. The dual semantis of the moved phrase is therefore

not assoiated with the base position and the position it oupies at PF, meaning that the

interpretation at LF, barring any �nal readjustments in overt syntax, must be read o� the

base position and the highest opy in SpeTopP. In the words, there is no transpareny at

the interfae of the kind artography strives to aquire. This is not an analysis driven by

interfae requirements.

However, a more fundamental problem with this analysis is that is still does not work

empirially. Sine the whole derivation up until ForeP is rendered opaque by the dual

bottleneks and EPP-features, the preditive power left is mainly related to the area above

ForeP, where �rst-merger is predited to be possible. Wolfe, building on Benina and

Poletto (2004) assumes that the Frame �eld inludes at least a projetion for hanging topis

and sene-setters. In order to test this hypothesis, one needs an understanding of what

ounts as a sene-setter. Beninà and Poletto do not provide a de�nition beyond saying

that the FrameP enodes `the `where and when' of the sentene' (Beninà and Poletto
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Note that the movement from TopP to ForeP also violates Criterial Freezing (Rizzi 2007).
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2004:71), but Wolfe provides a more detailed haraterisation:

`The pragmati harateristis of this group of elements is homogeneous.

They have adverbial harateristis, sope over the entire lause and anhor the

speeh-at either temporally, spatially or aspetually' (Wolfe 2015b:14).

If ones onretely onsiders what kind of elements are proposed by these authors, they

involve various adverbial expressions of time and plae, in addition to onnetives and some

others; examples inlude `yesterday',

64

`in 1999' (Beninà and Poletto 2004:66-67), `now',

`then', `thus', and adverbial when-lauses (Wolfe 2015b). Without taking any stane on

whether they qualify as sene-setters on the de�nition provided by Wolfe, it seems to be the

ase, as far as I have been able to gather, that not a single one of these is aeptable with

V3 in any Germani standard V2 variety.

65

It matters little that some of them might be

rendered grammatial by disloating them and adding a resumptive in the pre�eld, for they

are predited to be grammatial without suh resumption strategies, as they are indeed in

the `relaxed V2' systems and aording to Wolfe even in the relatively striter V2 varieties

Old Frenh, Old Spanish and Old Venetian. In modern Germani V2 languages they all

trigger inversion and linear V2, and they are furthermore all freely embeddable, ontrary to

what one would expet if they belong above ForeP and the highest possible omplementiser

is merged in Fore

0
. In others words, in Germani, these kind of adverbial expressions either

do not qualify as sene-setters (and it does not seem reasonable to assume that the same

elements an be onsistently analysed as sene-setters in some languages and as something

else in other languages), or the FrameP is situated below ForeP.

On the other hand, it is possible to have ertain left-disloated DPs to the left of the

V2 onstrution in Germani. These also require a resumptive in the following lause, but

this is presumably an independent priniple of left-disloated DPs (LDs), sine they must

be linked to the lause somehow. It is ommonly assumed that there are various types of

LDs with di�erent pragmati properties, and this has led artographers to the assumption

that they oupy di�erent strutural positions (Beninà and Poletto 2004). In Germani,

a distintion is minimally reognized between hanging topis (HTs, also alled nominativus

pendens) and so-alled ontrastive left disloations (CLDs).

66

The former has the pragmatis

of an aboutness topi, is prosodially detahed, and does not orrespond in ase with its

resumptive orrelate (unless aidentally, if both are nominative) in the following lause.

The following examples illustrate that HTs are allowed to preede the V2 onstrution in

both German and Ielandi, giving rise to linear V3.

(56) [Der

the.NOM

Hans℄,

Hans

[ih℄

I

kenne

know

ihn

him.ACC

shon

already

seit

sine

zwölf

twelve

Jahren.

years.

`As for Hans, I've known him for twelve years.'

(German, from Riemsdijk 1997:5.)
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Holmberg also refers to the adverbial expression `today' as a sene-setter (Holmberg 2015:348).
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This analysis might work better for V3 in urban vernaulars of the kind reported in Walkden (2017),

where exatly these kind of initial elements, whether they qualify as sene-setters or not, are frequently

followed by SVO-orders. Walkden also assumes that these lexialise a high FrameP.
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The term Contrastive Left Disloation goes bak to Thraínsson (1979) and is really something of a

misnomer, sine the phrases so designated do not neessarily arry any ontrastive reading at all. This

is pointed out by Frey, who suggests the term `German left disloation' (Frey 2004a). To this it might be

objeted that the onstrution exists in the other Germani languages as well, so `Germani' would probably

be a more appropriate epithet. I will retain the term CLD.
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(57) [Þessi

this

hringur℄,

ring-NOM

[Ólafur℄

Olaf

hefur

has

lofað

promised

Maríu

Maria

honum.

it.DAT.

`This ring, Olaf has promised it to Maria.'

(Ielandi, from Thráinsson 2007:358.)

In other words, the hypothesis that hanging topis oupy a very high position in the

left periphery reeives support, and the preeding examples are ompatible with the `double

bottlenek' approah or any other analysis whih postulates verb movement to Fore

0
. It has

also been suggested that this onstrution is unembeddable (Grewendorf 2009:69). Others

have laimed the opposite (Villa-Garía 2012) but if we for the sake of the argument assume

that it is orret, this would onstitute more evidene in favour of a high position for HTs,

above ForeP.

However, the other and far more frequent LD onstrution in Germani, ontrastive left

disloation, also preedes the V2 onstrution. Its most salient di�erene from HTs is that

the disloated phrase agrees in ase with the resumptive orrelate.

67

Muh artographi

work on the left periphery oinides in assuming a lower position for CLDs than for HTs,

somewhere inside the topi �eld situated below ForeP (Beninà and Poletto 2004; Frasarelli

and Hinterhölzl 2007). But if this is the ase, the verb annot be in Fore

0
in examples like

(58):
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(58) [Diesen

this.ACC

Frosh℄,

frog

[den℄

it.ACC

hat

has

die

the.NOM

Prinzessin

priness

gestern

yesterday

geküsst.

kissed.

`This frog, the priness kissed (it) yesterday.'

(From Boekx and Grohmann 2005:1)

Furthermore, this onstrution is embeddable, both in German and the other Germani

languages. Although this may at �rst sight seem like ounterevidene to the analysis devel-

oped by Wolfe, sine the verb learly annot be in Fore

0
� a position whih presumably is

lexialised by the omplementiser � this is in fat not the ase. The point is that Wolfe as-

sumes two di�erent loi for verb-movement, splitting the old V-to-C movement into a twofold

proess of V-to-Fin and Fin-to-Fore, both triggered by EPP-features and ϕ-features. The

latter derivational step is exluded from embedded ontexts ompletely in the presene of

an overt omplementiser, unless we assume a third, even higher omplementiser than the

one in Fore

0
, while V-to-Fin movement is predited to be possible under viadut verbs.

69
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Sine ase marking of the left disloated phrase is the primary riterion for distinguishing between

HTs and CLDs, these onstrutions are hard to tell apart in other Germani languages than German and

Ielandi. Note, however, that the resumptive is a lause-internal regular pronoun in the HT example (56),

whereas it appears in the pre�eld as a D-pronoun in (57). This might be onsidered additional morphologial

and distributional evidene; if the latter is worth anything as a possible riterion, it is lear that HTs are

available in the Sandinavian languages as well, f. setion 2.3.1. However, Boekx and Grohmann (2005)

argue that this is un unreliable riterion and even suggest that it might not be possible to distinguish

between the two onstrutions in the absene of ase. Grewendorf (2009) laims of CLDs that `there is no

pause between this element and the following lause', a laim whih seems somewhat too strong to me.
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The same problem is pointed out in Salvesen (2013).
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Bayer (2001) also gives an example from German:

(i) Ih

I

glaube

think

[den

the

Hans℄,

Hans

[den℄

him

kennt

knows

er

he

kaum.

barely

`I thank that he barely knows Hans.'

(From Bayer 2001:24.)
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(59) Jón

John

segir

says

að

that

[Þessum

this

hring℄,

ring(D)

[honum℄

it(D)

ha�

has

Ólafur

Olaf

lofað

promised

Maríu.

Mary(D)

`John says that Olaf promised this ring to Mary.'

(Ielandi, from Thráinsson 2007:359.)

But this raises another problem for the double bottlenek analysis, namely the fat that

it predits a more liberal V2 syntax in embedded lauses. After all, almost the entire left

periphery apart from the area above ForeP is available, sine the verb lexialises the very

lowest head. At the very least, one would expet the order Topi-Fous-Verb to be available.

One ould try appealing to loality e�ets, if foi an blok topis by RM, but this leaves

unexplained why these orders are in fat quite liberally attested in the `relaxed V2' systems,

as Wolfe (2015) himself demonstrates.

One way or the other, there is an unresolved issue here. It would be very unattrative

to stipulate di�erenes in the way loality works in di�erent languages. And even if one did

hoose to say that foi blok topis in Germani but not in Old Romane, we still would

not have an explanation for why it is not possible to base-generate sene-setters of the kind

disussed by Benina and Poletto and Wolfe in the left periphery of embedded lauses, sine

we have already seen that these belong below ForeP in Germani. As non-seleted adverbial

elements with a sentene-wide sope, it should be possible to base-generate them in a high

position, avoiding any loality interventions imposed by the phrase in SpeFinP. But the

order Sene-setter-Topi/Fous-Verb is not grammatial in embedded lauses, either.

As it stands, the double bottlenek approah does not make the right preditions for

Germani V2 languages. It esapes (most of) the problems of a simple V-to-Fin analysis

(2009) in main lauses by making some theoretially ostly assumptions, only to fae them

again in embedded lauses, this time without a remedy.

2.4.5 Feature sattering and the bundled-CP approah

There exist yet another approah to V2 whih is worth onsidering, namely the approah

adopted by Hsu (2017), whih is based on the theory of feature sattering proposed by

Giorgi and Pianesi (1996). The entral idea of this theory is that languages might share

a ommon inventory of morphosyntati features, but that they di�er as to whether these

features head their own projetion in syntax or are bundled on one or more heads. While

this model in fat predates artography, it might be onsidered a kind of `artography light'

version. While abandoning the artographi tenet of `one feature, one head',

70

it is still

ompatible with the artographi idea that features are stritly orded through the adoption

of a Universal Ordering Constraint:

(60) UNIVERSAL ORDERING CONSTRAINT :

The features are ordered so that given F

1

> F

2

, the heking of F

1

does not follow

the heking of F

2

.

(61) (Giorgi and Pianesi 1996, from Hsu 2017:18).

70

Note that Cinque and Rizzi stress the `heuristi' value of this priniple and expliitly admit that omplex

heads might arise in syntax. However, they also hypothesize that omplex heads an only arise through

head movement, so that omplex heads `annot be `atoms' of the syntati omputations' (Cinque and Rizzi

2009:14). Bundled heads are at odds with this hypothesis.
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When employed in the left periphery, this approah onstitutes a ompromise between

the traditional approah based on a unitary CP and the full artographi model. While a

head may arry several features suh as [Frame℄ [Topi℄, [Fous℄, only the features assoiated

with an EPP will trigger movement or merge of a phrasal ategory in the orresponding

spei�er.

71

While Hsu (2017) is a nie demonstration of how this approah is desriptively suessful

in apturing the diverse fats of several so-alled `relaxed V2 languages', I will show that

this model faes some of the familiar problems when extended to the strit V2 languages

of the Germani type. Let us start with the assumption, hinted at by Hsu himself, that

these languages simply bundle all the left peripheral features on one single head. This

amounts, of ourse, to nothing less than the traditional den Besten analysis reast as a

`bundled CP'. Aordingly, it makes the same preditions: (1) it predits that embedded

verb-seond under overt omplementisers should not be possible and (2) it predits linear

V2 to be exeptionless in main lauses. While the �rst assumption might in fat hold for

some speakers of Continental Germani, it is generally inorret for Germani as a whole,

and the seond predition is not orret at all.

This means that we need to divide this feature bundle and spread the features over more

than one head. But where is the orret ut-o� point? All positions that are available

in main lauses are available in embedded lauses as well (with the possible exeption of

Hanging Topis), when embedded under an appropriate lexial verb, and this even inludes

linear V3 orders with left-disloated elements. This means that it does not work to just

split out Fore

0
, sine this only predits embedded V2, not embedded V3:

(62)

ForeP

Fore

0

ompl.

Top/Fo/FinP

XP Top/Fo/Fin

′

Top/Fo/Fin

0

verb

IP

It is therefore neessary to make room for another projetion above the V2 onstrution,

but still below ForeP, sine it is embeddable. This projetion an host various left-disloated

elements (LDs), at the very least CLDs (and these an in turn have quite diverse IS prop-

erties) and subordinate lauses, provided there is a resumptive somewhere inside the ore

lause. Sine the information-strutural properties of left-disloated phrases are quite di-

verse, this projetion must itself host a feature bundle related to all possible left-disloated

elements, and I will therefore just all it LDP. As for the pre�eld in V2 onstrutions, it is

able to host both topis and foi, sene-setters, expletives, et. Rather than giving it very

umbersome name like `FrameP/TopP/FoP/FinP', I will just all it by its traditional name

`CP'. Omitting irrelevant positions, this gives the following representation:

71

In fat, this model does not have to make a distintion between moved and �rst-merged elements like

the `bottlenek' approah.
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(63)

ForeP

Fore

0

ompl.

LDP

LD XP CP

XP CP

′

C

0

[+top/fo/EPP℄

verb

IP. . .

This struture seems to give the right desription of the fats in Germani V2 languages.

To the extent that there is any preditive power in this model, this derives indiretly from

artography, or from the ordering of the bundled features, as it is preisely this ordering

that permits ertain `ut-o� points' and ertain left-peripheral o-ourrenes while banning

others. The theoretial laims are still the same as in the traditional analysis: the omple-

mentiser itself is a head in the lausal projetion, and verbs and omplementisers ompete

for this same node, whih is identi�ed as Fin

0
, not Fore

0
, in this model. The unavailability

of verb-seond in embedded lauses is still treated as a purely syntati fat. This means

that the model will fae some of the familiar problems when faed with the evidene from

the Sandinavian languages, sine the hypothesis of a ompetition between omplementisers

and the verb is not really well supported by the evidene (see setion 2.3.3.3). Still, this

model retains desriptive adequay, not a small feat when ompared to the di�ulties faed

by full-�edged artographi models.

2.5 Linear non-V2 orders in Germani V2 languages

All of the Germani V2 languages permit ertain deviations from the linear V2 pattern.

Some of these are ommon to all of the languages, others are partiular to one language or

group of languages. We will onsider some of these in this setion, bearing in mind that

the intention is not to review all linear non-V2 patterns that exist in Germani, but rather

to dispel any illusion that linear V2 is almost exeptionless, or even that the deviations

are limited to a few isolated ases. Furthermore, while many of the exeptions may still

be aommodated within the general theory of V2, in the sense that they online deviate

from linear V2 without violating strutural V2, others even provide diret ounterevidene

against the strutural V2 mehanism itself.

2.5.1 `V3 adverbs'

In the Sandinavian languages, ertain adverbs may give rise to linear V≥3 in main lauses.

The �rst lass involves a set of adverbs that regularly appear as the seond onstituent of

the lause, `sandwihed' between the initial XP and the �nite verb. Following Thrainsson

(2007), I will refer to these adverbs as `V3 adverbs'. Their exat distribution is quite

omplex: while all of the V3 adverbs an appear in seond position whenever the initial

XP is the subjet (64a), apparently only some of them an do so when the initial XP is

a non-subjet (64b); on the other hand, none of them an appear as the �rst onstituent
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of the lause themselves (64).

72

Note also that the adverbs may be ombined, forming

strings like in (64d), where the verb is relegated to linear 5th position. There is also some

miro-variation aross the Sandinavian languages in this domain and perhaps also between

dialets; note that while Ielandi displays the same phenomenon, the lass of adverbs is not

idential to that found in Norwegian, as the ognates of `kannski/náttúrulega/sennilega' are

not allowed to intervene between the subjet and the verb in Norwegian. These are exatly

the same adverbs that are in fat permitted in lause-initial position in Ielandi (as are

they in Norwegian).

(64) a. [Han℄

He

[bare/

just

nærmest/

almost

omtrent/

ira

rett

straightly

og

and

slett/

plainly

fullstendig/

ompletely

totalt℄

totally

ignorerte

ignored

beskjeden.

message-the

`He just/almost/straightforwardly/ompletely/totally ignored the message.'

b. [Beskjeden℄ [bare / nærmest/ ??omtrent/ ??rett og slett/ ??fullstendig/ ??totalt℄

ignorerte han.

. [*Bare *nærmest *omtrent *rett og slett *fullstendig* *totalt℄ ignorerte han

beskjeden.

d. [Han℄ [bare℄ [nærmest℄ [fullstendig℄ ignorerte beskjeden.

(Norwegian)

(65) a. [Jón℄

John

[bare/

just

einfaldlega/

simply

kannski/

maybe

náttúrulega/

naturally

sennilega℄

probably

lýkur

�nished

Þessu

this

einhhvern

some

daginn.

day.

`John will just/simply/maybe/naturally/probably �nish this one day.'

b. [*Bare/

just

*einfaldleg/

simply

kannski/

maybe

náttúrulega/

naturally

sennilega℄

probably

hefur

has

Jón

John

lokið

�nished

Þessu.

this.

(Ielandi, from Thráinsson 2007:39-40.)

Nilssen (2003) argues that V3 adverbs are derived by Remnant VP-fronting. We will

not evaluate that laim here, but sine V3 adverbs our with inversion strings as well, they

do not neessarily provide evidene against V-to-C movement; another option ould be to

onsider them somehow inorporated with the verb. This hypothesis reeives some support

from semantis. To the extent that it is possible to provide a general haraterization of

the semantis of V3 adverbs, they seem to express an evaluation of the degree to whih

the event/ation indiated by the verb took plae, or alternatively, the degree to whih it

is appropriate to use the verb in question to desribe the event;

73

Sine our main onern

72

Thanks to Karen Dahl Hovind (p.) for bringing this fat to my attention.

73

All of the V3 adverbs an also appear in a postverbal position in the middle �eld. Sometimes there is a

semanti di�erene between a V3 adverb in postverbal and preverbal position. In (ia), there is a potential

ambiguity between two readings whih an be paraphrased as �He almost shouted (but did not)� vs. �He

spoke so loudly that it ould almost be desribed as shouting.� In (ib), only the seond reading is available.

If the adverb has inorporated here, (ib) would mean something like: `He almost-shouted'.
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here is simply to doument instanes of linear non-V2 orders, we will not pursue the matter

any further.

2.5.2 V3 with `maybe'-adverbs

There is another group of adverbs that also indue linear V≥3, but whih are not V3

adverbs, sine they appear in lause-initial position, exatly the position where V3 adverbs

annot appear (see setion 2.5.1). The most widely disussed is the adverb kanskje/kanske �

`maybe' � whih is attested in this pattern aross Sandinavian (Platzak 1986; Rögnvaldsson

and Thráinsson 1990; Faarlund et al. 1997; Thráinsson 2007). In some languages, like

Ielandi and Swedish, this adverb is also frequently employed as a V3 adverb, while this

pattern is more restrited in Norwegian (Bentzen 2014). In all of the languages, maybe

an also be followed diretly by the verb in aordane with the general V2 shema.

74

Interestingly, when used in linear non-V2 ontexts, these adverbs demonstrably do not

feature V-to-C movement at all in some languages, sine the addition of negation and IP

adverbs demonstrate that the verb does not move out of the VP.

(66) [Kanske℄

Maybe

[Markus℄

Marus

[inte℄

not

vill

wants

ha. . .

have. . .

`Maybe Marus does not want any.' (Swedish, from Josefsson 2003:166)

(67) [Kanskje℄

Maybe

[han℄

he

ikke

not

vet

knows

det.

it.

`Maybe he doesn't know it.' (Norwegian)

The failure of the verb to raise means that the word order is the same as in subordinate

lauses. It has been pointed out that an explanation for this may be sought in diahrony,

sine the adverb `kanskje/kanske' is really a ontration of a modal verb kan � `an' � and

a full verb skje � `happen'. This origin as a subordinate lause reveals itself in the optional

addition of the omplementiser after the initial adverb. The same applies to kanhende,

another adverb meaning `maybe' and also the result of a ontration between a modal and

full verb.

(68) a. [Kanskje℄ (at) [han℄ [ikke℄ vet det det.

b. [Kanhende℄ (at) [han℄ [ikke℄ vet det.

Regardless of the diahroni explanation of these word order fats, it seems hard to argue

that these lauses are subordinate lauses in a synhroni perspetive, and we are therefore

led to onlude that some main lauses in Sandinavian do not feature verb movement at

(i) a. [Han℄

He

ropte

shouted

nesten.

almost.

(Norwegian)

`He almost shouted.'

b. [Han℄ [nesten℄ ropte.

74

In fat, the matter is somewhat more ompliated. In Bentzen (2014), speakers from four di�erent

loations in Eastern Norway (generally) aepted V2 after `kanskje' (`maybe') with pronominal subjets,

but rejeted it when the subjet was nominal. In Danish, on the hand, V2 order seems to be the only order

generally aepted.
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all. Moreover, suh diahroni `islands' might also be reinterpreted as a produtive pattern.

Interestingly, the pattern observed in (68) seems to extend to ertain other adverbials with

similar epistemi semantis, suh as `muligens' ≈ possibly. This adverb is also attested

without verb movement, and also optionally features an added omplementiser, although

it does not derive diahronially from the intersetion of a main lause and a omplement

lause.

75

(69) Jeg

I

ser

see

ikke

not

poenget

point-the

med

with

å

to

oppføre

behave

seg

REFL.CL

slik

as

hun

she

gjør.

does.

[Muligens℄

Possibly

[hun℄

she

[ikke℄

not

ser

sees

det

it

selv.

herself.

`I don't see the point in behaving the way she does. Perhaps she doesn't realize

herself.'

76

There are two general points to bring from this disussion. First, that verb-seond

languages may not only feature deviations from the linear V2 pattern, but also main lause

onstrutions whih lak V-to-C movement altogether.

77

Seond, that diahroni islands

may persist for a protrated period of time without yielding to the more general pattern,

and possibly even expand in some ases.

2.5.2.1 V3 with bisuit onditionals and other adverbial lauses

It was noted in setion 2.3.1 that V3 orders in Germani may arise through left-disloation of

an XP, but that this possibility is generally only possible on the ondition that a resumptive

element inside the ore lause be oindexed with the disloated phrase. In the ase of

initial subordinate lauses, a light adverbial of some kind may often ful�l this funtion.

75

One might attempt to derive these strutures synhronially as embedded lauses by assuming ellipsis

of the entire main lause exept the adverbial (ia). This analysis would explain the word order and the

possibility of adding a omplementiser, but it leaves unexplained why this ellipsis is restrited to partiular

lexial items suh as `muligens', sine the pragmati reovery of the main lause should be just as straight-

forward with any other epistemi adverb (f.(ib). The semanti, and in onsequene, syntati extension

from the `maybe'-lass therefore seems more plausible.

(i) a. (Jeg

I

tror)

think

muligens

possibly

(at)

that

[hun℄

she

[ikke℄

not

ser

sees

det

it

selv.

herself.

≈ �Maybe she doesn't realize herself.�

b. *(Jeg

I

tror)

think

de�nitivt

de�nitely

(at)

that

[hun℄

she

[ikke℄

sees

ser

it

det

not

selv.

herself

76

(Taken from https://forum.kvinneguiden.no)
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There are also other main lause onstrutions, both in Sandinavian and Continental Germani, whih

do not feature V-to-C. A ommon Sandinavian ase is illustrated in (ia), while (ib) provides a similar

example from German. To the extent that these are exlamative and do not really ount as pure delarative

lauses, they fall outside the fous of this thesis.

(i) a. [Bare℄

Only

[hun℄

she

[ikke℄

not

kommer

omes

for

too

sent!

late

�If only she doesn't ome to late!�

b. [Was℄

What

[der℄

he

[niht℄

not

[alles℄

everything

erzählt!

tells.

�All the things he tells!"
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However, in some Germani varieties like Standard German, there are also ases where

an initial subordinate lause may lak a resumptive in the ore lause. This is the ase

with so-alled bisuit onditionals, whih are semantially di�erent from normal onditional

onstrutions in that the speaker ommits to the truth value of the proposition ontained

in the matrix lause regardless of the truth value of the anteedent onditional lause. In

(70), the speaker asserts that there is juie in the fridge, an assertion whih naturally holds

regardless of whether the addressee is thirsty or not. It should also be noted that V3 is not

only possible in German in suh ases, but strongly preferred to V2 (Krifka 2017). This

di�ers markedly from the situation in for instane Standard Norwegian, where V3 after

bisuit onditionals are generally ungrammatial (71):

(70) [Wenn

if

du

you

Durst

thirst

hast℄,

have

[ih℄

I

habe

have

Saft

juie

im

in.the

Kühlshrank.

fridge

`If you are thirsty, I have juie in the fridge.'

(From Csipak 2018:1)

(71) * [Hvis du er tørst℄, [jeg℄ har saft i kjøleskapet

if you are thirsty I have juie in fridge-the

(Norwegian, intended meaning as in (70)

Furthermore, the same kind of resumptiveless V3 onstrutions are also enountered after

other initial adverbial lauses, for instane after ertain `bease'-lause introdued by weil.

Semantially, there is a lear parallel to the bisuit onditional ase, sine (72) expresses

that the speaker does not believe there is a ausal relationship between the anteedent

`beause'-lause and the proposition expressed by the matrix lause:

(72) [Weil

beause

du

you

den

the

Shlüssel

key

niht

not

�ndest℄,

�nd

[er℄

he

ist

is

in

in

der

the

Shublade.

drawer

`Sine you annot �nd the key, it is in the drawer.'

(From Csipak 2018:2)

Csipak analyses suh ases as involving modi�ation of the speeh at rather than the

proposition ontained in the matrix lause. Syntatially, this is expressed by onstruing

the initial adverbial lause in a high projetion `AtP' whih dominates the CP. In other

words, this is another instane of the peripheral adverbial lauses (Haegeman 2007, 2010)

whih permit high attahments syntatially and whih have greater sope in semanti

terms. The di�erene from the ases whih were observed earlier (f. setion 2.3.5) is that

in this partiular onstellation, they appear before the matrix lause and indue linear V3

orders of a kind that is unexpeted under the traditional analysis of verb seond, sine they

violate the general `resumption' ondition that was held to be a fundamental onstraint on

CP-reursion.

2.5.3 Misellaneous other linear V≥3 orders

In this setion, we will review various kinds of V≥3 orders whih are somewhat di�erent

from the ones reviewed in the previous setions, sine it is unlear if all of them feature

several onstituents in front of the verb or not. In other words, the term `linear non-V2' is

potentially somewhat misleading here. Still, even if these phenomena might involve omplex

onstituents of some sort, it is important to have an understanding of the ontexts where
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suh omplex onstituents might arise, sine we may expet to enounter similar ases in

written orpora of dead languages like the ones we will be examining in subsequent hapters.

In the examples in this setion, the braketing indiates the maximal amount of onstituents

one ould imagine for any given struture.

Some of the ases to be onsidered are seemingly ommon to all Germani V2 languages,

others are restrited to a subgroup or even a partiular language. Starting with the former

ase, it seems that all Germani languages aept ertain fous partiles like `only', `also'

,`even' to preede the onstituent in the pre�eld. These an plausibly be analysed as in-

volving a omplex onstituent with the fous partile somehow modifying the onstituent to

whih it attahes.

78

However, other researhers have in fat postulated distint syntati

fous positions in front of the pre�eld (Büring and Hartmann 2001).

(73) [Bare/også/til

Only/also/to

og

and

med℄

with

[de

the

yngste℄

youngest

kom

ame

på

on

forestillingen.

play-the.

`Only/also/even the youngest ame to the play.' (Norwegian)

(74) [Nur/auh/sogar℄

Only/also/even

[die

the

Harten℄

hard

kommen

ome

in

into

den

the-ACC

Garten.

garden.

`Only/also/even the hard make it into the garden.'

(German, adapted from Müller 2018:56)

A related ase is temporal adverbs like `never', whih may also preede the onstituent

in the pre�eld, ating as a modi�er. This is not unsurprising when the onstituent in the

pre�eld is itself a temporal expression, but `never' may also modify loative expressions or

ombine to reate even more omplex onstituents:

(75) [Aldri℄

Never

[før℄

before

[i

in

Norge℄

Norway

har

has

det

it

vært

been

målt

measured

en

a

høyere

higher

temperatur.

temperature.

`Never before in Norway has a higher temperature been measured.'

(Norwegian)

(76) [Nie℄

Never

[zuvor℄

before

[in

in

Deutshland℄

Germany

hat

has

sih

REFL

jemand

some

für

for

eine

a

Fernsehserie

television-series

so

so

kopfüber

headlong

in

in

die

the

Vergangenheit

past

gestürzt. . .

plunged.

`Never before in Germany has anyone dived so headlong into the past beause of a

television series.'
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This analysis reeives support from the fat that these partiles annot modify pronominal arguments

unless these are prosodially stressed and reeive some partiular IS prominene suh as ontrast. Fur-

thermore, there is a lear parentage between these onstrutions and the V3 adverbs in that several of the

latter group reappear here (suh as `bare'/`til og med' in Norwegian). This suggests that what di�erentiates

between V3 adverbs and fous partiles is really only what they an modify semantially; V3 adverbs an

modify the verb itself, while fous partiles annot. Some an do both; this is unsurprisingly the ase for

`bare' � only � and `til og med' � even � while `nesten/nærmest' � almost fail to modify a normal DP sine

this would be nonsensial in most ases: *Almost the youngest ame to the play. However, in exeptional

ases these adverbs an in fat do the job of fous partiles, providing the DP allows suh modi�ation:

(i) [Nærmest

Almost

et

a

barn℄

hild

var

was

hun.

she.

�She was almost a hild.�
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(German, from die Welt online, 10.10.2017)
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Apparent ases of multiple onstituents in the pre�eld seem to be partiularly frequent

in German; for an instrutive overview, see Müller (2018). More striking yet than the a-

tual quantitative dimension is the heterogeneous nature of the phenomenon, as the possible

ombinations of di�erent onstituents are very high. Among the ombinations reported by

Müller are subjet-adverb, adverb�subjet, ausative objet�PP, ausative objet�adverb,

dative objet�PP, dative objet�ausative objet, PP�PP, support verb onstrutions�

idiom hunks (Müller 2018:58�71). It is also possible to ome aross what seems like more

than two onstituents in the pre�eld:

(77) [Zum

For-the

ersten

�rst

Mal℄

time

[ein

a

Trikot℄

jersey

[in

in

der

the

Bundesliga℄

Bundesliga

hat

has

Chen

Chen

Yang

Yang

angezogen. . .

put-on. . .

`Chen Yang puts on a jersey for the �rst time in the Bundesliga. . . '

(German, from Müller 2018:72)

In spite of the plethora of suh (apparent) multiple frontings, Müller laims there are

lear restritions on the phenomenon in terms of the relative order and seondly, the various

XPs must always be lause-mates; if they originate in di�erent lauses, the result is ungram-

matial. Müller is therefore led to onlude that these examples really involve the fronting

of some kind of omplex verbal projetion headed by a silent verbal head, (Müller 2018:81)

and he goes on to present an analysis ouhed with the framework HPSG, whih we will

not review here. Let it su�e here to say that the hypothesis of some omplex preverbal

onstituent seems plausible, in whih ase these examples are presumably ompatible with

the traditional analysis as well, involving neither a deviation from strutural nor linear V2.

The relevane of this setion therefore lies in the message it sends (or should send) to a

orpus linguist, namely that �rst appearanes an be deeptive and that one must be wary

not to dismiss all apparent ases of multiple preverbal onstituents as inompatible with

verb seond.

2.5.4 V1 orders and empty pre�elds

All linear non-V2 orders onsidered so far have been V≥3 orders. In this setion we will fous

on V1 orders, whih in a sense onstitutes the opposite kind of problem to any theory that

irumsribes an `idealised V2 language' without deviations from linear V2. While muh of

the attention in the previous setions was on Mainland Sandinavian, this setion will fous

partiularly on German, sine V1 is a partiularly prevalent option in that language.

There is a kind of linear V1 whih seems to be available aross all Germani languages,

namely `topi drop' ontexts where a deiti pronominal subjet (78) or a ontinuity topi

(79) is dropped in preverbal position in ontinuous disourse, yielding linear V1.

(78) Jeg

I

tror

think

ikke

not

jeg

I

kommer

ome

på

on

jobb

work

i

in

morgen.

tomorrow

Har

have

litt

some

feber.

fever.

`I don't think I'll ome to work tomorrow. I've got some fever.'

(Norwegian)

79

https://www.welt.de/kultur/plus169444371
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(79) A: Wat

what

heb

have

jij

you

met

with

die

those

boeken

books

gedaan?

done?

`What have you done with those books?'

B: heb

have

ik

I

aan

to

Marie

Marie

gegeven.

given

`(Those), I gave to Marie.' (Duth, from Thrift 2001:63)

It is lear that suh ases pose no great problem to the general theory of V2, sine we

may plausibly assume that these are instanes where the initial onstituent is simply left

phonetially unexpressed, sine it is easily reoverable from the situation or the immediate

ontext.

80

However, there are other onstrutions where the idea of a silent initial onstituent is not

equally straightforward. A prominent ase is the so-alled Narrative Inversion onstrution

of Ielandi. This word order pattern was partiularly frequent in Old Ielandi, partiularly

after the initial onjuntion ók � `and' (Platzak 1985):

(80) Gengu

Walked

Þeir

they

inn

in

og

and

heilsuu

greeted

fólkinu.

people-the

`They walked in and greeted the people.'

(Ielandi, from Thráinsson 2007:349. Translation added.)

(81) ok

and

kam

ame

hann

he

Þangat,

there

ok

and

var

was

Hoskuldr

Hoskuldr.NOM

uti,

outdoors

er

when

reið

rode

í

into

tún.

�eld.

`And he ame there, and Hoskuldr was outdoors when (he) rode into the �eld.'

(14th entury Ielandi, from Sigurðsson 1989:154)

It is unlear if Narrative Inversion should be seen as featuring some kind of null element

in the pre�eld and whatever that null element might be; Holmberg laims `it is not inon-

eivable that the initial position is �lled by a overt temporal adverbial partile `then'. . . '

(Holmberg 2015:353). Zwart, disussing verb-initial strutures whih he onsiders ases of

Narrative Inversion in Modern Duth, postulates an empty operator in SpeCP, adding in a

footnote: `I will not be onerned with the question what the empty operator binds.' (Zwart

1993:205, fn.20).

The most in-depth ontribution to the question of verb-initial onstrutions in Germani

is presumably Önnerfors' (1997) analysis of V1 delaratives in German. Önnerfors shows

that V1 delaratives are not at all restrited to situations of topi drop or joke-telling,

but rather range over a wide spetrum of di�erent disourse funtions, suh as narrative

V1 (82a), whih is the type used in jokes, enumerative V1 (82b), deonti modality V1 (82),

ontent-explaining V1 (82d) and exlamative V1 (82e).

(82) a. Kommt

Comes

ein

a

Mann

man.NOM

ins

in-the

Kaufhaus:

store

�Ih

I

hätte

had.COND

gern

willingly

einen

an

Regenshirm.�

umbrella.

`A man omes into the department store: `I'd like an umbrella, please.'

80

That is not to say that the onditions governing topi drop are simple, or that there are no restritions

besides pragmati reoverability; for a disussion of the fats in Duth, see Thrift 2001.
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(From Önnerfors 1997:101)

b. Wir

We

müssen

must

Fritz

Fritz.ACC

unbedingt

unquestionably

im

in-the

Krankenhaus

hospital

besuhen.

bring

Hans

Hans

ist

ist

betrunken.

drunk

Anne

Anne

hat

has

kein

no

Auto.

ar

Bleibst

remains

also

therefore

nur

only

noh

still

DU.

you

`Wir need to visit Fritz in the hospital immediately. Hans ist drunk and Anne

has no ar. You remain the only option.'

(From Önnerfors 1997:132)

. Die

The

nähsten

next

Jahre

years

gammle

waste

ih.

I

Mein

my

Vater

father.NOM

rehnet

ounts

damit.

therewith

`Soll

should

sih

REFL

der

the

Junge

kid.NOM

doh

PRT

austoben',

indulge

sagt

says

er. . .

he. . .

`The next years I will squander away. My father is expeting it. Let the kid

have his �ing, he says. . . '

(From Önnerfors 1997:136)

d. Ih

I

begab

proeeded

mih

REFL

auh

also

niht

not

mehr

more

gern

willingly

ins

in-the

Lehrerzimmer,

teahers-room

wusste

knew

ih

I

doh,

PRT

wie

how

Rolf

Rolf

dort

there

den

the

Ton

tone

angab.

set.

`I didn't feel like venturing more into the teahers room, knowing how Rolf sat

the tone there.'

e. Mann,

Man

haben

have

wir

we

gelaht.

laughed.

`O boy, how we laughed.'

(From Önnerfors 1997:171)

Önnerfors argue that these onstrutions are very old, predating the V2 stage of Ger-

mani, and possibly even a reli of the marked V1 delaratives whih have been reonstruted

for Proto-Indo-European.

81

If this is orret, they have lived alongside the emerging and

ever-expanding V2 onstrution for over a thousand years without suumbing to it. More-

over, unlike what purportedly is the ase with Narrative Inversion in modern Ielandi, these

onstrutions are all typial of spoken language, and therefore highly relevant to generative

theories of grammar. Önnerfors goes to great lengths to demonstrate that these onstru-

tions are not derived from the V2 onstrution by omission of an element in the pre�eld,

sine the addition of all andidate elements suh as expletives or light adverbs or partiles

81

See also Miller (1975) for a hypothesis that VSO was in fat the older Indo-European word order whih

survived as a marked word order along the emerging SOV order.
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either hange the disursive appropriateness of the onstrution or in some ases even ren-

der it unaeptable.

82

Furthermore, the disursive uses of the onstrution are muh too

varied to warrant the assumption of an operator in the pre�eld, at least on the reasonable

assumption that an operator should ontribute something beyond that of saving the V2

analysis. Therefore, Önnerfors onludes, the onstrution features V-to-C movement, but

no preverbal spei�er at all.

83

Önnerfors' solution is ompletely ompatible with urrent Minimalist oneptions of

phrase struture as projeted from lexial items as well as the general Minimalist desidera-

tum of keeping strutures at a minimum. Furthermore, I would like to suggest, in line with

Önnerfors' onlusion, that it presumably is ruial that these onstrutions lak a spei�er,

and that the inappropriateness resulting from the addition of a semantially light element

in the pre�eld results preisely from the failure to respet this ondition. In other words,

the onstrution as a whole seems to be intimately onneted to the (admittedly somewhat

vague) notion of lause-typing; the disursive dependeny between the lauses is ensured by

verb movement without onomitant XP movement.

84

If one aepts Önnerfors' onlusion, the relevane of these V1 delaratives lies partiu-

larly in the fat that they not only feature surfae linear non-V2 orders, but that they also

do not share the syntati struture of V2 delaratives. More onretely, they seem to lak

the EPP-feature of the normal delarative lause of a V2 language.

85

While this onstru-

tion has been largely lost in the other branhes of Germani, it seems to live happily along

the V2 onstrution in modern German.

2.6 The approah adopted in this thesis

In this setion I will larify the general framework and leading assumptions that will be

adopted in this thesis. Setion 2.6.1 o�ers a disussion of the problems in �nding a theoreti-

ally satisfatory de�nition of a V2 language, while setion 2.6.2 lari�es the de�nitions that

will be adopted in this thesis. The general framework and in partiular the assumptions

regarding the aquisition of phrase struture will be the topi of setion 2.6.3. Setion 2.6.4

disusses the role aorded to artographi hierarhies in this thesis.

2.6.1 Why it is hard to de�ne a V2 language

The preeding setions should have made lear that there are still several unresolved issues

in verb-seond theory. In partiular, the linear restrition has not yet been derived in a

82

Compare for instane a variant of (82b) with expletive es in the pre�eld:

(i) Wir müssen Fritz unbedingt im Krankenhaus besuhen. Hans ist betrunken. Anne hat kein Auto.

*Es bleibst also nur noh DU.

Likewise, in (82d) there is presumably no element that ould be added without rendering the lause un-

aeptable, and in (82) and (82e) the addition of an adverbial like `dann' or `so' � then, so � or similar

elements would alter the meaning signi�antly.

83

The same onlusion is also reahed by Brandtner (2004), who sees V-to-C movement as intimately

related to Fore-marking, or lause-typing.

84

It is very tempting to see verb-initial embedded lauses like onditionals or `als ob'-lauses as intimately

onneted with the delarative V1 onstrution rather then the V2 onstrution, see setion 2.3.

85

This is perhaps possible to integrate with the V2 grammar if we assume, as in ommon in urrent

theorizing, that the EPP is not a feature itself, but a property of a feature. On this view, one ould assume

that the verb may oasionally raise to hek some formal `lause-typing' feature in C, and that this feature

is not assoiated with an EPP-feature.
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satisfatory manner, nor has it been shown to be a super�ial trait of variation. In a sense,

V2 is less epiphenomenal than it used to be. For this reason, we will try to reassert the

importane of the linear restritions that have both given the name to the phenomenon and

made it a typologially rare thing. At the same time, we want to avoid making expliit

referene to linear order in the de�nition, sine this is both theoretially unattrative and

empirially problemati.

We must distinguish very learly between two di�erent notions when providing a def-

inition of V2, namely the notion of a V2 onstrution and a V2 language. I believe the

latter notion is theoretially more problemati than ommonly assumed. The problem is

as follows: a theoretially stringent de�nition of a V2 language would have to be expliit

enough to make it possible, at least in priniple, to deide by purely empirial means if a

given language L is a V2 language or not. As it turns out, the problem is not to provide suh

a stringent de�nition; in fat, several de�nitions are imaginable. The problem is rather that

on every suh stringent de�nition, the resulting lass of `V2 languages' is either an empty

set, as all Germani V2 languages simply fail to qualify, or the lass does not inlude all

languages intended. Let us explore brie�y why this is the ase.

We already reviewed and rejeted a ompletely stringent de�nition in setion (2.2), re-

peated here for onveniene:

(83) In a verb-seond language, the �nite verb must appear as the seond onstituent of

all delarative main lauses.

This de�nition does not work at all,

86

sine all V2 languages feature perfetly grammat-

ial linear non-V2 orders (both V1, V3, and others). As a onsequene, linear order will

not be part of the de�nition of a verb-seond language. We will therefore make referene to

struture, rather than linear position. This opens up the possibility for another stringent

de�nition:

(84) In a verb-seond language, the �nite verb moves to C

0
(or its equivalent in a arto-

graphi LP) in all delarative main lauses.

This is in essene the de�nition adopted by many linguists working on the Old Romane

languages (Beninà 2006; Ledgeway 2008; Wolfe 2015b), but as already pointed out, it might

potentially also apture a great amount of VSO-languages. As for the Germani family, it is

not obvious that this de�nition aptures any language. Even when disregarding the fat that

the strutural status of subjet-initial lauses is far from resolved, there are main lauses

whih ostensibly do not feature V-to-C movement in at least all the Sandinavian languages,

where lauses introdued by the adverbials kanskje, kanhende � `maybe' � may freely leave

the verb in a VP-internal position. In addition, this de�nition only makes referene to

V-to-C, providing no restritions on the pre�eld.

Sine we want to bring restritions on the pre�eld into the de�nition, we ould adapt

our de�nition as follows:

(85) In a verb-seond language, the �nite verb moves to C

0
(or its equivalent in a arto-

graphi LP) and an XP moves to a left-peripheral spei�er position in all delarative

main lauses.

86

It ould be that this de�nition aptures other languages whih are not onsidered V2 languages, suh

as Warlpiri, where the only obligatory word order rule aording to Hale is that the auxiliary must be the

seond onstituent (Hale 1983).
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This de�nition exludes VSO languages with V-to-C movement, but unfortunately, it

also exludes the Germani languages. The Sandinavian V2 languages are exluded for the

same reason as before (lak of V-to-C in some main lauses), while Continental Germani,

or at least German, presumably does not feature XP movement to a left-peripheral spei�er

position in all ases, as onviningly argued by Önnerfors (1997). But sine the word order

patterns that fall outside of this de�nition somehow onstitute `marked' onstrutions, one

might try another de�nition:

(86) In a verb-seond language, the unmarked word order features V-to-C movement (or

its equivalent in a artographi LP) and an XP moves to a left-peripheral spei�er

position in all delarative main lauses.

This de�nition is potentially disastrous, sine the unmarked word order must be on-

sidered subjet-initial lauses, and as already mentioned, it is not beyond doubt that these

feature V-to-C movement in all (or even any) Germani V2 languages.

It should be lear that a V2 language is stritly speaking more an ideal than a reality,

but before onluding, it is worth mentioning a de�nition provided by Holmberg (2015). He

�rst gives the following de�nition of the `V2 property':

(87) a. A funtional head in the left periphery attrats the �nite verb.

b. This funtional head wants a onstituent moved to its spei�er position.

(From Holmberg 2015:375)

Holmberg suggests that property (87b) should be formalised as a `generalized EPP-

feature'. He then expliitly raises the question if verb-seond language is a well-de�ned

notion, answers the question in the a�rmative, and laims a V2 language is a language

whih has the two properties (87a�87b), adding that `the EPP feature an only prevent V3

(V4, V5, et.) order derived by movement. It does not prevent V3 order derived by external

merge.' (Holmberg 2015:376)

Holmberg's de�nition is theoretially quite involved. It does not provide strong restri-

tions on the pre�eld, sine it allows V≥3 orders to arise through base-generation. In other

words, it opens up for the inlusion of `relaxed V2' systems into the de�nition. This is

a valid de�nitional move, of ourse. A more problemati aspet of Holmberg's de�nition

to my mind is that it inorporates several assumptions about V2 languages whih are not

beyond doubt. First, it is not at all lear that the verb moves to the left-periphery in

subjet-initial lauses aross Germani, whereas it is lear that it does not always move to

the left-periphery. Seond, even in the ases where the verb does move to the left-periphery,

it is not obvious that it always arries an EPP-feature, as demonstrated by the work of

Önnerfors (1997). Thirdly, the assumption that linear V3 orders an only arise through

base-generation is also questionable, sine a ommon analysis of ontrastive left disloation

(CLD) onstrutions is in fat that of a movement dependeny. Finally, if Holmberg only

means to say that a V2 language is a language whih features these properties, we would

have to inlude `residual V2' languages as well, and presumably many others.

87

87

Holmberg also onsistently refers to Ielandi and Yiddish as `I-V2' languages. Although he emphasizes

that this does not entail a ommitment to a spei� analysis (p.356), his de�nition of V2 on the other hand

does ommit to a spei� analysis. In ase it should turn out that the V-to-I analysis of Ielandi and

Yiddish is orret, these languages would in onsequene no longer qualify as V2 languages on Holmberg's

de�nition.
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2.6.2 The de�nition of V2 adopted in this thesis

On the whole, it does not seem possible to provide a ompletely stringent notion of a verb-

seond language that aptures the languages we want to inlude while exluding the ones

we wish to exlude. We shall have to make do with a less than stringent de�nition that still

seems intuitive and reasonably adequate. In light of these onsiderations, I will heneforth

adopt the following de�nitions:

(88) A verb-seond onstrution is a onstrution where:

a. The �nite verb lexialises a head position in the C-domain,

and

b. there is a single fully produtive A' projetion preeding the verb whih an and

must host a single XP.

88

(89) A V2 language is a language where:

inversion strutures are V2 onstrutions as de�ned in (88). V2 languages may

oasionally feature inverted linear non-V2 orders whih are liensed by partiular

lexial items or in partiular onstrutions.

89

If these onstrutions are reanalyzed as

involving another produtive left peripheral projetion, the V2 status of the language

is lost, although V-to-C movement may persist.

The most important thing to notie about this de�nition of a verb-seond language is

that it does not say anything about the strutural status of subjet-initial lauses. This is

neessary if we want to maintain that linear order does not play a diret role in the phe-

nomenon and to avoid inorporating a premature assumption into the theory itself, namely

the assumption that all main lauses are neessarily CPs in all Germani V2 languages.

Subjet-initial lauses an either involve movement of the subjet and the verb to the CP-

domain, in other words be V2 onstrutions, or not; this does not a�et the status of the

language as a V2 language. In the ase where subjet-initial lauses are mere IPs, the linear

seond position of the verb is aidental and theoretially extrinsi to the V2 syntax of the

language. From this follows that verb-seond languages may in priniple be verb-�nal in

subjet-initial lauses, as would be the ase in German or Duth if these languages did not

feature any kind of verb movement in subjet-initial lauses. In suh a senario, where the

projetion hosting the verb in subjet-initial lauses is head-�nal (or the strutural equiva-

lent in approahes that adopt the Universal Base Hypothesis), the amount of linear V2 in

main lauses might be expeted to be relatively low, although I am familiar with no suh

language.

90

If that projetion is head-initial, on the other hand, the linear V2 output of

the language will be very high.

88

This de�nition is deliberately stated in neutral terms with regards to the representational/derivational

divide. The term A'-position is used desriptively to mean a position that does not impose any grammatial

funtion on its oupant, without any deeper aompanying theoretial laim.

89

Admittedly, it is not straightforward to draw a line between produtive patterns and `partiular on-

strutions'. This just further undersores the di�ulty in providing a stringent and relevant de�nition of a

V2 language. For instane, it is unlear if the `V3 adverbs' of the Sandinavian languages are a produtive

or a lexially spei�ed lass.

90

In priniple, the situation ould also arise where a main-lause V2 syntax produes signi�antly less

linear V2 than a non-V2 embedded syntax. This ould happen if subjet-initial lauses are head-�nal while

embedded lauses are head-initial. One again I am not familiar with suh a language, but as will be seen in

hapter 3 and 4, Old Frenh is indeed a language where the embedded V-to-I syntax produes more linear

V2 than the main lause syntax (without antiipating the onlusion regarding the status of that syntax).
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It is lear that on a strit de�nition like this, there is no suh thing as a `relaxed V2'

language; all V2 languages are by de�nition strit. This need not blind us to the fat

that there is a typologially and theoretially relevant di�erene between languages whih

feature widespread subjet-verb inversion of the Germani kind without obeying the linear

restritions of V2 languages, and languages whih do not normally liense subjet-verb

inversions of the Germani kind at all. This is the di�erene between most Old Romane

languages and their modern desendants. But rather than saying that the former are 'relaxed

V2 languages', we will simply say that they feature V-to-C movement � if and only if that

an be demonstrated to be the ase. Thus, verb-seond languages are a sub-group of V-to-C

languages. I believe that one positive outome of this de�nition is that it makes it possible to

quantify the notion of a verb-seond language rather than argue over a theoretially spurious

dihotomy. The more V2 onstrutions a language ontains, or the more domains/lause

types that have been onquered by the V2 onstrution, the `more V2' the language is.

91

As far as the distintion between `symmetri' or `asymmetri' V2 languages is onerned,

this is not something that should be part of the de�nition. Rather, it is an empirial question

to be solved through data analysis. However, I believe the theoretial developments of reent

years and in partiular the empirial investigations into alleged `symmetri' languages like

Ielandi or Yiddish all for a reassessment of the typology of V2. I therefore fully onur

with those researhers who are skeptial of the existene of symmetri V2 languages; not

beause it is oneptually implausible that suh a language should exist, but simply beause

the evidene in favour of that hypothesis seems rather weak. I believe the null-hypothesis is

that V2 languages are by nature asymmetri and that V2 onstrutions are root phenomena.

This is exatly the same onlusion reahed by Walkden and Booth, who raise the following

interesting question:

`Should the typology of V2 be rethought? A natural and restritive hypothesis

would be that there is only one type of V2 language, with variation � insofar as it

exists � being attributable to universal properties of the mapping between syntax

and information struture, and to idiosynrati properties of individual lexial

items suh as omplementisers and omplement-taking verbs. . . ' (Walkden and

Booth to appear)

I onur with this reasoning, but at the same time, I am onerned that this hypothesis

in atual pratie might potentially run into some irularity. The strong and interesting

hypothesis of an isomorphi relationship between syntax and information struture is rel-

ativized by two possible loi where `lexial idiosynray' might ounter the e�ets of the

former, namely the lexial properties of omplementisers and verbs. This leads us to ask the

following question: given a language L whose embedded word order patterns di�ers from

the ruling assumption about the universal relationship between syntax and IS, how an we

know: A) If the lexial idiosynray is in the verb or the omplementiser (or both)? B)

If the deviant word order is in fat due to lexial idiosynray at all, and not rather di-

ret ounterevidene to the syntax-IS-isomorphism hypothesis? In short, the problem with

C-seletional properties (or other idiosynrati lexial properties) is that, one taken as a

primitive, they beome virtually impenetrable to further analysis.

In order to avoid the lure of sweeping-under-the-arpet of lexial idiosynray, we will

91

This also means that the diahroni stability of V2 languages is expeted to orrelate with their `strength'

as a V2 language, sine fewer exeptions gives less fertile ground for reanalysis. It seems intuitive to imagine

that suh fators may at least be partially responsible for the greater diahroni stability of the Germani

V2 languages than the Old Romane inversion systems.
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adopt a stronger hypothesis that runs in the other diretion. The foundation is pleasantly

solid, namely the semantis of lexial expressions. While it is not empirially trivial to

establish omplete synonymy of two expressions in di�erent languages, it is still an empirial

question. Therefore, I will assume that the semantis of verbs, their s-seletional features,

determines their -seletional features.

There is too muh ounterevidene to this hypothesis to leave it without further modi�-

ation. In fat, some of the viadut verbs are known to take non-�nite omplements like AI

onstrutions in many languages, lauses whih are normally severely trunated. It might

be that a distintion must �rst be made between �nite and non-�nite omplements; the hy-

pothesis would then be that �nite omplement lauses under viadut verbs are struturally

larger than �nite omplement lauses under non-viadut verbs.

The general theory of V2 may seem to suggest that even this hypothesis is too strong,

in light of the fat that viadut verbs an show lak of V-to-C in all Germani languages.

However, suh a onlusion would probably be misguided. We have seen onsiderable ev-

idene that lak of V-to-C does not neessarily mean that ForeP is not ativated, sine

other root phenomena like disourse partiles or interjetions may o-our with non-raising

verbs. The seletion of ForeP, in artographi terms, is a prerequisite for V-to-C, but does

not automatially lead to it (apart from in German, if the omplementiser is dropped). The

relationship between between S-seletion and C-seletion is learly not isomorphi, but we

an still maintain the hypothesis that C-seletion of Fore and embedded root phenomena

depends on the semantis of the matrix verb.
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Conretely, viadut verbs (lasses A, B

and E) universally permit embedded root phenomena beause they universally selet high

omplementisers, provided the language allows �nite omplementation at all, presumably

an independent property. The omplementisers themselves are mere onduits, having at

most rudimentary lexial ontent whih is overwritten or spei�ed by the properties of the

seleting verb. Under these strong assumptions � and they must of ourse be supported by

independent evidene - the syntax-IS-isomorphism is established as an empirial testable

hypothesis rather than a redo.

It is important to emphasize that if we �nd ounterevidene, this does not neessarily

prove that the syntax-IS-isomorphism hypothesis is wrong, sine we must also envisage the

possibility that languages di�er with respet to phrase struture. Although this �ies in the

fae of ertain strong artographi tenets, I believe a di�erene in phrase struture is the

preferable theoretial lous to aount for ross-linguisti variation, far better than assuming

that languages di�er with respet to the way loality works, or that this variation is due to

lexial idiosynray of various soures, an hypothesis whih is bound to be very hard to test

empirially. This also allows us to test if truly symmetri V2 languages exist or not.

2.6.3 The general framework

The general framework adopted here is a strongly empiriist, non-parametri version of

Minimalism.
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As a onsequene, we will be fundamentally onerned with the following

92

The empirial hallenge is of ourse greatly exaerbated in working with dead languages. Still, it should

not be insurmountable, as long as the diretion of the analysis is lear: s-seletion determines -seletion,

whih means that one annot use the observed -seletional properties of a verb to draw onlusion about

the semanti lass of the verb unless there is independent evidene for it.
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For an aessible introdution to urrent Minimalist theorizing, see Adger (2003). I will not go into

details about the reasons for rejeting a parametri approah. Let it su�e to say that they are essentially

the same as those o�ered by Newmeyer (2005) and Boekx (2014). See also Gallego (2011) for a useful

disussion.
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question: what kind of evidene do hildren need to onstrut a V2 grammar?

I will adopt the hypothesis that hildren build struture, and furthermore that they are

onservative struture builders, only adding projetions and expanding the lause when

faed with lear evidene. Conretely, I will assume that hildren behave aording to a

priniple whih I will dub The String-Struture-Assignment-Priniple (SSAP) and whih

an be de�ned as follows:

String-to-Struture-Assignment-Priniple (SSAP): Children assign the minimal stru-

ture that is onsistent with the global string input in a maximally eonomi way.

The quali�ation minimal struture is important, as I will assume that hildren generally

only assign the minimal struture that is onsistent with the global input.
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This means that

the hild will only onstrut a V-to-C analysis when the word order fats ditate or at least

strongly suggest suh an analysis; others things being equal, a V-to-I analysis is preferable

to a V-to-C analysis. The notion of global input is meant to express the hypothesis that

hildren, if possible, assign a single struture that aounts for all of the word order patterns

in the input. On this view, the aquisition proess is onsidered a bottom-up-proess in the

most literal sense, a onstant revision of a single struture that will start out in minimal

form and then gradually expand. The fundamental question of the following hapters, then,

is quite simple: how far did the Old Frenh and Late Latin delarative main lause extend?

2.6.3.1 The role of quality vs. quantity in aquisition

A natural question to ask at this point is how muh weight the SSAP plaes on the role

of quality vs. quantity in the aquisition proess. It should be lear from the de�nition

given that quality plays a ruial role; in the spei� ase of V2, inversion strings � and in

partiular G-inversion � are highly important, although they do not in and of themselves

onstitute unambiguous evidene for V-to-C movement. In fat, muh of hapters 3 and 4

will be devoted to a disussion of the proper and most natural interpretation of G- inversion

strutures in Old Frenh.

This emphasis on quality does not mean that hildren are una�eted by the quantitative

dimensions of the input. Strings whih are rarely heard, for instane due to prodution

mistakes, will be dismissed due to their low quantity. It might be tempting to believe that

suh strings are still disregarded beause of their quality, for instane if they deviate from

an otherwise onsistent input, but this only begs the question: what makes some strings

onsistent and others deviant in the �rst plae? If one and the same `mistake' is produed

quite onsistently in the presene of a hild - say an ungrammatial violation of linear V2

in modern German - then this string is not deviant at all, but rather seems to onform to

the norm of the language from the perspetive of the hild and will ertain be internalized

aordingly. In other words, it seems that quantity must play some role.

There is no agreement on the magnitude of frequenies that onstitute a triggering

experiene for V2 in the aquisition literature. Lightfoot suggested on the basis of orpus

studies of Continental Germani that 30% of main lauses should feature inversion strings

for the hild to dedue a V2 grammar (Lightfoot 1999:41). Other studies have suggested
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As pointed out to me by George Walkden (p..), this is essentially an aquisitional ounterpart of the

Priniple of Eonomy of Struture in LFG. There is one important di�erene, though, namely that I adopt

the more onventional view that the X-bar shema is somehow basi (or at least generalized from ases where

there is full evidene for it), so when hildren disover evidene for, say, a head position, they postulate the

existene of the spei�er as well, or vie versa.
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that the threshold is signi�antly lower; Yang (2003) reports a �gure of 23% of the relevant

inversion strings in his study of L1 aquisition of Duth, while Westergaard �nds only 13.6%

inversion in her study of hild-diret speeh in Norwegian (Westergaard 2009:67). Sine Yang

and Westergaard's data ome from aquisitional studies, they seem more diretly relevant

than Lightfoot's orpus-based onlusions. It is worth emphasizing that all these authors

onsider inversion strings ruial.

Rather than adopting some arbitrary threshold �gure, it seems plausible to assume that

the required frequenies of a partiular onstrution will orrelate to some extent with the

global input. Conretely, the threshold for onstruting a V2 grammar on the basis of a type

of evidene suh as inversion will presumably be lower if the non-inverted input is also easily

onsistent with a V2 grammar. On the other hand, if there is muh `noise' or apparent inon-

sisteny in the non-inverted input, it does not seem unreasonable to suppose that the hild

needs higher frequenies to onstrut a V-to-C parse, sine this might entail that hildren

must work with several ompeting hypotheses at the same time. Any given onstrution has

a maximally low quantity at the threshold at whih hildren �rst manage to parse lauses.

At this point, every onstrution is new and probably by default onsidered grammatial.

As the hild inreases its understanding of the hierarhial struture of the lause in the

fae of growing evidene, former onstrutions whih fail to be reprodued regularly ome

to be degraded from 'grammatial' to 'marginal' or eventually even 'ungrammatial.'

Observe that there is a potential tension inherent to the SSAP as stated above whih is

ompletely intended. This is the potential tension between the notion of minimal struture

and maximally eonomi way. Consider onretely the ase of subjet-initial (i.e. non-

inverted) main lauses in the Germani languages and reall the debate of their strutural

underpinnings (V-to-I as argued by Travis (1984) and Zwart (1993, 1997) or V-to-C as

argued by Shwarz and Vikner (1989, 1996)). The SSAP is in fat onsistent with both

analyses. A priori, the entral tenet of minimal struture suggests that the default is the

simpler V-to-I parse. On the other hand, the proviso maximally eonomi way suggests

that, one the V-to-C parse is required from inversion strings, the V-to-I parse of subjet-

initial strings is relinquished, sine the latter strings are also onsistent with a V-to-C

parse. V-to-C is therefore onsistent with the global input in a way that V-to-I is not, and

it is possible that this leads to the elimination of the rule of V-to-I from the grammar.

But then again, it is equally possible that both rules o-exist side by side and are alled

upon individually to reate inverted and non-inverted strutures. At our urrent level of

knowledge, we presumably do not want to prelude the issue. Moreover, this is a prime

andidate for a lous where di�erent aquirers might make di�erent deisions, with some

seleting a split parse and others adopting a uni�ed parse. Suh underspei�ation of the

input provides an interesting opportunity for subsequent reanalysis, and it therefore seems

bene�ial to keep this slight tension in the SSAP.

2.6.4 Cartographi hierarhies and phrase struture

The SSAP is only a hypothesis about the behaviour of language aquirers, not a priniple

that an atually guide hildren in the aquisition proess itself. However, it seems neessary

to assume that hildren are guided by some priniples that onstrain the possible grammars

they an onstrut from the input. One natural and highly relevant question is what role is

played by artographi hierarhies or `funtional sequenes' in this proess.

There is no single, lear answer to this question forthoming from the artographers

themselves. Rizzi has pointed out on several oasions that it is possible to onsider arto-
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graphi hierarhies as both explanans and explanandum of linguisti theory and furthermore

made lear that the latter option seems more natural, emphasizing that the atual map-

ping of the projetions through empirial investigation (drawing up the proper `roadmap')

is merely a preursor to more explanatory analysis. This makes sense: in order to explain

something, one needs to know what to explain.

95

For this reason, Rizzi objets to the use

of the word `template' by Abels (2012) to desribe artographi sequenes, stressing that

nobody has suggested that the sequene itself is a primitive without need of further ex-

planation, stressing the potential role of `interfae onditions or independent grammatial

properties ' in this respet (Rizzi 2013:213, fn.4 - italis added). Still, one annot help feel-

ing that there is some urious tension between this reasoning and the assumption that the

artographi sequene is innate (in any possible sense of the word); if `independent gram-

matial properties' (suh as loality) an explain the sequene, we e�etively do not need to

assume it to be innate, it will arise in syntax itself. As for interfae onditions (these must

neessarily be the C-I interfae), this would suggest that our external ognitive systems are

inapable of proessing and interpreting anything less than a rigidly ordered sequene of

XPs, inluding various kinds of adverbials in the IP �eld. This is possible, but to my mind

not probable.

We will therefore keep artographi roadmaps of the LP in the bak of our minds, but

it will be assumed that hildren need evidene for it. This leads us to ask exatly what

onstitutes evidene for a syntati position. The answer adopted here is simple: only

word order fats lead hildren to onstrut syntati positions. This means that prosody

annot ount as evidene to reate a syntati position. As an illustration, onsider again

the pre�eld in Germani V2 languages. The pre�eld an host various adverbials, topis,

foi and expletives. Children are of ourse sensitive to the di�erent interpretive properties

of these elements, and their intonational properties are far from idential; foi ome with

a di�erent intonation ontour than topis. Yet none of these elements an o-our in the

pre�eld, meaning there is no evidene that they lexialise di�erent projetions.
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Sine we

have seen that full-�edged artographi approahes, aided by loality assumptions of various

kinds, are inapable of getting the word order fats of Germani V2 languages straight, I

will assume that, onfronted with suh a situation, hildren start synretising a position,

meaning they add di�erent features to the same projetion (Giorgi and Pianesi 1996; Hsu
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This does not mean that explanatory proesses should not run in parallel with the purely empirial

work; Abels (2012) argues that most of the o-ourrene pattern in the Italian Left Periphery an be

dedued from loality e�ets through Relativized Minimality. Rizzi (Rizzi 2004, 2013) has suggested that

the uniqueness of the left peripheral fous position is due to interpretive lashes that would arise at LF if

fous were allowed to reiterate, sine this would fore the lower fous to be part of the presupposition of the

higher fous.
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There is evidene for positions to the left of the pre�eld, though, as in the ase of various LDs. This

will of ourse lead to the reation of a projetion.
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2017).

97 9899

This means that the artographi tenet of `One-Feature-One-Head' will not

be adopted as an a priori assumption.

I will borrow some insights from artography, though, notably the Priniple of Transi-

tivity whih is the ornerstone of artographi reasoning. However, I will only onsider it to

be an innate parsing preferene, a third fator in the sense of Chomsky (1995), rather than

something hardwired into UG or something that follows from universal properties of phrase

struture. To this priniple is also added a general theory of embeddability:

100

(90) Priniple of Transitivity : If A preedes B and B preedes C, then A preedes C.

(91) Theory of embeddability : If X is embeddable and X preedes Y, then Y is embed-

dable.

As has been pointed out in the literature, the priniple in (90), whih is the foremost

day-to-day tool of a artographer in ation, must be assured by some restritive theory

of phrase struture. The weapon of hoie for most artographers has beome the Linear

Correspondene Axiom (LCA) of Kayne (1994), whih holds that linear preedene is deter-

mined by asymmetri C-ommand, in turn the result of the X-bar shema being universally

onstrained in suh a way that heads preede omplementiser and spei�ers preede heads.

Furthermore, only one spei�er per projetion is permitted, and adjuntion is generally not

possible. Under these assumptions, the Priniple of Transitivity follows without further

assumptions.

I will not adopt the LCA here. The prie to pay for this strong uniformity assumption is

a onsiderable inrease in movement operations, inluding `roll-up' operations whih often
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Any C-head seleted in a given derivation must not arry several inonsistent features at the same time,

of ourse.
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Note that there might be a more limited role to play for prosody, in the sense that prosody might

potentially identify a syntati position in ase of ambiguity. Let us say that a hild has parsed subjet-

initial lauses into an IP and inverted lauses into a CP, also noting that foi in the pre�eld ome with

a partiular intonation. Then they are onfronted with a subjet-initial lause like (i), where the subjet

arries foal intonation.

(i) MOREN

mother-the

min

my

jobber

works

på

at

skolen,

shool-the

(ikke

not

faren

father-the

min).

my.

�My mothers works at the shool, not my father.�

It is oneivable that the hild interprets suh lauses as involving the (independently established) fous

position in the CP based on the prosodi ue. However, this matter is omplex, sine it involves the more

general `fous-in-situ' property of the Germani languages, and sine we will be onerned with written

orpora of dead languages where prosodi information is not available, we will leave the matter aside.
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What about the role of morphology in the aquisition proess? This does not play a role in the debate of

Germani V2, but suppose for the sake of argument that left-peripheral foi in Germani V2 languages were

assoiated with a C-partile, as is the ase in for instane Gungbe (Aboh 2004). In this ase, the approah

adopted here assumes that hildren still synretise foi into the same position as other preverbal elements,

with the important di�erene that they assign additional morphology to the fous feature in C

0
.
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There is some ounterevidene to suh a theory of embeddability. For instane, disourse partiles in

the German languages appear in the middle �eld, not the pre�eld (where they are generally banned). Under

a simple theory of embeddability like the one in (91), the predition is that disourse partiles should be

free to appear in any �nite embedded lause. This is not the ase, sine many disourse partiles are not

aeptable under non-viadut verbs. If we assume that disourse partiles depend on notions like independent

illoutionary fore, again dependent on the projetion of a ForeP in syntax, this is not surprising. A possible

explanation is that Fore

0
must enter in some kind of long distane relation (perhaps Agree) with a projetion

in the middle �eld, or alternatively, one may postulate overt movement. Neither of these solutions seems

very satisfying to me. In either ase, the priniple of embeddability is slightly too simple in suh ases. I

will simply disregard suh ases and onsider (91) to be valid in most ases.
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lak obvious triggers and are employed only to derive surfae word order, inluding the most

ommon word order in the world, SOV.

101

Rather, I will adopt the ommon Minimalist

assumption that movement is ostly and should preferably add something signi�ant to the

derivation. At the end of the day, suh onsiderations boil down to the most natural way of

aounting for ross-linguisti di�erenes; the stane adopted here is that the preferred lous

is phrase-struture, both by allowing some leeway in the linearization properties of the X-

bar shema (notably by reintroduing the Head Parameter) and in the lausal arhiteture

itself.
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As a onsequene, the Priniple of Transitivity does not follow entirely. That is intended,

sine it represents nothing more than a parsing preferene, presumably derived from the

universally linear nature of the input. To take the hierarhy of adverbial positions in the IP

(Cinque 1999 et seq.), one might assume that these XPs will be parsed automatially into

left-branhing spei�er projetions, sine this represents the default parsing by PT and sine

there is no ounterevidene. I will therefore adopt the assumption that adjuntion is banned

or at least severely restrited. On the other hand, I will assume that hildren have su�ient

resoures to override this priniple, suh as reognition of sope. An embedded German

lause illustrates the point. In the surfae form of (92), A preedes B and B preedes C, yet

B is an argument of C. I assume that hildren onstrue the verb in a head-�nal projetion

in suh ases, meaning B is -ommanded by C, not the other way around.

(92) . . . weil

sine

[ih℄

I

[keine

no

Zeit℄

time

habe.

have.

`. . . beause I don't have the time.'

CP

C

0

weil

IP

ih [A℄ I

′

VP I

0

habe[C℄

DP V

0

habe

keine Zeit [B℄

In other words, hierarhial phrase struture annot be diretly read o� linear order in

the approah adopted here. This will be partiularly important when disussing the Latin
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Abels and Neeleman (2012) point out that unless oupled with a onrete and restritive theory of

movement, the LCA does not lead to an interesting theory of word order. Furthermore, they show that the

LCA does not derive the X-bar shema, let alone the spei� Kaynean instantiation of it, Spei�er-Head-

Complement-Hypothesis (SHCH). The authors demonstrate that an approah without the SHCH is equally

suessful in deriving the ross-linguistially attested and unattested word orders in the extended projetion

of the nominal projetion, only by adopting a ban on rightward movement and allowing more base generated

orders in aordane with the traditional X-bar shema.

102

These omments might suggest that a full-sale revision of the syntax-morphology interfae is needed

as well. This does not have to follow, though; the point is that the di�erent projetions of a lause have

di�erent roles to play, and as a onsequene, it is perfetly possible to assume that the formal projetions

of the lause responsible for assigning morphology to the verb and its arguments are universal (and even

universally ordered, if one is so inlined), while the so-alled A-bar projetions have more leeway. This has

been ommon pratie for deades in non-artographi researh anyway.
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evidene in hapter 5, whih is haraterised by a very high degree of strutural ambiguity.

2.7 The methodology of the annotation

The texts that were analysed in this thesis will be presented in the respetive hapters on

Latin and Old Frenh. All of the texts were available in eletroni orpora, permitting them

to be extrated without the risk of error inherent to manual transmission. The following

is a short desription of the general proedure of the annotation; for a full desription of

every aspet or tehniality, the reader is invited to onsult the user manual whih resides

along with the data �les in the TROLLing Repository at the University of Tromsø (Klævik-

Pettersen 2018).

2.7.1 Annotated ategories

The annotation was made using Exel. Two di�erent �les were reated, one for Latin and

one for Old Frenh. For eah �le, the annotation of the two texts were kept as a separate

worksheet arrying the name of the text and a olour ode. In addition, eah �le ontained

a third worksheet, alled `Tables', where various quantitative data were alulated and

presented for eah text. The tables and ell areas were marked with the same olour ode

as the orresponding text, and the tables were marked with the same number as they arry

in this thesis; for instane, table 3.1 in the next hapter is found with the orresponding

number in the Exel-�le for Old Frenh.

In the annotation, the most important ategories were the following: lause type, linear

sequene of grammatial funtions, string type, type of prediate, linear position of the

verb, disourse status of the subjet, embedder. The lause types were : main lause, main

lause interrogative, main lause imperative, omplement lause, adverbial lause, embedded

interrogative, relative lause, onjunt, fragment. For Latin, two-non �nite lause types were

also added: partiipial lauses and absolutive lauses.
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Only delarative main lauses,

omplement lauses, adverbial lauses, embedded interrogatives and relative lauses were

inluded in the quantitative data presented in this thesis. A ouple of partiular expressions

were also exluded, these will be mentioned in the relevant hapters.

The string type is an important ategory, used among other things to alulate the rate

of inversion in the texts. It is established by representing the �nite verb with the letter `V',

nominal subjets with `S', pronominal subjets with `Sp', and any other single onstituent

with the letter `C'. In order to redue the amount of string types, a symbol `X' was added

to represent a (potentially empty) string of onstituents other than the �nite verb and the

subjet, suh that every string type inludes an `X'. For Old Frenh, `X' an only be the

last symbol of the string and is used when both the verb and the subjet (if overt) have

made their appearane: a subjet-initial string with a nominal subjet is aordingly SVX,

an inverted linear V2 string with a null-subjet is CVX, a string onsisting of the subjet,

then a onstituent plus the verb is SCVX.

For Latin, the `X' an also appear in the beginning or in the middle of the string type. In

the beginning, it is only used for the string type XV, whih means a null-subjet, verb-�nal

string. In the middle, it is only used for the string type SXV, whih is the same string,

but with an overt initial subjet. These two string types are used to trak the amount of

verb-�nality in the Latin data, a preaution whih is not neessary for Old Frenh, sine
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Absolutive lauses orrespond to the `Ablative Absolute' onstrution.
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verb-�nal strings in Old Frenh an never represent a head-�nal VP/IP. For Latin, these

issues remain open and it is ompletely unwarranted to make the same assumptions as for

Old Frenh; in other words, the strutural ambiguity of the Latin data makes it neessary

to keep trak of verb-�nality as a separate ategory.

2.7.2 The bona �de priniple

When annotating linear word order, one often enounters many pratial problems that

must be solved, preferably aording to some onsistent priniple. One suh problem is to

deide what ounts as a single onstituent. In many ases, a given sequene of words an be

annotated as one, two, and sometimes even more onstituents. In the ontexts of the urrent

investigation, whih fousses on word order, this is not so important if the onstituents follow

the verb. If they on the other hand preede it, the hoie has lear quantitative onsequenes

for the linear word order fats. Sine the proedure adopted should be onsistent, this is

not just a trivial detail: a onsistently `inlusive' braketing (ount as few onstituents as

possible) may give quite di�erent results than a onsistently 'separative' braketing (ount

as many onstituents as possible). Other problems are related to inheritane or the sope

of oordination between onjunt lauses, how to treat litis and liti-like elements, how

to deide if something is a parenthetial or not, how to treat staking of onstituents in

front of the verb, omplex prediates, disontinuous strutures and in partiular notoriously

problemati onstrutions like the Latin AI, whih sometimes ats like a ohesive syntati

unit, sometimes like a loose assoiation of onstituents sattered all around its seleting

verb, how to treat interrogatives and relative lauses (whih had to be treated di�erently

in Old Frenh and in Latin), and many other details. I will not go through the tehnial

hoies made in all these ases, as this will be doumented and made available in a user

manual that goes along with the data �les in the TROLLING repository. Some partiularly

relevant points will also be addresses in footnotes at di�erent moments in later hapters.

Here, I will rather explain the logi of the annotation. The orpus was annotated aord-

ing to a priniple whih I have dubbed the bona �de priniple, and whih basially onsists

in separating annotation from analysis as muh as possible. Conretely, this means that,

whenever a situation arose where several hoies were possible, that hoie was made whih

makes the least assumptions, and a tag was added to signal that the lause in question

ontains suh a problemati ase. Let me give a ouple of examples. In (93), the �nite

verb is preeded by three heavy lausal onstituents: two ablative absolute onstrutions

followed by an embedded adverbial lause (iam ut exiremus. . . ).

(93) [Leto

Read-PST-PTCP-ABL

ergo

thus

ipso

same

loo

passage-ABL

omni

all

de

from

libro

book-ABL

Moysi

Moses-GEN

et

ad

fata

made-PST-PTCP-ABL

oblatione

oblation-ABL

ordine

order-ABL

suo℄,

REFL

[ha

there

si

thus

ommuniantibus

ommuniate-PRS-PTCP-ABL

nobis℄,

us-ABL

[iam

now

ut

as

exiremus

go.out-IPFV-SBJV-1PL

de

from

aelesia℄,

hurh-ABL

dederunt

give-PRF-3PL

nobis

us-DAT

presbyteri

priests-NOM

loi

plae-GEN

ipsius

same

eulogias. . . (Egeria 3.6)

eulogiae-ACC

`Having read that entire passage from the book of Moses and made oblation as

ustomary, then ommuniating there, just as were about to leave the hurh, the
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priests of the plae gave us eulogiae. . . '

One ould argue that this is a ase of `staking' and that what really preedes the verb

is a single slot for a omplex temporal adverbial expression, and that the lause should

therefore be annotated as a V2 lause in linear terms. However, this is far from beyond

doubt. The lause is therefore annotated as a linear V4 lause, and a tag � `staking' � is

added to a separate olumn. This makes it easy for future users of the dataset to make up

their own mind on the matter, sine it is not too ompliated to remove ertain sequenes

of heavy onstituents and hek the resulting impat on the quantitative data. If the lause

had been annotated diretly as linear V2, this would have inorporated an analysis whih

is far from beyond doubt diretly into the quantitative data, and it would not be possible

to undo the e�ets of this assumption on the �gures without manually going over the entire

annotation, a very time-onsuming proess.

Another example: in (94), there are no less than �ve onjoined main lauses (two of them

with asyndeti/overt oordination). Sine all but the very �rst have their own subjet, there

is no reason to exlude them, as might be the ase in many instanes of oordination. Yet the

�rst main lauses is preeded by an ablative absolute whih funtions as a temporal adverbial

expression, plausibly a kind of sene-setting element. The question is if this element is shared

or inherited by all of the other onjunts. In terms of interpretation, this is quite plausible,

sine the temporal adverbial expression seems to sope over all onjunts. However, one

annot really tell for sure, and in either it is not entirely lear that this would mean that the

�rst onstituent is syntatially shared. Aordingly, the �rst lause is annotated as linear

V2, and the four following lauses as linear V1, and a tag � `inheritane' � is added to a

separate olumn:

(94) [Fata

made

ergo

ergo

missa

mass-NOM

Martyrii℄

Martyrium-GEN

uenitur

ome-PASS-3SG

post

past

Cruem,

ross-ACC

diitur

say-PASS-3SG

ibi

there

unus

one

ymnus

hymn-NOM

tantum,

only

�t

happen-3SG

oratio

prayer-NOM

et

and

o�eret

o�er-3SG

episopus

bishop-NOM

ibi

there

oblationem

oblation-ACC

et

and

ommuniant

ommuniate-3PL

omnes.

all-NOM

(Egeria, 35.2)

`After the dismissal at the Martyrium, one goes past the Cross, a single hymn is

said, a prayer is made, and the bishop o�ers the oblation there. . . '

Many other examples ould be given. Most of them ome from the Latin texts, as the

syntax of Old Frenh is muh learer and less ambiguous (although there are some omplex

ases there too). However, I onsider that the general proedure is su�iently illustrated.

Needless to say, many hoies simply impose themselves during annotation, and it is not

advisable to forego reasoning in favour of any kind of slavi priniple. On the whole, however,

I onsider the bona �de priniple a well-founded proedure that allows for a lear separation

of data olletion and analysis.
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Chapter 3

Old Frenh: the main lause

3.1 Introdution

In this hapter and the following, a detailed quantitative and qualitative analysis of two Old

Frenh texts will be undertaken with a view to unovering the phrase-strutural organization

that generates the di�erent surfae word order patterns. The data omes from a manual

annotation of two prose texts from the �rst half of the thirteenth entury, although I will

also to some extent rely on evidene addued by other researhers. I will be primarily

onerned with the leftmost or struturally highest portions of the lause, with a partiular

emphasis on the question whether and to what extent Old Frenh had developed a verb-

seond syntax featuring V-to-C movement. The urrent hapter takes us through the syntax

of main lauses, while hapter 4 is devoted to embedded lauses.

The remainder of the introdution provides some general omments on Old Frenh and

how to delimit the objet of study properly (setion 3.1.1), and also introdues our orpus

texts (setion 3.1.2). Setions 3.2 to 3.7 deal with various aspets of the syntax of main

lauses; setions 3.2�3.5 are devoted to an analysis of linear V2 strings, while linear V1

and V3 strings are the objet of setions 3.6 and 3.7 respetively. Setion 3.8 addresses

some additional issues that were left unanswered in the previous setions, summarises and

seeks to unite all of the �ndings into a formal analysis. This analysis must however remain

underdetermined until the embedded data from hapter 4 has been presented; only then will

we be able to provide a more omplete piture of the nature of Old Frenh syntax.

The two following hapters exlusively fous on late Old Frenh of the 13th entury as a

synhroni system without onsideration of time; for a sketh of the diahrony of Old Frenh

and Old Romane in general, see hapter 6.

3.1.1 Old Frenh and verb-seond; some preliminary remarks

`Old Frenh' is the name traditionally given to the Frenh language from its �rst written

manifestation in the Oaths of Strasbourg (842) to around the mid-fourteenth entury, after

whih period the same language is referred to as `Middle Frenh.' While the former date is

justi�ed by the simple fat that les Serments are the �rst Frenh, or indeed �rst Romane,

text written in the new vernaular sripta

1

the latter date is learly more onventional.

1

Quite likely the new vernaular sripta arose at least partially beause of the growing hasm in Carolin-

gian Frane between reformed elesiasti Latinity and spoken language and the onomitant desire to give
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Periodization in diahrony always ontains some degree of arbitrariness, and labelling, apart

from being anahronisti, generally arries with it a notion of rei�ation whih is unjusti�ed

on purely linguisti grounds. The ase of Frenh is no exeption, as the transition from `Old'

to `Middle' Frenh does not imply any profound rupture or disontinuity in the evolution

of the language. For instane, the inversion strutures whih are the entral fous in this

hapter do not vanish abruptly around 1350, but rather shows a gradual deline over the

entury and the following, suh that it is impossible to state any date or even short interval

where G-inversion `was lost'. For a disussion of the problemati nature of labelling and

periodization in Romane diahrony, the reader is invited to onsult the many relevant

ontributions in Wright (1991) and also the hapter by Wright in the more reent Cambridge

History of the Romane Languages (Wright 2013).

In spite of these onsiderations, I have hosen to retain the traditional term Old Frenh

(abbreviated OF) with a apital letter in the epithet `Old'. The reason for this lies in the fat

that the Old Frenh prose texts of the thirteenth and fourteenth enturies � barring some

diatopi morpho-syntati variation whih is of little onern to us � show a onsiderable

degree of internal ohesion in most aspets of grammar but orthography. As we shall see

later in this hapter, this applies in partiular to word order and the position of the verb,

whih is the fous of the urrent investigation. The reader should bear in mind, however,

that the term `Old Frenh' as employed in this and the following hapter is stritly speaking

only referring to the aforementioned prose texts of the thirteenth and fourteenth entury,

not to the entire period between 842-1350. When used in this restrited sense, it is possible

to make interesting generalizations about the Frenh language of the period.

3.1.1.1 Old Frenh and the V2 ontroversy

For several reasons, Old Frenh enjoys something of a privileged position in the debate on

Old Romane verb-seond. Firstly, awareness of the quite onsistent seond position of the

verb in Old Frenh dates bak at least to the late 19th entury. The Swiss philologist Rudolf

Thurneysen is generally aredited with the disovery (Thurneysen 1892).

2

Perhaps not

entirely orretly; although Thurneyssen was presumably the �rst to elaborate on Old Frenh

V2 in a paper, the frequent subjet-verb inversions had not esaped earlier philologists , as

the following observation by Le Coultre demonstrates:

`Does it follow from what we have just stated that the verb must neessarily

oupy the seond position in the lause like in German, and that wherever the

subjet is not at the head of the lause, it must be after the verb? The rule is not

absolute, but takes plae approximately in the proportion of 80%' (Le Coultre

1875:17)

3

Seondly, it is a reurrent laim that Old Frenh verb-seond was somehow 'striter' than

that of the other Romane languages, allowing less exeptions at the surfae level of linear

word order (Beninà 1983, Vanelli et al. 1985:167, Beninà 2006, Vane et al. 2009, Wolfe

the latter a written form of its own (Banniard 1992; Wright 1982). For a reent ritique of the `logographi'

theories of Wright and Banniard and a very di�erent view on the role of the Carolingian reforms, see also

Varvaro (2013).

2

It is less often observed that Thurneysen himself more than hinted at the pan-Romane harater of

verb-seond (Thurneysen 1892:302). See also Diez (1877:463).

3

`Résulte-t-il de e que nous venons de dire que le verb doit néessairement ouper la seonde plae dans

la phrase omme en allemand, et que partout où le sujet n'est pas en tête, il doit se trouver après le verbe

? La règle n'est pas absolue, mais elle se réalise environ dans la proportion de 80%' (Le Coultre 1875:17)
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2015b). It might partially be due to this privileged position that the researh literature on

Old Frenh V2 is relatively large ompared to that on the other Romane varieties.

As was noted in the introdution, there is also another reason why Old Frenh is speial

with regard to verb-seond. The Germani superstrate brought about by the Frankish

onquest of Gaul in the �fth entury and the subsequent bilingual harater of the (early)

Merovingian state is an undeniable historial fat, although it is impossible to assess with

ertainty the diatopi and diastrati details of this bilingualism (see setion 6.3.1 for a

short disussion). Nonetheless, this state of a�airs means that the idea of verb-seond as

a result of language ontat and bilingualism holds a great deal of initial plausibility. This

hypothesis has a rather long tradition in Frenh philology (Meillet 1931:37; von Wartburg

1958:107) and is regularly reasserted (Thomason and Kaufman 1988; Posner 1996:53), most

reently by Mathieu (2009) and Hänsh (2014). We will not diretly assess that hypothesis

in this hapter, but rather defer it to the disussion in hapter 6, where we an bene�t

from the hindsight of previous hapters. In this hapter, we will be onerned with a more

fundamental question, namely whether Old Frenh was ever truly a V2 language in the

medieval period.

4

Many researhers have answered this question in the positive, (Beninà 1983, 1995;

Vanelli et al. 1985; Adams 1987a,b, 1989; Roberts 1993; Vane 1997; Labelle 2007; Salvesen

2013; Steiner 2014; Wolfe 2015b)

5

but at the same time, there also exists a non-negligible

ounterurrent of researhers who all into question the validity of the V2 analysis for Old

Frenh, laiming the similarities between Old Frenh and Modern Germani are super�ial

and not re�etive of the same underlying struture. These researhers have on the whole

foused more on demonstrating that Old Frenh and modern Germani - generally exempli-

�ed by German with some anillary arguments taken from Ielandi � were di�erent than

atually developing expliit models of the syntax of Old Frenh. Still, they uniformly rejet

the V2 status for Old Frenh (Kaiser 2002; Ferraresi and Goldbah 2002; Rinke 2003; Kaiser

2009; Rinke and Meisel 2009; Rinke and Elsig 2010; Kaiser and Zimmermann 2011; Elsig

2012; (see also Beker 2005 for a more autious onlusion), generally by rejeting a V-to-C

analysis in favour of an analysis with the verb in I

0
/T

0
. We will return to some of the

models that have been proposed; let it su�e here to say that this dissension is in itself a

justi�ation for more researh on the syntax of Old Frenh and to some extent provides the

raison d'être of the urrent hapter.

Although the question if Old Frenh should be onsidered a V2 language is not without

interest, it was argued in hapter 2 that the notion of a V2 language is not entirely stringent

from a theoretial point of view. The more fundamental issue in this hapter is therefore

the question of what kind of syntati model most appropriately aptures the observed

word order patterns. Reent theoretial developments ouhed within a artographi model

of the left periphery have spawned analyses that make novel and interesting laims about

the lous of verb movement and the nature of root-embedded asymmetries (Poletto 2002;

Wolfe 2015b). We will engage with this reent literature and explore whether the patterns

observed favour a traditional analysis with a unitary CP-projetion, or whether adopting an

artiulated CP-layer onsisting of several projetions might yield a better insight into the

4

I will not be onerned with the loss of V2 in a diahroni perspetive sine it is not the fous of this

dissertation; see Adams 1987a, 1989; Kroh 1989; Roberts 1993; C�té 1995; Platzak 1995; Vane 1997. For

a general disussion, see also Kaiser 2002.

5

We ould also inlude non-generative work suh as Foulet 1930, Lerh 1934 and Skårup 1975 here,

but sine the ontroversy around verb-seond in Old Frenh revolves around the strutural analysis of the

phenomenon, that is V-to-C movement, rather than the linearization, it would not be entirely fair to rally

these researhers to either side of the debate.
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nature of Old Frenh syntax.

3.1.2 The texts

Unlike the ase with texts written in Latin, whih will be disussed and problematized in

hapter 5, we do not have strong reasons to distrust the written testimony of Old Frenh

prose texts of the 13th entury beyond the aveats whih always apply when using written

texts to draw onlusions about spoken language. Naturally, in the ase of OF as well, one

must avoid the temptation of seeing prose as a simple odi�ation of spoken language; prose

too is learly onstrained and shaped by stylisti fators, as has been demonstrated among

others by Cerquiglini (1981). Still, it does not seem unreasonable to suppose that prose texts

are onstrained by the syntax of the spoken language, suh that the artisti aspirations of

the author must unfold within the limits imposed by syntax. This is at least largely the

ase for prose literature today, and in partiular as regards word order.

6

I believe this gives

us reason for optimism on the part of our orpus.

The same an not be said of verse, and we therefore take are to avoid texts written in

verse. Already Thurneysen pointed out (Thurneysen 1892:296) that the word order of OF

verse di�ers heavily from prose and is not suitable as evidene of the spoken language (see

also de Kok 1985:4).

7

A priori, a similar problem is attahed to translations, as the word order

of the soure text may exert in�uene upon the translation. However, in ases where both

the soure text and the translation are available for omparison, this potentially distorting

e�et may be ontrolled for. Again, omparison with the historial prose orpus as a whole

should also reveal whether the word order of a given translation is idiosynrati or onsistent

with the evidene from other texts. In the ase of La Vie de Saint Eustae the translation

is stylistially very free and no attempt whatsoever has been made to follow the original,

doubtlessly beause the Latin word order of the original was quite simply ungrammatial

in thirteenth-entury Frenh. In a more general vein, the word order of translations from

Latin might be expeted to deviate in some instanes from a native verb-seond syntax in

favour of the word order of the soure text, but when no suh deviation is found, we may

reasonably safely surmise that we are dealing with vernaular word order.

3.1.2.1 Le Roman de Tristan en Prose

The legend of the passionate and adulterous love between Tristan, nephew of King Mar of

Cornwall, and Iseult, the wife of the latter, enjoyed great popularity from the High Middle

Ages and well into the Renaissane (Radwan 2011:28). The fat that the Prose Tristan is

transmitted in no less than 82 manusripts or fragments of manusripts (Ménard 1987:8)

gives witness to this popularity. At the same time, this plethora of manusripts, ombined

with the enormous proportions of the work (some of the omplete manusripts ontain

around 500 folia) had for a long time the e�et of dissuading philologists from the task

of editing the work. To this day no single edition of the whole text exists. It has been

reognized sine Löseth (1891/1970) that the manusripts ontain at least two di�erent

versions of the text, both of whih ontain elaborations and episodes not found in the other.

6

Of ourse, morpho-syntax an be heavily in�uened by a onservative normative standard, as is the

ase in modern Frenh prose. Word order is not left entirely una�eted, sine there is for instane a lear

tendeny to use inversion more frequently than in spoken varieties, but on the whole, prose does not onot

its own word order or fall bak on word order patterns that fell ompletely out of use enturies ago.

7

In hapter 6, setion 6.3.1, it will be suggested that the almost omplete lak of prose texts before the

13th entury ompliates our understanding of the earlier phases of Old Frenh.
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For our orpus, Curtis' (1963) edition was hosen. This edition is based on the ms.

Carpentras 404, dated to the seond half of the 13th entury. This hoie of manusript

is alled into question by Ménard (Ménard 1987:21-24), but sine his onerns primarily

regard the latter part of the manusript, published in tome III (1985), this ritiism need

not detain us; of far greater importane is the fat that Curtis' edition is pratially available

in eletroni form from the PROIEL orpus (Haug and Jøhndal 2008). The �rst 2000 lauses

of tome I, main and embedded ombined, were extrated, thereby eliminating the danger

inherent in manual transmission. These lauses were annotated manually aording to the

priniples laid out in setion 2.7.

The text dates from the �rst half of the 13th entury, presumably as early as 1200-1230.

The Carpentras ms. ontain regional features whih suggest an origin in the south-eastern

reahes of the langue d'oïl area, but the editor onludes that, on the whole, the language of

the sribe is based on the Franien dialet (Curtis 1963:24). For a disussion of the multiple

authorship and the relationship between the authors and the di�erent versions of the text,

see Curtis (1983).

8

3.1.2.2 La vie de Saint Eustae

La vie de Saint Eustae tells the legend of the Roman general Plaidus, who takes the

name Eustae after his baptism in the the new Christian religion. The story enters on

the many hardships endured by Eustae after his onversion, as his faith is put on test by

God. Losing home, property, position and family, Eustae never renounes his Christian

faith. When �nally reunited with his long-lost wife and sons and promised full restitution

by emperor Hadrian, Eustae and his family refuse to revert to the old gods and joyfully

hoose to die a gruesome death as martyrs at the hands of the emperor.

The legend was widely transmitted in the Middle Ages, reahing a zenith of popularity

in Frane, where many versions were omposed in verse and prose. The text of our orpus

represents the oldest surviving prose adaptation and is a translation from a Latin original

whih also survives. The edition is that of Murray (1929), whih is based on the manusript

2464 of the Bibliothèque nationale de Paris, dated to the �rst half of the 13th entury.

Aording to the editor, the ms. does not present lear regional features and an be loosely

attributed to the entral region of Frane. Below the OF text, the editor publishes the Latin

original, based on the oldest known manusript, the ms. 5577 of the Bibliothèque nationale.

The translation is faithful to the original in terms of ontent, but generally free in terms of

language.

The text was extrated from the orpus Base de Français Médiéval 2016 (Barbane-

Guillot et al. 2017) and annotated manually aording to the priniples laid out in setion

2.7. The text omprises 888 lauses, main and embedded inluded.

8

A prologue ontained in many manusripts identi�es a �rst author, Lue of 'Castle Gat' in the region

of Salisbury in England. Neither his name nor that of this astle are doumented elsewhere, and modern

sholarship has found reason to suspet an invented identity here. His laim to have translated the story

from a Latin original into Frenh is also alled into question. Other prologues and several epilogues refer to

a seond author, Hélie de Boron, whose alleged kinship with Robert de Boron is equally debatable (Curtis

1983).
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3.2 The orpus data: Linear V2

In the rest of this hapter, I will present the orpus data and submit these to a detailed

analysis with a partiular fous on the strutural position of the �nite verb. We start out

with quantitative, surfae-oriented evidene and gradually progress towards the more �ne-

grained quantitative and qualitative evidene that ultimately provides the more reliable

diagnosti of underlying syntati struture.

I have hosen to present the two texts together, rather than devoting a setion to eah.

Apart from purely pratial onsiderations, the reason for this hoie is twofold. First, the

two prose texts are omposed roughly at the same period, namely the �rst half of the 13th

entury. Seondly, they show a very high degree of onsisteny in virtually all aspets of

grammar and in partiular with respet to word order. We may therefore onsider them

jointly as synhroni evidene of the state of Old Frenh syntax in the �rst half of the

thirteenth entury. The quantitative evidene for eah text is of ourse kept apart and

presented in separate tables or olumns, while the qualitative evidene is presented with a

mind to show the same phenomenon from both texts. The minor di�erenes whih exist

will be addressed as we go along.

3.2.1 The linear distribution of the �nite verb

We start out by onsidering some quantitative data, starting with the distribution of the

�nite verb in terms of linear order. This information is ontained in tables (3.1) and (3.2).

Notie that the two texts are very similar in virtually every aspet; four di�erent linear

positions of the verb are attested in both texts, and their relative distribution is also ex-

tremely similar. V4 orders are virtually non-existent. It is also worth notiing that there

is no learly disernable e�et of the prediate lass variable on the linear distribution of

the verb. In partiular, linear V2 is almost exatly as frequent with transitive verbs as with

unausative verbs.

Table 3.1: Linear order of the �nite verb in main lauses in Tristan

Transitive Unausative Copula Funtional Total

V1 44 (7.68%) 30 (12.20%) 12 (10.08%) 1 (1.67%) 87 (8.72%)

V2 431 (75.22%) 192 (78.05%) 96 (80.67%) 46 (76.67%) 765 (76.65%)

V3 96 (16.75%) 23 (9.35%) 11 (9.24%) 12 (20.00%) 142 (14.23%)

V4 2 (0.35%) 1 (0.41%) � (0.00%) 1 (1.67%) 4 (0.40%)

Total 573 (100.00%) 246 (100.00%) 119 (100.00%) 60 (100.00%) 998 (100.00%)

Average number of onstituents ≈ 3,46

Null-subjets: 326/998 = 32.67%
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Table 3.2: Linear order of the �nite verb in main lauses in Eustae

Transitive Unausative Copula Funtional Total

V1 19 (7.01%) 9 (6.82%) 1 (1.89%) 3 (14.29%) 32 (6.71%)

V2 210 (77.49%) 104 (78.79%) 48 (90.57%) 14 (66.67%) 376 (78.83%)

V3 42 (15.50%) 17 (12.88%) 4 (7.55%) 4 (19.05%) 67 (14.05%)

V4 � (0.00%) 2 (1.52%) � (0.00%) � (0.00%) 2 (0.42%)

Total 271 (100.00%) 132 (100.00%) 53 (100.00%) 21 (100.00%) 477 (100.00%)

Average number of onstituents ≈ 3,05

Null-subjets: 154/477 = 32.29%

The tables also resoundingly show that the seond position is the dominant one, reahing

almost 80%. This is a very high �gure, for instane higher than the 73.6% linear V2 in main

lauses in the Old High German Isidor as reported in Lippert (1974), and onsiderably higher

than the 68% reported from Walkden's annotation of the Old Saxon Heliand (Walkden

2014), two Germani languages whih are onsidered verb-seond languages. The amount

of linear V2 in main lauses is therefore well within the output ranges expeted for a verb-

seond grammar. In fat, this number, whih was already evoked by Le Coultre (1875; see

setion 3.1.1.1) is surprisingly onsistent aross many investigations into Old Frenh syntax

(Roberts 1993; Vane 1997; Radwan 2011; Wolfe 2015b). We may therefore already draw a

�rm �rst onlusion:

Conlusion I:

The �nite verb in late Old Frenh regularly oupied the linear seond position in

main lauses.

There is nothing new to this observation, and it is lear that the numerial strength of

linear V2 is not enough to onlude that we are dealing with strutural verb-seond syntax

here. There is also a onsiderable amount of V3 orders, and even a non-negligible amount

of verb-initial sentenes. We will return to these word orders, but for the moment we leave

them aside and onsider the linear V2 orders in more detail, starting with an examination

of the properties of the pre�eld.

3.3 The pre�eld in Old Frenh

It is important to onsider arefully how the pre�eld, in others words the position to the

left of the �nite verb, funtions in Old Frenh, as it is widely assumed in formal syntax

that there exist substantive di�erenes between V2 languages and non-V2 languages in this

domain of the grammar. In non-V2 languages suh as modern English or Frenh, speial

onstrutions aside,

9

the pre�eld in delarative lauses is an A(rgument) position speialized

9

Suh speial onstrutions inlude for instane 'residual V2 strutures' in English or Frenh. While

these onstrutions are mainly restrited to wh-questions, they are also found in delarative lauses in the

ase of `Negative Inversion' in English or (optionally) in onjuntion with ertain adverbs in Frenh. If we

aept that these are indeed remnants of V2 syntax (but see Kiparsky 1995), their presene in the grammar
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for hosting the subjet of the lause. In verb-seond languages, as we saw in hapter 2, there

is no suh restrition and the pre�eld an host a range of di�erent onstituents.

The orpus supports the evidene addued by muh previous researh in showing that Old

Frenh patterns like a verb-seond language in this respet (Vanelli et al. 1985; Adams 1987a;

Roberts 1993; Vane 1997; Beninà 2006; Wolfe 2015b). Thus, the initial onstituent an not

only be a subjet, as in (95), but also a diret objet (96), an oblique or prepositional objet

(97), a prediative omplement (98), an adverb or a PP funtioning as an adverbial (99)

or even a non-�nite verb (100).

10

Notie that oblique pronouns, the pronominal adverbials

y/en and the preverbal negative morpheme ne/n' are litis on the verb and do not ount

for linearization purposes:

(95) a. [Bron℄

Bron

vint

ame

a

to

Joseph

Joseph

et

and

li

him.CL

dist. . .

said . . .

`Bron ame to Joseph and told him. . . ' (Tristan, p.40 : 2.5)

b. [Eustaes℄ li respondi. . .

Eustae him.CL answered. . .

`Eustae replied to him. . . ' (Eustae, p.13 : X.4-5)

(96) a. [Tel

Suh

don℄

gift.ACC

te

you.CL

fais

make

je,

I

biaus

good

amis.

friend.

`Suh a gift I give to you, my good friend.' (Tristan, p.40 : 2.23)

b. Car

For

[est

this

don℄

gift.ACC

li

him.CL

dona

gave

Nostre

Our

Sires. . .

Lord

`For Our Lord gave him this gift. . . ' (Eustae, p.45 : XXXIX.7-8)

(97) a. Rois,

King,

[de

of

est

this

songe

dream

qui

whih

t'

you.CL

est

is

avenu℄

ome

te

you.CL

dirai

say-FUT

ge

I

e

that

que

whih

je

I

en

thereof.CL

uit.

think

`My King, I shall tell you what I think of this dream that ame to you.'

(Tristan, p.47 : 22.2-3)

b. Je

I

aor

worship

le

the

mien

my

Seignor,

Lord,

Jhesu

Jhesus

Crist:

Christ:

[a

to

lui℄

him

faz

make

je

I

sare�es

sari�es

e

and

oroisons. . .

prayers. . .

of these languages does not invalidate the laim that the pre�elds of V2 and non-V2 languages funtion

di�erently.

10

This latter example is probably best analysed as fronting of the entire VP, as partiiples qua heads

annot oupy phrasal positions on standard assumptions. This does not mean that the �rst onstituent

of a V2 onstrution must neessarily be a maximal projetion; an apparent ounter-example is provided

by `Long Head Movement' in Breton, whih has been analyzed as involving movement of a head to the

left periphery in ful�lment of a V2 onstraint (Borsley et al. 1996) and apparently in violation of the Head

Movement Constraint (Travis 1984).
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`I worship my lord, Jesus Christ: to him I sari�e and pray. . . ' (Eustae, p.39

: XXXV.7-8)

(98) a. . . . et

. . . and

[ompaignon

ompanions

d'

of

armes℄

arms

avoient

had

il

they

esté.

been.

`. . . and they had been brothers in arms.' (Tristan, p.52 : 33.12-13.)

b. [Granz

great

e

and

puissanz℄

powerful

est

is

li

the

dex

god

as

to-the

restiens. . .

hristians

`Great and powerful is the god of the Christians. . . ' (Eustae, p.44 : XXXVIII.12-

13)

(99) a. Et

and

[lors℄

then

ving

ame

je

I

jusqu'

all-the-way

a

to

este

this

fontaine

well

. . .

`And them I ame to this well . . . ' (Tristan, p.52 : 35.12-13.)

b. [Aprés

after

e℄

this

repaira

returned

Eustaes

Eustae

a

to

son

his

ostel. . .

domiile

`Afterwards Eustae went bak home. . . ' (Eustae, p.13 : XI.1)

(100) a. [Honi℄

dishonoured

m'

me.CL

a

has

mes

my

freres

brother

. . .

`My brother has brought dishonour upon me.'

(Tristan, p.43 : 12.3)

b. [Oï℄

Hear

les

them.CL

avoit

had

il

he

sanz

without

faille

failure

. . .

. . .

`He had doubtlessly heard them . . . ' (Tristan, p.65 : 68.2)

Notie also that Old Frenh patterns like Sandinavian in allowing simple negation to

appear in the pre�eld (101), where it assumes a toni form non as opposed to the normal

liti negator ne.

11

Furthermore, it seems like disourse partiles are also permitted in

lause-initial position (102), suggesting that the Old Frenh pre�eld is in some respets

even more permissive than Germani V2 languages in terms of the ategorial status of its

oupants. On the other hand, verbal partiles are not enountered in the pre�eld in our

orpus, but this ould be an aidental gap due to the fat that these are generally very

rare in Old Frenh:

(101) (Context: A strange man omes and sits down next to Tristan):

. . .mes

but

mot

word

ne

NEG.CL

li

him.CL

dist,

said,

et

and

[non℄

not

�st

did

Sador

Sador

a

to

li.

him

11

Just like in Sandinavian, negation in the pre�eld is losely assoiated with ontrast; sometimes it

bestows a ontrastive reading on the subjet, like in (101), while in other ases the ontrast involved

amounts to rejeting a previous disourse move, f. Foulet (1930, pp.236�237)

(i) Ha!

ha

sire,

sir

fait

makes

la

the

roïne,

queen

lessiez

let

le

him.CL

moi,

me

s'

if

il

it

vos

you.CL

plest.

pleases

Dame,

lady

fait

makes

il,

he

[non℄

not

ferai

will-do

`Ha! Sire, says the lady, please give it to me. My lady, he says, I will not . . . ' (Tristan, p.54 : 39.

4-5)
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`. . . but he did not speak a word to him, nor did Sador to him.' (Tristan p.64, 67.

7-8)

(102) Coment

how

puet

an

il

he

vivre?

live

fait

makes

li

the

rois;

king

[ja℄

PRT

fu

was

il

he

gitez

thrown

en

en

la

the

mer!

sea

`How an he be alive'? the king asked, - `He was ast into the sea!' (Tristan p.47,

22.9)

These examples serve to demonstrate that the pre�eld is not a position reserved for

subjets, but rather an A' position that does not impose any requirement on the ategory

or grammatial funtion of the onstituent it hosts. We may therefore onlude that the

pre�eld behaves in a way similar to that of the Germani V2 languages. It is important to

emphasize, however, that the term `pre�eld' is used here in a surfae-oriented sense to refer

to anything to the left of the �nite verb, and does not say anything about the strutural

position of either the verb or the initial onstituent. The evidene onsidered so far is

therefore far from deisive in distinguishing between a V2 and a non-V2 grammar from a

theoretial point of view, but it does allow us to draw another �rm onlusion:

Conlusion II:

The pre�eld in late Old Frenh was not reserved for the subjet, but funtioned as an

A' position hosting phrases with di�erent ategorial status and di�erent grammatial

funtions.

This furthermore entails that subjet-verb inversion is found in Old Frenh delarative

lauses in ontexts where the modern language does not allow suh inversion. None of

the examples in (96�102) with the exeption of (98b) are grammatial in modern Frenh

without hanging the word order so that the subjet preedes the verb. Notie also that

argument fronting to the pre�eld, as in (96b), is not aompanied by liti-doubling inside

the lause (see also Roberts 1993:108, Vane 1997:234, Salvesen2013), as is virtually always

the ase in modern Frenh (Rowlett 2007:178�180, De Cat 2009:98) These fats show that

the Old Frenh language behaved rather like the modern Germani languages with respet to

argument fronting, and that the language has subsequently undergone a signi�ant hange

in some ore property of syntax. To say that Frenh has lost inversion is desriptively

orret, but we would like to be able to say something more onrete about the strutural

underpinnings of these inversion strutures, so as to better understand exatly what has

been lost.

Having established that the pre�eld is qualitatively available to all types of onstituents,

we will next onsider the atual quantitative distribution of di�erent XPs in the pre�eld in

linear V2 lauses. This is important, beause we need to know if inversion in Old Frenh

was a rather marginal phenomenon, or if it is was in fat an option whih was substantively

used in the language.

3.3.1 The pre�eld in quantitative terms

We will now onsider the distribution of di�erent onstituents in the pre�eld of linear V2

strings. This information is provided in table 3.3. Notie again the striking similarity

between the two texts with respet to all onstituents apart from non-�nite verbs, whih

(presumably inidently) are laking from Eustae. These numbers further undersore what

the examples (95�102) above showed, namely that the pre�eld in OF was not in any sense

a subjet position, whether qualitatively or quantitatively speaking.
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Table 3.3: Tristan and Eustae: XPs in the pre�eld of linear V2 strings in main lauses

Initial XP Tristan Eustae

DP subjet 167 (21.83%) 90 (23.94%)

Pron. subjet 205 (26.80%) 92 (24.47%)

Diret objet 30 (3.92%) 18 (4.79%)

Prediative 11 (1.44%) 8 (2.13%)

Oblique objet 9 (1.17%) 8 (2.13%)

In�nitive 6 (0.78%) � (0.00%)

Partiiple 5 (0.65%) � (0.00%)

Negation 2 (0.26%) � (0.00%)

Adverbial 330 (43.14%) 160 (42.55%)

Subjet-initial 372 (48.63%) 182 (48.40%)

Non-subjet-initial 393 (51.37%) 194 (51.60%)

Total 765 (100.00%) 376 (100,00%)

It is also highly signi�ant that the pre�eld in V2 strings is divided almost equally

between subjets and non-subjets, with the latter even marginally outsoring the former.

This is an important �nding and must be assumed to be very salient from an aquisitional

perspetive. However, there is one again nothing atypial about it when we ompare it

to other �ndings in the literature, as table 3.4 below shows.

12

While these �gures reveal

that some variation is indeed observable in the historial orpus, presumably related to

di�erenes in style and sub-genre, the numbers are onsistently high, and muh higher than

the 12.6% reported in (Kaiser 2002). It should be noted that Kaiser's �ndings were based

on Les quatre livres des rois, a late 12th entury, partially rimed Anglo-Saxon translation

of a Latin original. The text is known to di�er in important respets from the historial

orpus as a whole. Ingham points out that the text is unique among 12th entury prose texts

in allowing null-subjets in negative subordinate lauses (Ingham 2014:36), and a similar

observation is made by Dupuis (1988). Zaring observes that LQLR patterns more like 12th

entury verse than 13th entury prose with respet to embedded nominal inversion, making

her speulate that the text might be `unusual prose' in this respet (Zaring 2017:304).

As table 3.4 shows, the most frequent non-subjet �ller of the pre�eld by far is adverbial

phrases, just like in modern Germani V2 languages. Argument fronting also quite signif-

iant, reahing more than 5% in Tristan and 7% in Eustae if we ombine diret objets

with oblique arguments (all PP arguments of verbs, inluding indiret objets). This is

omparable to the �gures for the German and Ielandi (but not Old Frenh) translations

of Les quatres livres des rois in Kaiser (2002:141), and is also very muh in line with the

12

Sitaridou analyses several Old Frenh texts, and the table from whih the perentage in table 3.4 is

olleted represents the total (Sitaridou 2012:569)) without di�erentiating between the di�erent texts.
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Table 3.4: Non-subjet-initial linear V2 in main lauses in the literature on Old Frenh

Text sample & Referene Non-subjet initial V2

Villehardouin (Rinke and Meisel 2009) 57,3%

Sept Sages (Rinke and Meisel 2009) 35,7%

Clari, Sept Sages, Méd. liégeois (Sitaridou 2012) 49,5%

La Queste (Wolfe 2015b) 53,7%

�gures addued for both modern and historial Germani V2 languages in hapter 2 (West-

man 1974; Fabriius-Hansen and Solfjeld 1994; Bohnaker and Rosén 2008; Walkden and

Booth to appear; see setion 2.2). On the whole, we may safely onlude that the pre�eld

in Old Frenh shows striking similarities with that of modern Germani V2 languages, both

in being qualitatively aessible to a wide variety of onstituents and in terms of the atual

quantitative distribution of the elements found there.

In spite of this, it has been laimed that there is an important di�erene between the

pre�eld in Old Frenh and modern Germani that re�ets that the former language was

not a true V2 language. This argument is developed by Rinke and Meisel (2009) (hereafter

R&M). The ore of R&M's laim is that Old Frenh is a pro-drop language in the sense

established by Rizzi (Rizzi 1982) and sine elaborated by many others. The idea is that

rih agreement morphology is pronominal in the sense that it an hek the EPP-feature

on T

0
(see also Barbosa 1995; Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 1998; Kato 1999). Due to

eonomy onsiderations, the nominal subjet stays low, `. . . in its post-verbal base position'

(Rinke and Meisel 2009:97), a position they identify as Spe-VP. This allows Spe-IP to take

on the role of an A-bar position whih an host di�erent kinds of onstituents. Thus, the

word order variation in the Old Frenh pre�eld is a result of the interplay between syntax

and information struture. More preisely, the initial onstituent is topial, representing

generally old or familiar information, while the postverbal material is foal, new information.

The nominal subjet only moves to Spe-TP (Spe-IP in our terminology) as a `repair

strategy [. . . ℄ to esape a fous interpretation' (Rinke and Meisel 2009:109). Pronominal

subjets are litis on the verb, whih only moves as high as T

0
.

R&M's laim that word order variation in the OF pre�eld is a result of the interplay

between syntax and information strutures is naturally orret when `word order' is un-

derstood in a surfae sense; for instane if SVO and OVS are taken as two di�erent 'word

orders'. However, it is also orret for the modern Germani languages and presumably

most languages in the world. The idea that preverbal subjets in OF are generally topis

has also been voied earlier in the literature, (Vane 1997; Marhello-Nizia 1999; Prévost

2001), and as a general rule of thumb, this observation also seems to be orret. The problem

is again that, more often than not, this also applies to the initial onstituent in Germani

V2 languages, whih also has a strong tendeny to be topial, a fat expliitly reognized by

Rinke and Meisel (2009:111). However, they argue that the di�erene between verb-seond

inversion on the one hand and inversion in null-subjet languages like the modern Romane

languages or Old Frenh on the other hand, is that the former is not restrited to topiali-

sation, while that is in fat the ase in the latter. Thus, the initial onstituent in German

`an be a topi, information fous, ontrastive fous or an adverb that is neither the topi
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nor the fous of the sentenes'(Rinke and Meisel 2009:111).

It is not immediately lear how the informational strutural properties of the pre�eld

would be relevant to the V2 or non-V2 status of a language. As already stated, the word

order variation in main lauses is an interplay between syntax and information struture

in V2 languages as well, in the sense that the initial onstituent will be a topi, fous,

sene setter et. based on the possibilities a�orded by the disursive ontext. The only

invariant feature is that the verb oupies C

0
, independently of the information strutural

value of the initial onstituent. There is every reason to assume that there exist di�erenes

between languages regarding the pragmati properties of the pre�eld whih do not ut

neatly along the divide between V2 and non-V2 languages, and suh di�erenes have indeed

been reported in the literature. For instane, modern German is more liberal than the

Sandinavian languages in allowing information fous in the pre�eld (Bohnaker and Rosén

2008; Bohnaker 2010), whereas in the V2 language Kashmiri, the pre�eld generally hosts

foi rather than topis (Holmberg 2015); this does not a�et their status as V2 languages.

Still, in order to dismiss the laim that inversion in OF is narrowly onditioned by

a partiular pragmati partitioning of the lause, we will now onsider the information

struture of the pre�eld, restriting our attention for the moment to linear V2 strings.

3.3.2 The information struture of the pre�eld

Rinke and Meisel (2009) argue that the pre�eld in Old Frenh is the strutural position

Spe-TP and that it is speialized for hosting topial information. At the moment, we are

not in a position to evaluate the strutural position of the pre�eld, so we fous on the seond

laim, that the pre�eld in OF is speialized for hosting topis. This laim does not stand up

to srutiny, as we do not have to searh far to �nd evidene of the great variation a�orded

by the pre�eld in terms of information struture.

(103) [Cil

this

Bron℄

Bron

avoit

had

de

from

sa

his

moillier

wife

doze

twelve

�uz,

sons

mout

very

biaus

beautiful

enfanz

hildren

et

and

mout

very

saige

wise

et

and

mout

very

preu;

valiant

et

and

[mout℄

muh

amoient

loved

de

of

grant

big

amor

love

lor

their

pere.

father

Et

and

[lor

their

mere℄

mother

n'

NEG.CL

avoient

had

il

they

pas

not

. . .

`And this Bron had twelve sons by his wife, very beautiful and wise and valiant

hildren; and they loved their father deeply with great love. They had lost their

mother . . . ' (Tristan, p. 40 : 2.2-4)

Within the spae of three sentenes, the �exibility of the pre�eld o�ers �rst an aboutness

topi (Frasarelli and Hinterhölzl 2007:1), mentioned in the preeding ontext (Cil Bron),

followed by an initial adverb (mout) implying a salar ontrast amenable to an analysis as a

fous (Vanelli 1998:82; Ledgeway 2008:450), and then even a new-information or presenta-

tional fous introduing a previously unknown ator into the disourse (lor mere). Perhaps

one ould argue that the latter example, although learly introduing a new disourse-

referent, is liensed beause there is some kind of anhorage with a previously known referent

through the use of the possessive anaphor `their'. This might be true, but it is important to

emphasize that without suh anhorage, and without referring to entities that are assumed

to be known to the listener from before, new information fous is very awkward in the

pre�eld in at least some Germani languages as well, as was demonstrated in setion 2.2.1
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in hapter 2. The reason seems to be that brand-new information in the sense of Prine

(1981), that is information that is neither present in the preeding disourse nor assumed

to be part of the ommon stok of knowledge between the speaker and hearer, is preferably

realized in postverbal position. This seems to be the the ase in Old Frenh as well, (Vane

1997:57, Steiner 2014:171-172, Wolfe 2015b:89-90) where new or inative disourse referents

are muh more likely to be introdued diretly into the pre�eld if they have some kind of

anhorage, witness (104):

(104) [Naburzadan,

Naburzadan,

li

the

frere

brother

Sador,℄

Sador

la

her

resgarda

looked-at

par

by

tantes

so-many

foiz

times

que

that. . .

. . .

`Naburzadan, Sador's brother, looked at her so many times that . . . '

(Tristan, p.42 : 7.7)

In spite of this, the orpus still o�ers several examples of what might reasonably be

haraterised as new information fous in the pre�eld, as the following examples illustrate

(see also (131) above):

(105) Sador

Sador

aporta

brought

la

the

demoisele

lady

en

to

e

this

hastel

astle

que

that

je

I

vos

you.CL

di,

said

et

and

la

her.CL

mist

put

en

in

une

a

hambre.

room.

Et

And

fu

was

ele

that-one

leanz

there

bien

well

trois

tree

jorz

days

enz

before

que

that

ele

she

manjast,

ate

ar

for

[tel

suh

paor℄

fear

avoit

had

eü

had

de

of

la

the

mer

sea

. . .

`Sador brought the lady to the aforementioned astle and put her in a room. And

she stayed there tree full days before she ate, for suh was the fear instilled in her

by the oean.' (Tristan, p.41 : 6.1-3)

(106) Et

and

la

the

dame,

lady

qui

who

sa

his

feme

woman

estoit,

was

estoit

was

apelee

alled

Madule,

Madule

mout

very

saige

wise

dame

lady

et

and

mout

very

ortoise;

polite

et

and

de

of

[haut

high

linaige℄

lineage

n'

NEG.CL

estoit

was

ele

she

mie

not

estraite.

drawn

`And the lady who was his wife was alled Madule, a very wise and ourteous lady;

but she was not of noble birth.' (Tristan, p. 49 : 26.4-6)

(107) . . .mout

. . . muh

avoient

had

esté

been

bon

good

ami

friends

entre

between

lui

him

et

and

le

the

roi

king

Canor,

Canor

et

and

[ompaignon

ompanion

d'

of

armes℄

arms

avoient

had

il

they

esté.

been

`They had been good friends, him and king Canor, and they had been brothers in

arms.' (Tristan, p.52 : 33.12-13)

(108) . . . qant

. . . when

il

he

vint

ame

en

in

mi

middle

le

the

�ueve,

river

qui

whih

estoit

was

granz

great

e

and

lez,

strong

[uns

a

lions℄

lion

issi

ame-out

del

of-the

bois,

forest

qui

whih

ravi

seized

l'

the

enfant

hild

. . .

`. . . when he ame to the middle of the river, whih was big and strong, a lion ame

out of the woods and seized the hild . . . '

(Eustae, p.17 : XIV.11-12)
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As for ontrastive foal readings, these are also found, although they are admittedly

not very numerous. They often involve adverbs of degree whih are ommonly analysed as

implying a salar ontrast. One example was ited above in (104), another is given in (109),

while (110) involves a lear and impliit ontrastive fous.

(109) [Grant℄

big

fu

was

la

the

joie

joy

et

and

la

the

feste

party

qu'

that

il

they

�rent

made

au

to-the

roi

king

Pelias

Pelias

. . .

`Great was the joy and great the party they made for king Pelias. . . ' (Tristan, p.

53: 36.13

(110) [Mieuz℄

better

est

is

que

that

nos

that

doignons

we

a

give

son

to

ors

his

auune

body

sepouture,

some

que

burial

les

that

bestes

the

le

beasts

manjassent.

him eat

`It is better to give his body a burial than to let the beasts devour him.' (Tristan,

p. 42: 11-12)

These examples show that inversion in Old Frenh an in priniple also re�et a fous-

bakground division of the lause as well as the more urrent topi-omment struture,

onlusions already reahed by Steiner (2014) and Labelle and Hirshbuhler (2018). In

addition to topis and foi, one also �nds various kinds of adverbials (111�112) inluding

some that may plausibly be onsidered sene-setters (113�114) (f. setion 2.4.4.1), as well

as expletives (115�116) in the pre�eld.

(111) [Adon℄

then

onterent

told

li

the

hevalier

knights

a

to

Eustae

Eustahe

le

the

omendement

ommand

l'

the

emperere

emperor

. . .

`Then the knights told Eustahe about the emperor's ommand . . . ' (Eustae, p.28

: XXIV. 9-10)

(112) [Ensi℄

thus

vint

ame

li

the

enfes

hild

a

to

sauveté

safety

la

there

ou

where

li

the

rois

king

l'

it.CL

avoit

had

abandoné

abandoned

a

to

destrution.

destrution

`Therefore the hild was brought to safety where the king had left it to perish.'

(Tristan, p.49 : 26. 1)

(113) [Lendemain℄

the-day-after

�rent

made

il

they

enore

even

greignor

greater

feste

party

e

and

greignor

greater

joie

joy

. . .

`The next day they made an even greater and more joyful party . . . ' (Eustae, p.37

: XXXIII. 11-12)

(114) [Celi

that

jor

day

que

that

la

the

nef

ship

ariva

arrived

en

in

Cornoaille,℄

Cornwall

estoit

was

li

the

rois

king

montez

asended

en

in

une

one

soe

his

tor.

tower

`That day when the ship arrived in Cornwall, the king had asended one of his

towers.' (Tristan, p.45 : 18. 7-8)
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(115) Car

tor

[il℄

it

ovient

behooves

que

that

tu

you

soiez

are.SUBJ

tentez

tempted

ausi

just

ome

like

fu

was

Job

Job

e

and

que

that

tu

you

veinques

vanquish

le

the

deable

devil

par

by

�ne

�ne

paiene.

patiene

`For it is neessary that you be tempted like Job and that you defeat the Devil by

noble endurane.' (Eustae, p. 12: IX. 13-15)

(116) [Il℄

tt

avint

happened

que

that

li

the

ostiax

dagger

heï

fell

delez

beside

Sador.

Sador

`The dagger happened to fall next to Sador.' (Tristan, p.65 : 67. 29-30)

The pragmati �exibility of the pre�eld in Old Frenh is ompletely on a par with

that found in the modern Germani languages, a fat whih enables us to draw another

onlusion:

(117) Conlusion III:

The pre�eld in late Old Frenh was not reserved for topis, nor is it possible to

make any strong qualitative generalization regarding the informational strutural

partitioning of the lause in linear V2 strings.

3.4 Inversion

The previous setion has shown that there are signi�ant similarities between the pre�eld

in Old Frenh and modern Germani with respet to both the qualitative dimension (3.3),

the quantitative dimension (3.3.1), and information struture (3.3.2).

However, we are still a long way from establishing a redible V2 hypothesis. In order to

do that, we need to be able to make a signi�antly stronger laim than just showing that the

pre�eld is not reserved for topis or any kind of partiular information-struture; namely to

demonstrate that the fronting of a non-subjet onstituent automatially triggers inversion.

We are not in a position to show this yet, sine we have only onsidered linear V2 strings

so far. Needless to say, in a linear V2 string with a non-subjet onstituent in the pre�eld,

the subjet (if expressed) will always follow the verb. Reall from table 3.1 that the orpus

featured around 15% linear V3. The analysis of these strings will therefore be ruial to the

overall understanding of the grammar. We will defer the disussion until setion (3.7), and

�rst onsider inversion in more general terms.

It was observed in setion 3.3.1 that almost half of all linear V2 lauses in both texts

feature a non-subjet onstituent in initial position (f. table 3.3). It must be emphasized

that these perentages do not in fat show the amount of inversion in main lauses, for

two di�erent reasons. First, these perentages were alulated only from linear V2 strings.

Seond, the fat that over half of the sentenes feature a non-subjet onstituent in initial

position does not entail that all of these sentenes exhibit surfae inversion of the subjet and

the �nite verb. The reason for this is that Old Frenh, like its anestor Latin and its Romane

sister languages, was a null-subjet language.

13

As a onsequene, non-subjet-initial V2 6=

inverted V2, sine many of the V2 strings lak an overt subjet. In hapter 2, a V2 language

13

By this I simply mean that Old Frenh regularly allowed referential pronouns to be phonetially unex-

pressed. As already noted, there exists a parametrially de�ned notion of `pro-drop language', going bak to

the work of Rizzi (1982) and subsequently elaborated by others. Suh a distintion an no longer be made

in a non-parametri approah suh as the present investigation.
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was de�ned as a language whih derives inversion strutures by V-to-C movement (plus

restritions on the pre�eld). We must therefore look loser at the issue of inversion, sine

inversion strings must be onsidered ompletely fundamental to the aquisition of a V2

grammar. In priniple, the subjet of a lause an be either preverbal, postverbal/inverted,

or null. The tables 3.5 and 3.6 provide information about how these options pattern in main

lauses in the orpus, both in general and distributed over di�erent prediate lasses.

One again, the texts are very similar, in partiular with respet to the overall distri-

bution in the `Total' olumn. As for the possible interation between prediate lass and

subjet position, there is some variation, but no lear pattern of interest emerges, as most

tendenies are partiular to only one of the texts. There is slight preferene for null sub-

jets with unausative verbs, although this tendeny is only statistially relevant in Tristan

(p-value 0.0002, d.f. 1, Chi-square 13.87).

Table 3.5: The position of the subjet (S) distributed over di�erent prediate lasses in main

lauses in Tristan

Transitive Unausative Copula Funtional Total

Preverbal S 314 (54.80%) 103 (41.70%) 54 (45.38%) 24 (40.00%) 495 (49.55%)

Postverbal S 94 (16.40%) 40 (16.19%) 26 (21.85%) 21 (35.00%) 181 (18.12%)

Null S 165 (28.80%) 104 (42.11%) 39 (32.77%) 15 (25.00%) 323 (32.33%)

Total 573 (100.00%) 247 (100.00%) 232 (100.00%) 119 (100.00%) 999 (100.00%)

Table 3.6: The position of the subjet (S) distributed over di�erent prediate lasses in main

lauses in Eustae

Transitive Unausative Copula Funtional Total

Preverbal S 135 (49.82%) 62 (46.97%) 29 (54.72%) 10 (47.62%) 236 (49.48%)

Postverbal S 49 (18.08%) 21 (15.91%) 15 (28.30%) 3 (14.29%) 88 (18.45%)

Null S 87 (32.10%) 49 (37.12%) 9 (16.98%) 8 (38.10%) 153 (32.08%)

Total 271 (100.00%) 132 (100.00%) 53 (100.00%) 21 (100.00%) 477 (100.00%)

There are two very important lessons two learn from these �gures. The �rst is simply that

inversion is robustly attested, reahing more than 18% in both texts. This almost amounts

to one �fth of all main lauses and must be onsidered a salient aquisitional ue, halfway

between the 13.6% found in Westergaard's study of the aquisition of V2 in Norwegian

(Westergaard 2009:67) and Yang's (2003) orresponding 23% for Duth. Although it seems

naive to put too muh faith in any kind of magi number that triggers the aquisition of

grammatial properties, we may onlude that, far from being a marginal phenomenon,
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inversion was frequently employed in Old Frenh. It should also be noted that the inversion

strings inlude both nominal and pronominal subjets. The pronominal inversion string

CVSpX, whih is onsidered so ruial for the aquisition of a V2 grammar in Sitaridou

(2012) � for reasons we will return to in setion 3.5.2 � is reasonably well represented in

both texts with 6.91% in Tristan and 8.79% in Eustae.

The seond important observation is that inversion does not show any statistial sensi-

tivity to the prediate lass variable. This is ruial, sine it suggests that inversion does not

only arise in partiular on�gurations where the subjet is exeptionally allowed to surfae

in a position to the right of the verb. This is the ase in many modern Romane languages,

where postverbal subjets are muh more available with unausative prediates than with

transitive verbs. In Rinke and Meisel (2009), it was argued that this is the ase for Old

Frenh too, and that the amount of inversion is a produt of di�erent lexial hoies made in

di�erent texts, more spei�ally the ourrene of di�erent types of verbs. R&M laim that

`inversion is muh more ommon and natural with some verbs than with others' (Rinke and

Meisel 2009:115). Aording to the authors, the prediates that provide propitious ontexts

for inversion are intransitive verbs of motion, the opula être and some other unausatives

like mourir, ommener, �ner.

The �gures in tables 3.5 and 3.6 do not support this view. While there is a slightly

stronger tendeny for inversion with the opula, inversion is just as frequent with transitive

verbs as with unausative verbs (in fat slightly more frequent). We may therefore draw

another important onlusion:

(118) Conlusion IV:

The evidene does not support the hypothesis that inversion in late Old Frenh is

sensitive to the type of prediate employed.

14

3.4.1 Foulet's generalization and the position of the null-subjet

We have already seen that inversion is a rather robust phenomenon in our orpus, reahing

magnitudes of around 18% in both texts. However, there is reason to assume that the �gures

in tables 3.5 and 3.6 oneal an ever stronger inversion pattern than what an be diretly read

o� the row `postverbal S'. The reason for this is that approximately one third of all strings

lak an overt subjet. Although inversion has been de�ned as a surfae term in this thesis,

making it all but senseless to talk about `overt inversion', it is lear that the unexpressed

subjet must be assigned a strutural position by the hild aquiring the language. There

exists a hypothesis going bak at least to Foulet (1930, �rst edition 1919), whih I will refer

to as Foulet's generalization and whih states that null subjets in (later) Old Frenh were

generally only possible in postverbal position. This hypothesis has subsequently gained

muh urreny in both the traditional and modern researh literature.

Within the generative paradigm, a very in�uential and largely aepted analysis of this

traditional laim was developed by Adams (Adams 1987b,a). Simplifying somewhat, Adams`

theory is as follows. The null subjet is the empty ategory pro, and this ategory must be

liensed by the head I

0
, whih identi�es the position and the ontent of pro. I

0
is only able to

identify pro under government, and this strutural on�guration is only ahieved in inversion

strutures when I

0
moves to C

0
. The ontent of pro is identi�ed by oindexation with the

features of C

0
. In subjet-initial main lauses, the subjet in SpeCP is not governed by the

14

However, the position of the subjet might potentially be sensitive to the type of prediate, f. setion

(3.5.2.1).
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verb, and in embedded lauses the verb does not raise to C

0
, and hene pro is not possible

(see also Roberts 1993:110, Vane 1997:204).

Although some exeptions an be found, the generalization that null-subjets are stru-

turally postverbal has been aepted by those researhers who see Old Frenh as a verb se-

ond language (Vane 1993, 1997; Roberts 1993; Hirshbühler and Junker 1988; Hirshbühler

1990; Hulk and van Kemenade 1995; Vanelli et al. 1985; Salvesen 2013; Wolfe 2015b). On

the other hand, it has been expliitly rejeted by many researhers who also rejet the

V-to-C analysis of Old Frenh (Kaiser 2002; Rinke and Meisel 2009; Zimmermann 2009).

Rinke and Meisel (2009) argue that lauses without an overt subjet annot be used as

an argument in favour of V2, as a pronominal null-subjet in their view ould our both

both pre-verbally and post-verbally, even adding that `null-subjets are of ourse more likely

to oupy a preverbal position beause they usually onstitute the topi of the sentene'

(2009:97). In setion (3.7.6, I will demonstrate that this position is empirially untenable,

but sine it is not a trivial thing to build up an empirial argument for the strutural po-

sition of a null-subjet, it is neessary to make a rather long detour. For the moment we

must therefore leave this issue aside.

3.5 The aquisition of Old Frenh phrase struture

The data onsidered so far has already permitted us to draw some lear onlusions about

the major word order patterns and the nature of the pre�eld. These onlusions are learly

ompatible with the hypothesis that Old Frenh featured a verb-seond syntax and even

provide some suggestive evidene in favour of that hypothesis. However, the type of evi-

dene onsidered so far has been mostly quantitative in nature and is therefore ultimately

inonlusive with respet to the syntati struture of the language. In order to establish

this struture, we must submit the data to detailed qualitative analysis with a view to un-

overing the phrase-strutural organization of the lause that produes these surfae word

order patterns. This line of inquiry seeks to understand what kind of struture the hild

aquiring the language must assign to the input strings in order to make sense of the data.

I repeat for onveniene the String-to-Struture-Assignment-Priniple from Chapter 2:

String-to-Struture-Assignment-Priniple (SSAP):

Children assign the minimal struture that is onsistent with the global string input

in a maximally eonomi way.

Taking this priniple as our point of departure, we will now onsider some more qualita-

tive evidene in order to �nd out exatly how muh struture the Old Frenh main lause

oneals. The next setions are therefore presented as a kind of `aquisitional tour' of the

Old Frenh lause; needless to say, the atual aquisition proess must be muh more om-

plex. The language aquirers do not get the evidene presented in suh orderly, step-by-step

fashion, but must presumably rather work with multiple ompeting analyses at a time based

on haoti, perhaps partially ontraditory (due to prodution mistakes et.) or at least sub-

optimal input. Still, the atual logi of the proess must be something along these lines; try

to make do with what you already have, revise only if neessary.
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3.5.1 Subjet-initial strings: SVX and SpVX

We start out by taking into onsideration the subjet-initial strings whih onstitute slightly

less than 50% in both of the texts. Consider the minimal example in (119). This lause,

onsisting of a transitive verb and its internal and external argument, an be expressed

in aordane with the onventional X-bar shema within the on�nes of a single maximal

projetion, the VP:

(119) [Li

The

rois

king-NOM

meïsmes℄

himself

prent

takes

l'

the.CL

enfant

hild

`The king himself takes the hild'

(Tristan, p.48 : 23.11)

VP

DP

Li rois

meïsmes

V

′

V

prent

DP

l'enfant

If all lauses were like (119), then, the hild would get away with the struture in (119),

and Old Frenh lausal syntax would be nothing more than a VP. In other words, I will

not assume that the verb must raise to tense-related projetions for independent reasons

to merge with in�etional morphology. Many languages, like Modern English or Norwegian

(in embedded lauses) do not need to raise their lexial verbs out of the VP to ombine

with in�etion. Rather than assuming a�x-lowering or overt movement of the verb, a

simple way of aounting for this is to assume that hierarhial position and in�etional

form are logially independent. Expliitly stated, this amounts to adopting some kind of

Lexial Integrity Priniple. I will not be onerned with the nature of the syntax-morphology

interfae.

Of ourse, no language an make do with suh a minimal struture. All kinds of adverbial

phrases must be aommodated, thereby strething the lause onsiderably. Furthermore,

Old Frenh had already developed many of the modern periphrasti onstrutions involving

auxiliaries related to the grammatial expression of aspet (120) and voie (121), thereby

lexialising further head positions in the lause:

(120) [Vos℄

You

m'

me.CL

avez

have

osté

removed

de

from

la

the

greignor

worst

prison. . .

prison. . .

`You have freed me from the worst prison. . . ' (Tristan, p.59 : 52.7)

(121) [Li

the

omendemenz

order-NOM

l'empereor℄

the-emperor.OBL

fu

was

fez

made

`The order of the emperor was arried out' (Eustane, p.40 : XXXVI.1-2)

Compared to (119), the last two examples provide a wealth of new information whih

alls for a dramati revision of the lausal struture. The hild is fored to expand the

lause and make room for a higher verbal projetion. At the same time, it is lear that the

subjet position annot be Spe-VP, but rather the spei�er of this higher projetion. Notie
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also that (120) provides evidene that oblique pronouns pattern di�erently than nominal

objets, gravitating to a leftwards position in the lause as a liti, although it is not lear

from this example if the host is the �rst onstituent (enlisis) or rather the �nite verb in

seond position (prolisis).

Based on the evidene from (120 and (121) alone, the hild might hypothesize that all

kinds of auxiliaries head the same projetion, whih we might aordingly all AuxP. The

immediately preverbal subjets in both ases would indeed seem to indiate this. The AuxP-

hypothesis then breaks down when faed with strings like (122), sine there are not two,

but three verbal projetions simultaneously lexialised in this lause.The hild is fored to

further extend the verbal projetion and thereby the lause, and (122) gives evidene that

aspetual auxiliaries preede the passive auxiliary whih again preedes the lexial verb:

(122) [J℄

I

'ai

have

esté

been

noriz

nourished

en

en

ele

this

vilete

village

. . .

. . .

`I was brought up in this village . . . ' (Eustae, pp.32-33 : XXVIII.31-32)

Furthermore, when we add adverbs (123) and negation (124) to the mix, their position

provides positive evidene for a layer of projetions between the �nite verb and the lower,

non-�nite verbal projetions:

15

(123) [Je℄

I

ai

have

bien

well

veu

seen

les

the

aumones

alms

que

that

tu

you

fez

make

hasun

every

jor

day

as

to-the

povres. . .

poor. . .

`I have ertainly seen the alms you give to the poor every day. . . ' (Eustae, p.5 :

III.27-28)

(124) . . . [il℄

. . . he

n'

NEG.CL

avoit

had

pas

not

loiaument

loyally

ovré

ated

envers

against

le

the

roi

king

Canor.

Canor.

`. . . he had not ated loyally towards king Canor.' (Tristan, p.60 : 55.8-9)

Furthermore, adopting the artographi logi established by Cinque (1999) and assuming

that the position of these adverbs is �xed (by hildren or UG), rather than for instane

adjoined freely at di�erent juntions of the lause, di�erent ombinations of adverbs and

negation allow hildren to onstrut the details of the IP-area in a pieemeal fashion. Thus,

(125) shows that negation preedes bien, while (126) shows that ertain temporal adverbials

like enore preede negation. While these fats pertain to the IP-domain, they will beome

diretly relevant later for the understanding of higher lausal syntax as well:

(125) [Il℄

He

n'

NEG.

ot

had

mie

not

bien

well

sa

his

parole

word

�nee,

�nished

qant

when

une

a

voix

voie

li

him.CL

vint

ame

del

from-the

iel. . .

sky

15

Stritly speaking, pas (and mie, point, et.) is not a negator, but a Negative Polarity Item (NPI) used

to reinfore negation, the expression of whih is only dependent on the liti negator ne in Old Frenh.

Already at this stage of the language, the reinforing funtion of pas is muh bleahed. See Inham (2014)

for disussion and referenes.
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`He had barely �nished speaking, when a voie ame to him from the heavens. . . '

(Eustae, XX, 12-13.)

16

(126) [La

the

roïne

queen

Chelinde℄

Chelinde

ne

NEG.

savoit

knew

enores

still

pas

not

que. . .

that

`Queen Chelinde did yet not know that. . . ' (Tristan, p.53 : 36.14-15)

By the same artographi logi, the postverbal position of temporal adverbs and negation

in (126) also reveal something else, namely that �nite lexial verbs also raise out of the

VP to head a higher projetion, whih an now also be identi�ed as IP on the basis of

similar distribution and the fat that modals and �nite lexial verbs are in omplementary

distribution. By the SSAP given above, whih states that hildren take into aount the

global input, the minimal lause in (119) an no longer be assigned a simple VP parse (119,)

but must be modi�ed:

17

(119)

IP

DP

Li rois meïsmes

I

′

V

0
+ I

0

prent

VP

li rois meïsmes V

′

V

0

prent

DP

l'enfant

There will also have been evidene for at least one additional verbal projetion, sine

modal verbs an preede and dominate aspetual auxiliaries. In our orpus, subjet-initial

strings only ontain modal auxiliaries whih dominate simple lexial verbs, but if we ex-

eptionally allow ourself to minimally modify a CVX-string into a SpVX-string (127) by

hanging a preverbal expletive si into a pronominal subjet,

18

it is lear that the verbal

projetion must be expanded further:

16

This example also shows a ase of raising of the diret objet to a position above the partiiple, an

instane of a more general tendeny in OF to employ short movement in the lower lausal area. The same

might perhaps apply to the VP-adverb 'loiaument' in the previous example. These displaement super�ially

resemble (and may well be) srambling of the kind found in the West Germani languages, but it is not

lear that they are driven by information-struture; in fat, I am rather inlined to onsider this some kind

of 'formal' or 'stylisti' optional movement. See also Salvesen (2013:141�142), and for a similar phenomenon

in Old Italian, Poletto 2006.

17

Notie that this is ompletely di�erent from laiming that the hild immediately parses the lauses into

an IP due to something innate in UG. Head-movement is often assumed to involve left-adjuntion (Roberts

2011), but I leave this extra struture out of the tree for simpliity.

18

While it is generally not advisable to reate examples and pass grammatiality judgements on dead

languages, this example is ompletely unontroversial. It is also lear that suh strings would have been

available in the input, although the orpus fails to provide them. The original string reads:

(i) . . . si n' i poïst pas tant avoir demoré sans morir. . .
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(127) [Il℄

he

n'

NEG.

i

there.CL

poïst

an

pas

not

tant

so-long

avoir

have

demoré

lingered

sans

without

morir

die

`He annot have stayed there so long without dying.' (Unattested, slightly modi�ed

from Tristan, p.51 : 32.3)

By the artographi Priniple of Transitivity, the hild will now be able to dedue the

whole verbal auxiliary sequene. Passives preedes the lexial verb (122), Aspet preedes

Passive (123), and Modals preedes Aspet (127). The leftmost verb always arries the

in�etional morphology

19

and selets the morphologial form of the next verb in the se-

quene, and we will therefore identify it with IP. Regarding the subjet, we an also observe

that SVX and SpVX strings provide evidene for a single subjet position, Spe-IP. This

hypothesis must be revised in the next setion, when we onsider the non-subjet-initial

strings.

This more or less exhausts the evidene it is possible to ull from subjet-initial strings.

Naturally, there is a wealth of adverbial positions in the IP-area, but these need not us

onern us beyond what has already been said. In ases of a ontrastively stressed pre-

verbal subjet or (in the rare ases) of a inde�nite foal, preverbal subjet (128) we might

ask if these ativate left-peripheral positions assoiated with the orresponding funtional

projetions unovered by artographi researh.

(128) Lors

then

li

him.CL

dist

said

la

the

dame:

lady

Beau

beautiful

sire,

sir

ou

where

sont

are

nostre

your

enfant?

hildren?

Dame,

Lady,

dist

said

il,

he,

[bestes

wild

sauvages℄

beasts

les

them.CL

ont

have

devorez.

devoured.

`Then the lady said to him : 'Good sir, where are your hildren?' 'My lady', he said,

wild beasts have eaten them.' ' (Eustae, pp.35-36 : XXXI.11-12)

The approah adopted here ditates a negative answer to this question. The hildren

might get a prosodi ue that allows them to relate suh subjets with a slightly di�erent

reading than that of regular subjets (whih we might onsider to arry an aboutness topi

reading by default), but SVX-strings as suh provide no evidene for assigning them to a

di�erent syntati position.

20

3.5.2 Non-subjet-initial V2 strings:

The onlusions we arrived at in the previous setion were not very ontroversial. These

subjet-initial strings gave no evidene of V-to-C movement and therefore no support to

the hypothesis that Old Frenh was a V2 language, although they were of ourse learly

ompatible with suh a hypothesis. In fat, judging by the evidene onsidered in the

previous setion alone, we would have to onlude that Frenh of the thirteenth entury had

already developed the SVO-syntax of modern Frenh, barring some variation in the lower

part of the lause, due to seemingly optional loal left-displaement of VP-material.

19

This does not neessarily apply to non-subjet-initial strings, where a partiiple or an in�nitive may

preede the verb, as was shown in (100) above. There is lear evidene that this is not a head position,

however, so the hild will analyse suh ases as phrasal movement, presumably of the VP.

20

But as we shall see in the next setion, inversion strings will provide evidene to hildren that the

orresponding ontrastive or foal readings oupy a (i.e. one)left peripheral position. Thus, the global

input might suggest that SVX-strings should be assigned more than one syntati struture.
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We have already seen in setion 3.3 that this is far from the ase, and the situation

beomes more omplex when we now move to onsidering linear V2 strings with a non-

subjet onstituent in initial position. These are even marginally more frequent than subjet-

initial strings in both texts, and inlude a onsiderable amount of overt inversion strutures.

These inversion strutures provide inontrovertible evidene that Old Frenh was not like

modern Frenh. The question is how to apture this di�erene analytially, and there is no

general agreement on the answer to that question. One possibe answer is that Old Frenh

was a V2 language whih featured onsistent movement of the verb into the C-domain. If

V-to-C movement is onsistent and always takes plae, this means that all of the strings

to be onsidered in this setion are inversion strings from a strutural point of view, in the

sense that the verb has moved above the position of the subjet. This would apply also to

CVX strings, where there is no overt subjet, in aordane with Foulet's generalization.

Sine the S(p)VX strings we saw in setion 3.5.1 provided strong evidene for a high

subjet position, presumably in Spe-IP, the onlusion that inversion strings involve V-

to-C movement might even seem inesapable at �rst. However, the matter is somewhat

more ompliated, sine the global input from inversion strings learly shows that there is

more than one surfae position for the subjet in Old Frenh. The key evidene omes

from ases of 'non-ontiguous inversion' in the terminology of Vane (1997), in other word

inversion strings where the �nite verb and the postverbal subjet are separated by one or

more onstituents. We will now onsider these strings.

3.5.2.1 The position of the subjet in inversion strings

There is more than one position available to the subjet in inversion strings in Old Frenh.

First, there is a low position for subjets after non-�nite lexial verbs. This predominantly

ours with unausative verbs (129), but sometimes also with passive transitive verbs (130).

In the following examples, the subjet is underlined.

(129) [Tant℄

So-far

ont

have

alé

gone

eli

that

jor

day

li marinier. . .

the sailors. . .

`The sailors went so far that day. . . ' (Tristan, p.55 : 44.1)

(130) [par

by

son

his

preeshement℄

preahing

fu

was

tornee

turned

grant partie de la gent de ele terre

great part of the people of that land

a

to

la

the

loi

law

restiene.

hristian.

`Through his preahing, a great part of the people of that land was onverted to the

Christian faith.' (Tristan, p.40 : 1.5-6)

These examples feature inversion strings where the subjet follows both the �nite aux-

iliary and non-�nite verbs (see Roberts 1993:56, Lemieux and Dupuis 1995:92-93, Vane

1997:75-80, Salvesen and Beh 2014:212-214), what I will all R-inversion. However, exam-

ple (130) shows that the subjet is not neessarily string-�nal, and a natural interpretation of

suh ases would be that these subjets remain inside the VP, possibly even in omplement

position.

21 22

It is not unommon that subjets of unausative verbs may oupy lower

21

Vane suggests that they are rather in Spe-VP and that their surfae position after partiiples and

in�nitives is rather to be derived through moving the latter to a projetion above the VP (1997:82).

22

Some string-�nal subjets seemingly involve extraposition due to phonologial weight or to provide

following relative lauses with an immediate anteedent.
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position in the lause than the subjets of transitive, or in more general terms, agentive

verbs. For instane, subjets are allowed to follow non-�nite forms of unausative verbs

in Modern English and the Sandinavian languages too, provided an expletive oupy the

pre�eld, f. ME: `There has arrived a letter for you'/Norwegian: `Det har kommet et brev

til deg.'

23

Although not as frequently as with unausatives, this low subjet position an also be

observed with transitive verbs, as witnessed by the following examples:

(131) [Beles

beautiful

mirales

mirales

et

and

bels

beautifuls

vertuz℄

deeds

a

has

fait

done

ma dame Venus

my lady Venus

. . .

`Great mirales and great deeds my lady Venus has performed!' (Tristan, p.65 :

68.10)

(132) . . . [tant℄

. . . suh

te

you.CL

devroit

must

haïr

hate

Sador tes freres!

Sador your brother

`. . . how muh your brother Sador must hate you!' (Tristan, p. 43: 11.7)

Perhaps the postverbal position of these subjets is linked to their foal nature. Inter-

estingly, both these examples, whih are the only ones in the orpus where the subjet of a

transitive verb unequivoally follows the non-�nite main verb, are somehow doubly foal in

the sense that both the subjet and the initial onstituent represent new information. This

learly applies to (131), sine the passage from whih it is taken ontains no mention of

either mirales or Venus in the preeding disourse. If we aept the frequently proposed,

but ertainly disputable, analysis whereby adverbials like tant are foi sine they represent

a salar ontrast (Vanelli 1998:82; Ledgeway 2008:450), this analysis extends to (132) as

well, sine Sador must here be onsidered inative in the preeding disourse. It might

be the ase that these onstrutions arry fous in both a left-peripheral position and the

string-�nal fous position assoiated with Heavy Inversion. What is lear, is that there is

an emphati, almost mirative reading at hand.

All of these inversion onstrutions, whether they subsume more than one single syntati

struture or not, involve DPs and show some surfae similarity with the modern Romane

inversion strutures, sine they surfae to the right of the entire verbal omplex. However,

this is learly not the normal position of the subjet in our orpus, as illustrated by the

following sentenes, whih inlude both transitive (133) as unausative (134) verbs. Here,

the subjet surfaes between the �nite auxiliary and the partiiple:

(133) [Si℄

SI

avoit

had

ja

already

li rois

the king

esleü

seleted

es

those

qui

who

le

the

hamp

�eld

devoient

should

garder.

guard.

(i) Celi

that

jor

day

meïsmes. . .vindrent

self. . . ame

au

to-the

hastel

astle

[noveles

news

ou

where

li

the

rois

king

Canor

Canor

estoit℄.

was

`That very day, news ame to the astle about the whereabouts of king Canor.'

The strutural analysis of these 'Heavy Inversion' onstrutions varies somewhat in the literature (Déprez

1988; Valois and Dupuis 1992; Vane 1997), and we will not be further onerned with them, as the matter

at stake is rather the position of the subjet than that of the verb.

23

Notie however that the subjet must be inde�nite in English and Norwegian (*There has arrived

the letter/Det har kommet brevet), indiating that there are additional pragmati onstraints in the latter

languages whih seem absent from Old Frenh. In fat, Vane even laims the subjets of these onstrutions

generally represent old information in OF (Vane 1997:77), but this an at best be a tendeny, as (130) is

a foal (although anhored) subjet.
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`Thus the king had already piked out the ones who should stand ground.' (Tristan,

p. 60: 55.4-5)

(134) [Celi

That

jor

day

que

that

la

the

nef

ship

ariva

arrived

en

in

Cornoaille℄,

Cornwall

estoit

was

li rois

the king

montez

asended

en

in

une

one

soe

his

tor.

towers.

`On that day when the ship arrived in Cornwall, the king had asended to one of his

towers.' (Tristan, p.45 : 18.7-8)

(135) [Sanz

without

grant

big

sene�ane℄

signi�ane

ne

NEG

porroit

ould

pas

not

este hose

this thing

estre

be

avenue.

happened.

`For this thing ould not have happened without some greater meaning.' (Tristan,

p. 47 : 21.8-9)

In other words, these examples involve G-inversion. With some minor, language-spei�

exeptions,

24

this subjet position is ungrammatial aross the board with DP subjets in

the modern Romane languages. I will heneforth assume that inversion strings with a

single transitive verb instantiate the same syntati struture, suh that (136) is assigned

the same struture as (133�135).

(136) A

At

est

that

fet

party

aperçut

notied

bien

well

[Eustaes℄. . .

Eustae. . .

`At that banquet Eustae notied. . . ' (Eustae, p. 14: XI.9)

What are the reasons that have led some researhers to rejet a V-to-C analysis of these

sentenes, whih appear to be string-idential to the inversion onstrutions of Germani

V2 languages?

The ruial observation, made for Old Frenh within the generative framework by De-

prez (1988) and sine developed by others (Vane 1997), revolves around the position of

the subjet with regards to ertain adverbs and negation. Reall from setion 3.5.1 that

we established a artographi mini-sequene pas > enores > bien situated between the IP

projetion and the lower verbal projetions. It an learly be seen from the above examples

that the subjet position in main lause inversions is situated below the negation pas (135)

and even below the lower adverb position bien (136), whih might be taken to demarate

the edge of the VP (Cinque 1999). It is therefore assumed now by many researhers that the

position of the subjet may be no higher than Spe-VP (Lemieux and Dupuis 1995; Vane

1997; Rinke and Meisel 2009; Salvesen and Beh 2014) an idea whih reeives support from

the independently established VP-Internal Subjet Hypothesis, the hypothesis in transfor-

mational generative syntax that subjets of transitive verbs originate in Spe-VP(Zagona

1982).

25

24

European Portuguese optionally allows the subjet to intervene between the �nite verb and the partiiple

in some ases (Ambar 1992:80).

25

There is another logial option onerning the position of these adverbs, provided we onsider the

possibility of adjuntion. Conretely, if one onsiders the verb and the initial XP to reside in C

0
and Spe-

CP respetively and pronominal subjets to litiize to C

0
, one ould argue that the nominal subjet is indeed

in Spe-IP, if adverbs and negation are adjoined to IP. However, it has been demonstrated onviningly by

Vane (1989) that IP-adjuntion is banned in Old Frenh with the exeption of a few adverbs � in fat the

NPIs onques and ja, see setion 3.7.1.3 � sine adverbs never preede the subjet in Spe-IP in embedded

lauses.
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It should be lear why this is relevant to the position of the verb as well. Sine hildren

aording to the SSAP take into onsideration the global input, they might use the evi-

dene provided by these inversion strings to analyze Spe-VP as the basi subjet position.

Furthermore, sine hildren only onstrut the minimal struture onsistent with the input,

there is no need to push the verb into the C-layer to obtain surfae inversion; it will quite

su�e to raise the verb to I

0
. This is indeed analysis developed by those researhers who

rejet the V2-hypothesis for Old Frenh (Kaiser 2002; Rinke and Meisel 2009).

26

The V-to-I analysis has many onsequenes, but before we explore them in more detail,

it is important to larify something. While it is true that the evidene learly shows that the

position of the subjet is at least not always Spe-IP in Old Frenh main lause inversion, the

same applies with equal fore to several of the modern Germani languages. We have already

seen this in hapter II, but I repeat for onveniene the following, ompletely unmarked

inversion struture from modern Norwegian:

(15) Brevet

letter-the

har

has

dessverre

unfortunately

sannsynligvis

probably

ikke

not

[faren

father-the

min℄

mine

mottatt.

reeived.

`My father has unfortunately probably not reeived the letter.'

The regular subjet position for DP subjets in inversion strutures is not Spe-IP in all

Germani V2 languages either. In other words, the relatively low position of the DP subjet

is in itself no onvining argument against V-to-C, as hildren aquiring modern Sandi-

navian V2 would get equally well away with a V-to-I parse for the sole sake of aounting

for main lause inversion. One again, it is the global input whih fores a V-to-C parse in

modern Germani, and we shall see that exatly the same applies to Old Frenh.

Based on similar fats from modern Germani, Sitaridou (2012) argues that subjet-

verb inversion with nominal subjets is no guarantee for V-to-C movement, and that the

relevant strings are those involving pronominal subjets, as these generally must be adjaent

to the �nite verb and annot be separated from the latter by intervening material. It was

already mentioned earlier that these are very well represented in our orpus and amount to

around 7�9% of the total input. They also inlude several examples of the string 'Adv-Aux-

SVO', whih aording to Kaiser (2002), building on Fodor (1998), onstitute unambiguous

evidene for the positive parameter setting of V2. I take it that `Adv' is supposed to mean

adverbial, not adverb, as it is hard to see what should be so speial with an adverb as the

�rst onstituent. There are examples of initial adverbs as well, of ourse:

(137) [Et

and

por

for

e℄

this

voudroit

would

il

he

avoir

have

doné

given

la

the

moitié

half

de

of

son

his

reaume. . .

kingdom

`And therefore he would have given half of his kingdom. . . ' (Tristan, p.61 : 58.6-7)

(138) [par

by

este

this

hose℄

thing

porroit

ould

il

he

avoir

have

Chelynde.

Chelynde.

`By this trik he ould have Chelynde.' (Tristan, p. 42: 9.3)

26

Whether rejeting V-to-C in fat automatially amounts to rejeting verb-seond status depends on the

de�nition of verb-seond. For the researhers under disussion in this setion, V2 = V-to-C (plus restritions

on pre�eld), so the answer is lear. Other researhers have also rejeted the V-to-C analysis in favour of

a V-to-I analysis without questioning the appropriateness of the label 'V2' for OF (Lemieux and Dupuis

1995).
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(139) [miels℄

better

voudroie

would

je

I

morir

die

a

in

honor

honour

que

than

vivre

live

a

on

honte.

shame.

`I would rather die with honour than live in shame.' (Tristan, p.61 : 58.17)

(140) ar

for

[la℄

there

le

him.CL

porront

an

il

they

trover.

�nd.

`For there they an �nd him.' (Tristan, p.57 : 48.20-21)

(141) [Maintes

many

foiz℄

times

le

it.CL

t'

you.CL

avoie

have

je

I

desfendu.

forbidden.

`Many times I have forbidden you this.' (Tristan, p.65 : 67.14)

(142) . . . ar

. . . for

[e℄

this

avoit

had

ele

she

requis

asked

a

of

Nostre

our

Seignor,

lord

. . .

. . .

`For she had requested this from Our Lord . . . ' (Eustae, p.21 : XVIII.5-6)

Furthermore, pronominal subjets are always string-adjaent to the �nite verb in linear

V2 inversions, meaning that the string CVCSpX is unattested and that the pronominal

subjets onsistently preede all IP-adverbs (143�144) and negation (145). The fat that

pronominal subjets without exeption preede all IP adverbs and appear adjaent to the

verb ould be interpreted as evidene that they oupy a position at least as high as Spe-

IP. If this is the ase, then we are learly dealing with V-to-C movement in these inversion

strutures:

(143) [de

from

totes

all

hoses℄

things

veil

will

je

I

bien

well

ovrer

work

a

at

vostre

your

volenté.

will.

`In everything I will at aording to your will.' (Tristan, p.40 : 3.4-5)

(144) [A

On

es

these

enseignes℄

signs

poons

an

nos

we

bien

well

onoistre

know

que

that

il

he

est

is

hons

man

de

of

pooir.

power.

`We an tell from these signs that he is a man of power.' (Tristan, p.55 : 43.6-7)

(145) [De

From

este

this

mort℄

death

ne

NEG

le

him

puis

an

je

I

pas

not

oster.

remove.

`I annot save him from this death.' (Tristan, p.66 : 71.14)

But again, the situation is more ompliated, sine it is possible to argue that subjet

pronouns litiize to the verb in inversion strutures. If this analysis is orret, subjet

pronouns in OF evine a dual nature, sine they are learly not litis when preverbal.

27

Furthermore, this analysis does not permit us to distinguish between a V-to-I and a V-to-C

parse, sine pronominal subjets would litiize to the verb whether the latter is in I

0
or

C

0
, resulting in the same surfae struture. This is also the argument employed by the

researhers who rejet the V2 hypothesis for Old Frenh (Rinke and Meisel 2009; Kaiser

27

In OF it is for instane possible to separate the preverbal subjet from the verb:

(i) Veritez est que quant Joseph d'Abarematie se fu partiz de Sarraz ensi om vos et maint autre le

sevent, je, qui estoie hevaliers del reaume de Sarraz et hevaliers le roi Mordrain . . . si ne menai si

bone vie . . .

(ii) Et je que li ferai a esti point?
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and Zimmermann 2011). We are still not able to distinguish empirially between the two

ompeting analyses, and in the absene of suh evidene, the priniple of the SSAP ditates

the minimal parse, in other words V-to-I.

Although all the evidene reviewed so far has revealed remarkable similarities between

Old Frenh and the modern Germani V2 languages, it it still possible to defend the more

eonomial V-to-I parse. At this point, there is no more information to ollet fron linear V2

strings. We will therefore leave these strings aside for the moment and onsider the other

word order patterns whih are attested in main lauses. First, we will submit V1 strings to

srutiny in setion 3.6, while V3 strings will be the topi of setion 3.7.

3.6 Verb-initial lauses (VX, VSX)

Verb-initial orders were attested in both texts of the orpus, reahing 8.72% and 6.71% of all

main lauses in Tristan and Eustae, respetively. These �gures annot stritly speaking be

alled marginal. Given the theoretial assumption that verb-seond grammars ontain some

kind of rule that prohibits the pre�eld from being left radially empty, often formalised

through an EPP-feature that triggers the merger or movement of an XP to the relevant

spei�er position, we need to explain how these word orders arise in Old Frenh.

A loser srutiny of the data quikly reveals that appearanes are somewhat deeptive

in this ase. In fat, not a single main lause in the orpus starts with the �nite verb as the

�rst word of the lause.

28

Rather, these V1 lauses are in their vast majority introdued by

the item et � `and' � while a handful of ases are introdued by the item ne, at the surfae

idential to the normal proliti negative marker.

29

I deliberately use the vague term 'item',

as we shall see that there is some debate over the exat ategorial status of these expressions.

Both of these two onstrutions ome in two guises; the vastly most produtive pattern is

the subjetless string et/ne-VX, while the other option is provided by the string et/ne-VSX

with a postverbal nominal subjet. Postverbal pronominal subjets in V1 strings are not

attested in our orpus, meaning there is no ourrene of the string et/ne-VSpX. This has

been observed before (Vane 1993), although the reason for this lak of pronominal subjets

remains elusive.

The total absene of main lauses with the verb in absolute �rst position is also very

muh as expeted in light of the researh literature on the evolution of Old Frenh word

28

There is one possible exeption:

(i) Et

And

en

in

hasune

every

bone

good

vile,

village

fust

BE.SUBJ.

ité

ity

ou

or

hastel,

astle

avoit

had

adon

then

un

a

perron

platform.

�And in every good town, be it ity or astle, there was at that time a platform.�

It is lear that this is not really a true delarative lause or even a true main lause at all, but rather a

speial onstrution, intimately tied up with the subjuntive mood of the verb and a partiular irrealis fore

with seems to straddle the border between a hortatory main lause and an adverbial onditional lause

(protasis). Corresponding onstrutions feature V1 in several modern Romane and Germani languages,

inluding English, as shown by the translation.

29

Reall from hapter II, setion 2.7, that only instanes where et is onsidered to onjoin omplete lauses

have been inluded, while instanes where et shares material with its preeding onjunt have been removed

à priori and do not feature in the data provided in this thesis, as they do not stritly speaking represent

full lauses. It should be noted that many ases are highly ambiguous, and that apart from a onsideration

of ontext, the sole guiding priniple is often the puntuation provided by the editor. While there are

multiple soures for potential misinterpretation here that might a�et the quantitative data, the nature of

the onstrution as suh annot be questioned; V1 lauses initiated by et are an authenti feature of Old

Frenh prose texts.
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order. While earlier Old Frenh texts not infrequently show the verb in absolute lause-

initial position, Skårup observed that the initial position was no longer left radially empty

by the turn of the thirteenth entury (Skårup 1975:291). This is signi�ant and seems to

indiate that some hange had made itself felt regarding the nature of the pre�eld. The

onlusion lies near at hand that the pre�eld ould no longer be left empty, but rather

had to host some phonologially overt material. Interpreted this way, the nature of the V1

lauses ould be linked to a V2 syntax.

30

But in what respet an we say that these lauses are struturally V2? The opinions

di�er in the literature about how to analyse these instanes of et-V and ne-V lauses.

Zimmermann and Kaiser (2010) provide a useful overview of this debate, the ontents of

whih we will brie�y reapitulate.

3.6.1 Et-V lauses

Generally speaking, two di�erent options have been pursued by researhers when analysing

these kinds of strutures. Either et is onsidered to represent a oordinating onjuntion in

all ases, or it is onsidered to be a onjuntion sometimes, and a kind of adverb in other

ases. If the �rst option is pursued, the onlusion at �rst sight seems to be that we are

truly dealing with verb-initial sequenes. The other option, whih was adopted by Foulet

(1923) and aepted by others after him (Franzen 1939; Nissen 1943; Skårup 1975), makes

it possible to argue that examples like the following feature the adverb et in �rst position,

a full phrasal onstituent triggering subjet-verb inversion:

31

(146) Sador

Sador

aporta

brought

la

the

demoisele

lady

en

to

e

this

hastel

astle

que

that

je

I

vos

you.CL

di,

said

et

and

la

her.CL

mist

put

en

in

une

a

hambre.

room.

[Et℄

And

fu

was

ele

that-one

leanz

there

bien

well

trois

three

jorz

days

enz

before

que

that

ele

she

manjast. . .

ate.SUBJ

`Sador brought the lady to the astle that I spoke of, and put her in a hamber. And

she was there for well three days before she took to eating. . . ' (Tristan, p.41 : 6.1-2)

(147) Lors

Then

la

her.CL

orut

ran

embraier

embrae

e

and

basier

kiss

e

and

aoler,

hug

[e℄

and

merierent

thanked

ambedui

both.NOM

mult

muh

le

the

Sauveor

Saviour

del

of-the

monde

world

`Then he ran over and embraed her, hugging and kissing her. And both gave thanks

to the Saviour of the world. . . ' (Eustae, p.35 : XXXI. 6-7)

30

These remarks are only valid to the extent that there is a ontinuity between the 'real' V1 lauses of the

earlier Old Frenh period (and if these hanges truly re�et linguisti evolution; f. setion 6.3.1) and the

et-V1 lauses of the thirteenth entury. This has been disputed, however (Vane 1993:300, see footnote).

31

There is a long-standing debate in the literature about the possible in�uene of the partile/adverb si

on et. I will have nothing in partiular to say about this (for an overview, again see Zimmermann and Kaiser

2010), beyond the fat that they behave quite di�erently, as si regularly triggers inversion with nominal and

pronominal subjets alike. The same point is raised by Vane, who even argues that in ases where et and si

alternate in the same distributional ontexts, it is rather the latter than is in�uened by the former (Vane

1993:298). In our orpus, si has onsequently been annotated as a full onstituent in all ases and therefore

enter the data as V2 strings (si-V...) or V3 strings (XP-si-V), never as V1 strings. For an analysis of si as

a phrase, see Adams 1987a; Salvi 2004; Beninà 2006, and as head, Ferraresi and Goldbah 2003. See also

Ledgeway 2008 for an analysis of si in Old Neapolitan.
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On this analysis, suh lauses in fat onform to the expeted V2 pattern. There are two

onsiderable ompliations for this analysis. First, if et is in fat adverb in these ases, the

absene of postverbal pronominal subjets is ompletely unexpeted, as adverbs generally

allow inversion with all kinds of subjets (Vane 1993:291). Seondly, this analysis leads

to inonsistenies, sine lauses introdued by et are often followed by another onstituent

and then the verb, giving et-SVX strings (148a�148b) and et-CV(S)X strings (148�148d)

as well:

(148) a. Li

The

mariniers,

sailor.NOM

si

suh

ome

as

Dex

God

le

it.CL

vost,

wanted

morut,

died

e

and

[la

the

dame℄

day

fu

was

en

in

sa

her

delivre

free

poeste.

power.

`The sailor died, at the will of God, and the lady was free again.' (Eustae, p.21

: XVIII.7-8)

b. Et

And

[il℄

this-one

s' agenoille

REFL.CL

devant

kneels

lui,

before

et

him

reçoit

and

le

reeives

don,

the

et

gift

l'

and

en

him.CL

merie

of.it-CL

mout

thanks

durement.

muh heavily.

`And he kneels before him, reeiving the gift and thanking him very heartily.'

(Tristan, p.40 : 2.23-24)

32

. Sador

Sador

remest

remained

ave

with

ses

his

freres

brothers

qui

who

estoient

were

preudome

prudhommes

et

and

bon

good

hevalier

knights

durement.

truly.

Et

And

[mout℄

muh

l'

him.CL

amonestoient

ounseled

sovent

often

qu'

that

il

he

se

REFL.CL

mariast. . .

married.SUBJ

`And Sador remained with his brothers, who were prudhommes and good knights

indeed. And they often strongly ounseled him that he should marry. . . ' (Tris-

tan, p.41 : 3.12-14)

d. E

And

[ja℄

already

fu

was

li

the

ers

deer

mult

muh

esloigniez

removed

de

of

tote

all

la

the

ompaignie. . .

ompagny . . .

`And already the stag was far ahead of all the riders . . . ' (Eustae, p.4 : II.19-20)

If we want to maintain a onsistent analysis, we are fored to onsider examples like

(148�148d) ases of linear V3, then. This is an unappealing and ounterintuitive solution,

and also very muh against the otherwise �rm tendenies of the language to put the verb

in seond position. Some researhers therefore prefer to onsider et/e a true oordinating

onjuntion in these ases and therefore irrelevant to the omputation of the lause itself.

As pointed out by Zimmermann and Kaiser (2010), in the ase of suh a split approah to

32

Example (148b) illustrates well the di�ulties in deiding the range of oordination of et. This example

was annotated as a single lause, meaning that the two onjunts et reoit le don and et l'en merie mout

durement are onsidered sub-lausal strutures, sharing the subjet il with the �rst onjunt. In priniple,

however, nothing exludes the possibility that this was intended as three or (more likely) two di�erent

lauses.
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the ategorial status of et, the hoie of analysis is very muh ditated by theory-internal

onsiderations, in partiular whether Old Frenh is onsidered to be a verb-seond language

or not.

33

If there is indeed a ategorial di�erene between et in (148a�148b) on the one

hand and (148�148d) on the other, one would like to see some independent evidene for it.

Otherwise, the argumentation beomes irular.

In terms of semantis, little seems to speak for the split hypothesis. There is no obvious

sense in whih the et of et-V lauses is semantially riher than that of et-SVX/CV(S)X

lauses; we annot for instane translate it as `and also'. On the other hand, there is a piee

of evidene that stems from the plaement of pronominal and adverbial litis. Aording to

the desriptive generalization for Old Romane known as the Tobler-Mussafía Law (Mussa�a

1898), pronominal and adverbial litis are banned from appearing in absolute lause-initial

position. In ontexts where the verb itself oupies the initial position, suh as in imperatives

and polar questions, these weak elements therefore appear as enlitis on the verb, rather

then in their normal preverbal position. In the following examples, the litis are underlined.

(149) Prestez

Lend.IMP

moi

me

vin

wine

e

and

viande. . .

meat

`Give me some wine and some meat. . . ' (Eustae, p.25 : XXII.9)

It turns out that lauses whih begin with et or ne show the normal proliti distribution;

in other words, they behave as if they are not in lause-initial position:

(150) Et

And

estoit

was

li

the

hastiax

astle.NOM

mout

very

forz

strong

et

and

mout

very

bons,

good

et

and

l'

it.CL

apeloient

alled

il

those

del

of-the

païs

land

Laoine.

Laoine.

`And the astle was very strong and good, and the people of the land alled it La-

oine.' (Tristan, p.53 : 36.9-10)

(151) Il

There

a

has

en

in

une

a

rohe

li�

de

of

mer

oean

un

a

home

man.ACC

de

of

si

suh

loigtiegne

distant

terre

land

om

as

est

is

Galilee,

Galilee

et

and

i

there

a

has

il

this

hons

man

demoré

lingered

ja

already

a

at

grant

big

tens

time

passé

passed

. . .

`In a rok on the oean there is a man from a land as far away as Galilee, and that

man has already stayed there for a long time . . . ' (Tristan, p.57 : 48.9-11)

Zimmermann and Kaiser disuss similar fats, but also point out that the Tobler-

Mussafía Law had eased to be rigourously observed by the thirteenth entury, as it is

possible to �nd examples from this period where the litis do appear in absolute initial

33

To be fair, suh theory-driven analyses are not unommon in modern Germani either, as we saw in

hapter II. Many apparent ases of multiple frontings were onsidered to be a single, omplex onstituent

in order to uphold the linear V2 rule, and exeptional ases of V1 are also often analysed as involving some

null-element in initial position, even in ases where it is not lear exatly what that element would be if

overt. Of ourse, the V2 status of the modern Germani languages is generally aepted, and this makes

an important di�erene. In Old Frenh, using the supposed V2 rule as an infallible onstitueny test is

arguably putting the art in front of the horse.
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position (Zimmermann and Kaiser 2010:274�275). For a similar observation regarding in-

terrogatives, see Labelle and Hirshbühler 2005). Furthermore, they refer to Bergh (1952),

aording to whom litis ould attah to other onjuntions suh as ou � `or' � as well.

The behaviour of the litis is therefore no proof of the adverbial status of et, nor for the

idea that the verb is somehow not in initial position in these ases.

Still, while the evidene is not deisive, it is suggestive. Counterexamples from other

texts from the same period notwithstanding, our orpus does in fat obey the basi Tobler-

Mussafía Law quite stritly. Beside the disputable ases of initial et or ne, there are for

instane no ases where imperative verbs in initial position feature prolitis.

34

On the other

hand, one an XP is fronted before the imperative verb, prolisis immediately obtains:

(152) Beau

Good

sire,

sir

tot

ompletely

ensi

suh

ome

as

li

the

troi

three

enfant

hildren

de

of

Babiloine

Babylon

furent

were

esprové

tested

en

in

la

the

forneise

oven

e

and

se

REF.CL

proverent

proved

si

so

bien

well

qu'

that

onques

ever

ne

NEG.CL

te

you.CL

renoierent,

renouned

[ensi℄

suh

nos

us.CL

esprueve

test-IMP

en

in

este

this

esprueve

trial

. . .

. . .

`Good Lord, just like the hildren of Babylon were tested in the oven and proved

themselves by never renouning you, test us the same way in this trial . . . '

(Eustae, p.41 : XXXVII.7-10)

Given that the basi mehanism of the Tobler-Mussafía Law seems to be intat in our

orpus, the evidene provided by examples like (150�151) seems relevant. However, I would

not interpret it as evidene that et is an adverb in these ases. I will assume that we are

dealing with a oordinating onjuntion in all ases, and that these lauses are all true

V1 lauses from a linear and presumably also syntati perspetive, with the important

proviso that et learly plays a role in liensing them, given the preponderant evidene that

main lauses with the verb in absolute initial position were shunned by language users. I

would therefore like to suggest another possibility, namely that et-V1 lauses onstitute a

prinipled and ohesive onstrution living alongside the dominant V2 onstrution, without

entering into ompetition with the latter on a funtional level. This analysis therefore seeks

to tie et-V1 lauses in Old Frenh in with ases of V1 in some Germani languages.

V1 lauses are quite ommon in historial Germani (Eythórsson 1995; Hinterhölzl and

Petrova 2010). Reall from hapter II, setion 2.5.4 that they are still frequent in modern

spoken German. Önnerfors (1997) desribes at least �ve di�erent kinds of V1 in use in mod-

ern German: narrative, enumerative, deonti, ausal and exlamative V1. Pragmatially

speaking, all of these serve quite di�erent funtions, a fat whih should aution against

assuming that V1 is only possible in (very) narrowly de�ned ontexts in Modern German.

We may therefore raise the question if it might be possible to onsider the Old Frenh V1

lauses in a similar way.

Admittedly, the similarities between the V1 lauses of our orpus and those disussed by

Önnerfors are limited. The only alternative andidate would seem to be the 'narrative V1'

type whih is used to fous on the ourse of events, foregrounding what happened rather

than providing argumentation or re�etion, giving the e�et of a vivid narrative with a rapid

suession of events. While this desription might �t in some ases, for instane if (148b)

really ontains three lauses, this hypothesis ompletely breaks down in other ases, witness

34

The orpus features only a few polar questions, and none of them ontain litis.
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(150�151) above, as well as the examples in (153)�(154); in these passages, et-V lauses are

not used to desribe a rapid suession of events at all. In fat, they ould be argued to have

almost the opposite funtion, providing desription and bakground, without `zooming in'

on the events so desribed. They feature the opula and stati prediates rather than the

dynami prediates harateristi of narrative V1 in Germani.

(153) Et

And

neporquant

nonetheless

tant

so-muh

repera

returned

li

the

rois

king

a

to

la

the

dame

lady

qu'

that

ele

she

ot

had

un

a

enfant

hild

de

of

lui;

him;

[et℄

and

fu

was

il

this

enfes

hild

masles,

male

[et℄

and

fu

was

apelez

alled

Cyoriades.

Cyoriades.

`And nonetheless the kind frequented the lady so often that she got pregnant and

had a hild by him; and the hild was male and was alled Cyoriades.' (Tristan,

p.51 : 33.2-4)

(154) Lon

Long

tens

time

li

him.CL

plot

pleased

ilue

there

a

to

sejorner,

sejourn

[e℄

and

requist

required

as

to-the

peisanz

peasant

de

of

ele

that

vile

village

tant

so-muh

qu'

that

il

they

le

him.CL

mistrent

put

a

to

lor

their

hans

�eld

garder,

defend,

[e℄

and

fu

was

lor

their

messiers

MESSIER

ilueques

there

jusqu'

until

a

to

quinze

�fteen

anz.

years.

`For a long time he found rest there, and he made suh servie to the peasants that

they put him in harge of supervising their �elds, and for �fteen years he was their

�eld-master.' (Eustae, p.21 : XVII.5-8)

One ould perhaps argue that ases like these still feature a suession of events, only at

a higher level of narrative, sine they feature verbs whih are marked for perfetive aspet

and are hronologially ordered: 'had a hild' - 'the hild was a boy' - 'the hild was alled

Cyoriades'. These remarks do not extend to (150�151) above, however. More seriously, the

onstrution seems to violate the most fundamental onstraint on the various V1 strutures

disussed by Önnerfors, namely that of not having a Topi-Comment division. Several of

the examples ited, for instane (151) and (153), do indeed seem to feature a postverbal

topi. All in all, it is hard to pin down very exat harateristis that de�ne all uses

of this onstrution. What is lear, on the other hand, is that this onstrution shows

lear lustering e�ets, as many et-V lauses follow diretly after eah other or with short

intervals at several juntions in the text. This indiates that it performs some kind of

stylisti funtion, a tool available to the narrator.

The formal analysis of the onstrution is also quite a hallenge. Sine we have rejeted

the idea that et is a onstituent triggering inversion, there seems to be no obvious way

to integrate et-V lauses with a V2 syntax or to make the former a subgroup of the lat-

ter. In partiular, it is very hard to motivate the idea that et-V lauses feature a 'null

element' of any kind in Spe-CP. They do not represent ases of topi-drop, and the lak

of a temporal suession between many of the lauses onjoined by et makes it implausible

to postulate some kind of 'loo-temporal' expletive in Spe-CP; in fat, many ases would

beome semantially inoherent if one were to add an adverb like `lors' � `then' � before

the verb. The only plausible andidate would be a null formal 'Platzhalter' like si, but this

hypothesis would again leave the absene of pronominal subjets ompletely unexplained,

as overt si shows no similar ban of postverbal pronominal subjets. Et-V and si-V must

therefore presumably be onsidered two di�erent onstrutions. One would have to searh

for even more abstrat entities suh as some kind of operator; but what possible operator
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ould that be? The 'delarative operator'? 'The narrative operator?' It is unlear what

suh an operator might ontribute, partiularly given the quite varied disourse properties

attested by the et-V lause.

35

It is true that et-V lauses are somehow dependent on the

preeding lause in some intuitive sense, but then again this applies to every sentene in

a paragraph or oherent subsetion of a text or disourse. The disursive bonds that tie

lauses together are supra-syntati entities and should not be represented in syntax at all,

but rather belong to the domain of text grammar.

In the light of these onsiderations, I will onlude that these lauses represent genuine

V1 lauses with no preverbal position at all. This is the same analysis that Önnerfors

o�ers for V1 onstrutions in German. I should also to add a suggestion � although very

tentatively, sine the matter must be given muh more detailed onsideration than what an

be done here � that the lak of a spei�er triggers a partiular lause-typing e�et. This

e�et is not that of imposing a partiular interpretation, as one might expet from a silent

operator, but quite on the ontrary to mark the lause as underspei�ed with respet to

(syntatially enoded) information struture. There is no pre�eld to establish any kind of

information-strutural partitioning of the lause of the kind exploited in normal delaratives

(topi/omment, fous-bakground). This lause-typing strategy is therefore employed to

indiate how to lause should not be interpreted, and in onsequene, to give free reign to a

truly (that is, non-syntati) pragmati, supra-sentential interpretation of the lause based

on the disursive ontext. This would go some way towards explaining why there is not

one partiular interpretation available to et-V1 lauses, and it might also explain why there

seem to be interpretive di�erenes between super�ially similar onstrutions in German

and Old Frenh. Of ourse, the atual disursive properties that might be established in

Old Frenh deserve the same kind of areful analysis as the one o�ered for German by

Önnerfors. Furthermore, these essentially funtionalist intuitions must be embedded in an

expliit, formal analysis. This is an interesting area for future researh.

A (somewhat unsatisfatory) orollary of this solution is that the Tobler-Mussa�a e�ets

evined by the onstrution at this stage must be onsidered prosodi in nature in that et,

while not syntatially a onstituent, still prevents the litis from being ounted as lause-

initial at PF. As for the lak of pronominal subjets, I have nothing to o�er. I see no reason

to assume that these lauses are `trunated' in the sense of being mere IPs, as suggested by

Vane (1993), sine the absene of pronominal subjets is not really explained by assuming

that the verb only raises to I

0
. Furthermore, it would seem to predit, ontrary to fat,

that the onstrution should be available in embedded lauses, at least if one adopts a

maximally simple theory of embeddability where any lause struturally smaller than a CP

is embeddable. Sine these onstrutions freely allow nominal inversion, I see no reason to

assume that the verb raises to a di�erent position in these lauses than in normal main

lauses; what that position is, however, remains to be established.

3.6.2 Ne-V lauses

The other type of V1 lause found in our orpus is the onstrution that starts with the

negative element ne. This disussion will be very brief, for two reasons. First, most of

what applies to et-V lauses also applies to ne-V lauses, hene there is no need to repeat

35

Another solution would be to say that there is a spei�er, but that it is radially empty rather than

hosting any null-element, and that the Tobler-Mussa�a Law is sensitive to the presene of this spei�er.

This again seems too onstrued, and would also violate the ommon Minimalist idea that lausal struture

projets from lexial items.
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every detail from the last setion. Seondly, our orpus ontains only a handful of ases of

ne-V -lauses.

As for the �rst point, the similarities with the et-V lauses inlude several important

features, most notably the omplete absene of postverbal pronominal subjets when ne

appears in initial position of the lause. Seondly, the syntati behaviour of ne ould be

desribed as inonsistent in as far as it an also appear sandwihed between an initial XP

and the verb in XP-ne-V strings. The latter is of ourse the normal position of the negator,

where it behaves as a preverbal liti and in whih strutures postverbal pronominal subjets

are freely permitted. Furthermore, initial ne is itself apable of hosting litis and satisfying

the TML, as litis appear to the right of ne, but to the left of the verb: ne-CL-V (Skårup

1975; Labelle and Hirshbühler 2005:392).

36

In some ases, ne and the following pronominal

liti ontrat altogether, suh that for instane ne le is written nel. Aording to Ingham,

the ontrated form is even muh more frequent than the unontrated forms until the early

13th entury (Ingham 2014:31, see fn. 8). Note however that ontration takes plae also

when the negator appears lause-internally in its normal proliti position (155), a fat

whih seriously undermines any laim that ontration is evidene for onstituent-status of

ne in lause-initial position:

(155) [Il℄

He

nel

NEG-him.CL

vost

wanted

mie

not

lessier

leave

sanz

without

gerredon

reompense

. . .

. . .

`He did not want to leave him without help . . . ' (Eustae, p.2 : I.29)

Again, the dual patterns raise the question if we are dealing with two di�erent and

homonomous elements, or just one single item with inonsistent syntati behaviour. Ingham

(2014) opts for the former option, arguing that the on�iting properties of the simple

negator reeive a more satisfying explanation if we take into aount its diahrony. Pointing

out that the sole negator found in the earliest Old Frenh texts is non and that a graphially

intermediate form nen is enountered in the historial orpus, Ingham goes on to argue that

13th entury ne masks two di�erent lexial items representing two diahronially overlapping

stages of evolution in Jespersen yle of negation, more spei�ally a strong and a weak

preverbal negator in the terminology of Zeijlstra (2004). The �rst is a phonologially redued

form ne(n), whih is a simple liti in the sense of Zwiky (1977), sine it must appear string-

adjaent to the verb at PF, but whih is otherwise still an independent onstituent in the

syntax, oupying a NegP situated above TP. The other item is the speial liti ne, whih

is merged in the VP and moves with the verb to its �nal position. The latter form is unable

to satisfy the onstraints of V2 or the TML.

As for the simple liti in Spe-NegP, it is able to satisfy the TML, ating as a host for

the real oblique and pronominal litis. Adopting a riterial approah to head movement,

Ingham suggests the verb moves to the orresponding head position of NegP in ful�lment

of the Neg Criterion (Haegeman 1995). This is the strutural orrelate of ne-initial lauses,

whih do not ount as V2 onstrutions on Ingham's de�nition, sine the verb in these

onstrutions fails to reah the left-periphery. Only when the negator is foussed and moves

from its in-situ position in NegP to FoP, where it hanges form to the toni non (f.

example (101) in setion 3.3), are we dealing with verb-seond onstrution.

This hypothesis is interesting, and Ingham addues some suggestive quantitative data

in favour of his theory, but how does it aount for the lak of pronominal subjets in ne-

initial lauses? Ingham follows Vane (1997) in assuming that VSp-order only arises when

36

Due to these on�iting properties, Foulet desribed ne as a demi-adverbe � a `semi-adverb' (Foulet

1930:323).
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the TopP or FoP is �lled by a disourse-linked onstituent. In the ase of ne-initial lauses,

`sine it [the negative element in Spe-NegP � EKP ℄ did not move to FousP, post-verbal

subjet pronouns with initial ne were not liensed, unlike with non (Ingham 2014:34).'

It is unlear to me why PF-realization of pronouns should somehow be parasiti on a

left-peripheral XP. Sine Ingham assumes that pronominal subjets reside in Spe-TP in

normal inversion strutures, there is no strutural reason why pronouns should not appear

in ne-initial lauses as well if NegP is situated above TP, as argued by Ingham. The author

further seeks to establish a more general theory of the syntax of Old Frenh negation by

expanding his analysis to inlude fronted NPIs like onques or ja above the negator. In suh

ases, Ingham suggests, we are dealing with a ase of Stylisti Fronting à la Mathieu (2009),

and sine this fronting operation is dependent on a subjet gap, this would explain the

absene of pronouns in Spe-TP. We will deal with fronted NPIs in setion 3.7.1.3, but for

the moment it must be observed that this explanation annot hold for simple ne-V -lauses,

sine the negator in fat appears in situ and there has been no XP-fronting at all, just Head

Movement of the verb to Neg

0
for riterial reasons.

An alternative view is to suggest that ne-V lauses are really just a negative version of

et-V lauses, whih were argued above to be true V1 lauses that are somehow disursively

dependent on the previous lause in a di�erent way than normal delaratives. In fat,

our orpus presents a strong piee of evidene in favour of this view, sine almost all ne-

initial lauses are introdued by another element ne, resulting in two di�erent ne's. The

�rst element must learly by the onjuntion ne, the heir of Latin ne and the anestor

of modern Frenh ni. This an be seen in the following examples (156)�(159), where both

forms of ne are underlined:

(156) . . . il

they

gisoient

lay

el

in-the

mi

middle

leu

plae

del

of-the

feu

�re

ome

as

il

they

feissent

did.IMPF.SUBJ

en

in

un

a

lit

bed

de

of

roses

roses

ne

NE

underlinene

NEG

paroit

appeared

a

at

hevol

hairs

ne

NE

a

at

robe

lothe

qu'

that

il

they

eussent

had.IMPF.SUBJ.

arsure

burning

de

of

feu

�re

. . .

. . .

`They lay in the middle of the �replae as if in a bed of roses and it did not appear

from hair nor lothes that they had any burn marks . . . ' (Eustae, p.43 : XXXVII.37-

40)

(157) Molt

muh

s'

REFL.CL

en

thereof.CL

merveilloient

marvelled

tuit

all

que

that

si

SI

sodainement

suddenly

estoit

was

adirez,

strayed,

ne

NE

rien

thing

n'

NEG.CL

avoit

had

leissié

left

del

of-the

suen,

his,

ne

NE

nel

NEG.him.CL

pooit

ould

l'

man

en

�nd.

trover.

`Everyone marvelled that he had vanished so abruptly; he had left none of his things

and they ould not �nd him.' (Eustae, p.15 : XII. 12-15)

(158) Et

and

sahiez

know.IMP

que

that

a

at

eli

that

tens

time

rendoient

rendered

totes

all

les

the

regions

regions

dou

in-the

monde

word

rentes

rents

et

and

treü

fealty

a

to

Rome.

Rome.

Ne

NE

n'

NEG

avoit

was

en

still

eli

a

tens

that

enores

time

nul

no

restien

hristian

en

in

Gaule

Gaul
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. . .

. . .

`And know that in those days all the regions of the world owed rent and fealty to

Rome. And there was as yet no Christians in Gaul . . . ' (Tristan, p.58 : 5-7))

(159) Beles

beautiful

mirales

mirales

et

and

bels

beautifuls

vertuz

deeds

a

has

fait

done

ma

my

dame

lady

Venus,

Venus,

qui

who

ensi

thus

l'

him.CL

a

has

retenu,

retained

ne

NE

n'

NEG

a

has

mie

NEG

sofert

su�ered

qu'

that

il

he

s'

REFL.CL

esloignast

remove.IMPF.SUBJ

dou

from-the

leu

plae

. . .

`Great mirales and great deeds my lady Venus has performed, who held him bak

and did not su�er him to leave the plae . . . ' (Tristan, p.65 : 68. 10.)

While it annot be straightforwardly onluded that the above examples are sub-lausal

oordination strutures, they learly show that the ne-initial lauses are strongly dependent

on the immediately preeding lause. Although the orpus does not ontain su�ient exam-

ples to settle the matter, is is unlear if ne-initial lauses are really a phenomenon distint

from et-initial lauses at all, sine the oordinating onjuntion ne is only a variant of et

used in a negative ontext. The very few ases where a lause opens with ne without a

preeding onjuntion an be onsidered ases of asyndeti sentene-oordination:

(160) Aprés

After

e

this

repaira

returned

Eustaes

Eustaes

a

to

son

his

ostel,

home

si

SI

nonça

announed

a

to

sa

his

fame

wife

qant

suh

que

as

Nostre

Our

Sires

Lord

li

him.CL

avoit

had

dit

said

. . .Ne

. . . NE

demora

lasted

mie

NEG

granment

greatly

aprés

after

que

that

tote

all

lor

their

mesniee

household

haïrent

fell

en

in

une

a

grant

great

enfermeté

disease

. . .

. . .

�Afterwards Eustaes returned home and told his wife of all the things the Lord had

told him . . . And it did not last long until all of his household was taken ill with a

horrible disease . . . � (Eustaes, XI.1-8)

I therefore tentatively suggest that there is only one kind of V1 lause in thirteenth

entury OF, whih is a positive (et-V ) or negative (ne-V ) delarative lause whih is dis-

ursively strongly dependent on its immediately preeding lause, and whih formally laks

a spei�er position.

3.7 Linear V3 strings; CSVX, CCVX, CCVSpX, SCVX

The verb-third strings are very relevant to the debate on Old Frenh V2 (see Prévost 2001

for a disussion) and have been singled out by many researhers sine (Kaiser 2002) as the

prime evidene against V-to-C movement in Old Frenh. With an ourrene of slightly

above 14% of all main lauses in both texts of the orpus, they are quite robust from a

quantitative point of view, and we must therefore assume that these strings will have been

very salient in the input to the hildren aquiring the language. The ruial question is

whether these are exeptions that an be aptured by some kind of generalization, suh as

lexial triggers or spei� onstrutions, or if they rather eshew all attempts at a systemati

explanation and appear as a free and produtive alternatives to linear verb-seond.
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3.7.1 Lexially triggered V3

We will start by onsidering possible lexial triggers of linear V3. It is well known in the

literature on Old Frenh that ertain adverbs tended not to trigger subjet-verb inversion.

Foulet identi�ed neporquant/nepore � `nonetheless �, onques � `(n)ever' � sanz faille � `un-

doubtedly, assuredly, ertainly' � and ertes � `ertainly' � as typial examples of expressions

failing to trigger inversion (Foulet 1930:311), and Vane (1997:61-66) added the adverbs ja

� `already' � and jamais � `never' to Foulet's list, as well as the interjetion-like oaths par

foi � `by faith' � par mon hief � `by my head' � and por Dieu � `for God's sake'. Many of

these expressions are enountered in our orpus, in partiular in Tristan, and in this setion

we will undertake a disussion of their harateristis and how they an be integrated in

the general lausal struture of late Old Frenh. We will divide them into three di�erent

groups, whih all have in ommon that they regularly involve linear V3, but whih otherwise

show signi�ant internal di�erenes. The �rst group to be onsidered onsists of neporquant

and ertes, whih we argue to be disourse adverbs related to the expression of illoutionary

fore. The seond group onsists of sans faille and sans doute, whih in spite of having some

features in ommon with the previous group will be onsidered a type of parenthetial in-

terjetion. The third and �nal group onsists of onques and ja, whih are Negative Polarity

Items. The latter are not only oasionally involved in linear V3, but show some additional

properties whih make their preise analysis very elusive. The following disussion will rely

substantially on previous researh, sine the orpus does not ontain su�ient examples of

the relevant expressions to draw �rm onlusions. The fous will be on the relevane of

these expressions for the general syntax and for the issues whih are of entral onern to

this thesis. While a possible analysis will be suggested in eah ase, the following disussion

therefore annot be lose to exhaustive.

3.7.1.1 Neporquant and ertes

Nepore does not appear in our orpus, and neporquant is only enountered in Tristan,

where it is employed in total 6 times, always in initial position and always involving linear

V3. It an be followed by subjet-initial CSVX (161) or inverted CVSX (162) strings alike,

suggesting it does not interat with the syntax of the following lause.

(161) Et

and

neporquant

yet

[il℄

he

dit

says

a

to

soi

himself

meïsmes

self

. . .

`And yet he says to himself . . . ' (Tristan, p.58 : 49.15)

(162) Et

and

neporquant

yet

[totevoies℄

still

revint

returns

ele

she

en

en

sa

her

memoire

memory

et

and

omença

starts

a

to

mangier

eat

et

and

a

to

esforier

reinfore

soi

herself

`And yet her memory still omes bak to her and she starts to eat and to regain

strength.' (Tristan, p.42 : 6.3-4)

As for ertes, it too only appears in Tristan and is used in total �ve times. It behaves in

a similar way to neporquant, apart from the fat that it seems to preferentially appear in the

ontext of diret disourse; in the orpus, the word appears eah time as the �rst word of a

lause in diret speah, and in four of these ases, it is followed diretly by an interalated
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lause featuring inversion and a verbum diendi. The lause that follows this interalated

lause an be either subjet-initial (163) or an inversion struture [164):

(163) Certes,

ertainly

fait

makes

li

the

rois,

king

[ele℄

she

n'

NEG.CL

est

is

pas

not

saige

wise

qui

who

tel

suh

duel

pain

demoine

lead

`Truly, says the king, she is not wise to show this grief.' (Tristan, 18, 20-21.)

(164) Certes,

ertainly

dit

says

li

the

preudons,

prud'homme

[mout℄

muh

vos

you.CL

a

has

Diex

God

bien

well

aidié

helped

`Truly, says the gentlemen, God has in truth aided you greatly.' (Tristan, p-50 :

30.2-3)�

The behaviour of these adverbials led Foulet to onlude that they were 'without in�u-

ene' (Foulet 1930:311) on the rest of the lause and Skårup to plae them in a zone annexe,

preeding the zone préverbale (Skårup 1975). The great 19th entury philologist Burguy

even ategorized neporquant/nepore as onjuntions (Burguy 1869a:385-386). This may

seem at odds with a modern understanding of the distintion between adverbs and onjun-

tions, sine the latter generally expresses a relation between lauses, without performing a

semanti role within the lause itself. It is learly felt that neporquant ontributes semanti-

ally. One might also objet that it is possible to �nd lauses introdued by neporquant that

are not onjoined at all with other lauses, but this argument is not neessarily deisive, as

the same applies to et and even quar. Given the diahroni tendeny for adverbs to gram-

matialise into onjuntions (Ramat and Mauri 2011), we annot exlude that neporquant

is a kind of borderline ase. In either ase, the orret generalization is that the �nite verb

invariably follows the word that follows neporquant or ertes.

Rather than adopting Burguy's suggestion that neporquant is a onjuntion, whih would

anyway not extend to ertes, I suggest that these are phrases, and more spei�ally lause-

external adverbs generated in the left periphery of the lause to express a speaker-oriented,

disourse-related semantis that takes sope over the entire lause. This hypothesis �nds

support in the fat that neither of these expressions appear lause-internally. Both seem

to be losely related to the enoding of the speeh at, although in ompletely opposite

diretions, as neporquant provides a onessive tone, whereas ertes rather enfores and

insists on the veraity of the following laim. This idea is further orroborated by the

observation that they only appear in main lauses, a �nding whih mirrors that of Vane

(1997, p.62). Both neporquant and ertes show lear similarities with ertain adverbs from

modern Germani; neporquant is omparable to `nevertheless' in English (as pointed out

by Wolfe (2015:94), trotzdem in German or likefullt in Norwegian. These an also be left-

disloated, and furthermore, in the V2 languages the following lause may be either subjet-

initial (165) or inverted (166):

(165) [Trotzdem℄,

nonetheless

[ih℄

I

habe

have

meine

my

Zweifel.

doubts

`Nonetheless/Still, I have my doubts.' (German)

(166) [Likefullt℄,

nonetheless

[så

so

mye

muh

tid℄

time

har

have

jeg

I

ikke.

not

`Nonetheless/Still, I don't have that muh time.' (Norwegian)
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Certes also �nds lear parallels in modern Germani in interjetion-like or speeh-at

oriented adverbs like klar or (more formal) wahrhaftig in German or sannelig in Norwegian,

whih may also be disloated and preede both subjet-initial (168) and inverted (167)

lauses.

(167) [Klar℄,

of-ourse,

[das℄

have

habe

I

ih

also

auh

done

gemaht.

`Of ourse, I did so, too.' (German)

(168) [Sannelig℄,

in-truth

[han℄

he

kaster

throws

ikke

not

bort

away

tiden!

time

`He really doesn't waste any time!' (Norwegian)

Furthermore, the very same type of adverbials regularly fail to trigger inversion in histor-

ial stages of Germani as well; aording to Cihosz (2017), the adverbs witodlie, soθlie,

efne � ≈ `truly, indeed' � almost onsistently fail to trigger inversion in Old English, `due

to their extralausal status' (Cihosz 2017:317).

(169) Soðlie

truly

[Dauid

David

se

the

witega℄

prophet

spræ

spoke

to

to

Drihtne

Lord

`Truly, David the prophet spoke to the Lord' (Old English, taken from Cihosz

2017:317.)

It should be lear from that the non-inverting harater of neporquant and ertes is

hardly a onvining argument against the V2 hypothesis for Old Frenh. The variable word

order that may follow neporquant or ertes should not be interpreted to mean that these

adverbials as suh are involved in free and produtive word order variation. Rather, the

adverbials are external and invisible to the omputation of the word order of the lause they

initiate, suh that the following lause an be subjet-initial or inverted aording to the

preferene of the speaker and the pragmatis of the ontext, muh like equivalent expressions

in modern Germani

37

. Conretely, then, I suggest that they are base-generated in the left-

periphery, possibly a very high position (although evidene for this position an only be

obtained through word order fats based on Transitivity, f. the SSAP) although a more

onrete proposal must wait until we have ahieved a learer piture of the syntax of Old

Frenh.

3.7.1.2 Por Dieu, sans faille/sans doute

In Tristan, we �nd some examples of the interjetion por Dieu, whih is invariably used in

diret disourse and is either lause-initial or lause-�nal. It is strongly assoiated with a

verb in the imperative mood and is therefore not relevant at all to our disussion here.

38

More interesting are the adverbials sanz faille, sans doute. These show some semanti

a�nity with ertes to the extent that they seem to reinfore the speeh at, an observa-

tion whih is ehoed in Ingham, (2005:105) but they have a muh more �exible syntati

37

Admittedly, the modern Germani adverbs disussed here an also appear lause-internally and also

quite regularly trigger inversion. In this sense, neporquant and ertes behave somewhat di�erently in that

they onsistently feature the extralausal pattern, whih is just one of several options in modern Germani.

38

Salvesen (2013:147) reports examples in delarative lauses and onsiders them sene setting elements.

As interjetions, one might also suggest that they are ompletely external to the lause, and even to the left

periphery of the lause.
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distribution. In lause-internal, that is postverbal, position they are not diretly relevant to

our onerns, but they an also appear in two other positions whih both involve linear V3.

First, they an appear lause-initially as in (170). In suh ases, they sope over the entire

sentene and perform muh the same funtion as ertes :

(170) Sans faille,

without failure

[e℄

this

faisoit

did

l'

the

eve

water

qui

whih

estoit

was

roide

rigid

et

and

forz

strong

a

to

merveilles.

marvels.

`Doubtlessly, this was aused by the urrent whih was rapid and marvelously strong.'

(Tristan, p.55 : 42.5-6)

Interestingly, these adverbs an also rop up in another position whih also involves linear

V3, namely diretly after the �rst onstituent of the lause. This is the same distributional

pattern as so-alled `V3 adverbs' in modern Sandinavian V2 languages (f. setion 2.5.1).

This ours both with subjet-initial lauses (171) and with inversion strutures (172):

(171) [Cil

those

de

of

Cornoaille℄

Cornwall

sans doute

without doubt

avoient

had

mise

put

lor

their

dame

lady

en

in

une

a

tor

tower

en

en

prison.

prison.

`The men of Cornwall had doubtlessly put their lady in prison in a tower.' (Tristan,

p. 57 : 47.2-3)

(172) [Lor

their

hambellan℄

hamberlain

sanz faille

without failure

avoient

had

il

they

trové

found

mort

dead

a

at

la

the

rive.

bank.

`Truly, they had found their hamberlain dead at the shore.' (Tristan, p. 57: 47.6)

These examples annot be dismissed by generating them outside of the lause proper

in the left periphery, sine they are not even in initial position, but are rather wedged in

between the �rst onstituent and the �nite verb. We might reasonably ask if they onstitute

empirial evidene against V-to-C movement for the hild aquiring the language. If sans

doute/sans faille are taken to be sentential adverbs modifying the following extended verbal

projetion, this analysis is not entirely implausible. However, there are several reasons not

to adopt this solution. First, it would be highly surprising that only a very limited lass

of lexially determined adverbs should be able to perform this lause-modifying funtion.

Seondly, given their status as interjetions, it does not seem unreasonable to onsider them

parenthetials whih are added for emphasis. Stritly speaking, then, we are not really

dealing with true V3 at all in these ases.

39

39

There is also another possibility, whih is suggested by a peuliar feature of these expressions in the

orpus, namely the fat that they only appear after initial onstituents whih are full DPs, not pronouns.

This apparent interation with the ategorial status of the preeding onstituent would be surprising if they

sope rightwards over the verbal projetion. One might therefore speulate that sans doute/sans faille,

apart from their apaity to perform sentential-wide speeh at modi�ation as in (170), an attah to the

XP on their immediate left for onstitueny sope, presumably by right-adjuntion. Note also that sans

faille, but not sans doute, has in fat kept this left-attahment property in modern Frenh:

(i) Elle

She

peut

an

ompter

ount

sur

on

le

the

soutien

support

sans faille

without failure

de

of

sa

her

mère.

mother.

`She an ount on the unyielding support of her mother.'

This use of sans faille is learly more restrited in modern Frenh than what was the ase in OF, sine the

modern language only seems to allow it with deverbal DPs, suggesting the expression urrently straddles

the border between adjetive and adverb, whereas it is learly is more interjetion-like in the medieval stage.
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This hypothesis reeives some support from examples like (173), where sanz faille appears

in an unexpeted position diretly after a past partiiple, and where the ontext exludes

an interpretation with the following PP:

(173) Un

an

soer

evening

quant

when

je

I

me

me.CL

gisoie

was-lying

en

in

mon

my

lit,

bed

vint

ame

avanz

forward

une

a

voiz

voie

qui

that

me

me.CL

dist:

said

'Creature

reature

vil

vile

et

and

orde,

impure

lesse

leave

ton

your

pehié!

sin

Je

I

fui

was

espeoentez

sared

mout

very

durement

thoroughly

et

and

onvertiz

onverted

sanz faille

without failure

par

by

ele

that

parole,

word

que

that

je

I

onui

knew

bien

well

que

that

verité

truth

me

me.CL

disoit

said

la

the

voiz.

voie

. . .

`One evening when I was lying in my bed a voie ame to me, saying: 'Vile and

impure reature, leave your sins behind!' I was very sared and altered, no doubt,

by those words, for I knew well that the voie was telling me the truth. '

(Tristan, p.50 : 29.9-12)

While the syntax of these expressions is interesting and merits further attention, there

is little reason to attah muh importane, in the ontext of the V2 hypothesis, to the fat

that they an separate the subjet and the verb, sine they quite generally show a very

�exible distribution (see also Ingham (2005:106) for an example where sans faille turns up

in another lause-internal and somewhat odd position).

3.7.1.3 onques, ja

The �nal group of adverbs to be onsidered is onques and ja. These are by far the most

frequent of the lasses of adverbs involved in linear non-V2 order, and also by far the most

ompliated from a theoretial point of view. The following disussion draws heavily on

the onlusions reahed by Ingham, who has onduted the most detailed investigations of

the syntax of Old Frenh negation and Negative Polarity Items (Ingham 2005, 2007, 2013,

2014).

The �rst thing to notie about these NPIs in Old Frenh is that they are 'symmetri', in

the sense that they may both preede and follow the negator itself, yielding both the strings

ne... onques/ja and onques/ja...ne. In this setion, only the latter ase will be disussed,

as this is the onstellation that involves linear V3. These fronted NPIs are either:

(a) followed diretly by a nominal onstituent (subjet or non-subjet) and then the

verb, resulting in linear V3.

or

(b) followed diretly by the verb and then no overt subjet, resulting in the subjet-

less linear V2 string CVX.

While this always applies to onques as an inherent NPI, the situation is more omplex

for the adverb ja (derived from Latin iam � `now'), whih is strongly polysemous and an

appear in a�rmative and negative lauses alike. When used as a fronted NPI in negative

delaratives, ya assumes exatly the same properties as onques. In a�rmative lauses, it

Still, it does not seem unlikely that there is some ontinuity involved here. Sine there are not enough

examples in our orpus to test if this generalisation really holds, I will not pursue this option further here.
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an funtion as a kind of underspei�ed temporal adverbial that interats with the tense

and aspet of the verb ja in omplex ways to produe subtle semanti e�ets, as disussed

by Buridant (Buridant 2000:523-524). It an also sometimes take on the role of a disourse

partile. In both of these ases it an appear in initial position and trigger regular inversion

with postverbal DPs and pronominal subjets alike; the adverb is illustrated in (174 and

the partile in (175):

(174) e

and

[ja℄

already

fu

was

li

the

ers

deer

mult

muh

esloigniez

removed

de

of

tote

all

la

the

ompaignie

ompagny

. . .

. . .

`And already the stag was far ahead of all the riders . . . ' (Eustae, p.4 : II.19-20)

(175) -Coment

how

puet

an

il

he

vivre?-

live

fait

did

li

the

rois;

king

-[ja℄

PRT

fu

was

il

he

gitez

thrown

en

in

la

the

mer!

sea

`How an he be alive? said the king, he was thrown into the oean!' (Tristan, p.47 :

22.8)

The subtle ontrast between (a) and (b) desribed above has had the e�et of leading

both philologists and linguists astray. Foulet only gave examples of the pattern (a) above,

onluding that onques had no in�uene on the syntax of the lause, in the same way

as neporquant, ertes, sanz faille (Foulet 1930:311). Vane notied examples of the latter

pattern (b) as well, onluding that onques belongs to an 'unstable' group of elements

whih sometimes trigger inversion, sometimes not (Vane 1997:62-62). This onlusion seems

altogether natural as �rst, given the ontrast in (a-b) above, and indeed even required, sine

Vane generally adopts the analysis of Adams (1987), aording to whih null-subjets are

only liensed in postverbal position (Foulet's generalization).

However, it was disovered by Prie that onques displays a further partiularity, namely

the fat that it hardly ever features a postverbal pronominal subjet (Prie 1966, 1973).

This laim reeives support from our orpus, sine no example with onques or ja in initial

position of a negative lause features a postverbal pronominal subjet. Given the high

frequeny of the string CVSpX in our orpus, also with initial adverbs of various kinds,

this is ompletely unexpeted. Furthermore, Ingham (2005) presents data from two early

thirteenth entury prose romanes, laiming initial onques and NPI ja do not appear with

preverbal pronominal subjets either, a laim whih also holds for our orpus.

This hypothesis is onsiderably strengthened in a more reent and quantitatively more

robust study (Ingham 2013), in whih four new prose romanes from the same period were

analysed, yielding the same onlusion: pronominal subjets are ompletely banned from

appearing when onques or NPI ja is in initial position of the lause. Ingham reports a single

example of the string onques-V-Sp, raising the question if the example is native or the result

of some transmission error (Ingham 2013:275-276). The string ja-V-Sp appeared four times

in negative lauses, but as Ingham disusses, it is unlear that these ases are NPIs, sine

they may equally well be interpreted as ases of the disourse adverb ja appearing in a

negative ontext (Ingham 2013:269-270, f. 175) above. This makes all the di�erene, sine

it is lear that is not the negative polarity of the lause itself, but the appearane of an NPI

in intial position that triggers this unusual syntati behaviour, or to be even more preise:

the appearane of an initial adjunt NPI in initial position, sine Ingham argues that there is

evidene that argument NPIs behaved di�erently, triggering regular V2 inversion strutures

with pronominal subjets when in initial position:

(176) [Nul

Any

si

so

bon

good

seignor℄

lord

ne

NEG.CL

poriez

ould

vos

you

servir

serve
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glt `You ould not serve any lord as good as this one' (Le Haut Livre du Graal 616,

from Ingham 2013:271.)

The �ndings of Ingham are quantitatively too robust to leave any doubt that we are

dealing with a real phenomenon of Old Frenh syntax here, and I an only add that our

orpus behaves in exatly the same way. Furthermore, Ingham shows that evidene from

a seletion of 12th entury verse texts learly demonstrates that the same phenomenon

is equally robust in verse. Suggesting that the syntax of verse might be onservative, he

speulates that onques and ja onserve syntati patterns of a diahronially older stage of

the language. It is relevant in this respet that onques and ja are among the very few Old

Frenh adverbs to derive diretly from Latin etyma (onques < unquam and ya < iam), the

others generally being of later Romane reation (Herman 1963).

In fat, Ingham has argued elsewhere that there might be ontinuity from Late Latin in

the word order distribution of these adverbs. On the basis of a omparison between seleted

texts from Classial Latin and the Late Latin period, Ingham (2007) demonstrates that, in

the latter but not the former, the plaement of iam and (n)unquam with respet to the verb

is sensitive to the polarity of the lause. In negative delaratives in later Latin, iam and

(n)unquam were signi�antly more likely to be fronted to a preverbal, and generally lause-

initial, position. Ingham's suggestion is that this pattern with onques et ja in preverbal,

lause-initial position was already �rmly established before verb-seond beame produtive

in Old Frenh, and sine this pattern in fat orresponded to the emerging V2 onstraint

(in terms of linear order), it was somehow left as it was. This inluded the ban on overt

pronominal subjets, whih were still not grammatial in the Late Latin period (Ingham

2007:72-73).

If this suggestion is on the right trak, some properties of Late Latin syntax, notably

the ban on overt pronominal subjets, `hithhiked' into Old Frenh on the bak of these

NPIs. This is an interesting suggestion, but it still does not tell us how hildren aquiring

the language would analyse suh strutures in the thirteenth entury. A diahroni explana-

tion annot replae a synhroni explanation, although it an potentially aount for some

idiosynraies in the input to the hild. We have already seen what these idiosynraies

involve, now the hallenge is to �nd out what the hildren made of them, and in partiular

to what extent they were integrated into the rest of the grammar.

Ingham (2013) has also provided a onrete answer to this question, ouhed in a Mini-

malist, phase-based approah to NPI liensing. Drawing on the insights of Martins (2000),

he suggests that NPIs like onques, ja, nul laked inherent negative features, but rather

arried an uninterpretable, non-assertive polarity feature (Ingham 2013:272) that needed

heking. The relevant head able to hek this feature on the NPIs is the negator ne. Sine

there is no asymmetry in OF with respet to the linear relationship between the NPI and

the negator, meaning ne...onques/ja and onques/ja...ne are equally �ne, Ingham suggests

that the negator is able to hek the feature [-pol℄ in both Head-Complement and Spe-

Head relations, adding that `the latter inludes not only the lause subjet but also adjunt

onstituents left-adjoined to TP' (Ingham 2013:273). This latter addition is a rather id-

iosynrati interpretation of what falls under a Spe-Head on�guration, but it is needed in

Ingham's analysis to aount for the grammatiality of linear V3 ases with nominal sub-

jets, in other words ases where onques/ja are followed by another onstituent before the

verb and hene annot be in spei�er position of the verbal projetion.

Ingham goes on to suggest that the di�erent behaviour of argument NPIs like nul and

adjunt NPIs like unques/ja an be aptured by a phase-based derivation. Sine arguments,
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whether subjets or objets, are merged in the VP-omplex, they an be heked by the

negator ne before the verb (and the negator) raise to T. This must entail that ne itself

is already added in the VP, then.

40

On Ingham's aount, this explains why argument

NPIs may partiipate in yli movement to higher, left-peripheral projetions, sine they

may also arry riterial features like Wh- or Topi. In other words, argument NPIs may

partiipate in the ful�lment of the verb-seond onstraint, moving to a spei�er position in

the left periphery above the verb in C after the heking of the [-pol℄ feature in the low vP

phase.

The situation is di�erent for adjunt NPIs like onques and ja, sine these as T-related

adverbs are merged after the vP phase. In addition, sine they annot be topialised, they

will only reah as high as a position adjoined to TP, where they will be heked by the higher

phase head C. In suh strutures, CP will be non-overt. In Ingham's view, this explains

why we never �nd any pronominal subjets in these onstrutions:

`In Old Frenh Spron was either in Spe CP or was a liti on C. Sine the C

system was not engaged in ja/onques-initial lauses, the absene of Spron follows

automatially.' (Ingham 2013:275)

I believe this solution raises just as many questions as it seeks to answer. If there is

no null-subjet beause there is no CP-projetion, then where and what is the subjet of

the lause? There must quite simply be a null-subjet in the lause, otherwise the verb

would not be able to release/hek all its Theta-roles. Ingham does not expliitly address

this problem, but if we for the sake of argument aept that lauses initiated by onques/ja

are somehow trunated and do not involve a CP, perhaps we ould suggest that subjet

litis are only PF-readable at the CP-level. In that ase, the pronominal subjets that only

litiize to the verb in a lower position, suh as I

0
, must remain silent. This would seem to

get the fats right, but the solution is admittedly very ad ho, laking any theoretial or

independent empirial justi�ation. Notie also that Ingham's trunation hypothesis rests

fundamentally on the assumption of a general verb-seond grammar in OF, sine whoever

aepts this hypothesis has thereby seemingly aepted that CVSpX strings are the output

of a verb-seond grammar with the verb in C

0
. Let us therefore raise the question of

there is any reason to assume that these NPI-initial lauses are TPs/IPs rather than CPs.

However, this question annot be answered yet, sine we are still very muh in the proess of

establishing the orret strutural desription of main lauses, and both V-to-I and V-to-C

parses are still andidates. We must therefore rather ask if there is any reason to assume that

onques/ja-initial lauses feature movement to a lower projetion than other main lauses.

The String-Struture-Assignment-Priniple (SSAP) states that hildren try to aount

for the global input in a maximally eonomi way; we must therefore assume that they

will have tried to integrate onques/ja-initial lauses as far as possible into the general pat-

tern of their emerging I-grammars. As already stated, I do not believe that the absene of

pronominal subjets is strong evidene in favour of a trunated struture. Leaving aside

the subjetless CVX-strings, we therefore turn to option (a), where nominal subjets o-

ur. These strings involve linear V3. Now, if these strings had been onsistently of the

40

Some details of Ingham's analysis are not entirely lear to me, for instane the exat position of ne inside

the VP, suh that it allows the heking of the [-pol℄ feature on the NPI subjet or objet. Ingham adds in a

footnote that he leaves open `the question of whether a NegP was projeted in Old Frenh' (p.274). Be that

as it may, ne must still oupy a head position in the VP that gives rise to the required Head-Complement

or (expanded) Head-Spei�er on�guration. From Ingham's braketed notations (p.273), the intended head

seems to be v

0
, whih would also follow from the general idea that v

0
is a phase head.
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non-inverted type CSVX, this would indeed have been very strong evidene in favour of

Ingham's laim. However, the fat remains that onques/ja-initial lauses regularly feature

overt inversion strings with nominal subjets, witness the following example:

(177) Onques

ever

[a

at

paroles

words

que

that

il

they

deïssient

said

de

of

li

him

leanz℄

there

ne

NEG.CL

respondi

answered

Sador

Sador

`Sador never answered to the words they spoke of him.' (Tristan, p.64 : 66.9-10)

Ingham mentions these inversion strings, but onludes that they may be analysed with

the subjet in Spe-VP (Ingham 2013:270). This is in line with previous observations already

reviewed in setion 3.5.2 that nominal subjets oupy a low position in Old Frenh inversion

strings (Lemieux and Dupuis 1995; Vane 1997; Rinke and Meisel 2009; Salvesen and Beh

2014). Sine Ingham assumes a V-to-C analysis of pronominal inversion strutures, this

means that Ingham posits two di�erent positions for the �nite verb in main lauses.

I will assume instead that hildren try getting away with a single position, and that the

absene of pronominal subjets is not analysed as the result of any partiular behaviour of

the verb, but rather as an idiosynrati property of the onstrution itself, some kind of

bloking e�et that rules out the o-ourrene of initial onques/ja and pronominal sub-

jets. It may well be orret, as Ingham suggests, that this pattern is a reli from Late

Latin. If it is orret that that Latin/early Romane predeessors of onques and ja at

some point beame obligatorily fronted to a sentene-initial position in negative lauses,

we might speulate that this obligatoriness, being at odds with the general produtivity of

the pre�eld to host di�erent fronted elements, somehow made the whole onstrution some

kind of semi-idiomati 'island'. At this given stage of evolution, pronominal subjets had

to remain unpronouned, sine the language was still a Consistent Null-Subjet language

in the terminology of Roberts and Holmberg (2010). We may even suppose that the �nite

verb in Latin arried interpretable in�etional morphology, making the overt expression of

a weak pronominal subjet not only redundant, but inoherent, as the external theta role

of the verb had already been heked by the verbal morphology.

This means that for every suessive generation of hildren aquiring the language, sub-

jets were not to be heard in the PLD in the ontext of this island, even when they started

appearing elsewhere, possibly as a onsequene of the gradual weakening of the in�etional

morphology. Now, it would be senseless to say that the language had onserved an `island'

of the old grammar with its interpretable in�etional morphology, sine the verb would

arry no stronger in�etional morphology in these lauses than in other ontexts. Plausi-

bly, hildren might have reinterpreted this ban on pronominal subjets as a property of the

onstrution itself, adding a orresponding bloking rule to the lexial entry. Of ourse, this

solution entails that the onques/ja-initial lauses are `in the lexion', that is, that they must

be onsidered onstrutions. While it would admittedly be preferable to derive every single

lause from the appliation of basi ompositional operations of a uniform kind, languages

do exhibit idiosynrati properties that are not easily integrated into the ore grammar,

what is often referred to as a the periphery. The NPI-initial lauses would be a prime

example of the latter, a ase of `historial residues [. . . ℄ whih we an hardly expet to �

and indeed would not want to � inorporate within a prinipled theory of UG', to borrow a

frequently ited passage from Chomsky (1981:8�9).

Before rounding o� this disussion about onques/ja, it is worth pointing out that the

lak of pronominal subjets is not the only partiular feature of these items, or rather this

onstrution, as we have suggested (sine onques/ja do not exhibit any of these partiular
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features when used lause-internally, in the ne...onques/ja-pattern). As Ingham (2013:270�

271) observes, onques/ja-initial lauses also tend to involve multiple onstituents in front

of the verb to a muh higher degree than what is normally observed in Old Frenh. Thus,

alongside the general V3 pattern onques/ja-XP-verb, there are also some ases that involve

linear V4. This laim also �nds some support in our orpus, as a ouple of the extremely

few ases of linear V4 in main lauses do in fat involve initial ja(mes):

(178) . . . quar

for

jamés

ever

[en

en

ton

your

ostel℄

house

[deus

two

si

so

proudomes℄

prudhommes

n'

NEG.CL

entrerunt.

entered

`. . . for never did two so valient prudhommes enter your home.' (Tristan, p. 62:

59.13)

In this and other similar ases reported by Ingham, it is tempting to speulate that

onques/ja are able to attah to other onstituents syntatially. It is worth mentioning that

jamais seems to retain this property even in modern Frenh. Apart from �xed expressions

like jamais de ma vie, we also �nd ases where the host onstituent is a loative PP instead

of a temporal, as in (179):

(179) Jamais en Frane

never in Frane

[un

a

tel

suh

hommage℄

tribute

n'

NEG

a

has

été

been

rendu

rendered

à

to

un

a

hanteur.

singer

`Never in Frane has suh a tribute been rendered to a singer.'

(From Liberation online, published 09.12.2017)

41

As we already saw in hapter 2, setion 2.5.3, parallel expressions are found in the modern

Germani languages as well (f. the English translation of (179)), where `never'-adverbs like

nie(mals) in German or aldri in Mainland Sandinavian, although not NPIs, behave like

fous adverbs/partiles in attahing to other onstituents :

(76) [Nie zuvor in Deutshland℄

never before in Germany

hat

has

sih

REFL-CL

jemand

some

für

for

eine

a

Fernsehserie

television-series

so

so

kopfüber

headlong

in

in

die

the

Vergangenheit

past

gestürzt. . .

plunged.

`Never before in Germany has anyone dived so headlong into the past beause of a

television series.'

(German, from die Welt online, 10.10.2017)

42

It is therefore not entirely implausible that some apparent ases of V4 involve omplex

onstituents and should rather be ounted as V3, and by extension, that some ases of V3

should be ounted as V2. However, this analysis may hardly be extended to aount for all

ases (f. (177) above; see also Ingham 2013:270-271). There is no way esaping that there

is more than one onstituent in front of the verb in (180):

(180) Voire,

true

fet

makes

li

the

autres,

other

onques

ever

[mielz℄

better

[nus

no

hom℄

man

ne

NEG

resembla

resembled

autre.

other

`True, says the other, never did any man more resemble another man.' (Eustae,

p.26 : XXIII.4-5)

41

http://www.liberation-hampagne.fr/50145/artile/2017-12-09/bien-elu-mais-mal-aime

42

https://www.welt.de/kultur/plus169444371
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I will therefore onlude that onques/ja-initial lauses are not the output of a V2 gram-

mar, but a ase apart, possibly a left-over from a diahronially earlier system, that was inter-

nalised as an idiosynrati onstrution with speial properties, notably a ban on pronominal

subjet and more lax onditions on the pre�eld. On the other hand, the inversion fats,

whih are otherwise idential to the general nominal inversion patterns of the language,

suggest that we lose more than we gain by parsing these lauses into `trunated' strutures.

This solution does not anyway provide a natural explanation of the absene of pronominal

subjets, while learly ompliating the grammar to be aquired by postulating two di�erent

positions for the �nite verb.

Summary In this setion, we have seen that many ases of linear V3 involve a very lim-

ited lass of adverbs or adverb-like expressions. Within this lass, it is possible to disern

at least three di�erent groups that di�er minimally from eah other with respet to syn-

tati distribution and other properties suh as their apaity to o-our with pronominal

subjets. While it is not possible to provide a de�nite syntati analysis of these onstru-

tions without �rst establishing the general syntati struture of main lauses � an analysis

whih is still pending � I have suggested a ategorial status and partial analysis for eah

group, and onluded that neither the illoutionary fore adverbs neporquant or ertes, nor

the interjetion-like parenthetial adverbs sans faille/sans doute provide evidene against

V-to-C movement. As for the fronted Negative Polarity Items onques and ja, the situation

is more ompliated, and we have tentatively aepted (parts of) the analysis proposed by

Ingham that these items are remnants of a former non-V2 negative syntax. I have argued

that the latter an plausibly be onsidered lexial in the sense that it is not possible to

dedue general, produtive rules from their syntati behaviour; in onsequene, they do

not arise through any violation of the general rule of the language to put the verb in seond

position.

3.7.2 Left-disloation (LD) strutures

Another soure of linear V3 in the orpus is provided by onstrutions featuring left-

disloated (LD) phrases whih our lause-initially, followed by another onstituent and

then the verb in linear third position. Reall from hapter 2 that suh onstrutions are

possible in all the Germani V2 languages on the ondition that the initial onstituent be

linked to a resumptive element inside the lause (f. setion 2.3.1). This is often formalised

by o-indexing the LD onstituent and the resumptive. In the following, `LD' is used gener-

ially to designate any kind of left-disloated phrase; in setion (3.7.2.1), the preise type

of LD found in the orpus is brie�y disussed.

While suh onstrutions are not very numerous in our orpus, they behave just like the

orresponding onstrutions in Germani. The show a ertain tendeny to appear in ontexts

where the initial DP is `heavy', either through substantive modi�ation or when interrupted

by a parenthetial lause. In this respet, the disourse fators governing these onstrutions

(see Marhello-Nizia 1998 for some disussion) seem to be di�erent from the very frequent

left-disloation strutures found in modern spoken Frenh (De Cat 2009). In the following

examples, lauses whih are onsidered parenthetial are enlosed in parentheses :

(181) [Et

and

la

the

demoiselei℄,

damsel

(qui

who

joene

young

estoit

was

et

and

novelement

reently

mariee),

married

(quant

when

ele

she

sot

knew

son

her

mari

husband

pres

lose

de

to

li,

her,

et

and

eli

that-one

ois

killed

qui

who

ille

there

l'

her.CL

avoit

had

amenee),

brought,
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[elei℄

she

s'en

REFL.CL

fuï

therefrom

pour

went

sauver

to

son

save

ors.

her body.

`And when the lady, who was young and reently married, reognized her husband,

and saw that the man who had brought her there had been killed, �ed from there

to save her life.' (Tristan, p.65: 67.20-22)

(182) [Naburzadani℄,

Naburzadan,

(quant

when

il

he

vit

saw

que

that

ses

his

freres

brother

n'

NEG

estoit

was

mie

not

venuz),

ome,

[ili℄

he

en

thereof

fu

was

auques

quite

liez

happy

. . .

`When Naburzadan saw that his brother had not ome, he was very happy . . . '

(Tristan, p.42 : 9.1-2)

(183) Et

and

[li

the

roisi℄,

king

(qui

who

par

by

la

the

men

hand

la

her.CL

tenoit,)

held

(maintenant

now

qu'

that

il

he

trova

found

l'

the

anel),

ring

[ili℄

he

li

her.CL

osta

removed

et

and

le

it.CL

mist

put

en

on

son

his

doit.

�nger.

`And not that the king, who was holding her hand, found the ring, he took it o� her

and put it on his own �nger.' (Tristan, p.54 : 39.4-5)

(184) Et

and

[li

the

hevalieri,

knights

qui

who

regardent

wath

le

the

roi,℄

king

(quant

when

il

they

s'aperçoevent

pereived

qu'

that

il

he

n'

NEG

est

is

mie

not

morz),

dead

[ili℄

they

dient:

say

Comment!

how

Enores

still

est

is

il

he

vis!

alive

`And when the knights, who were wathing the king, realized that he was not dead,

they said: What? He is still alive!' (Tristan, p.56: 44.18-20)

We have already seen that non-subjet arguments that are fronted to the pre�eld in

linear V2 strings do not provoke liti-doubling (setion 3.3), unlike the situation in Modern

Frenh (Rowlett 2007:178�180, De Cat 2009) or indeed modern Romane in general, where

suh onstrutions generally go by the name liti left-disloation (CLLD). It is therefore

highly interesting that LD arguments do in fat trigger suh doubling (185). If the left-

disloated phrase orresponds to the objet rather then the subjet, the resumptive does

not oupy the pre�eld (185), but this is of ourse just a natural onsequene of the liti

status of objet pronouns:

(185) [Tote

and

la

the

terre

land

que

that

li

the

barbarin

barbars

avoient

had

saisiei℄,

seazed

[il℄

he

lai

it.CL

delivra

freed

. . .

�All the lands that the barbarians had seized, he freed them.� (Eustae, p.30: XXVII.

3-4)

The examples in (181)�(185) reveal a lear similarity between Old Frenh and the modern

Germani V2 languages in the syntax of left-disloation. In this sense, the V3 strings fea-

turing LDs are not only ompatible with a V2 grammar, but in fat provide quite suggestive

evidene in favour of it.

3.7.2.1 Hanging Topis (HT) or Contrastive Left Disloations (CLD)?

It is natural at this point to ask what kind of left-disloated onstituent we are dealing with

in the ases above, or whether there is only one kind. In modern Germani, a distintion is
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made between two di�erent kinds of LD onstituents (f. setion 2.4.4.1). Hanging Topi

Left Disloations (HTLDs) are generally taken to be base-generated in the left-periphery.

An HTLD is an NP/DP that arries an aboutness topi interpretation and generally does not

display onnetivity e�ets into the lause (Riemsdijk 1997; Frey 2004a; Grewendorf 2008,

2009). Its most salient feature is that it generally arries default nominative ase, regardless

of whether the resumptive ats as the subjet of the ensuing lause or not. For this reason,

it is sometimes also alled nominativus pendens, sine there might be a mismath in ase

features between the HTLD and the resumptive. It is often assumed to be unembeddable

(Grewendorf 2009:69).

The other and more frequent LD onstrution is known as Contrastive Left Disloation

(CLD). The term goes bak to Thrainsson (1979) and is misleading, sine CLDs do not need

to be ontrastive (Frey 2004a), and arguably not even topis (Repp and Drenhaus 2011).

CLDs are ategorially more unrestrited than HTLDs and display ertain onnetivity

e�ets into the ore lause, suh as oherent ase morphology, reonstrutions e�ets for

binding and sensitivity to weak islands, while laking others, the most notable being their

ability to esape the linear V2 requirement that generally holds for moved elements (see

Ott 2014 for a disussion). Beause of these somewhat on�iting properties, there is no

agreement about whether to analyse CLDs as a movement dependeny

43

(Grohmann 2003)

or a base-generated element (Zaenen 1997; Frey 2004a) ; see also Ott (2014) for a third

alternative, where the CLD is onsidered the result of ellipsis of an entire main lause.

CLDs are embeddable at least in the Sandinavian (Thráinsson 2007:359), and possibly all,

Germani languages (see Bayer 2001:24 for an example from German).

Unfortunately, the evidene does not really allow us to diagnose the nature of the LDs

in our orpus in a satisfatory manner. It is simply impossible to test for most onnetivity

e�ets, sine this would require manipulation of the material and grammatiality judgements

on phenomena like reonstrution or ross-over e�ets. On the other hand, it is possible to

hek if the ase morphology is oherent or not. All of the LDs found in our orpus do in

fat math the resumptive in ase morphology. This is not strong evidene against their

status as HTLDs, however, sine there is only one ase where the disloated element is not

the subjet of the ore lause (185), and in this partiular ase, the LD is a feminine noun

whih is morphologially idential in the nominative/as sujet and the as régime in Old

Frenh. On the other hand, one might perhaps expet Hanging Topis to be by default

ausative/as régime in Old Frenh, rather than nominative, sine there is already a lear

tendeny to overprodue the ausative at this stage (Foulet 1930:35-36). The fat that none

of the LDs in our orpus are ausativi pendentes, in spite of the fat that many of them are

disrupted by muh parenthetial material, ould tentatively be interpreted to mean that at

least some of them are CLDs. However, it is also possible to turn this argument around;

if one does not aept the idea that ausative/as régime should be onsidered a default,

perhaps one ould argue that the fat that most LDs in (181�(185) are interrupted by muh

parenthetial material rather suggests that they are strongly disintegrated from the rest of

the lause, and that this in turn favours an analysis as HTLDs. The matter annot be

settled here, but the possibility that some of these LDs are in fat hanging topis annot be

disarded.

44

The issue of their embeddability must wait until hapter 4.

43

See Alexiadou (2006) for overview and disussion.

44

This would be in line with Salvesen's (2013) view that both types of LD were available in Old Frenh.

However, the only example of a HT provided by Salvesen is an initial diret address (`voative') in nominative

ase whih is piked up by a resumptive in ausative (2013:146). Suh examples are not entirely deisive,

not only sine the morphologial voative had vanished out of the language in favour of the nominative, but
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3.7.3 The initial subordinate lause

We now turn our attention to the most frequent soure of linear V3 by far, namely initial

subordinate lauses. To the best of my knowledge, this deviation from the general linear V2

pattern is not disussed at all in the traditional literature on Old Frenh. In the modern

researh literature, it has been pointed out repeatedly (Roberts 1993; Vane 1997; Donaldson

2012; Salvesen 2013; Wolfe 2015b and many more), and has sometimes been used as a

argument against the V2 status of Old Frenh (Kaiser 2002; Elsig 2009).

The orpus ontains a wide variety of di�erent types of embedded lause in initial position

of main lauses. By far the most frequent of these are initial temporal adverbial lauses,

in partiular the ones introdued by quant � '`when �, whih on their own onstitute the

bulk of the relevant examples. Other elements that introdue temporal lauses are si tost

ome � `as soon as' �, anois que/ainz que � `before' �, apres e que � `after' � , en e que

� `while' �, que que � `(all the) while' � Ensi om � `while thus' � maintenant que � `now

that' � , as well as temporal lauses introdued by la ou � `as, while'. In addition to these,

we also �nd ausal adverbial lauses introdued by por e que/puis que � `sine, beause' �

, onditional lauses introdued by se � `if' � and omparative lauses like (tout) aussi/ensi

ome � `(just) like'.

45

As for the way the initial subordinates pattern with respet to their matrix lauses, it is

possible to distinguish between three di�erent groups (186)�(188), one of whih (186) an

be further divided into two sub-groups. This gives the following four options:

(186) The initial subordinate lause is followed diretly by the matrix lause without the

use of a resumptive, giving linar V3. The matrix lause an be either:

a. Option I : subjet-initial (string CS(p)VX)

or:

b. Option II: inverted (string CCV(S(p))X )

(187) Option III: the initial subordinate lause is followed by a resumptive in the matrix

lause � generally si or an adverb like adon � and then the verb, giving the V3

string C-resumptive-V.... Postverbal subjets an be nominal, pronominal or null.

(188) Option IV: the initial subordinate lause is followed diretly by the �nite verb, giving

the V2 string CV... Postverbal subjets an be nominal, pronominal or null.

Notie that while option (186a) di�ers from the other options in being the only pattern

not involving inversion in the matrix lause, option (188) is the only one in fat triggering

inversion and thereby involving linear V2. Beause of this subtle and potentially onfusing

variation, I will for larity borrow the terminology of the �eld model (Drah 1963/1937) in

the following disussion and use the term `pre�eld' to mean the position diretly to the left

of the verb. Thus, option IV (188) is the only on�guration where the initial subordinate

lause is in the pre�eld. In the other ases, the initial lause is external to the pre�eld, what

Skårup (1975) termed la zone d'annexe � `the appendix zone'.

While all of these options are attested in our orpus, their distribution is very uneven.

This is a domain of lausal grammar where the di�erenes between Old Frenh and the

also sine a (true) voative ould not possibly be resumed by a ase-mathing resumptive anyway. Also, it is

not lear in what sense suh ases an be interpreted as aboutness topis, if this is to be a de�ning property

of HTLDs.

45

There is some variation between the texts here: while for instane que que is exlusively used in Eustae,

maintenant que is on the other hand only enountered in Tristan.
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modern Germani languages are very salient. While the latter generally make use of options

(187) and (188), Old Frenh has a strong prediletion for option (186a). This pattern, where

the verb omes in linear third position without a resumptive in the pre�eld, is generally

ungrammatial in the Germani V2 languages. However, some ases of this pattern an even

be found in Modern Germani, in partiular in the ase of so-alled initial bisuit onditionals

(Krifka 2017; Csipak 2018; see setion 2.5.2.1 in hapter 2). This is potentially revealing,

sine it indiates that there is a onnetion between the logio-semanti relationship between

the onditional and the following proposition on the one hand and their syntati integration

on the other hand.

Furthermore, option (187) is heavily used in spoken verb-seond varieties (Faarlund et al.

1997; Eide 2011), and there is reason to assume that the presene of the resumptive is to

some extent sensitive to the weight and omplexity of the initial lause. In a sense, then,

resumptives seem to signal a ertain relutane on the part of the speaker to use the `pure'

verb-seond option (188). Taken together, this evidene ould be interpreted as suggesting

that embedded lauses as omplex onstituents lead a somewhat uneasy life in the pre�eld

of V2 grammars. Diahronially, there is evidene that subordinate lauses are among the

last elements to inorporate into the pre�eld and to yield to the general V2 pattern. In Old

High German, initial adverbial lauses often give rise to linear third position of the verb,

both with and without a resumptive element in the pre�eld (Axel 2007:229), a situation

whih arried on into Middle High German as well (Demske 2012).

In Old Frenh, initial embedded lauses were presumably never fully integrated into the

pre�eld.

46

The tables (3.7) and 3.8 show how the di�erent lauses pattern with regard to the

options in (186).

47

Although there is some variation, the overall message from these tables

is that embedded lauses are highly unwelome in the pre�eld. In Eustae they are not

attested at all, whereas in Tristan, 6.35% of initial subordinates involve V2 onstrutions.

Option III, whih is the resumption strategy, is muh more prevalent in Eustae than in

Tristan.

3.7.3.1 Option I : non-inversion

The dominant pattern after initial subordinate lauses is non-inversion of the following

matrix lause. I will return to the atual syntati analysis shortly in setion 3.7.4, so for

the moment this pattern is simply illustrated in (189)�(193) for various kinds of subordinate

lauses:

(189) [Qant

when

il

he

li

her.CL

ot

had

tot

all

onté℄,

told

[sa

his

feme℄

wife

s'

REFL.CL

esria

ried

e

and

li

him.CL

dist

said

`When he had told her everything, his wife ried out and said to him . . . ' (Eustae,

p.8 : VI. 3-4)

46

Aording to Donaldson (2012), there was a period from the late 12th to the early 13th entury where

initial subordinates showed some tendeny towards integration with the matrix lause. In Vane et al. 2009

it is even suggested that the situation in the early 13th entury is already due to a weakening of the V2

rule, implying that the non-inverting pattern I might be an innovation, `the �rst wave of loss of V2'.

47

The term `embedder' in these tables is used to enompass both heads and phrases. Most of these are

phrases (in Spe-CP, presumably), although the status of quand is not entirely lear, and se is most likely

a head, C

0
/Fin

0
.
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Table 3.7: Tristan: Subordinate lauses preeding their matrix lause: patterns of syntati

integration

I II III IV

Embedder (CSVX ) (CCV...) (C-res-V...) (CV...) Total

Quand 75 (91.46%) 2 (2.44%) 5 (6.10%) - 82 (100.00%)

Apres que - - - 1 (100.00%) 1 (100.00%)

Maintenant que 4 (80.00%) - - 1 (20.00%) 5 (100.00%)

En e que 3 (100.00%) - - - 3 (100.00%)

La ou 7 (100.00%) - - - 7 (100.00%)

(Tout) aussi/ensi ome 2 (50.00%) - - 2 (50.00%) 4 (100.00%)

Por e que/puis que 3 (50.00%) - - 3 (50.00%) 6 (100.00%)

Se 12 (66.67%) 5 (27.78%) - 1 (5.56%) 18 (100.00%)

Total 106 (84.13%) 7 (5.56%) 5 (3.97%) 8 (6.35%) 126 (100.00%)

Table 3.8: Eustae: Subordinate lauses preeding their matrix lause: patterns of syntati

integration

I II III IV

Embedder (CSVX ) (CCV...) (C-res-V...) (CV...) Total

Quand 29 (80.56%) - 7 (19.44%) - 36 (100.00%)

Enois/Ainz que 2 (100.00%) - - - 2 (100.00%)

Que que 5 (100.00%) - - - 5 (100.00%)

La ou 1 (100.00%) - - - 1 (100.00%)

(Tout) aussi/ensi ome - 2 (100.00%) - - 2 (100.00%)

Por e que 1 (100.00%) - - - 1 (100.00%)

Se 3 (60.00%) 1 (20.00%) 1 (20.00%) - 5 (100.00%)

Total 41 (78.85%) 3 (5.77%) 8 (15.32%) - 52 (100.00%)

(190) [Mes

but

si

as

tost

soon

ome

as

li

the

lions

lion

fu

was

pres

lose

des

to-the

amis

friends

Nostre

Our

Seignor℄,

Lord.OBL

[il℄

he

beissa

lowered

le

the

hief

head

. . .

`As soon as the lion ame lose to Our Lord's ompagnions, it lowered its head . . . '

(Eustae, p.40 : XXXVI. 3-5)
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(191) [. . . e

and

ançois

before

qu'

that

il

he

a

to

moi

me

repairast℄,

returned

[uns

a

lions℄

lion

sailli

ame-out

del

of-the

bois

forest

. . .

`. . . and before he ould return to me, a lion ame out of the woods. . . ' (Eustae,

p.32 : XXVIII. 28-29)

(192) [Et

and

en

in

e

this

que

that

eli

this-one

hevauhoit℄

rode

[. . . ℄ [il℄

it

avint

happened

que

that

aventure

adventure

l'

him.CL

aporta

brought

jusqu'

all-the-way

a

to

un

a

rohoi

li�

. . .

`And while he was riding [. . . ℄ fortune happened to bring him to a li�. . . ' (Tristan,

p.41 : 4. 4-6)

(193) [Que

what

qu'

what

il

he

parloit

talked

ensi℄,

suh

[il℄

he

ploroit

ried

e

and

sospiroit. . .

sighed

`And while he was talking, he was rying and sobbing . . . ' (Eustae, p.20 : XVII.

1-2)

3.7.3.2 Option II: a rare pattern, but why?

The tables 3.7 and 3.8 also reveal another interesting thing. Option II (186), whih is the

pattern where an initial subordinate lause is followed by an inverted main lause, is also

very unpopular and systematially avoided exept oasionally after onditional lauses

introdued by se. This is stritly speaking ompletely unexpeted. Given a theoretial

framework where information struture is onstrained uniquely by syntax, one might wonder

why a left-peripheral embedded lause should interfere with the word order of the following

matrix lause, as the former must be assumed to neither oupy nor move through the

pre�eld of the latter. Reall that around half of all main lauses in both texts feature a

non-subjet onstituent in initial position of linear V2 strings (see table 3.3 in setion 3.3.1).

However, an initial subordinate lause almost systematially bloks any kind of XP-fronting

to the pre�eld in the following matrix lause. The rarity of pattern II suggests we are dealing

with an independent disourse onstraint here. Observe furthermore that this pattern is not

really banned, it is just preferably avoided, as evidened by the following example:

(194) . . . [aprés

after

e

this

que

that

il

he

m'

me.CL

a

has

servi

served

et

and

honoré

honoured

en

in

sa

his

terre,

land

se

if

je

I

auun

some

gerredon

reompense

ne

NEG.CL

l'

him.CL

en

of.it-CL

rendoie

render

en

in

la

the

moie℄,

mine

[a

of

felonie℄

felony

le

it.CL

porroit

ould

l'en

man

tenir.

hold.

`After he has served and honoured me in his land, if I do not return him the favour

in my own, people might onsider it dishonourable.' (Tristan, p.56 : 46.5-8)

This shows that pattern II is indeed possible, a fat whih almost makes the pauity

of examples even harder to explain, sine a total ban might be amenable to some kind of

prinipled syntati explanation. As it stands, one might onlude from examples like (194)

that this word order is ompletely �ne at the level of grammar, but that it is marginal at the

level of usage, but this is hardly an explanation, sine the di�erene between real disourse

onstraints and usage is not su�iently worked-out from a theoretial perspetive. Here is
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another interesting topi for future researh, but not one that I will pursue any further here,

sine the matter is stritly speaking somewhat peripheral to our onerns.

3.7.3.3 Option III: si and the resumption strategy

Oasionally, a resumptive element appears in the pre�eld immediately after the initial

subordinate lause. The most frequent of these elements by far is the element si, a strongly

polysemous and muh disussed item of Old Frenh grammar (see Marhello-Nizia 1985:15-

18 (fn.) for referenes). Aording to Marhello-Nizia, it is possible to distinguish between

18 di�erent uses of the element si in Old Frenh. One of these, the use of si as a kind

of resumptive in the pre�eld, is well attested in our orpus and in Old Frenh in general

(Einhorn 1974:115-116, Beninà 1995:333, Vane 1997:64-65, Wolfe 2015b:98-100). Two

examples are provided in (195)�(196). On the rare oasion, a temporal adverb like adon

� `then' � is used instead (197):

(195) [Et

and

quant

was

e

it

vint

ame

enontre

towards

le

the

suer℄,

evening

[si℄

SI

omença

started

a

to

hangier

hange

li

the

tens. . .

weather

`And when the evening approahed, the weather started hanging. . . ' (Tristan, p.44

: 14.2-3)

(196) [e

and

quant

was

il

he

ot

had

assez

enough

sermoné

preahed

de

of

la

the

loi

law

as

to-the

restiens℄,

hristians

[si℄

SI

les

them-CL

baptisa

baptised

el

en-the

non

name

del

of-the

Pere. . .

father

`. . . and when he had preahed the Law of the Christians for a long time, he baptized

them in the name of the father. . . ' (Eustae, p.9 : VII.9-10)

(197) [Quant

when

li

the

jorz

day

fu

was

venuz

ome

et

and

il

he

pot

ould

bien

well

veoir

see

entor

around

li℄,

him

[adon℄

then

fu

was

il

he

un

a

po

bit

plus

more

aese. . .

alm

`When the day had ome and he ould see well around himself, he was a little more

alm. . . ' (Tristan, p.49 : 27.7-8)

The analysis of si in this partiular use is not straightforward. The most fundamental

questions revolve around the ategorial status and the syntati position of si, two issues

whih are strongly interrelated. As a very light and disourse-oriented element, it is tempting

to suggest that si is a partile with X

0
-status in the syntax. If so, it is possible to analyse

si as a partile lexialising a left-peripheral head position, for instane Fin

0
. This is the

entral laim of the analysis developed for Old Frenh by Ferraresi and Goldbah (2002)

and by Ledgeway (2008) for Old Neapolitan.

However, there is problem with this analysis for Old Frenh, namely the fat that it falsely

predits the order XP-si-subjet, whih is unattested in the orpus and generally not possible

aording to the onsensus view in the researh literature, whih is that si must appear left-

adjaent to the verb (Adams 1987a, Lemieux and Dupuis 1995:96, Ferraresi and Goldbah

2002:11, Salvesen 2013:142). Non-inverted main lauses in Old Frenh invariably feature the

subjet at least as high as Spe-IP, as was demonstrated in setion (3.5.1). If si is a partile

lexialising a C-head, we would not expet inversion after the partile, in partiular sine the

lexialisation of C-heads through base-generation of partiles is onsidered an alternative
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and ompeting strategy to verb movement (Roberts 2004; Ledgeway 2008). Notie that it

does not help to assume that si rather lexialises a high left-peripheral head like Fore

0
,

thereby struturally allowing enough spae for inversion, for instane by having the verb

move to Fin

0
. The reason is that suh an analysis leaves unexplained why this onstrution

is allowed to esape the EPP-e�ets, or in more neutral terms, the ban on verb-initial lauses

(reall that et/ne-V1 lauses must be onsidered a onstrution apart) whih is manifestly

a very strong priniple of Old Frenh syntax.

Admittedly, the examples (195)�(196) do not feature an overt subjet, and furthermore,

this tendeny towards null subjets after si is strong in the historial orpus in general

(Marhello-Nizia 1985:48, Vane 1997:53, Wolfe 2015b:98-99), so one might raise the question

if we are really dealing with strutural inversion here. Aording to Foulet's generalisation,

whih states that null-subjets are only permitted in postverbal position (Vanelli et al. 1985,

Adams 1987a), these ases must involve strutural inversion, but not all researhers aept

that onlusion (Kaiser 2002; Rinke and Meisel 2009; Zimmermann 2009). While it is true

that si in this partiular use has a very strong tendeny to trigger non-expression of the

subjet and might therefore also be onsidered a marker of topi ontinuity (Marhello-Nizia

1985:165, Beninà 1995:333, Vane 1995:183-184),

48

one does not have to searh too far to

ome aross examples of inversion after lause-initial si ; the examples in (198)�(199) not

only feature pronominal inversion, but also show that si triggers prolisis in aordane with

the Tobler-Mussafía Law:

(198) [se

if

je

I

en

of-it.CL

deusse

must

orendroit

now

morir℄,

die

[si℄

SI

le

it.CL

feisse

would-do

je

I

por

for

la

the

volenté

will

mon

my

seignor

lord.OBL

aomplir

aomplish

�(Even) if I were to die now from it, I would still do it in order to arry out the

wishes of my lord'

(La Queste, taken from (Vane et al. 2009). Glosses slightly adapted.)

(199) . . . [se

if

l'en

man

vous

you.CL

donoit

gave

tout

all

l'

the

empire℄,

empire

[si℄

SI

l'

it.CL

auriez

would-have

vous

you

bien

well

deservi

deserved

`if one gave you the whole empire you would deserve it.'

(Villehardouin, adapted from Vane et al. 2009)

On the whole, these examples provide diret evidene against the hypothesis that si is

a C-partile, and I therefore suggest that it is a phrase whih an be used as an expletive

in lause-initial position and as a resumptive after initial subordinate lauses, in line with

the similar suggestion for Old Italian by Poletto (2005). It annot be resolved at this point

whether the expletive oupies Spe-CP or Spe-IP.

Oasionally, the resumptive si is used after other onstituents than initial subordinates.

This partiularly happens after adverbial expressions of time like après/puis � `afterwards'

� or the like, muh like the situation in modern Sandinavian, where suh resumptives are

ubiquitous in spoken language (Ekerot 1988; Nordström 2010; Eide 2011). It also seems to

be the ase that this use of si is easily triggered by the presene of intervening, parenthetial

48

But, as pointed out by Wolfe, (2015:100) it is also possible to �nd ases of inversion after initial si

featuring inde�nite and hene foal subjets.
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material (200)�(201), a fat whih strengthens the analysis as a resumptive, although it must

be be emphasized that this does not apply to all ases (202):

(200) et

and

[aprés℄,

afterwards

(quant

when

vos

you

savrez

will-know

lor

their

volenté),

will,

[si℄

SI

en

of.it-CL

overrons

we-will-work

a

at

vostre

your

onseil.

deliberation

`. . . and afterwards, when you have learned their will, then we will at aording to

your judgement.' (Tristan, p. 40, 2.8)

(201) (Context: two of king Pelias' knights have found Tristan sleeping. They reognize

him and ontemplate killing him. . . )

Mes

but

alon

let-us-go

au

to-the

roy

king

Pelias

Pelias

[. . . ℄ e

and

li

him.CL

onton

let-us-tell

este

this

novelle.

news

[Puis℄,

afterward

(s'

if

il

he

velt),

want

[si℄

SI

l'

him.CL

oiron.

we-will-kill

`But let's go to king Pelias and tell him this news. Then afterwards, if he wishes,

then we'll kill him.' (Tristan, p.64 : 64.22-23)

(202) (Context: the king has a dream about a lion and a leopard. First, the lion eats the

leopard. . . )

Et

and

[puis℄

then

[si℄

SI

s'

REFL.CL

en

of.it-CL

venoit

ame

par

towards

le

the

roi

king

et

and

se

REFL.CL

gitoit

threw

desor

over

lui

him

et

and

le

him.CL

devoroit

devored

erranment.

quikly

`And then it turned on the king and threw itself over him and devored him quikly.'

(Tristan, p. 46 : 20.9-10)

It is also possible to ome aross si after an initial noun phrase. There are no examples

in Tristan, but (203 is a ase from Eustae:

(203) (Context: the emperor is angered that Eustae and his family refuse to revert to the

old gods, and orders them to be sent to the arena to be fed to the lions. . . )

[L'

the

areinne℄

arena

[si℄

SI

estoit

was

une

a

mult

very

grant

big

plae

plae

en

in

Rome. . .

Rome

`The arena was a very big plae in Rome. . . ' (Eustae, p.40 : XXXV.22-23)

One might ask if the role of si in suh ases is really just an extension of the resumption

strategy. Wolfe (2015:98) ites similar examples, interpreting them as Hanging Topis.

This entails that the initial noun phrase is in left disloation. As we saw in setion 3.7.2,

unambiguous ases of left-disloation in Old Frenh always involve a resumptive element

in the ore lauses, ontrary to normal, inversion-triggering topialisation. Wolfe therefore

suggests that si is able to ful�l the same funtion as the subjet pronoun in resuming the

NP/DP (2015:98).

There is a feeling that si ontributes a bit more semantially than just being an index

linked to the initial onstituent. Marhello-Nizia laims that si enodes strong assertion, a

ommitment to the truth value of the proposition; this position is also adopted by Lemieux

and Dupuis, who posit a projetion ΣP above IP whih hosts the initial XP in the spei�er
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and si in the head (Lemieux and Dupuis 1995). It may therefore well be that ases like

(203) should be kept apart from the resumption strategy after initial subordinate lauses.

If we want to maintain that ases like (203) are in disloation, an alternative is to assume

that there is a resumptive null-subjet in the ore lause. This hypothesis reeives some

support from a rare and very interesting V4 ase like (204). Here, the �rst onstituent is

learly left-disloated, sine it is followed by an embedded lause whih annot be desribed

as a parenthetial, being a (bisuit) onditional of whih the matrix lause expresses the

onsequene. Sine embedded lauses learly belong to a position to the left of the main

lause proper, the fat that the initial onstituent in turn preedes this lause indiates

that it oupies a very high position; this is in other words a very likely andidate for the

Hanging Topi position. In the matrix lause, there is initial si followed by overt pronominal

inversion:

(204) (Context: Eustae ompares himself to Job from the Bible, who was also tested by

the Lord and dispossessed of his property. Eustae onludes that Job was after all

in a better position than himself. . . :)

[Cil℄,

that-one

[se

if

il

he

n'

NEG

ot

had

rainseaus,℄,

branhes

[si℄

SI

ot

had

il

he

raine:

root

e

that

ert

was

sa

his

fame. . .

wife

`For he, even if he didn't have branhes, he did have a root: his wife. . . ' (Eustae,

p.20 : XVI, 4-5)

This provides more evidene that si is not a C-partile, but a phrase in a spei�er

position, but more importantly, it suggests that the role of si in suh ases is not to be a

resumptive for the Hanging Topi, sine this role is ful�lled by the inverted subjet pronoun.

This leaves two possibilities: either si is used as a resumptive after the onditional lause

(reall from tables 3.7 and 3.8 that resumptive si is partiularly frequent after onditional

se-lauses), or it is used to express strong assertion, an interpretation whih is learly very

plausible here. In fat, the two explanations do not exlude eah other, at least not in this

partiular ase.

On the other hand, it does not seem plausible to extend the assertion analysis to the ases

involving initial subordinate lauses, sine it would be very odd indeed if the appearane

of an initial subordinate in general triggers strong assertions more easily than elsewhere. I

therefore onlude that si may �ll the role of a simple resumptive after initial subordinate

lauses and presumably also some other temporal adverbial expressions. On the other hand,

on the strength of the evidene from (204), I believe ases like (203), repeated below, rather

feature a left-disloated phrase, possibly a Hanging Topi, whih is resumed by an inverted

null-pronoun. The role of si in suh ases is to emphasize the truth value of the proposition,

as suggested by Marhello-Nizia (1985) and Lemieux and Dupuis (1995):

(203) [L'

the

areinne℄

arena

[si℄

SI

estoit

was

une

a

mult

very

grant

big

plae

plae

en

in

Rome. . .

Rome

`The arena was truly a very big plae in Rome. . . ' (Eustae, p.40 : XXXV.22-23)

3.7.3.4 Option IV: inversion

The �nal option is inversion of the matrix lause. Although this pattern is relatively rare, it

is possible to ome aross bona �de examples; (205�206) learly seem to feature the initial

subordinate lause in the pre�eld, as evidened not only by the following inversion, but also
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the TML-ompliant prolisis of the pronominal and adverbial litis in preverbal position.

Furthermore, these examples feature inverted pronominal subjets, meaning the sequene

annot be a ombination of an initial subordinate lause followed by a V1 lause:

(205) [Mes

But

por

for

e

this

que

that

formé

formed

estoit

was

a

in

lor

their

semblane,

likeness,

et

and

reature,℄

reature,

le

him.CL

seorront

helped

il

they

por

for

pitié

pity

de

of

nature

nature

. . .

. . .

�But sine he was a living being that looked just like them, their ompassion made

them help him.� (Tristan, 31. 15-17)

(206) [. . . ençois

before

que

that

li

the

premiers

�rst

asaus

assault

remansist℄,

remained,

n'

NEG.CL

i

there.CL

avoit

had

il

it

eli

that-one

d'

of

eus

them

qui

who

n'eüst

NEG.CL

plaies

had

plusors

wounds

granz

several

et

great

petites

and

. . .

small

`. . . before the �rst assault was over, none of them was left without several wounds

both small and big . . . ' (Tristan, p.60 : 56. 6-7)

These examples show that subordinate lauses are not treated in uniform manner in

13th entury Old Frenh. While they are generally `invisible' to the inversion mehanism

of the language, they sometimes manage to trigger it. There is apparently some degree of

optionality in the grammar here. It is impossible to know if this hesitation is the expression

of the inversion grammar at its height or rather its �rst stage of deline. In other words, we

annot tell if early 13th entury OF was brie�y in the proess of onquering the subordinate

lause as well for the inversion grammar, a proess whih never materialised ompletely,

or if the stage we witness here is already the �rst phase of the deline of inversion, whih

subsequently spread to other onstituents.

3.7.4 The formal analysis of initial subordinate lauses

We have just seen that initial subordinate lauses an enter into four di�erent surfae on-

�gurations relative to their matrix lause. As for their syntati integration on a strutural

level, however, we may assume that there are only two di�erent options. In some rare ases

(option IV), the initial subordinate seems to be in the pre�eld and to trigger subjet-verb

inversion like any other onstituent. The struture of a lause like (206) an therefore be

represented as in the following tree, where XP and YP for the moment stand in for the more

preise labels that we still need to establish for suh inversion strutures:

(207)

XP

CP X

′

Enois que

li premiers asaus remansist,

X

0

n' y avoit

YP

il avoit eli d'eus

qui n'eüst plaies plusors granz et petites
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This represents the marked option where the initial subordinate triggers inversion and

linear V2. In all ases of linear V3 on the other hand, whether they belong to type I, II or

III, the initial subordinate oupies a higher position at the left edge of the lause. In the

ase of pattern III, a resumptive then oupies the pre�eld.

As for the dominant, non-inverted pattern I, there are two basi options available to

represent these strutures: either we adjoin the initial subordinate to the maximal proje-

tion of the ore lause (208), or we generate it in the spei�er position of some dediated

funtional projetion suh as for instane FrameP (209):

(208)

XP

CP XP

Qant il li ot tot onté, DP X

′

sa fame X

0

s'esria...

YP

sa fame s'eria

(209)

FrameP

CP Frame

′

Qant il li ot tot onté, Frame

0
XP

DP X

′

sa fame X

0

s'esria...

YP

sa fame s'eria

Whih of the phrase markers in (208�209) is the more adequate? In order to evaluate

this, it is neessary to have some idea of what possible theoretial distintion they ould

be thought of as representing. Notie in this respet that (209) is the more informative

struture, sine it attempts to establish a orrelation between the syntati position of the

initial subordinate lause and its information-strutural reading in artographi fashion,

while no suh laim is made in (208). Aordingly, it is also possible to interpret (209) as

representing a more fully produtive pattern of the grammar, if the projetion FrameP is

oneived of as the lous of all sene-setters. Interpreted this way, (209) learly embodies

the stronger and hene theoretially more interesting laim, sine it predits that initial

subordinate lauses ful�ll the role of sene-setters and that suh elements are external to
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the ore lause, regularly giving rise to linear V3. It has indeed been suggested before that

initial subordinate lauses funtion as sene-setters and aordingly oupy a high position

in FrameP (Donaldson 2012; Salvesen 2013), where they an be �rst-merged after the lause

has been onstruted. Moreover, Wolfe has reently laimed that this is generally possible

for sene-setting elements in Old Frenh (Wolfe 2015b).

The hypothesis that there is a produtive projetion hosting Frame-setters high at the

left edge of the lause in Old Frenh is interesting, but we annot evaluate it just yet. We

must defer it, along with several other pending questions, until we have a learer piture of

the general syntax. Conretely, we need to know if it is indeed orret that sene-setters an

generally our in this high position in Old Frenh, and we have not seen the data on this

just yet. For this reason, it is hard to say whether the adjuntion-analysis in (208) or the

analysis with the dediated frame projetion in (209) is the more adequate. I will shortly

return to this issue.

It is important to emphasize, however, that regardless of whih of these analyses is ho-

sen, the V3 strings featuring initial subordinate lauses should probably not be interpreted

as evidene against V-to-C movement. The reason for this is simply that the initial subor-

dinate lause preedes the main lause entirely and hene extends the phrase marker on top

of it. Ignoring the aforementioned relative pauity of inversion strutures after the initial

subordinate lause, the word order fats of the matrix lause are thus left wholly una�eted.

It would seem that the hild aquiring the language has no hoie but to aommodate the

initial subordinate lause by generating struture on top of the main lause, regardless if

the latter is derived by V-to-C movement or not. If these V3 strings have reeived muh at-

tention in Kaiser (2002) and subsequent literature (Elsig 2009, 2012) as 'inompatible with

verb-seond', it is therefore not beause they provide evidene against V-to-C movement,

but rather beause they fall outside a ertain narrow de�nition of verb-seond that does

not allow linear V3 without the use of resumptives in the pre�eld, a move whih is justi�ed

by appealing to an alleged universal ban on CP-adjuntion. Aording to suh a de�nition,

only patterns III and IV in (186) are ompatible with a verb-seond language. This is a

valid move, but nothing more than a de�nitional move, and also one that will run into

severe empirial problems if intended to apture the totality of ases in modern Germani

(f. bisuit onditionals, setion 2.5.2.1).

.

3.7.5 Remaining V3 patterns

In the preeding setions, I have reviewed various kinds of deviations from the linear V2

order in the orpus. In setion 3.7.1, it was demonstrated that in Old Frenh, a very limited

group of adverbial expressions fails to trigger inversion and hene feature linear V3. It

was argued that, with the possible exeption of the NPIs onques and ya, none of these

expressions provide evidene against V-to-C movement. In setion 3.7.3, I suggested that

the same applies to initial subordinate lauses. Furthermore, the behaviour of both groups

is preditable and systemati � although not entirely without variation, partiularly in the

ase of the subordinates � and should aordingly not be analysed as free and produtive

word order variation at the level of lausal syntax, but rather as individual onstrutions

whose idiosynrati syntati behaviour must be aquired and stored in a pieemeal fashion.

Beause of this state of a�airs, these expressions do not fall foul of the de�nition of a verb-

seond language employed in this thesis.

Let us now examine the quantitative ontribution of these various groups to the overall
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amount of linear V3 in main lauses in order to get a learer piture both of their impat

on the data on linea order reported in tables 3.1 and 3.2 as well as the amount of `residue'

in the form of V3 orders that do not fall out from any of these groups. This information is

presented in table 3.9.

Table 3.9: Triggers of V3 in main lauses in Tristan and Eustae

Trigger Tristan Eustae

Neporquant 3 (2.11%) - (0.00%)

Certes 3 (2.11%) - (0.00%)

Sans faille/sans doute 5 (3.52%) - (0.00%)

Onques 2 (1.41%) 2 (2.99%)

Left disloation 4 (2.82%) 3 (4.48%)

XP-si-V 3 (2.11%) 3 (4.48%)

Initial subordinate 118 (83.10%) 52 (77.61%)

Total 138 (97.18%) 60 (89.55%)

Total V3, main lauses 142 (100.00%) 67 (100.00%)

Residual V3 4 (2.82%) 7 (10.45%)

It is lear that initial subordinate lauses make up the lion's share of linear V3 in both

texts. At the same time, there is a signi�ant di�erene between the two texts with respet to

the amount of residue; as for Tristan, the amount of residual V3 is extremely low, aounting

for only 2.82 % of all V3 strings, while the orresponding number for Eustae is almost four

times as high (10.45%). The expeted frequenies are too low for a Chi-square test, but

a Fisher's exat test shows that the di�erene in amount of `residual V3' is statistially

signi�ant (p-value 0.0402). Let us brie�y examine why this might be the ase.

In fat, almost all exeptional ases of V3 in both texts are of a similar kind. They

feature an initial onstituent whih funtions as an temporal adverbial, often a PP, followed

by a non-inverted main lause. This would at �rst sight seem to support Wolfe's reent

laim that there is a high FrameP in the left-periphery that an host initial sene-setters

by base-generation, and whih is therefore external and invisible to the omputation of

inversion (Wolfe 2015b:93). Wolfe suggested that initial subordinate lauses ould oupy

this position, whih is why they generally fail to trigger inversion, as well as other adverbial

expressions of time and plae whih have the appropriate semantis and are able to sope

over the entire lause:

(210) [A

a

mie

mid

nuit℄,

night

(sanz

without

plus

more

atendre

wait.INF

e

and

sanz

without

le

the

seu

knowing

de

of

lor

their

mesniee),

house

[il℄

they

en

of.it.CL

alerent

went

a

to

l'

the

evesque

bishop

des

of-the

restiens. . .

hristians

`In the middle of the night, without delaying and without the rest of the house

knowing, they went to the bishop of the Christians. . . ' (Eustae, p.9 : VII.2-4)
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However, a loser inspetion reveals that there are very salient di�erenes between the

two texts of the orpus in this respet, both quantitatively and qualitatively speaking. In

Tristan, initial subordinate lauses aside, there are only 4 ases out of a total of 998 main

lauses whih feature suh onstrutions, in other words 0.40% of the total amount of main

lauses. This does not give the impression of a produtive projetion whih an generally

host sene-setters. Furthermore, when we onsider those ases, they reveal a very onsistent

pattern; non-inversion is triggered by the presene of muh intervening material (211)�(213),

whih apparently has the e�et of disloating the �rst onstituent. This explanation does

not easily extend to (214), sine the intervening material is so short, but this is an isolated

ase:

(211) [Aprés

after

la

the

passion

passion

Nostre

our

Seignor

saviour.OBL

Jesu

Jesus

Crist℄,

Christ.OBL,

(par

by

ui

whose

mort

death

et

and

par

by

ui

whose

travail

toil

nos

we

fumes

where

osté

removed

de

from

la

the

prison

prison

tenebreuse

tenebrous

et

and

de

from

la

the

mort

death

pardurable,)

eternal,

[Joseph

Joseph

d'Abarematie℄,

of

(qui

Arimathea,

avoit

who

esté

had

son

been

deiple

his

feel

disiple

et

faithful

leal,)

and

vint

loyal,

puis

ame

en

afterwards

la

in

Grant

the

Bretaigne

Great

. . .

Britain . . .

`After the passion of our Saviour Jesus Christ, by whose death and su�ering we

have been removed from our tenebrous prison and from death eternal, Joseph of

Arimathea, who had been his faithful and loyal disiple, ame thereafter to Great

Britain . . . ' (Tristan, p.40: 1. 1-4)

(212) [Hui

today

est

this

jor℄,

day,

(quant

when

je

I

uida

thought

estre

be.INF

fors

out

de

of

este

this

forest,)

forest,

[je℄

I

me

me.CL

trovai

found

devant

before

la

the

roihe

rok

meïsmes

same

ou

where

mes

my

hevax

horse

morut.

died.

`This very day, when I thought I was on my way out of this forest, I found myself in

front of the very same rok where my horse died.' (Tristan, p. 52: 35. 12-12)

(213) [A

at

l'

the

endemain℄,

day-after

(quant

qhen

li

the

jorz

day

aparut

appeared

biaus

beautiful

et

and

lers),

lear

[il℄

they

omenent

start

a

to

regarder

look-at

le

the

roi. . .

king

`The next morning, when day had broken lear and beautiful, they started looking

at the king. . . ' (Tristan, p.55 : 43.1-2)

(214) [et

and

au

in-the

heoir

fall

que

that

il

he

fait℄,

makes,

[il℄

he

vole

�ies

tot

all

de

of

plain

plain

en

in

l'

the

eve.

water.

`as he falls, he drops straight into the water.' (Tristan, p.53: 38. 8-9)

Apart from these ases, all similar expressions trigger inversion. Of ourse, Wolfe's laim

is not to be interpreted to mean that sene-setting elements must fail to trigger inversion

or that they obligatorily give rise to V3 orders; learly it is possible for suh expressions

to trigger the inversion mehanism. However, the evidene from Tristan even alls into the

doubt the hypothesis that it is possible at all to let sene-setters preede the main lause.

Examples abound in all parts of the text of andidate sene-setters, adverbial expressions

of time (216)�(220), plae (221)�(222) or reason (223)�(224) that might plausibly qualify
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as sene-setters on the de�nition provided by Wolfe (f. setion 2.4.4.1)

49

and whih are

altogether parallel to the expressions he addues for other Old Romane languages, where

suh elements indeed regularly fail to trigger inversion. Yet they invariably trigger inversion

in the text. The following is just a very small sample:

(215) [Cele

that

nuit℄

night

demora

lingered

Sador

Safor

delez

next-to

la

the

fontene. . .

fountain

`That night Sador stayed there next to the fountain. . . ' (Tristan, p.42 : 8.10-11)

(216) [Celi

that

jor

day

que

that

la

the

nef

ship

ariva

arrived

en

in

Cornoaille,℄

Cornwall

estoit

was

li

the

rois

king

montez

asended

en

in

une

one

soe

his

tor.

tower

`That day when the ship arrived in Cornwall, the king had asended one of his

towers.' (Tristan, p.45 : 18.7-8)

(217) [Un

an

suer℄

evening

gisoit

laid

li

the

rois

king

en

in

son

his

lit. . .

bed

`An evening the king was lying in his bed. . . ' (Tristan, p. 46: 20.1)

(218) [A

On

l'endemain℄

the

revint

day-after

li

returned

phylosophes

the

devant

philosopher

le

before

roi

the

. . .

king . . .

`The day after the philosopher returned before the king . . . ' (Tristan, p.47: 22.1)

(219) [A

at

eli

that

tens

time

que

that

je

I

vos

you.CL

ont℄

tell

estoit

was

li

the

reaumes

kingdom

de

of

Cornoaille

Cornwall

et

and

eli

the-one

de

of

Leonois

Leonois

en

in

la

the

subjetion

subjetion

au

of-the

roi

king

de

of

Gaule.

Gaul

`At the time that I am talking about, the kingdoms of Cornwall and Leonois were

subjets to the king of Gaul.' (Tristan)

(220) [En

en

este

this

partie℄

part

dit

says

li

the

ontes

story

que. . .

that

`Here the story tells that. . . ' (Tristan, p.49: 27.1)

(221) [En

In

Cornoaille℄

Cornwall

avoit

was

a

at

eli

that

tens

time

un

a

roi

king

paien

heathen

qui

who

estoit

was

apelez

alled

Canor

Canor

. . .

. . .

`In Cornwall there was at that time a heathen king alled Canor . . . ' (Tristan, p.45:

18.1-2))

(222) [Leianz

There

en

en

ele

that

ité℄

ity

demorerent

remained

il

they

trois

three

semaines

weeks

e

and

plus

more

. . .

`There in that ity they stayed on for three weeks and more. . . ' (Tristan, p.62: 61.1)

49

Reall Wolfe's de�nition of a sene-setter:

`The pragmati harateristis of this group of elements is homogeneous. They have adver-

bial harateristis, sope over the entire lause and anhor the speeh-at either temporally,

spatially or aspetually'. (Wolfe 2015b:14)
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(223) [Et

and

por

for

le

the

sens

wisdom

dont

of-whih

il

he

estoit℄,

was

le

him.CL

tenoient

held

il

they

tuit

all

a

for

phylosophe. . .

philosopher

`And beause of the wisdom he possessed, they all held him for a philosopher. . . '

(Tristan, p.47 : 21.4-5)

(224) [Et

and

por

for

la

the

biauté

beauty

de

of

li℄

him

l'

him.CL

apelierent

alled

il

they

Apolo

Apolo

l'

the

Aventureus. . .

fortunate

`And beause of his beauty they alled him Apollo the Fortunate'. . .

(Tristan, p. 49: 26.8)

What these examples serve to illustrate is that sene-setters, rather then residing in a

dediated funtional projetion that preedes and is exempt from the operation of the inver-

sion mehanism, are subsumed under this latter onstrution, just like in modern Germani

V2 languages. As we have just seen, initial subordinate lauses on the other hand behave

quite di�erently. Now, it would be odd to suggest that Old Frenh has the peuliar property

that only initial subordinate lauses qualify as sene-setters, sine artographi projetions

in the left-periphery are A' projetions de�ned by their information-strutural properties,

and sine we annot reasonably onlude that these kinds of adverbial expressions have

di�erent IS properties in di�erent languages. The di�erene between Old Frenh and the

other Old Romane languages must aordingly be sought in the syntax, and the evidene

strongly suggests that initial subordinate lauses pattern di�erently due to their syntati

status as lauses, rather than due to any inherent informational-strutural properties they

might arry.

However, the situation is quite di�erent in Eustae. Although the inversion mehanism

is quite onsistently maintained in this text as well, there are 7 ases of exeptional V3,

onstituting 1.86% of the total amount of main lauses � more than four times as muh as

Tristan. An example of a non-triggering adverbial expression was ited above (210), some

others are provided in (225)�(228). These examples must be haraterised as violations of

the inversion mehanism :

(225) [Aprés℄

afterwards

[il℄

he

omenda

ordered

a

to

hasun

eah

qu'il

that

l'alassent

they

querre. . .

him.CL should-go seek.INF

`Afterwards he ordered everyone that they should go out and seek for him. . . ' (Eu-

stae, p.22: XIX, 8-9)

(226) e

and

[tantost℄

immediately

[li

the

feus℄

�re

devint

beame

douz

alm

e

and

soef

mild

ausi

as

ome

like

rosee. . .

dew

`and the �re immediately beame alm and mild as dew. . . ' (Eustae, p.43 : XXXVII.

34-35)

(227) [Emprés℄,

Afterwards

(qant

when

il

he

ot

had

son

his

afere

matter

atorné),

prepared

[il℄

he

s'

REFL.CL

esmut

moved

a

to

aler

go

en

en

bataille. . .

battle

`Afterwards, when he had prepared his journey, he rushed to set out for battle. . . '

(Eustae, p.30 : XXVII.1-2)
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(228) [au

at-the

departir℄,

depart.INF

[il℄

he

les

them.CL

beisa

kissed

e

and

aola

embraed

e

and

omenda

ommended

a

to

Dieu.

God

Upon departure, he kissed and embraed them and ommended them to God.' (Eu-

stae, p.28 : XXIV, 13-14)

Interestingly, then, there is a subtle, but still quite notieable di�erene betweem Tristan

and Eustae; while the former text displays an almost exeptionless adherene to a linear

V2 rule, outside of those partiular ases that were reviewed above, the latter already

reveals some signs of the weaknesses in the inversion grammar that are familiar from the

literature and that would only inrease in the following two enturies. This pattern is also

familiar by now from several modern Germani varieties. Urban vernaulars in Germany and

the Sandinavian languages (see Walkden 2017 and referenes therein), Germani heritage

languages in Ameria (Shmid 2002; Larsson and Johannessen 2015; Arnbjörnsdóttir et al.

to appear; Westergaard and Lohndal to appear), as well as Flemish dialets near the Frenh

border (Haegeman and Greo 2016) all show the exat same option of using V3 after initial

irumstantial adverbial expressions. In these ases, it makes sense to assume that there is

a produtive FrameP available at the edge of the lause. It is very questionable, however, if

this projetion was generally available/fully produtive in earlier stages of Old Frenh.

This brings us over to a very important point. Sine the two texts display these subtle

di�erenes, it is ruial to emphasize how to interpret the orpus as a whole. Tristan shows

a grammar whih not only systematially rejets `sene-setting' V3 onstrutions of the

kind oasionnally found in Eustae, but whih also allows for inversion after initial subor-

dinate lauses with non-marginal frequeny (6.35%), something whih is never enountered

in Eustae. Although the texts are onsidered to be roughly ontemporaneous, there an

be no doubt that Tristan represents a more robust state of the inversion grammar in its

diahroni evolution. Of ourse, this is not to be interpreted as saying that the di�erenes

between Tristan and Eustae are diahroni. They might stem from other soures, suh as

diatopi variation. It is also possible that the fat that Eustae is translated from Latin

plays some role. None of this really matters for the urrent argument, whih is that Tristan

is an authenti witness with reveals something about the Old Frenh inversion system at

some point in time and spae, sine there is very little hane that a quantitatively so robust

textual sample is either the result of aidental gaps, or alternatively, that the adherene

to a V2 pattern is the expression of some written norm. It is therefore very tempting to

onlude that ases like (225)�(228) were outright ungrammatial in spoken Frenh at some

point. However, sine it is not possible to draw �rm onlusions on the basis of negative

evidene, I will rather limit myself to a weaker, but still quite strong laim about the Old

Frenh inversion grammar:

Conlusion V:

At some stage of its diahroni evolution, Old Frenh featured a linear V2 onstraint

whih ould only be irumvented in ertain, narrowly de�nable onstrutions.

Cruially, these narrowly de�nable onstrutions did presumably not originally inlude

initial sene-setters. The adoption of a produtive FrameP above the lous where inversion

is omputed is presumably not the right haraterisation of the Old Frenh inversion sys-

tem, whih in fat was even stronger and resembled modern Germani more losely. The

FrameP identi�ed by Wolfe (2015) is historially real, but it is already a sign of weakness,

foreshadowing the loss of the inversion grammar.
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I must emphasize that this is no laim, as of yet, about the strutural underpinnings of

the inversion system. However, if one aepts the view that V2 languages an be both I-V2

languages and C-V2 languages, the onlusion that Old Frenh featured one of these V2

systems seems unesapable, sine there learly is a linear onstraint at work, and there is no

imaginable parse that does not bring the verb at least as high as I

0
. However, the assumption

(or rather de�nition) adopted in this thesis is that a V2 grammar always involves V-to-C

movement, and whether there was V-to-C movement or not in Old Frenh still annot be

resolved on the basis of the evidene reviewed. On the other hand, the evidene built up

until now does allow us to approah another important question whih we had to leave aside

earlier, namely the issue of the strutural position of null subjets.

3.7.6 Foulet's generalisation and null subjets again

The desriptive observation that I have dubbed Foulet's generalisation states that null sub-

jets in Old Frenh are only permitted in postverbal position, in other words, in inversion

strutures. This empirial observation was developed into an expliit formal hypothesis

within the generative framework by Vanelli et al. (1985) and in partiular Adams (1987;

1987), whih was very brie�y reviewed in setion 3.4.1. This analysis makes many onrete

assumptions about the struture of the Old Frenh lause, in partiular that it was a V2 lan-

guage that onsistently moved the verb to C

0
. Some researhers have rejeted the analysis

of Frenh as a V2 language and in onsequene, they also rejet Adam's analysis. Further-

more, the very desriptive generalization that null subjets are only permitted postverbally

is also rejeted (Kaiser 2002; Zimmermann 2009; Rinke and Meisel 2009). The most expliit

statement omes from Rinke and Meisel, who not only laim that null subjets ould just

as well be realized in preverbal position, but even add that they were even more likely to do

so beause they `usually onstitute the topi of the sentene.' (Rinke and Meisel 2009:98).

For this reason, Rinke and Meisel onluded that CVX strings annot be used as evidene

for verb-seond.

We are now �nally in a position to approah the question of the position of the null sub-

jet in Old Frenh. In order to approah this problem empirially, we start by observing that

Foulet's generalisation and Adam's theory of pro-drop involves only a one-way impliational

relationship between inversion and null subjets. In other words, the fat that null subjets

are only liensed in postverbal position does not entail that all postverbal pronominal sub-

jets must be phonologially null. We have seen ample evidene for this, as the pronominal

inversion string CVSpX is well attested in both texts of the orpus, reahing almost 7% in

Tristan and almost 9% in Eustae. Clearly then, pronominal subjets an be postverbal.

This does of ourse not logially entail that all pronominal subjets, even the unexpressed

ones, must also be postverbal. Furthermore, it is not self-evident, although this seems to

be an impliit assumption in muh of the literature, that the only thing that distinguishes

overt pronominal subjets and null subjets is that the former are given PF realization

while the latter are not. Although the expression or non-expression of the subjet pronoun,

apart from in initial position, seems to be an optional hoie, there might be governing, or

at least in�uening, fators. Beyond pragmati fators suh as the avoidane of ambiguity

when there are several possible referents, one might imagine information-strutural fators,

or even syntati fators like litiization. But all of this stritly pertains to the possible

fators governing the alternation between overt and null subjets, not their position in the

lause. If is is true that null subjets may also be preverbal, this means that the CVX

string an potentially oneal either a SCVX string (if the null subjet preedes the �rst
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onstituent), or CSVX (if the null subjet intervenes between the initial onstituent of the

verb. In both ases we get a V3 string rather than a V2 string. But if this is the ase, it

should be possible to �nd suh strings. After all, nobody has ever suggested that it should be

impossible for the subjet to be pronouned in these on�gurations, nor are the prospets

for suh a hypothesis very promising. In other words, we may approah the question of

the position of the null subjets indiretly by onsidering the strings SCVX and CSVX

ounterevidene.

After a omplete srutiny of the data from main lauses in the orpus, the answer is

very lear: these strings are virtually not found. As for the string SCVX, it is enountered

twie in both texts. In Tristan, both ases involve the expression sans faille intervening

between the subjet and the verb. It was suggested in setion 3.7.1.2 that this is a ommon

parenthetial interjetion, but the exat analysis matters less than the fat that this is a

partiular ase, a onlusion whih reeives strong support from the very fat that no other

instanes of this strings are enountered. In Eustae, the string SCVX also ours twie,

and involves an initial DP followed by si and then the verb. In short, this is very strong

evidene that the string SCVX is generally not possible in Old Frenh outside of these

familiar ontexts.

The same applies to the string CSVX. Although this string is very frequently enoun-

tered, almost all instanes feature an initial subordinate lause followed by a non-inverted

main lause, or ases where initial neporquant, ertes or sans faille preede a subjet-initial

lause. We have already seen the few exeptions whih exist in setion 3.7.5; these involve

initial adverbial expressions whih oasionally fail to trigger inversion, and are markedly

more frequent in Eustae than in Tristan. In a text like Tristan, suh ases redue to 0.40%

of all main lauses, a very robust �nding whih learly shows that Old Frenh, at the height

of its inversion grammar, did not allow the kind of V3 strutures with preverbal pronominal

subjets that have been reported for Old English (van Kemenade 1987) or Old High German

(Tomaselli 1995) in the Germani diahrony. It is therefore lair that Foulet's generalisation

held for this stage of the language. This permits a �nal onlusion regarding the syntax of

main lause:

Conlusion VI:

In early 13th entury Old Frenh, as a very robust generalisation, null subjets in

main lauses are possible only in postverbal position.

In onsequene, the rate of strutural inversion in main lauses an be onsidered to

oinide quite aurately with the amount of non-subjet initial, linear V2 strings, and is

therefore around 50%.

3.7.6.1 Stylisti Fronting in main lauses?

I will now suggest that there is one exeption to Foulet's Generalisation. In setion 3.3, it

was demonstrated that the pre�eld is in priniple able to host a great variety of di�erent

onstituents in Old Frenh. In setion 3.3.1, however, we saw that ertain onstituents

are only rarely enountered in the pre�eld. Among the less frequent are non-�nite verbs

like in�nitives and partiiples. This is not surprising, sine VP-fronting is a quite marked

onstrution that is not employed very frequently in modern Germani either. However, on

loser srutiny, many of the ases where in�nitives and partiiples oupy the pre�eld in the

orpus, the resulting onstrution does not resemble VP-fronting. Consider the examples

in (229)�(232). First, notie how they involve a bare in�nitive rather than an obvious ase
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of VP-fronting. Seondly, the in�nitives express new, unexpeted information, very muh

against the general tendeny of V2, whih is relutant to put new information fous in

the pre�eld. Thirdly, none of the examples involve overt inversion, just a subjetless CVX

string. And �nally, all the examples involve an impersonal prediate.

(229) Et

and

il

they

responent:

answered

[A

to

saillir℄

ome-out

t'

you.CL

i

there.CL

ovient. . .

behooves

`They answered: you must ome out. . . ' (Tristan, p.44-45: 16. 7-8)

(230) Ha!

ha

fait

does

li

the

roys,

king

[a

to

trover℄

�nd

le

him.CL

ouvint.

behooves

`Ha! says the king, you have to �nd him.' (Tristan, p.64: 65. 15)

(231) [A

to

morir℄

die

te

you.CL

ovient

behooves

aprés

after

ton

your

leheor.

adulterer

`You must die after your adultery.' (Tristan, p.65: 67.24)

(232) [a

to

dire℄

say

vos

you.CL

estoit

is

que

what

mes

my

freres

brother

vos

you.CL

a

has

mesfait. . .

mistreated

`you must tell what wikedness my brother has done to you.' (Tristan, p. 43: 11.15-

16)

It is highly unlikely that all of these di�erent and unrelated properties oalese aiden-

tally in all of these ases. I therefore suggest that these examples are not instanes of the

normal Old Frenh inversion mehanism, but rather a di�erent onstrution. In the next

hapter, it will be argued that this is a fronting operation whih is related, although not

idential, to Stylisti Fronting in Ielandi (Maling 1990). Sine this onstrution is muh

more frequent in embedded than in main lauses, and sine it will play an important role

in understanding the syntax of embedded lauses, I will defer both the general desription

and the analysis of Stylisti Fronting until hapter 4. The only thing whih is important to

emphasize at this point is that Stylisti Fronting is generally taken to be dependent on a

subjet gap in the lause, suh that it annot take plae in the presene of an overt subjet.

The fat that the examples in (229)�(232) all feature a non-referential null-subjet must be

onsidered highly relevant, sine this strongly suggests that Stylisti Fronting is triggered

by the lak of a preverbal subjet, and furthermore, that non-referential subjets might be

dropped in preverbal position, ontrary to what is the ase for other null subjets.

This is ertainly not the only way to interpret these data, and I will return to this in more

detail in hapter 4, sine this phenomenon might be key to understanding some subtleties

of Old Frenh syntax. In rounding o�, let me also raise the question if this onstrution

sometimes takes plae even with referential subjets. Example (233) features a oordination

struture and is therefore quite ambiguous, sine the lous of oordination is not lear (CP

or IP). In this partiular ase, it matters less than the fat that the seond onjunt laks a

subjet. In this onjunt lause, a past partiiple retenu � `retained' � is fronted in bizarre

manner to the position in front of the �nite verb, yielding a string whih seems infeliitous

from the perspetive of V2. This might suggest that this is a ase of SF.

(233) Childeïs,

Childeis

li

the

�lz

son

Maroveux

Marovex.OBL

[. . . ℄ ala

went

par

PRT

maintes

any

foiz

times

veoir

see

Sador,

Sador

e

and

[retenu℄

reainted

l'

him.CL

eüst

he-had.SBJV

a

to

ompaignon,

ompanion

s'

if

il

he

vousist.

wanted.SBJV
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`Childeis, the son of Marovex, went very many times to see Sador, and would have

made his him ompanion, if he had wanted.' (Tristan, p. 62: 61. 2-4)

It should be emphasized that no suh ases featuring referential subjets were found in

independent, that is non-oordinated, main lauses.

3.8 Summary

In this hapter, I have onduted a detailed review of many di�erent aspets, both quanti-

tative and qualitative, of the syntax of main lauses. The evidene has made it possible to

draw several important onlusions.

First of all, the pre�eld in Old Frenh was not reserved for subjets, but funtioned as

an A' position hosting phrases with di�erent ategorial status and a wide variety of gram-

matial funtions. Seondly, the pre�eld in Old Frenh was not reserved for topis, nor is

it possible to make any strit qualitative generalization regarding the informational stru-

tural partitioning of the lause in linear V2 strings, although new information fous is not

preferred in preverbal position. Thirdly, the evidene does not support the view that inver-

sion in late Old Frenh is sensitive to the type of prediate employed; rather, the inversion

mehanism seems to be a ompletely syntati priniple whih is automatially triggered

by the fronting of a non-subjet onstituent to the pre�eld. Furthermore, null subjets are

generally only liensed in postverbal position in aordane with Foulet's generalisation.

Finally, the Old Frenh grammar generally restrited the number of onstituents in the

pre�eld to exatly one. V1 lauses are generally not permitted exept for lauses starting

with et or ne, and whatever the proper analysis of these, they must be kept apart from the

general syntax of delarative lauses. Exeptions from the linear V2 pattern an be found,

the most important from a quantitative perspetive being initial subordinate lauses, whih

generally fail to trigger inversion, yielding linear V3. Other exeptions feature a narrowly

de�nable lass of adverbial expressions and parenthetial interjetions. The most peuliar

of these are the NPI-items onques and ja, whih exhibit speial syntax when fronted to

the �rst position of the lause, suh as a ban on pronominal subjets and a tendeny to

allow several onstituents to appear before the verb. It was suggested, partially in line with

onlusions made by Ingham, that these onstrutions are the remnants of an older stage of

the language, an idiosynrati island that had to be aquired on a lexial basis.

Outside of these partiular domains, V3 is hardly found in Tristan, although Eustae

oasionally features initial adverbial expression of time and plae whih may plausibly be

onsidered to serve a sene-setting funtion. These onstrutions, it was suggested, should

not be onsidered an integral part of the inversion system of the language in its original

state, a state whih is better preserved in Tristan, but rather as early signs of hesitation

foreshadowing its future demise. It is also possible to onlude, on the basis of this evidene,

that Old Frenh, in desriptive terms, featured a linear V2 onstraint whih ould only be

irumvented in ertain, narrowly de�nable onstrutions.

All of this provides very suggestive evidene in favour of onsidering Old Frenh a V2

grammar derived by V-to-C movement. However, this latter onlusion annot be drawn

with omplete ertainty on the basis of the evidene from main lauses. Let me brie�y

reapitulate why this is the ase.
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3.8.1 A V-to-I model for Old Frenh?

It is possible to argue that the �nite verb only raises as high as I

0
, and that the position I

have referred to as the pre�eld in this hapter is Spe-IP, an A' bar projetion open to any

kind of onstituent. With these assumptions, it is possible to argue that inversion strutures

may be parsed into IPs rather than CPs. This line of argumentation is made possible by the

ruial observation that, just like in the modern Sandinavian languages, nominal subjets

are often not adjaent to the verb in inversion strutures, being separated by the reinforing

negative adverb pas as well as other IP-adverbs. Therefore, the base position of the subjet

seems to be in Spe-vP. As for pronominal inversion (the string CVSpX), these subjets are

always adjaent to the verb, invariably preeding the aforementioned adverbs. While this

might be interpreted as a strong ue for V-to-C movement, it is still possible to maintain

that postverbal pronominal subjets are litis and that this explains why they are always

adjaent to the verb. In other words, a lause like (96) might be given the following parse:

(96) [Tel

Suh

don℄

gift.ACC

te

you.CL

fais

make

je,

I

biaus

good

amis.

friend.

`Suh a gift I give to you, my good friend.' (Tristan, p.40 : 2.23)

IP

DP I

′

Tel donI

0
+ V

0

te fais je

VP

je te fais tel don

However, it is important to emphasize that in this model, I

0
must be equipped with

an EPP-feature, sine V1 lauses are generally not possible. Notie that no suh EPP-

feature is mentioned in the V-to-I models proposed by Kaiser (2002) or Rinke and Meisel

(2009). However, without suh a feature, a V-to-I model with the subjet in Spe-VP would

mean that Old Frenh was in fat a VSO language. This onlusion, whih presumably is

unintended, (but see Ferraresi and Goldbah 2002), is inapable of dealing with the absene

of true V1 orders in main lauses. If one adopts the EPP-feature, one might assume that it

has the e�et of attrating the subjet from Spe-vP as the losest argument in the absene

of true topialisation or foalisation fronting, or alternatively, the highest adverb in the IP

�eld. This would be in line with `formal movement' approahes to V2 in Germani (Fanselow

2002; Frey 2004b), although at the level of the IP rather than the CP. In addition, one might

assume that a light adverbial like si or lors � `then' � might be merged diretly in Spe-IP

as a Last Resort strategy. Finally, this model also has to avoid V3 orders somehow. It

does not help to just adopt a ban on CP adjuntion, one would in fat also need a ban

on IP-adjuntion (or something equivalent) to explain the general restrition to a single

onstituent in front of the verb. As already mentioned, this is of ourse already some kind

of V2 model, but one that avoids V-to-C movement; essentially the model proposed by

Lemieux and Dupuis (1995).
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This model must be taken seriously, sine a fundamental theoretial assumption in this

thesis is that hildren only assign the minimal struture than is onsistent with the global

input. Other things being equal, a V-to-I parse is more eonomial and hene preferable to

a V-to-C parse. However, we have not seen the global input yet. This is the topi of the

next hapter, where will onsider the data from embedded lauses, and where we shall see

that other things are in fat not equal at all.
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Chapter 4

Old Frenh: embedded lauses

In this hapter, I will onsider the syntax and word order of embedded lauses in Old

Frenh. The syntax of embedded lauses is known to di�er ross-linguistially from that

of main lauses. In general terms, embedded lauses tend to be more onstrained in terms

of the word order variation permitted (Hooper and Thompson 1973; Crushina 2010; f.

also the `Penthouse Priniple' of Ross 1973). This means that we might expet that the

unmarked word order might appear more learly than what is the ase in main lauses.

Of partiular relevane to the urrent investigation is the fat that the main-embedded

asymmetry is a entral harateristi of the verb seond phenomenon, as was illustrated in

hapter 2, where it was suggested that this asymmetry might in fat be ommon to all V2

languages. The reason this asymmetry arises is assumed to be the presene of a omple-

mentiser or subjuntion in Fin

0
whih bloks aess to the left periphery, thereby bleeding

V-to-C movement. If the Old Frenh inversion system was indeed derived through V-to-C

movement, we expet this to be learly re�eted in the the quantitative and qualitative

data. Nonetheless, we have to keep in mind that numerous exeptions are attested in the

literature, inluding V-to-C in the omplement lauses of viadut verbs (see setion 2.3.3)

as well as in ertain peripheral adverbial lauses (see setion 2.3.5).

It has been laimed in the literature that hildren aquire the properties of their I-

grammars (almost) exlusively from unembedded data (Lightfoot 1989, 1991), the so-alled

degree-0 hypothesis. This assumption is not adopted in this thesis. Rather, the guiding

hypothesis here is that hildren are sensitive to the global input. This does not only mean

that they take main and embedded data into equal onsideration, but even that relevant

ues for setting the syntax of main lauses may in fat be found in embedded lauses. In

other words, embedded lauses may ontain important information that helps narrow down

the range of possible hypotheses regarding the struture of main lauses, the exat opposite

diretion of inferene from what is assumed under the degree 0-hypothesis. The laim is of

ourse not that hildren generally onstrut the grammar of main lauses based on embedded

data. The hypothesis is that the global input is reruited to onstrut the grammar of both

root and embedded lauses, and that the inferenes may in priniple run in both diretions.

Struture The hapter is strutured as follows. Setion 4.1 disusses some major quan-

titative fats related to linear order and the pre�eld. Setion 4.2 fouses on various quan-

titative and qualitative aspets of embedded inversion; onsiderable spae is devoted to a

disussion of the fronting phenomenon known as `Stylisti Fronting' and its relevane to our
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understanding of the general syntax of the language. In setion 4.3, the issue of embedded

V3 is addressed, with a partiular fous on its onsequenes for the Fore-V2 analysis (Wolfe

2015b). The �nal setion 4.4 piks up some loose threads and suggests a onrete formal

analysis of the Old Frenh lause struture, based on the evidene from both main and

embedded lauses.

4.1 Linear order and the pre�eld

The embedded lauses in the orpus were ategorized into four di�erent lasses: omplement

lauses, adverbial lauses, interrogative lauses and relative lauses, and statistial informa-

tion was extrated for eah group individually and as a whole. We will proeed in similar

fashion to what was done for main lauses in hapter 3, starting with some major, surfae-

oriented fats of a purely quantitative nature. In tables 4.1 and 4.2, the linear distribution

of the �nite verb in embedded lauses is presented. It was not found pratial to inlude

information about the di�erent prediate lasses, sine there would be too many variables

to present in one and the same table, but let it su�e to say that the prediate lass has no

interesting e�et on linear word order in embedded lauses.

Table 4.1: Linear order of the �nite verb in embedded lauses in Tristan

Complement Adverbial Relative Interrogative Total

V1 � (0.00%) 6 (1.24%) 2 (0.64%) 1 (1.89%%) 9 (0.81%)

V2 250 (94.34%) 462 (95.65%) 199 (63.58%) 52 (98.11%) 963 (86.45%)

V3 13 (4.91%) 15 (3.11%) 112 (35.78%) � (0.00%) 140 (12.57%)

V4 2 (0.75%) � (0.00%) � (0.00%) � (0.00%) 2 (0.18%)

Total 265 (100.00%) 483 (100.00%) 313 (100.00%) 53 (100.00%) 1114 (100.00%)

Null-subjets (exluding relative and interrogative lauses): 52/748 = 6.95%

Table 4.2: Linear order of the �nite verb in embedded lauses in Eustae

Complement Adverbial Relative Interrogative Total

V1 � (0.00%) 2 (1.40%) 1 (0.63%) 1 (5.88%%) 4 (1.00%)

V2 80 (97.56%) 135 (94.41%) 122 (77.22%) 16 (94.12%) 353 (88.25%)

V3 2 (2.44%) 6 (4.20%) 35 (22.15%) � (0.00%) 43 (10.75%)

Total 82 (100.00%) 143 (100.00%) 158 (100.00%) 17 (100.00%) 400 (100.00%)

Null-subjets (exluding relative and interrogative lauses): 9/225= 4.00%

The �rst thing to notie is that one does not get the right impression by looking at

the `Total' olumn. There reason for this is that relative lauses feature a very partiular
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distribution in both texts that has a signi�ant impat on the total.

1

When we disregard

relative lauses, linear V2 is almost ompletely unhallenged in embedded lauses, as V3

orders are not ommon and V1 vanishingly rare. There is in other words a lear asymmetry

with respet to main lauses that alls out for an explanation. Notie also that null-subjets

are muh rarer than in main lauses, where the orresponding �gure for both texts was

slightly above 32%. Although �gures are low for both texts, there are muh more null

subjets in Tristan than in Eustae, a �nding whih is presumably not aidental, as we

shall see.

Relative lauses evine partiular word order properties with high proportions of linear

V3 that set them apart. The reason for this is that relative lauses show a strong propensity

for a partiular onstrution whih is illustrated in (234), and where an XP intervenes

between the relative pronoun and the �nite verb, ausing linear V3 :

2

(234) Si

if

m'

me.CL

eïst

helps-SBJV

Diex!

God

dist

said

la

the

dame

lady

[qui℄

who

[ave

with

le

the

hevalier℄

knight

hevauhoit

rode

`Good lord! exlaimed the Lady who rode with the knight.' (Tristan 24.5)

This fronting phenomenon has been attrated onsiderable attention in the literature on

Old Frenh (Dupuis 1989; Roberts 1993; Cardinaletti and Roberts 2002; Mathieu 2006b;

Salvesen 2011; Labelle and Hirshbühler 2014) and has been equated by Mathieu (Mathieu

2006a,b, 2009, 2013) with the phenomenon of `Stylisti Fronting' found in Ielandi (Maling

1990). I will return to it later in setion 4.2.2, where I will argue that it provides very

important insights into the syntax of Old Frenh. In fat, as we will see, some embedded

word order strings are ambiguous between Stylisti Fronting and verb-seond.

However, as for the general syntax of relative and interrogative lauses, I will not be

more onerned with it in this hapter. The reason it simply that these lause-types show

1

A word on how relative lauses and interrogative lauses were annotated is in order. For reasons whih

are explained in detail in the user manual that goes along with the data �les in the TROLLing Repository

(Klævik-Pettersen 2018), relative and interrogative lauses were annotated in an `asymmetri' way for Old

Frenh. The relative pronoun or wh-phrase is never ounted as a onstituent when deiding linear order;

however, the gap inside the lause that orresponds to the relative pronoun or wh-phrase is ounted. This

means that a subjet relative lause like (i) is annotated as linear V2, sine the gap of the relative pronoun is

ounted. In (ii), on the other hand, the gap is postverbal (sine it orresponds to the diret objet position)

and is therefore not ounted, meaning this lause is also ounted as linear V2 :

(i) Li

the

rois

king

Canor

Canor

avoit

had

un

a

frere

brother

qui

who

[_℄ estoit

was

apelez

alled

Peladés

Peliades

`King Canor had a brother who was alled Peliades.' (Tristan)

(ii) e

that

sunt

are

mi

my

enfant

hildren

que

that

[j℄'

I

ai

have

perduz

lost

_.

`They are my hildren that I lost.' (Eustae)

The reason for this hoie is naturally to be able to treat suh lauses in uniform fashion and to say what

is natural, that they are both normal, non-inverted V2 lauses. I onsider this approah the best solution

to the pratial problems of annotating relative and interrogative lauses (see also Maling 1990 for a similar

argument), but the approah is only justi�ed as long as there is no doubt about the position of the lause

internal gaps. For Latin, a di�erent approah was adopted, sine the position of the subjet inside the lause

is highly unlear.

2

Notie that, although the relative pronoun is not ounted, I use brakets around it for pratial reasons

to signal that the laking subjet is ounted as a onstituent. Sine this fronting operation is generally

dependent on a subjet gap, there is reason to assume that the fronted XP oupies a position above IP

and that it therefore preedes the subjet gap. These fats will be disussed in some detail in setion 4.2.2.
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no signs of verb-seond syntax in the orpus. I must larify what is meant by this, sine

both lause types feature a majority of V2 orders, and this order is even almost exeptionless

in interrogatives. The point is that there is absolutely no inversion in these lauses, just

a staunh and unrelenting sequene subjet-verb, with the exeption of the aforementioned

fronting onstrution in relative lauses. This yields a onsistent linear V2 pattern, but

there is no reason to expet V-to-C movement; in relative lauses like all other lauses,

only inversion an be onsidered strong evidene for V-to-C movement. This is also muh as

expeted when ompared with the modern Germani languages, where inversion is generally

exluded in these ontexts in all languages (exept for some varieties of German, see setion

(2.3.5). On the other hand, the modern Romane inversion strutures are indeed possible

in relative lauses, but they are not found in the orpus.

For these reasons, relative and adverbial lauses will be exluded from the rest of the

disussion in this hapter, whih fousses on the syntax of omplement lauses and various

kinds of adverbial lauses.

4.1.1 The pre�eld

The di�erenes between main and embedded lauses beome even learer when we onsider

the V2 strings in more detail by looking at the type of onstituents that appear in the pre-

�eld. We reall that subjet-initial and non-subjet initial strings were very evenly divided

in main lauses. As table 4.3 illustrates, there is another sharp main-embedded asymmetry

in this domain of the grammar, as subjet-initial lauses now make up the overwhelming

majority in both texts.

3

This is a strong quantitative indiation that the pre�eld funtions

di�erently in embedded lauses than in main lauses. The subjet-initial pattern is slightly

stronger in adverbial lauses than in omplement lauses, but the di�erene is not signi�ant

(p-value 0.0662 if adverbial lauses from both texts are ompared to omplement lauses

from both texts). Tristan also displays more non-subjet initial lauses than Eustae; the

di�erene between the texts is not signi�ant for eah lause type individually, but signi�-

ant if omplement and adverbials lauses are ombined for eah text (p-value 0.0178, d.f.

1, Chi-square 5.62).

3

Notie also that there is a strong asymmetry as well with respet to the ategorial pro�le of the subjets

in the pre�eld. In main lauses (see table 3.3), pronominal subjets were only slightly more frequent than

nominal subjets. In all embedded lauses, on the other hand, pronominal subjets are muh more frequent.

This is probably related to the general bakgrounding funtion of embedded lauses, whih do not introdue

new disourse referents as easily as main lauses.
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Table 4.3: Tristan and Eustae: The onstituents in the pre�eld of V2 strings in embedded

lauses

Initial XP

Complement lause Adverbial lause

Tristan Eustae Tristan Eustae

Nominal subjet 68 (27.20%) 25 (31.25%) 98 (21.21%) 25 (18.52%)

Pronominal subjet 151 (60.40%) 50 (62.50%) 325 (70.35%) 105 (77.78%)

Diret Objet 3 (1.20%) � (0.00%) 3 (0.65%) 2 (1.48%)

Oblique Objet � (0.00%) 1 (1.25%) 3 (0.65%) 1 (0.74%)

Prediate � (0.00%) 2 (2.50%) 8 (1.73%) � (0.00%)

In�nitive 2 (0.80%) � (0.00%) 2 (0.43%) � (0.00%)

Partiiple � (0.00%) � (0.00%) 2 (0.43%) � (0-00%)

Adverbial 26 (10.40%) 2 (2.50%) 21 (4.55%) 2 (1.48%)

Subjet-initial 219 (87.60%) 75 (93.75%) 423 (91.56%) 130 (96.30%)

Non-subjet initial 31 (12.40%) 5 (6.25%) 39 (8.44%) 5 (3.70%)

Total 250 (100.00%) 80 (100.00%) 462 (100.00%) 135 (100.00%)

It was argued in hapter 3 that a V-to-I model, oupled with some additional assump-

tions, was reasonably well-equipped to aount for the main lause data. However, this

model faes onsiderable problems when onfronted with the data in table 4.3. It is unlear

why suh a marked asymmetry between main and embedded lauses should exist in a gram-

mar that produes inversion in main lauses by moving the verb only as high as I

0
. Sine the

entire IP is equally available in embedded lauses, the model does not predit this asymme-

try. Granted, it is perhaps slightly too strong to laim that a V-to-I approah to inversion

is outright inompatible with asymmetry between main and embedded lauses, sine it is

possible to argue that suh asymmetries arise from di�erenes in information struture in

main and embedded lauses, and that these di�erenes annot simply be read o� syntati

struture in artographi fashion, but rather follow from independent priniples. However,

unless oupled with a onrete theory of what these independent priniples might be and

how they onstrain the syntax, the null-hypothesis of the V-to-I parse is non-asymmetry

between main and embedded lause.

Another problemati aspet of the V-to-I analysis is that it ompliates the grammar and

hene the aquisition proess onsiderably. In partiular, it makes it neessary to postulate

far-reahing di�erenes between main and embedded lause syntax beyond the aessability

or otherwise of the left periphery. In partiular, Spe-IP, whih was laimed to be an A'

position in main lauses, apable of hosting all kinds of di�erent phrases with di�erent

syntati funtions, all of a sudden starts behaving muh like a position reserved for the

subjet of the lause. The idea that the same syntati position an be an A' position in

main lauses and an A(rgument) position in embedded lauses is theoretially ostly, but

more importantly, it is not neessary. Spe-IP was shown to be a possible subjet position
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in main lauses as well, and if we maintain this insight, the syntax and word order of

embedded lauses an to a large extent be redued to a subset of main lauses; essentially

the struture of subjet-initial lauses that we established in setion 3.5.1. There is no

need for an independent and parallel aquisition of embedded syntax, a fat whih must be

onsidered a major advantage. Although I avoid the very strong assumption that hildren

are `degree-0 learners' in the sense of Lightfoot (1989; 1991), establishing their grammar

(almost) exlusively from unembedded data, it seems reasonable to assume at the very least

that hildren make no additional hypotheses about embedded lauses unless ompelled to

do so by the evidene. This is in fat inluded in the SSAP through the proviso that

hildren aount for the global evidene in a `maximally eonomi way.' If ones imagines,

as we did in hapter 3, that the V-to-I and the V-to-C analyse ompete in the internal

grammar of the hild as the appropriate representation of main lause inversion, the data

from embedded lauses and its impat on the global evidene has the e�et of shifting the

balane in favour of the latter hypothesis. In fat, a V-to-C approah is not only ompatible

with the data in table 4.3, it onretely predits that there will be asymmetries of exatly

the kind observable in the orpus, sine the C-layer is generally unavailable in embedded

lauses due to the presene of the omplementiser in C/Fin

0
. In this respet, a strong and

interesting theoretial laim of the V-to-C analysis reeives support.

It might be objeted at this point that the alleged asymmetry between main and embed-

ded lauses is not all that ategorial and that the di�erenes when it omes to the pre�eld

are really more a matter of degree than a truly qualitative di�erene. After all, embedded

lauses are not ategorially SVX, as table 4.3 shows, but also feature other word orders,

although to a muh lesser degree than main lauses. This is orret, but it is important to

emphasize that verb-seond languages are not predited to display a total and ategorial

ban on inversion in embedded lauses. On the ontrary, embedded inversion is ompletely

expeted and is found in all of the modern Germani V2 languages, albeit with some subtle

variation among the di�erent branhes. It therefore behooves us to onsider in more detail

the ontexts for embedded inversion in our orpus. Before doing so, however, it is important

to onsider the quantitative dimension of embedded inversion.

4.2 Embedded inversion

Reall that, in priniple, a non-subjet initial lause is not the same as an inverted lause,

sine the subjet may be null. Aording to Foulet's generalisation, null subjets are in fat

only possible in inversion strutures, suggesting the two notions are in fat equivalent in Old

Frenh. In hapter 3, it was argued that this generalisation holds for main lauses, and to

the extent that there might be exeptions, these arise beause the inversion grammar itself

sometimes fails to be triggered. However, it annot be taken for granted that embedded

lauses behave in exatly the same way, so we must therefore examine the overt evidene

for inversion. This information is presented in table 4.4. The prediate lass variable is

exluded for pratial reasons, but let me again emphasize that inversion does not show any

tendeny at all to interat with the prediate lass.

Table 4.4 demonstrates well how important it is, in priniple, not to equate non-subjet

initial lauses with inversion from a surfae perspetive. When omparing the �gures in the

row `Postverbal S' with the row `Non-subjet initial' in table 4.3, the di�erene is very lear,

as the �gures for inversion are onsiderably lower. This was the ase in main lauses as well.

Notie, however, that inversion is extremely rare in Eustae, where it is in fat not attested
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at all in omplement lauses. When we ompare Tristan and Eustae, there is a quite

salient di�erene with respet to the lause types, as inversion is appreiably less ommon

in adverbial lauses in the former, while the opposite in fat holds for the latter. This is very

interesting. If Foulet's generalisation holds in full generality in embedded lauses as well,

suh that null subjets are only permitted in those ases where there is strutural inversion,

the asymmetry between the two texts would seem to be just aidental. There is reason to

believe that this is not the ase, as we will see later.

Table 4.4: Tristan and Eustae: preverbal, postverbal and null subjets (S) in embedded

lauses

Complement lauses Adverbial lauses

Tristan Eustae Tristan Eustae

Preverbal S 234 (88.30%) 77 (93.90%) 437 (90.48%) 135 (94.41%)

Postverbal S 16 (6.04%) � (0.00%) 12 (2.48%) 4 (2.78%)

Null S 15 (5.66%) 5 (6.10%) 34 (7.04%) 4 (2.78%)

Total 265 (100.00%) 82 (100.00%) 483 (100.00%) 143 (100.00%)

At this point, we have reviewed enough quantitative evidene to establish with ertainty

the general syntax of embedded lauses. The data establish beyond reasonable doubt that

Old Frenh had already developed a basi SVO word order. An average of more than 90%

subjet-initial embedded lauses very strongly suggests that the pre�eld is an A position

reserved for the subjet, and does not lend support to the view that Old Frenh displayed

`Celti' tendenies (Ferraresi and Goldbah 2002:1). However, there are ases where an

embedded lause features a non-subjet onstituent in the pre�eld, and furthermore, there

is also a non-negligible amount of ases where there is overt subjet-verb inversion. We

must therefore onsider some qualitative evidene in order to understand how to evaluate

this variation.

4.2.1 Inversion in omplement lauses

I will start by onsidering inversion in omplement lauses, as this is the domain of embedded

V2 in the modern Germani languages that has been studied in most detail. In these

languages, inversion in omplement lauses is restrited by the matrix verb, with only some

groups of prediates allowing embedded V2. Researh has shown (Andersson 1975; Vikner

1995; Heyok 2006; Julien 2007; Salvesen and Walkden 2017) that these verbs generally

overlap well with the lass of verbs allowing root-phenomena in the important study of

Hooper and Thompson (1973), in other words prediates of the lasses A, B and E, whih

I will refer to olletively as `viadut verbs', following Walkden and Booth (to appear.

In testing if this pattern holds for the orpus as well, I will start out with the assumption

that non-subjet initial lauses are inversion strutures, or to put it di�erently, that the

string CVX is the produt of inversion in the underlying syntax. I will return to this point
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shortly and disuss to what extent this assumption really holds in embedded lauses as well.

As for Tristan, the observed ases of embedded, non-subjet initial V2 almost ompletely

overlap with the familiar group of prediates allowing embedded V2 in modern Germani,

ontaining in partiular verbs of saying like dire � `say' � (14 tokens) or onter � `tell' � (1

token), verbs of thinking like penser � `think' � (2 tokens), plus various `semi-fative verbs'

suh as savoir � `know' � (6 tokens), voir � `see' � (2 tokens) and onoistre � `know' � (1

token). The following examples, whih are seleted beause they have an overt subjet and

are therefore partiularly unambiguous, illustrate :

(235) . . . dient

say-3PL

que

that

[este

this

povreté℄

poverty

ne

NEG.CL

soefre

su�ers

il

he

mie

not

se

if

non

not

par

by

neanté

baseness

de

of

uer.

heart

`They say that he does not su�er from suh poverty if not for the wikedness of his

heart.' (Tristan, p.64 : 66. 8-9)

(236) il

he

pensa

thought

que

that

[par

by

este

this

hose℄

thing

porroit

ould

il

he

avoir

have

Chelynde

Chelynde

`. . . he thought that through this hane he might have Chelynde.' (Tristan, p.42: 9.

2-3)

(237) sahiez

know

que

that

[ist

this

oraiges

thunder

et

and

este

this

tempeste℄

storm

[. . . ℄ nos

us.CL

a

has

Diex

God

envoié

send

por

for

le

the

pehié

sin

d'

of

auun

eah

de

of

nos. . .

us

`know that God has send this thunderstorm for the sins of eah of us . . . ' (Tristan,

p.44: 15.2-4)

(238) . . . il

he

onoist

knows

bien

well

que

that

[en

en

la

the

�n℄

end

ne

NEG.CL

porra

an-FUT

il

he

durer.

last

`He knows well that he annot last until the end. (Tristan, p.61: 58. 6)

This must be onsidered very strong support for the view that embedded word order in

Old Frenh is onstrained by very muh the same syntati priniples as those operative in

the modern Germani V2 languages. In partiular, inversion does not just our randomly at

the odd oasion, but rather appears to be highly systemati and preditable. The evidene

from Tristan therefore mirrors with great preision the �ndings of Salvesen and Walkden

(2017) in their investigation of embedded V2 in La queste de Graal, and provides strong

support for the V-to-C hypothesis. The natural way to interpret these ases is to assume

that viadut verbs may selet a high omplementiser in Fore

0
, thereby opening up the left

periphery for XP-fronting and onomitant inversion. Adopting the assumption that the

verb only moves as high as neessary to produe inversion in aordane with the SSAP,

and ignoring other possible projetions in the left periphery for the moment, a lause like

(238) an therefore be represented as in (239):
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(239)

ForeP

Fore

0

que

FinP

PP Fin'

en la �n Fin

0

ne porra il

IP

en la �n ne

porra il durer

4.2.2 Stylisti Fronting

In spite of the quite remarkable overlap between embedded V2 in modern Germani and

our orpus, there are some aveats whih are important to bear in mind here. First, there

are two examples of what one might all `unexpeted V2' in omplement lauses in Tristan.

The �rst is a ase where the matrix verb is a opular prediate triggering a fative reading

on the omplement (240), in other words an instane of a lass C prediate in Hooper

and Thompson's (1973) shema, a lass whih is generally hostile towards embedded root

phenomena. The seond is a negated verb of thinking (241), whih is another staunh

non-V2 ontext in modern Germani languages:

(240) . . . il

he

s'

REFL.CL

en

of.it

vet

goes

grant

great

aleüre,

speed,

liez

happy

et

and

joianz

joyful

de

of

e

this

que

that

[ensi℄

suh

li

him.CL

est

is

avenu

happened

de

of

la

the

roine.

queen

`He departs in great haste, joyful and happy that it had turned out in this way for

him with the queen.'

4

(Tristan, p.54: 40. 4-5)

(241) . . . ar

for

il

they

ne

NEG.CL

uidoient

think

mie

not

que

that

[en

in

tote

all

Cornoaille℄

Cornwall

eüst

had.SUBJ

un

a

sol

single

hevalier

knight

qui

who

enontre

against

le

the

roi

king

Pelias

Pelias

osast

dared.SUBJ

porter

arry.INF

armes.

weapons

`. . . for they did not think that there was a single knight in Cornwall who dared to

arry arms against king Pelias.' (Tristan, p.59: 54. 12-14)

These examples at �rst seem quite unexpeted, as the embedding prediates should not

allow a main lause phenomenon like V2 inversion. However, appearanes are probably

4

It has been suggested to me that (240) an also be interpreted as a non-omplement lause, either

some sort of free relative or an adverbial lause of reason. However, the most natural interpretation to

me is that of a omplement lause, albeit possibly the omplement of the preposition rather the adjetive

itself. This is also the opinion of Vane (Vane 1997:143). In Modern Frenh, the omplements of several

verbs and opular expressions vary between taking the omplementiser diretly or the supported `de e

que' onstrution; (f. être ontent que/de e que � `be happy/ontent that') but unlike Modern Frenh,

omplements of emotive verbs tend to take the indiative rather then the subjuntive in Old Frenh (Jensen

1974:45-47,Jensen 1984:285).
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deeptive in this ase. Note that, unlike the sentenes in (235�238), these two instanes

do not feature an overt subjet. Seondly, both verbs are impersonal onstrutions whih

do not assign an external theta role and whih therefore do not ombine with a referential

subjet. It is therefore very likely to be the ase that examples like (240) and (241) do not

feature inversion and V2 at all, but rather an entirely di�erent onstrution.

This phenomenon, whih was brie�y mentioned in setion 4.1 and whih is partiu-

larly prevalent in relative lauses, bears a strong resemblane to the onstrution `Stylisti

Fronting' (hereafter also SF) found in modern Ielandi (Maling 1990). This onstrution

has several salient features that sets it apart from verb seond, the most notable being the

`subjet gap requirement' whih rules out the onstrution in lauses with overt prever-

bal subjets. This explains why the onstrution is so prevalent in subjet relatives, sine

there is an empty subjet position in the lause. Furthermore, SF is onstrained by quite

strit loality onditions on the element that is to be fronted; unlike V2, SF an only front

lause-mate onstituents, and furthermore, the hoie of onstituent is governed by a strit

'Aessibility Hierarhy', the original version of whih is given in (242):

(242) The Aessibility Hierarhy of SF in Ielandi, aording to Maling (1990:81):

negation > prediate adjetive > partiiple/verbal partile

Beause of this, SF tends to front rather di�erent onstituents than what is normally

fronted in V2, sine all of the onstituents in (242) are relatively unommon in the pre�eld

of V2 lauses (f. the orresponding �gures in table 3.3 in hapter 3). It has also been

suggested that SF only fronts heads, in stark ontrast to V2, whih is generally taken to

only front maximal projetions. However, this view has been modi�ed, and it is now assumed

by many that SF an front both heads and phrases (Holmberg 2000; Thráinsson 2007); as

for Old Frenh, both Salvesen (2011) and Ott (2018) have argued that SF is derived through

phrasal movement, inluding remnant VP movement. In general, the derivation of SF has

generated onsiderable debate, with some of the more entral issues being the landing spae

for the fronted onstituent, the question whether the operation takes plae in narrow syntax

or in the phonologial omponent, and relatedly, whether SF has any interpretive e�et (see

Holmberg 2006 for disussion and referenes).

Mathieu has argued that Stylisti Fronting did in fat exist in Old Frenh (Mathieu

2006a,b) and that this is one of the Germani properties of the language together with verb-

seond (Mathieu 2009), a diret result of historial Germani in�uene. Mathieu's analysis

has met with ritiism from researhers who point out that the Old Frenh onstrution

di�ers in several respets from the syntax of Stylisti Fronting as found in modern Ielandi.

Labelle and Hirshbühler argue that the Old Frenh onstrution is muh less onstrained in

its appliation than its alleged Ielandi ounterpart, for instane by disobeying onstraints

suh as the requirement on a subjet-gap or loality requirements on the fronted element as

stated in the Aessibility Hierarhy (Labelle and Hirshbühler 2014). Our orpus on�rms

this, ontaining 14 tokens of this onstrution with overt subjets. It should be noted,

however, that but for one ambiguous ase whih might not involve SF at all, all examples

involve pronominal subjets, a point I will return to; onsider the following examples with

the (assumed SF)-fronted element underlined :

(243) Et

and

se

if

[je℄

I

a fore

by fore

l'

him.CL

en

therefrom.CL

voloie

wanted

oster,

remove,

ne

NEG.CL

porroie

ould

je

I

mie.

not
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`And if I had wanted to move him by fore, I ould not have done it.' (Tristan, p.66:

71.15-16)

(244) . . . e

and

ançois

before

qu'

that

[il℄

he

a moi

to me

repairast,

returned.SUBJ

uns

a

lions

lion

sailli

ame-out

del

from-the

bois. . .

woods

`And before he ould return to me, a lion ame out of the woods. . . ' (Eustae, p.32:

XXVIII. 28-29)

4.2.3 SF or V2?

Although Labelle and Hirshbühler's objetions are highly pertinent, I will retain the ap-

pellation Stylisti Fronting sine it has aquired some status in the literature. The most

important point to emphasize here is that SF generally reates CVX strings, a string type

whih is also produed by embedded verb seond. This means that these strings are po-

tentially ambiguous between V2 and SF. When there is overt inversion, we an generally

be quite on�dent that we are dealing with embedded verb-seond, and the pronominal

inversion string CVSpX is an unambiguous V2 string. However, in the absene of an overt

subjet, there is no infallible riterion for distinguishing the two fronting operations.

Nonetheless, there are several prototypial di�erenes based on the relative harater-

istis of the two onstrutions that were mentioned above. For one thing, we have seen

that embedded V2 is generally only available in spei� ontexts suh as the omplements

of viadut verbs and in ertain `peripheral' adverbial lauses (Haegeman 2007, 2010; f.

setion 2.3.5). This is the reason why examples (240)�(241) above were singled out as sus-

piious, sine the embedding prediates were not of the types that permit embedded root

phenomena. It is also interesting to observe that both ases involved non-referential subjets

in the embedded lause.

In fat, it is highly probable that the same analysis applies to some of the other ases

of embedded non-subjet-initial linear V2 in omplement lauses. Although we have just

illustrated that all of the other examples are in fat embedded under the appropriate kind

of verbs, there are other reasons to prefer an SF-analysis for some of these. The �rst

thing to note is that several of the relevant examples lak an overt subjet. Among this

group, several are in fat impersonal onstrutions laking referential subjets (245)�(248),

ompletely parallel to the ases in (240) and (241):

(245) . . . il

he

dist

says

que

that

[trop℄

too-muh

seroit

would.be

granz

great

riauté

ruelty

s'

if

il

he

l'

him.CL

oioit

killed

de

by

sa

his

main

hand

`. . . he says (to himself) that it would be too ruel if he were to kill him with own

hands.' (Tristan, p.48: 25.4-5)

(246) Et

and

neporquant,

nonetheless

por

for

e

that

qu'

they

il

see

voient

well

bien

that

qu'[a

to

faire℄

do

lor

them.CL

ovient

behooves

. . .

`And still, sine they realized that they had to do it . . . ' (=to ontinue the battle)

(Tristan, p.60 : 56.3-4)

(247) Et

and

quant

when

je

I

vis

saw

que

that

[ensi℄

like-this

me

me.CL

ovint

behooved

demorer

stay

ou

either

je

I

vossise

wanted

ou

or

non

not

. . .

`And when I saw that I had to sojourn in this fashion whether I wanted or not . . . '

(Tristan, p. 52: 35. 5)
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(248) La

the

novele

news

ort

runs

par

through

la

the

vile,

ity,

et

and

dient

say

li

the

un

one

et

and

li

the

autre

other

que

that

[devant

in-front-of

le

the

temple

temple

Venus℄

Venus

gisoit

lie

deus

two

homes

men.OBL

morz.

dead

`The news spread through the ity, and people start telling that two men are lying

dead in front of the temple to Venus.' (Tristan, p.65: 69. 3-4)

(249) . . . il

. . . they

s'

REFL.CL

en

of.it-CL

revindrent

returned

au

to-the

roy

king

Pelias

Pelias

e

and

li

him.CL

ontent

tell

que

that

[trouver℄

�nd.INF

nel

NEG.him-CL

poent.

an.

`. . . they returned to king Pelias and told him that they ould not �nd him.' (Tristan,

p.64: 65.15-16)

The fat that the prediates are impersonal is in itself no strong argument against em-

bedded V2. However, a further indiation that we are dealing with SF rather than V2

here is provided by the fat that the lause-initial elements are also quite unusual in terms

of ategorial pro�le as well as information struture. It was mentioned above that the IS

properties of SF are not lear, but the IS properties of V2 are at least better understood.

In fat, all the examples in (245�247) provide new/rhemati information, whih, although

not impossible, is still the least frequent �ller of the pre�eld in V2 inversions in terms of in-

formation struture (f. setion 2.2.1 and setion 3.3.2). In Stylisti Fronting, on the other

hand, it is quite ommon.

5

Furthermore, (249) and (246) feature in�nitives, a syntati

ategory whih is very ommon in SF, but one again rare in V2.

In sum, the ombined testimony from the evidene, in the form of a lak of overt subjets,

the impersonal nature of the prediates, the somewhat idiosynrati information struture

and ategorial pro�le, strongly suggests that (245�247) do not feature V2, but rather Stylisti

Fronting. If this is orret, these patterns add an interesting piee of information to the

disussion around SF as well as to the theory of null-subjets. A priori, there is no onnetion

between SF and impersonal prediates. The basi requirement on SF is that the lause

ontain no subjet, or probably more preisely no subjet in Spe-IP. While this subjet-

gap ondition is not always respeted in Old Frenh, as we have seen, there is nevertheless

good reason to maintain that this mehanism still plays a role. It seems to be the ase

that, whenever the subjet is dropped, SF is immediately triggered as in the examples in

(245)�(247), sine there is not a single example of a verb-initial omplement lause.

6

5

Again, this is not beause SF is assoiated with foal readings per se. Generally, SF would seem to be

a prime andidate for so-alled `formal' movement (f. Fanselow 2002, Frey 2004b) that is not triggered by

information struture, but rather by some purely syntati (although seemingly optional) priniple. In this

respet, labels like TopP+ (Mathieu 2006b) or SFTopP (Ingham 2014) for the supposed landing site are

somewhat misleading. In Ielandi, as already mentioned, SF obeys quite strit loality onditions, suh that

the fronted element will generally be the losest available element, head or phrase (Thráinsson 2007:380-

385), in the lause. While these loality onditions might not be appliable or at least not systematially

respeted in Old Frenh, (Labelle and Hirshbühler 2014) the result is still often that rhemati information

ends up to the left of the verb. In priniple, it seems like the fronted element an represent both old and

new information, ontrastive and non-ontrastive.

6

This observation in fat extends to all embedded lauses. Although the tables 150�4.3 report some

sattered instanes of V1 in adverbial lauses, these are in fat all of the same kind, namely a omparative

adverbial lause introdued by the opula:

(i) . . . sa

his

hevalerie

hivalry

sera

will-be

autresi

just-as

redotee

feared

entre

between

les

the

hevaliers,

knights,

om

as

est

is

li

the

lyons

lion

entre

between

les

the
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This reveals an interesting aspet of SF that, to the best of my knowledge, has not been

pointed out before: while SF is optional in its primary domain, whih is that of subjet

relative lauses, it seems to be ompulsory in all other ontexts. If the subjet in Spe-IP is

dropped, SF immediately ours. It is tempting to interpret this obligatoriness as a kind of

repair strategy to make sure the embedded lause does not start with the �nite verb. Either

this means that there is an EPP on I

0
as well, or it simply means that there is a purely

linear V2 onstraint in embedded lauses.

In fat, the trigger of SF is very important. As for non-referential subjets, one arguably

does not really have to assume an empty ategory pro in the syntax at all, suh that the

merger of an expletive in preverbal position (triggered by the EPP) and Stylisti Fronting

an be onsidered two alternative strategies of assuring that the lause does not open with

the verb; if for some reason the EPP does not trigger the merger of an expletive, SF kiks

in as a Last Resort resue operation. This avoids postulating a pro in the lause altogether.

However, this would lead us to expet that non-referential subjets are onsistently dropped

when another element is in the pre�eld. While this predition is borne out in the vast

majority of ases, there are in fat two tokens of overt, non-referential subjets in inversion

strings:

(250) [De

of

ma

my

vie℄,

life

(fait

does

li

the

preudons),

preudome

ne

NEG.CL

me

me.CL

ovient

behooves

il

it

mie

not

panser

think

`For my life, says the preudome, I do not have to worry. . . ' (Tristan, p.50: 30. 6-7)

It is not lear how a non-referential subjet ould be inverted and appear in postverbal

position if is not part of the syntax. On the other hand, if non-referential null subjets

are also pro in the syntax, this would seem to entail that they an somehow be dropped

in preverbal position, against the general rule of the language, and that this immediately

triggers SF. This is very important, for reasons whih will beome learer soon.

4.2.3.1 Preverbal referential null subjets?

In fat, there is reason to suspet that even referential subjets an oasionnally be dropped

in preverbal position in embedded lauses. As we saw in hapter 3, this generally does not

happen in main lauses. Yet examples like the following raise some doubts as to whether

this rule is ompletely robust in embedded lauses:

(251) Celi

that

jor

day

que

that

la

the

nef

ship

ariva

arrived

en

in

Cornoaille,

Cornwall

estoit

was

li

the

rois

king

montez

asended

en

in

une

one

soe

his

tor.

towers.

Et

And

quant

when

il

he

la

her.CL

vit

saw

a

on

la

the

rive,

shore,

il

he

sot

knew

bien

well

que

that

[d'

from

estrenge

strange

païs℄

land

venoit.

ame

`On that day when the ship arrived in Cornwall, the king had asended to one of his

towers. And when he saw the ship on the shore, he knew that it ome from foreign

lands.' (Tristan, p.45: 18.7-8)

autres

other

bestes.

animals.

`. . . his hivalri prowess will be just as feared among the knights as the lion is among the other

beasts.' (Tristan, p.47: 22.5-7)

This seems to be the only ontext where embedded V1 is possible in our orpus.
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In this ase, the embedding verb is of the appropriate kind, the prediate is not imper-

sonal and the null subjet is aordingly referential, and the syntati ategory � a PP �

is ompletely normal, so the only indiation that we are dealing with SF rather than V2 is

the information struture. The PP introdues rhemati and unexpeted information, very

muh against the tendeny in V2 inversions, and the orresponding lause seems to rather

marginal at least in modern Mainland Sandinavian.

Sine SF seems to apply whenever there is a subjet-gap in Spe-IP, we might also hy-

pothesize that it might be ompatible with ases of overt DP subjets in so-alled `non

ontiguous' inversions. This has been shown to be the ase in modern Ielandi (Thráinsson

2007), and Frano has argued for a similar analysis for Old Italian (Frano 2017). These

inversion strutures are not very ommon in main lauses and even more restrited in em-

bedded lauses, but in priniple one might argue for an SF analysis of ases like the following,

as the initial element is one again rhemati, foal and ill-suited for V2:

(252) A

on

piés

feet

i

there.CL

vint,

he-ame,

e

and

a

on

piés

feet

s'

REFL.CL

en

therefrom.CL

vait,

he-goes

molt

muh

esbahiz

astonished

e

and

molt

muh

oreiez,

angered

e

and

dit

says

que

that

[mauvés

bad

guerredon℄

retribution

li

him.CL

ont

have

rendu

rendered

il

those

de

of

Cornoaille

Cornwall

. . .

`He ame by foot, and by foot he left, greatly astounded and angry, saying to himself

that the people of Cornwall had given him a poor treatment . . . ' (Tristan, p. 63:

63.3-5)

There is presumably no way to prove that we are dealing with SF in suh ases, whih

aordingly must remain ambiguous. Sine we are not primarily fousing on SF, this matters

little; what is important, rather, is the onsequenes of these fats for our general theory

of V2 and word order in Old Frenh. The ruial thing to notie is that SF is available

in various kinds of embedded ontexts other than relative lauses, and that some of these

lauses are demonstrably rather small from a strutural perspetive. In fat, all the evidene

points towards a landing site for SF-fronted elements whih is not left-peripheral at all. SF

is available in all kinds of adverbial lauses, inluding in omplement lauses whih are not

embedded under viadut verbs. Sine we an assume with reasonable ertainty that the

these lauses are no greater than FinPs, with the omplementiser itself lexialising Fin

0
,

the availability of SF to the right of the omplementiser in suh ontexts points to a very

high position in the sentential ore, made available by the absene of a subjet in Spe-IP.

In other words, SF takes plae below the CP.

One might even be tempted to suggest that the landing site of SF-fronted elements is

even below the subjet position in Spe-IP as well, sine SF oasionnally ours even in the

presene of overt subjets, violating the `subjet gap requirement'. However, it was already

noted that this only ever happens with pronominal subjets. This is very unlikely to be due

to hane, so I will suggest, following Roberts (1993:122-123), that the subjet pronouns

litiize to C/Fin

0
in suh ases. There is independent evidene that this analysis is orret,

as we shall see later on.

Let me now explain why the orret analysis of SF is so important to the understanding

of V2. In setion 3.7.6.1 of the previous hapter it was argued that SF an our in main

lauses as well. In our orpus, all reasonably lear ases are restrited to ontexts of null

expletives with impersonal prediates. However, Salvesen (2011) presents data obtained
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from searhing the online orpus Corpus de la littérature médiévale (CLM), arguing for

an SF analysis of many main lauses featuring referential null subjets. If this analysis

is orret, the general availability of SF in all kinds of embedded lauses in fat provides

us with the answer to a long-standing ontroversy, namely the strutural underpinnings of

subjet-initial main lauses.

The argument is simple. We have just established that SF takes plae below FinP, yet

to the left of the verb, whih we must assume to be in I

0
. It matters little at present if

this position is Spe-IP or some higher position between IP and FinP, although the latter

hypothesis seems more natural in the ase of referential null-subjets, sine these must be

assumed to feature a pro in Spe-IP, oupying that position. Cruially, when main lause

subjets, expletive or referential, are dropped, SF raises an element to a position preeding

the verb, just like in embedded lauses. We an therefore assume that the verb is no higher

than I

0
in suh ases.

It should be noted that this argument hinges on the assumption that SF is a purely

syntati operation that targets a onsistent landing site. This is the assumption of Mathieu

(2006, 2009) and Ingham (2013). If it turns out to be a PF-phenomenon that just serves to

prevent both main and embedded lauses from opening with the verb, then the preeding

argument is not deisive, sine SF would just be triggered by linearization onerns and

perhaps not even need a dediated landing plae in syntax. I will assume that SF is an

operation in the (narrow) syntax.

The evidene from SF therefore aligns neatly with that of initial subordinate lauses

reviewed in setion 3.7.4, where it was observed that inversion after initial embedded lauses

is vanishingly rare. This is not surprising if the following non-inverted main lause in in fat

just an IP and the initial subordinate lause simply fails to trigger inversion. On the other

hand, if the subjet-initial main lause is a CP, the near-absene of inversion after initial

subordinate lauses remains mysterious.

It was noted earlier that there is not a single ase of overt inversion in Eustae. There are

not many ases of non-subjet-initial V2 in omplement lauses either, but the ones whih are

found resemble SF rather than V2. (253) is embedded under a lass D prediate, ontaining

a fative verb of emotion, a very hostile environment for embedded root phenomena. The

sentene in (254) on the other hand ontains an appropriate matrix verb, belonging to the

lass of semi-fative prediates,

7

but the information struture is singularly odd from the

perspetive of V2. In fat, the fronted element is old, yet non-topial information, what

one might all 'tail information' in the sense of Engdahl and Vallduví (1996). Asserting a

presupposition, if possible at all from a theoretial perspetive, is at least not ompatible

with V2 in modern Germani, and the orresponding lause would be infeliitous. And

�nally, regarding the example in (255), the foal reading of the fronted adjetive also raises

some suspiion, in partiular sine subjet prediatives are highly prone to Stylisti Fronting,

but the matter annot be de�nitely settled. Note also that if these are indeed all ases of SF

rather than V2, then (253) and (255) provide further evidene that even referential subjets

an sometimes be dropped in preverbal position. Be that as it may, it is in either ase lear

that Eustae features very little if any inversion in omplement lauses.

(253) Molt

Muh

s'

REFL.CL

en

thereof.CL

merveilloient

marvelled

tuit

all

que

that

[si

so

sodainement℄

suddenly

estoit

was

adirez

lost

7

Note that, unlike prediates of the assertive lasses A and B, negation of the matrix verb in (254) is

presumably not ruial for the availability of embedded verb-seond. This is presumably related to the

general fat that matrix negation does not alter the truth value of presuppositions (Kiparsky and Kiparsky

1970).
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`Everyone was greatly surprised that he vanished so quikly . . . ' (Eustae, p.15 :

XII.12-13)

(254) . . . li

. . . the

dui

two

enfant

hildren

se

REFL.CL

herbergerent

aommodated

en

en

la

the

loge

lodge

lor

their

mere;

mother.OBL;

mes

but

ne

NEG.CL

savoient

knew

que

that

[lor

their

mere℄

mother

fust.

was.

`. . . the two hildren took up aommodation in the lodge of their mother; but they

did not know that she was their mother.' (Eustae, p.31 : XXVIII. 7-8)

(255) Lors

Then

reonut

admitted

il

he

que

that

'

it

estoit

was

il

him;

;

of

de

his

sa

wife

fame

and

e

of

de

his

ses

hildren

enfanz

them.CL

lors

said

dist

he

il

that

que

dead

[mort℄

were.

estoient.

`Then he admitted to being him; of his wife and hildren he told that they were

dead.' (Eustae, p.27 : XXIV. 1-2)

4.2.4 Inversion in adverbial lauses

Although less disussed than omplement lauses in the literature on embedded verb-seond,

it has been established that V2 an sometimes operate in ertain adverbial lauses as well

(f. setion 2.3.5). Of the 39 ourrenes of non-subjet-initial linear V2 in adverbial

lauses Tristan, there are only a handful of ases of unambiguous V2, and they are all found

in onseutive adverbial lauses, a domain whih is known to permit root phenomena (f.

setion 2.3.5):

8

(256) Cele

this-one

avoit

had

enbraié

embraed

un

a

fuissel

piee-of-wood

de

of

la

the

nef,

ship,

ou

where

ele

she

gisoit

was-lying

et

and

se

REFL.CL

tenoit

held

desus,

opon

et

and

l'

it.CL

avoit

had

estraint

lasped

si

si

fermement

�rmely

que

that

[a

at

pones℄

pains

poïst

ould

ele

she

estre

be

ostee.

removed.

`She had lung to a piee of �otsam from the ship, upon whih she was lying, and

she had lasped so �rmly onto it that she ould barely be removed.' (Tristan, p.41:

4-10-12)

(257) Et

and

la

there

meïsmes

self

ou

where

la

the

tempeste

storm

et

and

li

the

orages

thunderstorm

avoit

had

enbatue

beaten

la

the

nef

ship

en

in

une

a

rohe

li�

estoit

was

si

so

merveilleusement

marvelously

qu'

that

[a

at

poines℄

pains

l'

it.

en

therefrom.CL

poïst

ould

l'en

man

remuer. . .

remove

`And at that very plae where the storm had smashed the ship into a li�, hane

had it so that one ould barely remove it . . . ' (Tristan, p.41: 4.12-14)

8

By 'unambiguous V2', I mean any string CVS(p)X, regardless of the ategory of the initial onstituent.

In other words, I do not make a distint between adjunt-initial or argument-initial embedded inversion as

argued for by Haegeman (2012).
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(258) Si

SI

desent

desends

maintenant

now

et

and

trait

pulls

l'

the

enfant

hild

de

from

desoz

beneath

son

his

mantel,

mantle,

et

and

le

it.CL

voit

sees

si

so

bele

beautiful

reature

reature

de

from

son

his

aage,

age,

que

that

[por

or

la

the

biauté

beauty

de

of

li℄

him

l'

it.CL

en

therefrom.CL

prent

takes

il

he

totevoies

still

si

so

grant

great

pitié.

pity.

`He desends presently and takes the hild out from beneath his mantle, and he

�nds him suh a beautiful reature for his age that he takes great pity on him for

his beauty . . . ' (Tristan, p.48: 25.2-5)

All other ases either learly involve Stylisti Fronting or are ambiguous between V2

and SF, with the balane in favour of the latter analysis in most ases. It is worth notiing

that SF sometimes shows tendenies to lustering e�ets, as in the following passage, where

three onseutive embedded lauses arguably feature SF.

(259) Tant

So-muh

avon

have.1.PL

feit

done

que

that

[lassés℄

tired

sommes

are.1.PL

outre

beyond

mesure,

measure,

et

and

que

that

[a

to

morir℄

die

nus

us.CL

estuet,

behooves,

se

if

[plus℄

more

en

thereof.CL

faisons.

do.1.PL.

`We have toiled so muh that we are exhausted beyond all measure and will die if

we do more.' (Tristan, p.62: 59.6-7)

This might be interpreted as an indiation that SF at least to some extent is a rhetori

or stylisti devie available to a narrator, and we an only speulate if this means that

SF was more ommon in writing than in spoken language. What seems lear, however, is

that embedded verb-seond is a quite restrited phenomenon, and suh indisputable ases

whih are found in our orpus are all ompletely onsistent and show a remarkable degree

of overlap with reported ases of embedded V2 in the modern Sandinavian languages. To

the extent that there exist di�erent types of V2 languages, Old Frenh is therefore �rmly

situated in the `asymmetri' group. Moreover � and this annot be emphasized enough �

the general availability of the string CVX in embedded lauses neither gives reason to make

an argument against verb-seond syntax nor in favour of a `generalized' or `symmetri' V2

system, as these ases plausibly all involve Stylisti Fronting. Granted, SF in Old Frenh

is not idential to SF in modern Ielandi, but the reality of the onstrution and the fat

that it is qualitatively distint from verb-seond seems beyond dispute.

4.2.4.1 Unexpeted V2

It would not be right to pretend that the overlap between embedded V2 in our orpus and

modern Germani is omplete or to ignore suh modest ounterexamples as an in fat be

found. Even when disregarding strutures whih may possibly be explained by appealing

to SF, there remains a ouple of instanes of seemingly `unambiguous V2' in unexpeted

ontext. These are found in Eustae:

(260) Qant

when

[e℄

this

sorent e virent

knew

li

and

mauvés

saw

voisin,

the

il

bad

entrerent

neighbours,

en

they

sa

entered

meison

into

par

his

nuit

house

. . .

by night
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`when the wiked neighbours disovered and saw this, they entered into his house by

night . . . ' (Eustae, p.14: XII. 1-5)

(261) Qant

When

[e℄

this

vit

saw

li

the

tiranz

tyrant

`When the tyrant saw this. . . ' (Eustae, p.39: XXXV. 18)

Embedded V2 in temporal adverbial lauses is not possible in modern Germani.

9

Out

of a total of 159 lauses introdued by `quant', these two are the only tokens of inversion.

Sine they both ontain nominal subjets and only a simple main verb, it is in priniple

possible to argue that they ould represent ases of `Romane inversion', in whih ase the

subjet gap in Spe-IP makes room for SF-fronting. Suh an argumentation is dangerous,

however. Sine we are dealing with no more than 2 isolated tokens, I will not go further

into this here. I hypothesize that this is nothing more than some kind of literary re�ex.

4.3 Embedded linear V3

In this setion, we will brie�y onsider instanes of embedded linear V3. In light of reent

proposals for the lause struture of Old Frenh and the mehanism of V2 at this stage of

the language (Wolfe 2015b), these strutures are in fat of partiular theoretial importane

and ontribute more information about Old Frenh V2 than do mere embedded linear V2

strings. We must distinguish between two di�erent ases of embedded linear V3: those that

are generally available in all kinds of embedded lauses, and those that are a produt and

a prinipled subset of embedded V2, found in exatly the same ontexts as those already

disussed in the previous setion. We start out with the former.

4.3.1 Embedded linear V3 after the NPIs onques/(ja)mes

We already mentioned a ase of embedded linear V3 above, namely those instanes where

Stylisti Fronting ours even in the presene of a pronominal subjet, thus produing

the string SpCVX. In order to aount for the apparent irumvention of the 'subjet gap

requirement' whih is normally onsidered the sine qua non of SF in languages suh as

Ielandi, it was suggested that the pronominal subjets an litiize to the omplementiser

in Fin

0
, thereby evauating SpeIP and reating a subjet gap. We will now see some

evidene that this analysis might be orret.

In fat, the only other ontexts where we �nd embedded linear V3 � apart from those

ases involving verb-seond inversion, to be disussed in setion 4.3.2 � revolve around

the NPIs onques and ja(mes). We already disussed their idiosynrati behaviour in main

lauses in setion 3.7.1.3. In embedded lauses, these adverbs show a unique distribution in

that they an appear in lause-initial position, preeding nominal subjets and giving rise

to the string CSVX :

9

It is true that V2 or more generally root phenomena an be found in Germani in embedded lauses

introdued by onjuntions like `while' or its equivalent, but generally only if they have an adversative

reading, in whih ase they are always plaed after their matrix lause, f. examples (46a)�(46b) in setion

2.3.5. When the reading is purely temporal, V2 is strongly ungrammatial regardless of the position of the

adverbial lause relative to its matrix lause.
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(262) Vos

You

m'

me.CL

avez

have

osté

removed

de

from

la

the

greignor

worst

prison

prison

ou

where

[onques℄

ever

[hetis℄

aptive

demorast.

remained.SUBJ

`You have freed me from the worst prison that a prisoner ever endured.' (Tristan,

52. 7-8)

(263) Mes

But

Nostre

our

Sires

lord

qui

who

bien

well

le

it.CL

pooit

an

fere,

do,

la

her.CL

garda

kept

si

so

bien

well

qu'

that

[onques℄

ever

[li

the

barbarins℄

barbarian

n'

NEG.CL

ot

had

en

in

li

her

ne

nor

part

part

ne

nor

ompaignie

ompany

. . .

. . .

`But Our Lord who has the power to do so, proteted her so that the barbarian never

had any ompany or intimay from her . . . ' (Eustae, XVIII. 2-5)

(264) Et

And

il

they

dient

said

que

that

il

they

le

him.CL

garderont

would-keep

si

and

que

that

[jamés℄

(n)ever

[nus℄

somebody

n'

NEG.CL

en

thereof.CL

orra

would-hear

parler

talk

devant

before

e

this

que

that

il

he

veille.

wants.SUBJ

`And they say that they would guard him and that nobody would ever hear any talk

of this before he wished it so.' (Tristan, 46. 9-11)

(265) Et

And

sahiez

know

qu'

that

il

he

est

is

si

so

preuz

able

de

of

son

his

ors,

body,

que

that

[ja℄

JA

[li

the

rois

king

Pelyas℄

Pelias

ne

NEG.CL

porra

an.FUT.3.SG

longuement

long

a

against

li

him

durer.

last.

`And know that he is so skilled that king Pelias annot last long against him.'

(Tristan, 51. 15-16)

It was pointed out by Vane (1997) that these are the only phrases whih are ever

found to the left of the subjet in non-inverted embedded lauses (one again exluding V2

ontexts). Our orpus on�rms this, also giving evidene that they are in priniple available

in all kinds of embedded lauses. Cruially, the very same adverbs always follow pronominal

subjets, giving the string SpCVX. No examples of ja(mes) were found in this onstellation

in our orpus, but examples with onques are quite numerous :

(266) . . . je

I

i

here

ving

ame

par

by

une

one

dé

of

merveilleuses

marvelous

aventures

adventures

que

that

[vos℄

you

[onques℄

ever

oïssiez

hear.IPFV.SUBJ

. . .

`I ame here by one of the greatest mirales that you will ever hear . . . ' (Tristan,

p.50 : 28. 17-18)

(267) . . . li

. . . the

rois

king

Pelias,

Pelais,

qui

who

bien

well

onoist

knew

que

that

ses

his

ompainz

ompagnion

est

is

le

the

meillor

best

hevalier

knight

que

that

il

he

onques

ever

trovast

�nd.IPFV.SUBJ

. . .

`. . . king Pelias, who knew well that his ompagnion was the greatest knight that he

would ever �nd . . . ' (Tristan, p.60 : 57. 4-5)

(268) Sahiez

Know.IMP

que

that

vos

you

l'

it.CL

avrez,

will-have,

se

if

[je℄

I

[onques℄

ever

puis.

an.
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`Know that you shall have it, if I an ever help it.' (Tristan, p.67 : 73. 7-8)

The reader might wonder why this is neessarily anything di�erent from the already

reported ases of SF without a subjet gap. In one sense, there is no di�erene, as the strings

in (266�268) are idential, but appealing to SF here would leave ompletely unexplained the

examples with nominal subjets in (262�265), sine no other ases of SF with preverbal

nominal subjets are found. Yet, there is reason to believe that the strutural position

of onques/ja(mes) is in fat exatly the same as those oupied by SF-fronted elements,

as has also been suggested by Ingham (2013). We have already seen that this position

is below FinP, yet above IP. The di�erene in position between nominal and pronominal

subjets further orroborates this, enabling us to state the following unmarked position for

the subjet in Old Frenh:

Conlusion: The position of the subjet in non-inverted main lauses in Old Frenh

is Spe-IP. In inversion strutures and embedded lauses, pronominal subjets liti-

ize to C

0
/Fin

0
.

In between FinP and IP there must be a projetion whih I will simply all SFP. In order

for an XP to reah this projetion, Spe-IP must be empty (the 'subjet gap requirement').

The NPIs onques and ja(mes) an irumvent the subjet gap requirement, reahing this

projetion even in the presene of an overt nominal subjet in Spe-IP.

4.3.2 Embedded linear V3 in verb-seond ontexts

We will now onsider the other soure of embedded linear V3, namely those strings resulting

from embedding the same onstrutions that were disussed in setion 3.7 of the previous

hapter. Terminology beomes essential here; one must avoid talking about `embedded verb-

seond' in these ases, sine it was argued that most of these strings (more spei�ally, the

CS(p)VX strings) do not feature V-to-C movement at all, but rather a normal IP preeded

by a sene-setter. Indiretly, however, the existene of these strings in embedded lauses

still shed some light on the struture of verb-seond inversions, and in partiular they pose

serious problems to the reently developed `Fore-V2' hypothesis, whih we will now brie�y

review.

4.3.3 The Fore-V2 hypothesis

In Wolfe (2015), an analysis was developed whereby the relatively strit linear V2 order of

Old Frenh was explained by postulating a high lous of verb movement in main lauses.

Whereas most Old Romane languages featured verb movement to the lowest head of an

artiulated left periphery, Fin

0
, Wolfe argues that Old Frenh (together with Old Spanish

and Old Venetian) had developed a syntax with verb movement to the high projetion

ForeP. This di�erene is taken to aount for the long-observed di�erene between so-alled

`relaxed V2 languages' where linear V3 and V4 orders are not unommon, and the 'strit

V2 languages', where only a rather restrited set of V3 ontexts are possible. Desriptively

speaking, my orpus has on�rmed that Old Frenh does in fat pattern this way and that

linear V3 orders are both highly restrited and preditable.

In order to make the analysis work and to solve some theory-internal problems (see

setion 2.4.4), Wolfe had to derive verb-seond inversions by appealing to `bottlenek e�ets'.

Sine these aspets of the analysis were thoroughly disussed in hapter 2, I will not repeat
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the details here. Rather, I will fous on the empirial part of the analysis and its preditive

power when onfronted with the evidene from the orpus.

The �rst thing to notie is that Wolfe, building on work by among others Poletto (2002)

and Benina and Poletto (2004), aounts for V3 orders in main lauses by assuming a

FrameP above the Fore projetion. This projetion is in itself a shorthand for at least two

di�erent projetions expliitly disussed by Wolfe, namely a projetion hosting initial sene-

setters, thereamong embedded adverbial lauses, and a projetion hosting Hanging Topis.

Sine is assumed that these elements may be �rst-merged in the left periphery rather than

moved there, they are exempt from the bloking e�ets of the 'bottleneks'.

The major empirial problem with this analysis omes from embedded data. As I inter-

pret it, Wolfe's analysis makes two distint preditions regarding embedded lauses, both

of whih turn out to be inorret, although in ompletely opposite diretions.

First, Wolfe assumes that normal embedded lauses feature a omplementiser in Fin

0
.

This is unontroversial and explains why embedded V2 is not generally available. It is

also the assumption adopted in this thesis. When faed with ases of embedded V2 in

omplement lauses, whih are found in Wolfe's data under exatly the same matrix verbs

as those reported from our orpus, he suggests that these feature a high omplementiser in

Fore

0
, opening up the lion's share of the left periphery for XP movement. Still, sine the

omplementiser sits in Fore

0
, the �nite verb annot move there and must ontent itself, so

to speak, with the lower position in Fin

0
.

In suh a system, this would seem to give rise to the predition that suh omplement

lauses should feature 'relaxed' V2 syntax with perhaps non-negligible amounts of linear

V3 and V4. At the very least, it should be possible to have the order: Complementiser

- topi - fous - verb. These orders are neither attested in Wolfe's data or in our orpus.

Notie that it will not work, within the set of assumptions adopted by Wolfe, to appeal

to Loality E�ets to explain the absene of suh patterns, for instane by saying that the

bottlenek in Spe-FinP bloks movement of a topi when a fous has already moved to

Spe-FoP via FinP. The reason is that these orders are liberally attested in the relaxed V2

systems that Wolfe examines, leading him to suggest that either the topi is �rst-merged

in the LP after the bottlenek has been losed by the fous, or that foi somehow do not

ount as interveners for topis from the perspetive of Relativized Minimality. It matters

little presently if any of these suggestions is orret, the point is that one would expet Old

Frenh embedded lauses to 'revert' to suh a relaxed V2 syntax one the verb an move

no higher than Fin

0
. But this predition is not borne out; Old Frenh embedded V2 is not

more 'relaxed' than main lause V2.

The other problem is in essene the exat opposite. Being situated in the very highest

portion of the left periphery, above ForeP, the Frame-�eld onsisting of at least Hanging

Topis and sene-setters should not be available in embedded lauses at all, sine the high

omplementiser is assumed to sit in Fore

0
. But this predition does not turn out to be

aurate, either. In partiular, initial subordinate lauses of various kinds are quite liberally

found in embedded lauses in Tristan, far too frequently (18 tokens) to brush them o� as

parenthetials or the like:

10

10

Nor is there any reason to assume that these ases involve parenthetials, sine it is perfetly �ne to

truly embed subordinate lauses in modern Germani as well. Yet the are some paradoxes at play here whih

almost resemble `transitivity failures'. Bringing in data from main lause interrogatives and imperatives,

whih have been disregarded in this investigation, we observe that it is possible to enode the illoutionary

fore after an initial subordinate lause:
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(269) Saihes

Know

que

that

[se

if

li

the

oirs

heir

dont

of-whih

ele

she

est

is

enente

pregnant

vit

lives

longuement℄,

long,

[il℄

he

t'

you.CL

oirra.

will-kill.

`Know that if the heir that she is pregnant with lives long, he will kill you.' (Tristan,

p.47: 22. 4-5)

(270) En

En

este

this

partie

part

dit

says

li

the

ontes

story

que

that

[quant

when

li

the

marinier

sailors

orent

had

gité

thrown

Sador

Sador

en

in

la

the

mer℄,

sea,

il s' en alerent

they

et

REFL.CL

il

therefrom.CL

remest

went

. . .

and he remained . . .

`Here the story tells that when the sailors had thrown Sador overboard, they departed

and he remained . . . ' (Tristan, p.49 : 27. 1-2)

(271) Aprés

After

e

this

se

REFL.CL

porpense

thinks

que

that

[s'

if

il

he

oist

kills

est

this

roi,

king,

qui

who

par

through

sa

his

ortoisie

ourtesy

l'

him.CL

amena

brough

en

in

sa

his

meson℄

house

. . . [e℄

. . . it

sera

will-be

la

the

greignor

worst

traïson

treason

. . .

. . .

`Then he thinks to himself that if he kills the king, who in his ourtesy has invited

him into his home, it will be the worst treason . . . ' (Tristan, p.53 : 37. 13-15)

As for left-disloated onstituents (LDs), these are also found in embedded lauses,

although not very frequently. Just like in main examples lauses, it is not possible to deide

if these are Contrastive Left Disloations (CLDs) or Hanging Topis (HTLDs). In the

absene of any lear evidene, the very fat that they are embeddable suggests that they

might be CLDs, as Hanging Topis are often onsidered to oupy a very high position in

the left periphery, above ForeP (Poletto 2002; Beninà and Poletto 2004). If one adopts the

assumption that they are in fat CLDs, their presene in embedded lauses is ompatible

with the V-to-Fore analysis. However, this in turn auses problems in main lauses, sine

the same kind of expressions also turn up to the left of the V2 onstrution there (see setion

3.7.2 and 3.7.2.1), ausing linear V3. There is ertainly no evidene for laiming that these

LDs are Hanging Topis in main lauses, but CLDs in embedded lauses. The following

(272) is the learest example of an embedded LD:

(272) Tex

suh

est

is

la

the

vie

life

e

and

tex

suh

est

is

la

the

�ns

end

del

of-the

bonauré

blessed

saint

saint

Eustae

Eustae

e

and

de

of

ses

his

ompaignons,

ompanions,

e

and

bien

well

sahiez

know

que

that

[tuit

all

il

those

qui

who

l'

him.CL

avront

will-have

en

in

memoire℄

memory

[. . . ℄ [il℄

they

avront

will-have

hastif

speedy

onseill

ounsel

. . .

(i) [Se

If

je

I

m'

me.CL

en

herefrom.CL

is℄,

go,

[ou℄

where

porroie

ould

je

I

aler. . . ?

go?

`If I leave, where ould I go?' (Tristan, p.44 : 16.6-7)

(ii) . . . [se

If

tu

you

les

them.CL

reonois℄,

reognze,

di

say.IMP

le

it

moi. . .

me. . .

`If you reognize them, tell me. . . ' (Eustae, p.35 : XXXI. 1-2)

On the standard assumption that illoutionary fore is enoded in ForeP, these patterns on the one hand

provide support to Wolfe's hypothesis that the position of initial subordinates preede ForeP, but on the

other hand it is all more surprising to �nd them in embedded lauses (see (269) and (271)).
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`Suh is the life and end of blessed Saint Eustae and his ompanions, and know that

all those who remember him [. . . ℄ they shall reeive prompt guidane. . . ' (Eustae,

p. XXXIX. 1-6)

There are also some ases where an LD o-ours with an embedded lause. When this

happens in a main lause, the order is always LD-embedded lause. The following example

seems to suggest that the order an be reversed in embedded lauses:

(273) A

At

eli

that

tens

time

avoit

had

une

a

ostume

ustom

en

in

Gaule

Gaul

. . . que

. . . that

[quant

when

li

the

home

men

estoient

were

pris

taken

en

in

auun

some

mesfait

misdeed

ou

where

il

they

eüssent

had

deservi

deserved

mort℄,

death,

[qui

whoever

que

that

e

it

fust℄,

was,

se

if

e

it

fust

was

rois

king

meïsmes,

himself,

[si℄

SI

ne

NEG.CL

fust

was

il

he

par

PAR

esparniez

saved

. . .

. . .

`At that time there was a ustom in Gaul, that whenever men were aught in misdeed

for whih they had deserved the death penalty, no matter who it was, even if it was

the king himself, he would truly not be spared . . . ' (Tristan, p.66 : 70. 1-4)

Admittedly, this passage is very dense with several ompliating fators, suh as the fat

that the LD onstituent is itself a free relative lause, there is muh intervening material,

and the resumptive pronoun is not in the pre�eld of the ensuing main lause, but rather

postverbal in an inversion struture introdued by the partile si. There are other andi-

date strutures of omparable or greater omplexity; on the whole, the evidene is neither

quantitatively robust enough or qualitatively lear enough to allow us to say that LDs may

follow subordinate lauses in embedded left peripheries, so there is no strong ase against

the Priniple of Transitivity, although the matters deserves more attention. What seems

lear, on the other hand, it that left-disloated phrases an in fat be embedded, and it is

beyond dispute that subordinate lauses an themselves be embedded. This means that the

ombined evidene from main and embedded lauses is inompatible with the idea that verb

moves to Fore

0
.

To reapitulate the essentials: both embedded lauses and LDs of some kind an preede

the verb in main lauses. If the verb is in Fore

0
, this entails that these onstituents must

lexialise projetions above ForeP. In onsequene, they should not be embeddable, sine

the highest omplementiser must be assumed to be in Fore

0
(see also setion 4.3.3.1 for

evidene that it does not help to postulate an even higher omplementiser). As this setion

has demonstrated, this predition is not borne out. The fats one again strongly resemble

the situation in modern Germani. As it stands, the Fore-V2 analysis does not make the

right preditions, neither for modern Germani, nor for Old Frenh.

4.3.3.1 How to �x it

The question immediately arises as to how these problems an be addressed theoretially. I

an at least two possible solutions. The �rst one would be to simply postulate an even higher

projetion for the omplementiser in suh lauses, perhaps a SubordP above the FrameP:
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(274)

SubordP

Subord

0

que

FrameP

Embedded

lause/LD

ForeP

XP Fore'

Fore

0

verb

. . . IP

This is theoretially very unattrative, sine it onjures up a third homophonous omple-

mentiser for whih there is no evidene � the patterns disussed here an hardly be onsidered

as suh � and thereby dilutes the preditive potential of the artographi approah to the

Left Periphery. Unless one assumes that the omplementiser is �rst merged in Fore

0
and

then moves to Subord

0
, a solution whih again just grafts the fats forefully onto the model

without any justi�ation, this solution would also ompletely drop the idea that there is a

ompetition between the omplementiser and the verb at all for the position in Fore

0
, un-

dermining a entral laim of Wolfe's analysis. More seriously, there is diret evidene against

this hypothesis. The relevant data are provided by ases of so-alled `reomplementation',

where the embedded left periphery displays two overt omplementisers, one on eah side of

an embedded subordinate. In the following examples, the omplementisers are underlined.

(275) Je

I

vos

you.CL

omant

ommand

[. . . ℄ que

that

[maintenant

now

que

that

li

the

enfes,

hild

qui

who

de

from

la

the

roïne

queen

istra,

will-ome-out

sera

will-be

nez℄,

born

que

that

[vos℄

you

le

it.CL

m'

me.CL

aportez

bring

. . .

`I ommand you [. . . ℄ that, as soon as the hild of the queen is born, you bring it to

me.' (Tristan, p. 47: 23. 3-5)

(276) . . . quar

for

il

he

pense

thinks

que

that

[s'

if

il

he

est

is

reoneüs℄,

reognized

que

that

[il

those

de

of

la

the

terre℄

land

l'

him.CL

oirunt

will-kill

. . .

`. . . for he thinks that the people of the ountry will kill him. . . ' (Tristan, p.63: 64,

2-3)

Suh double omplementisers, of whih there are many instanes in the orpus, à priori

provide neat evidene in favour of a artographi approah to the left periphery. However,

in order to reonile this phenomenon with the struture in (274), we are fored to onstrue

the �rst of them in Subordinate

0
and the seond in Fore

0
, like this:
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(277)

SubordP

Subord

0

que

FrameP

s'il est

reoneûs

ForeP

Fore

0

que

TopiP

FousP

FinP

Cil de la terre Fin'

Fin

0

l' oirunt

IP

But if that is the ase, we still have several left-peripheral A-bar positions available below

the lowest omplementiser, and we would expet to �nd inversion strutures here, ontrary

to fat: every single instane of reomplementation has the subjet following diretly after

the lowest omplementiser. The exat same state of a�airs is reported in Salvesen and

Walkden (2017) and Wolfe (2015), providing strong evidene that the lowest omplementiser

must sit in Fin

0
, not Fore

0
. This is also the onsensus view in the literature on Romane

reomplementation (Ledgeway 2005; Paoli 2007; Villa-Garía 2012). We an therefore rejet

the solution based on a third omplementiser above ForeP.

A more natural solution would be to suggest that the struture of the left periphery

in Old Frenh must be somewhat di�erent from what is assumed in Wolfe (2015). The

Frame-�eld onsisting of sene-setters must simply be situated below ForeP. This gives a

better desription of the fats, but it also has a lear onsequene, namely that the verb in

Old Frenh never moves as high as Fore

0
. Rather, the evidene learly seems to indiate

that Fin

0
is the appropriate lous of verb movement. This is a very welome result from the

perspetive adopted in this thesis, sine the SSAP-priniple states that only the minimal

struture will be onstruted to aount for the various strings. However, assuming that

Wolfe's analysis of the `relaxed' V2 systems in Old Romane is orret, the orollary is that

Old Frenh does not distinguish itself through any higher verb movement than its sister

languages. The relative stritness of the linear V2 rule in Old Frenh must therefore be

aounted for in some other way. One an either aept that there might be some linear

onstraint at play after all, or one an imagine a partially ollapsed or `synretised' CP in

the sense of Hsu (2017). I will adopt this latter solution, thereby rejeting (the universality

of) the strong artographi tenet of `One-Feature-One-Head.'

4.4 A formal analysis of Old Frenh lausal syntax

Having reviewed the syntax of both main and embedded lauses in onsiderable detail, we

are now in a position to develop a onrete formal analysis of Old Frenh lausal struture.

I will fous on the representation or `end result' whih represents the ompetene aquired

by the learner.

The global evidene from main and embedded lauses leaves no doubt that Old Frenh

featured V-to-C movement as a pervasive feature of the language. In this sense, Old Frenh
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was a `V2 language', although I repeat from the introdution that this onept seems to me

of limited theoretial interest. The evidene points towards the very lowest position in the

Left Periphery: a single, synretised A-bar projetion able to host a great variety of di�erent

onstituents with all the di�erent IS-readings normally assoiated with the Left Periphery

in artographi work. Although I have been referring to this position as FinP, it is lear now

that it is rather a feature bundle ontaining many di�erent features, and FinP is therefore

not an appropriate name for it. Rather than alling this projetion something umbersome

like `Sene-setterP/TopiP/FousP/FinP', or something opaque like 'FP', I will simply all

it by its traditional name, CP. Above this projetion, there is another projetion, able to

host initial subordinate lauses and LD strutures. Perhaps it would be most orret to

name this projetion `LDP', sine all elements here are disloated in some sense, I retain

the term FrameP. This makes for the following representation:

(278)

ForeP

Fore

0
FrameP

Frame

0
CP

C

0
SFP

SF

0
IP

I

0
VP

I believe this muh, but no more, is required by the evidene. If and only if it turns out

that initial subordinate lauses and left-disloation strutures (LDs) an o-our in the left

periphery, it will be neessary to onsider FrameP a shorthand for two projetions. The

evidene from our orpus was not onlusive in this respet, sine the possible andidate

examples were few, highly omplex and ambiguous, arguably featuring parenthetials rather

than lexialising lausal projetions. Given the struture in (278), I will now brie�y run

through the strutural underpinnings of the major string patterns in the orpus. I will

leave aside all strings featuring 'Romane inversion', in other words strings where nominal

subjets follow non-�nite verbs, although I emphasize that the position of the verb is the

same in these strings as in normal V2 inversion strutures. The di�erene is either related

to a partiular position of the subjet, or alternatively, to a short srambling movement of

the non-�nite verb above the subjet in Spe-vP.

4.4.1 Main lause strings

The unmarked word order of Old Frenh is the one represented by the subjet-initial S(p)VX

strings. Stylisti Fronting provided evidene that these are in fat mere IPs, in aordane

with the suggestion o�ered by Vane (1997). This an also be onsidered evidene in favour

of well-foundedness of the SSAP-priniple. In ontrast, inversion strings must be analysed

as involving V-to-C movement and topialisation of an XP to Spe-CP. The exat struture

of the inversion string depends on whether the subjet is pronominal or nominal. This gives

the three di�erent strutures depited in (279�281):

11

11

`VP' in the following strutures is used to refer to the vP/VP omplex, the struture of whih is only

spelled out properly where neessary.
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(279) [Eustaes℄

Eustae

li

him.CL

respondi. . .

answered. . .

`Eustae replied to him. . . ' (Eustae, p.13 : X. 5-6.)

IP

DP I

′

Eustaes I

0

li respondi

VP

Eustaes

li respondi

(280) [Tel

Suh

don℄

gift.ACC

te

you

fais

make

je,

I

biaus

good

amis.

friend.

'Suh a gift I give to you, my good friend.' (Tristan, p.40: 2. 23)

CP

DP C'

Tel don C

0

te fais je

IP

je I'

I

0

te fais

VP

je te fais tel don,

biaus amis

(281) Car

For

[est

this

don℄

gift.ACC

li

him.CL

dona

gave

Nostre

Our

Sires. . .

Lord. . .

`For Our Lord gave him this gift. . . ' (Eustae, p.45 : XXXIX. 7-8)
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CP

DP C'

Cest don C

0

li dona

IP

I

0

li dona

vP

DP v'

Nostres

Sires

v

0

li dona

VP

li dona

est don

Pronominal subjets (280) are always adjaent to the verb in inversion strutures (CVSpX ).

This fat alone ould be aounted for by onstruing the pronominal subjet in Spe-IP. But

in fat, the apparent inapaity of the postverbal pronominal subjet to partiipate in o-

ordination strutures suggests the bond between the verb and the pronominal subjet is

even tighter. In addition, the position of the pronominal subjet relative to the NPIs on-

ques/ja(mes) in embedded lauses indiates that pronominal subjets may in fat litiize

to C

0
, a suggestion that was already put forth by Vane (1997). Note also that the struture

in (280) is the on�guration where pro-drop is liensed as an alternative to overt subjets,

in aordane with Foulet's Generalization.

The hypothesis that S(p)VX strings do not feature V-to-C movement might also go

some way towards explaining why initial subordinate lauses: (1) generally do not trigger

inversion, and (2) are almost invariably followed by a non-inverted main lause.

12

I

suggest that V-to-C movement is triggered by topialisation to Spe-CP, and that initial

subordinates lauses normally fail to be analysed as a ase of topialisation, thereby leaving

the CP unprojeted. This seems more satisfying than having to deal with the onundrum of

why there should all of a sudden be (near-)obligatory topialisation of the subjet whenever

the lause opens with an initial subordinate lause.

13

It should be emphasized again that it

is not initial sene-setters per se that fail to trigger inversion, but rather initial subordinate

lauses : the syntati ategory CP is not fully integrated into the V2 inversion pattern.

12

I remind the reader that these two laims are subtly di�erent: the �rst is a negative laim, saying that

the subordinate normally does not trigger inversion (the string CVS(p)X ). The seond is a positive laim,

saying that the subordinate is normally not followed by an inversion struture afterwards either; in other

words, we normally get CS(p)VX rather than CCVS(p)X ; See setions 3.7.3 and 3.7.4 for details.

13

Seen in a derivational perspetive, this onundrum might even be more hallenging, sine the merger of

the embedded lauses must be onsidered the �nal operation in a bottom-up Minimalist derivation of the

lause; the near-obligatory topialisation of the subjet to Spe-CP therefore also involves some strange kind

of syntax-internal look-ahead. An alternative would be to suggest that, in the absene of topialisation, an

EPP-feature on C

0
is apable of triggering `Formal Movement' in the sense of Bhatt (1999) or Frey (2004),

blindly attrating the nearest XP (the subjet) to Spe-CP. In either ase, the fundamental evidene remains

that the word order fats of Stylisti Fronting reveal that subjet-initial lauses do not feature V-to-C.
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Initial sene-setters with any other ategorial status quite onsistently move to Spe-CP,

triggering inversion. As was pointed out in setion 3.7.5, Eustae is not as robust as Tristan

in this respet and sometimes features other ategories in FrameP, in violation of the V2

grammar:

(282) Qant

When

il

he

li

her.CL

ot

had

tot

all

onté,

told,

[sa

his

feme℄

wife

s'

REFL.CL

esria

ried

e

and

li

him.CL

dist. . .

said. . .

`When he had told her everything, his wife ried out and said to him. . . ' (Eustae,

p.8 : VI. 3-4)

FrameP

CP IP

Qant il li ot tot onté, DP I

′

sa fame I

0

s'esria...

VP

sa fame s'esria

The unavailability of these onstrutions in normal embedded lause is therefore not

the result of the verb being denied aess to the Left Periphery, but simply beause the

omplementiser in C

0
loses o� aess to FrameP. Of ourse, in the odd ase where the

initial subordinate lause does in fat trigger inversion, one must assume that it has moved

to Spe-CP, just like it is reasonable to suppose that Spe-CP is the position of resumptive

partiles/adverbs like si or adon.

As for et/ne-V lauses, it is unlear to me whether they should all be treated alike.

Some of them might perhaps feature `topi-drop' or some kind of loo-temporal expletive in

Spe-CP, but as the disussion in 3.6 should have made lear, there are numerous examples

whih annot be analysed in this way. For suh strings, I suggest the following struture:

(283) Et

And

estoit

was

li

the

hastiax

astle.NOM

mout

very

forz

strong

et

and

mout

very

bons,

good

et

and

l'

it.CL

apeloient

alled

il

those

del

of-the

païs

land

Laoine.

Laoine.

`And the astle was very strong and good, and the people of the land alled it La-

oine.' (Tristan, p.53 : 36.9-10)
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CP

C

0

l'apeloient

IP

I

0

l'apeloient

vP

DP v'

il del païsv

0

l'apeloient

VP

l'apeloient Laoine

I hypothesize that this is a very old onstrution, a remnant of a verb-initial stage that

has been hypothesized for Late Latin (Salvi 2004; Ledgeway 2017) and whih we shall saw

more of in the Late Latin data in hapter 5. It stems from a time when there was no

subjet position in Spe-IP, and is perhaps historially related to the verb-initial grammar

of Old Sardinian as reported in Wolfe (2015). In a sense, it is a parallel to the verb-initial

lauses still found in some Germani languages, whih have also been onviningly analysed

by Önnerfors (1997) as historial remnants of a very old pattern. Although it is tempting

to speulate that this onstrution might have found little favour in spoken language in

the 13th entury, there is no way we an tell for sure. It seems reasonable to assume that

it represented some kind of island, a part of the `periphery' of the grammar, and not yet

entirely suppressed by the new SVO/V2 system.

4.4.2 Stylisti Fronting in main lauses

It was demonstrated in the previous hapter that Foulet's Generalization is robust and

generally gives aurate preditions in main lauses. Exempting some hard ases like et/ne-

V lauses or lauses with initial onques/(ja(mes), null-subjets are generally only possible

in postverbal position. However, there is reason to believe that this only applies in full to

referential subjets, as impersonal prediates oasionally feature fronting operations whih

have a distint �air of Stylisti Fronting, witness the following:

(284) Ta

Your

fuie

�ight

ne

NEG.CL

te

you.CL

vaut

is-worth

riens,

thing,

deleal

disloyal

feme.

woman.

[A

To

morir℄

die

te

you.CL

ovient

suits

aprés

after

ton

your

leheor.

adultery.

`Your esape will not help you, unfaithful woman. You deserve to die after your

adulterous at.' (Tristan, p.65 : 67. 23-24)
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SFP

SF

0

A mourir

IP

I

′

I

0

te ovient

VP

PP

aprés ton leheor

VP

te ovient a mourir

Sine Stylisti Fronting in and of itself is not the entral onern in this thesis, I have

opted for the somewhat lazy assumption that it an operate on both heads and phrases.

It is indisputable that it an move phrases, and this even seems to be the default ases in

for instane subjet relatives. In ases like (284), the fronted element seems to be a head.

It is of ause possible to argue that this is fronting of the entire VP. Suh analyses have

been pursued by Ott (Ott 2018), and for Old Frenh by Salvesen (2011). I have no à priori

objetion to suh a proposal, but I would just like to point out that it annot qualify as

Remnant VP-topialisation, sine these strutures are demonstrably available in embedded

lause whih annot be larger than FinPs. The remnant VP-fronting operation, if it exists,

targets a projetion below the Left Periphery. The fat that the landing site still preedes

the verb provides a strong piee of evidene that the latter is no higher than I

0
.

14

4.4.3 Embedded strings

In a standard embedded lause, topialisation to the Left Periphery is bloked by an overt

omplementiser in C

0
:

(285) Qant

When

[li

the

mestre

master

des

of-the

hevaliers℄

knights

oï

heard

le

the

erf. . .

deer. . .

`When the Master of Knights heard the deer. . . ' (Eustae, p.6 : IV.1)

14

My impression is that SF is more sensitive than V2-topialisation to the weight of the element it a�ets.

Perhaps it preferably fronts a phrase, but rather `ontents itself' with the losest head of that phrase if the

entire onstituent is somehow too large; this would naturally often apply to VPs. It would also explain why

SF, arguably in ontrast to V2, is apparently apable of sub-extrating from within a phrase, reating the

only hyperbata left in Old Frenh:

(i) . . . e

. . . and

s'

REFL.CL

en

therefrom.CL

vait

goes

par

by

la

there

ou

where

il

he

plus

most

voit

sees

la

the

forest

forest

espesse.

thik.

`. . . and he goes where he pereives the forest be most dense.' (Tristan, p.64 : 65. 5-6)
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CP

C

0

quand

IP

DP I

′

li mestre

des

hevaliers

I

0

oï

VP

mestres des hevaliers

oï le erf

The presene of an overt subjet in Spe-IP also bloks Stylisti Fronting, but if this

subjet is moved to the Left Periphery, as is the ase in relative lauses, or if non-referential

subjets are left unexpressed, SF an optionally our. In some ases, SF an ever our in

the presene of an overt subjet. This apparent violation of the `subjet gap requirement'

only takes plae with pronominal subjets, suggesting that in suh ases, the pronoun has

litiized to the omplementiser (286). This analysis is supported by the evidene from

the NPIs onques/ja(mes). These are the only elements in our orpus whih are apable of

preeding nominal subjets in normal embedded CPs (287), but yet they onsistently follow

pronominal subjets (288):

(286) Eustaes,

Eustaes,

qant

when

[il℄

he

[e℄

this

oï. . .

heard. . .

`When Eustae heard this. . . ' (Eustae, p.24 : XXI. 7)

CP

C

0

quand il

SFP

DP

e

SF'

SF

0
IP

DP

il

I

′

I

0

oï

VP

il oï e

(287) Mes

but

Nostre

our

Sires

lord

qui

who

bien

well

le

it.CL

pooit

an

fere,

do,

la

her.CL

garda

kept

si

so

bien

well

qu'

that

[onques℄

ever

[li

the
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barbarins℄

barbarian

n'

NEG.CL

ot

had

en

in

li

her

ne

nor

part

part

ne

nor

ompaignie. . .

ompany

`But Our Lord who has the power to do so, proteted her so that the barbarian never

had any ompany or intimay from her. . . ' (Eustae, p.21 : XVIII. 2-5)

CP

C

0

que

SFP

AdvP

onques

SF'

SF

0
IP

DP I

′

li

barbarins

I

0

ot

VP

AdvP

onques

VP

li barbarins n' ot en lie

ne part ne ompagnie

(288) Et

and

por

for

e

this

voudroit

would

il

he

avoir

have

doné

given

la

the

moitié

half

de

of

son

his

reaume

kingdom

par

by

ovent

ovenant

qu'

that

[il℄

he

[onques℄

ever

n'

NEG.CL

eüst

had.SUBJ

este

this

bataille

battle

enprise. . .

undertaken

`He would have given half of his kingdom in return for this, that he had never

undertaken this battle. . . ' (Tristan, p.61 : 58. 6-8)
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CP

C

0

qu'il

SFP

AdvP

onques

SF'

SF

0
IP

DP

il

I

′

I

0

n'eüst

VP

AdvP

onques

VP

il eüst este bataille

enprise

este bataille

Interestingly, Stylisti Fronting is optional in all ases exept when alled upon to prevent

the lause from starting with the verb.

15

This happens when an expletive subjet for some

reason is not merged, or alternatively not pronouned, in Spe-IP; in these ases SF seems

to be automatially triggered. We also argued that even referential subjets an sometimes

be left out in Spe-IP in embedded lauses with the same result. This suggests that Foulet's

Generalization is not entirely without exeptions in embedded lauses.

4.4.4 Embedded V2 and embedded V3

Rounding o� this hapter, I repeat the important onlusion that embedded V2 is possible

in Old Frenh like in modern Germani in omplement lauses embedded under `viadut

verbs' (Walkden and Booth to appear), in other words lasses A, B and E from Hooper

and Thompson's (1973) seminal study of embedded root phenomena. These verbs selet a

high omplementiser in Fore

0
, thereby giving aess to the embedded left periphery and

permitting inversion (289). In the same ontexts, it is also possible to have embedded linear

V3, for instane initial subordinate lauses (290) or LDs followed by an SVX string. It is

somewhat misleading to talk about `embedded V2' in these ases, sine it assumed here that

these feature a left-disloated XP on top of a regular, subjet initial IP. In other words, the

CP projetion is not engaged in these strutures:

15

In (288), the objet 'este bataille' has been srambled to a position preeding the past partiiple, as

indiated by the strikethrough. This position might well be external to the VP, but for simpliity I leave it

here.
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(289) Naburzadan,

Naburzadan,

quant

when

il

he

vit

saw

que

that

ses

his

freres

brother

n'

NEG.CL

estoit

was

mie

not

venuz,

ome,

il

he

en

thereof.CL

fu

was

auques

quite

liez,

happy,

ar

for

il

he

pensa

though

que

that

[par

by

este

this

hose℄

thing

porroit

ould

il

he

avoir

have

Chelynde

Chelynde.

`When Naburzadan saw that his brother had not ome, he was very happy, thinking

that through this hane he might have Chelynde.' (Tristan, p.42 : 9. 1-3)

ForeP

Fore

0

que

CP

par este hose C

′

C

0

porroit il

IP

il I

′

I

0

porroit

VP

par este hose VP

il

avoir Chelynde

(290) En

En

este

this

partie

part

dit

says

li

the

ontes

story

que

that

[quant

when

li

the

marinier

sailors

orent

had

gité

thrown

Sador

Sador

en

in

la

the

mer℄,

sea,

[il℄

they

s'

REFL.CL

en

therefrom.CL

alerent

went

et

and

il

he

remest. . .

remained. . .

`Here the story tells that when the sailors had thrown Sador overboard, they departed

and he remained . . . ' (Tristan, p.49 : 27. 1-2)
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ForeP

Fore

0

que

FrameP

quant li marinier

orent gité Sador

en la mer

IP

DP

il

I

′

I

0

s'en alerent

VP

il

s'en alerent
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Chapter 5

Late Latin

5.1 Introdution

In this hapter I will ondut an investigation into the syntax and word order of a Late Latin

text.

1

The objetive of this investigation is to pursue the hypothesis presented in hapter 1,

namely that the frequent use of subjet-verb inversion in the Romane languages of the high

medieval period might derive from Late Latin syntax. I will test this hypothesis by providing

and analysing quantitative and qualitative data from a Latin prose itinerary dating from

the late 4th entury, the Itinerarium Egeriae (heneforth also Egeria). Departing from

the assumption that this spei� text may provide information not only about the spoken

language of its author, but about the syntax and word order of Late Latin in general, I will

fous partiularly on the following researh questions:

(291) a. Had Late Latin already developed subjet-inversion strutures of the Old Ro-

mane kind?

b. Had Late Latin already developed V-to-C movement?

. Had Late Latin already developed into a V2 language?

These questions are distint, but not unrelated, sine they are phrased in terms of

inreasing spei�ity; a positive answer to (291a) makes it possible to onsider the stronger

hypothesis in (291b) whih, if on�rmed, in turn makes it possible to onsider the hypothesis

in (291). On the other hand, a negative answer to (291a) will automatially entail a negative

answer to (291b)�(291) as well. Importantly, the de�nition of V2 adopted in hapter 2

makes a lear distintion between (291b) and (291), making it possible in priniple to

answer the �rst in the positive and the latter in the negative.

Phrasing these researh questions as polar interrogatives is, however, somewhat naive,

as we may expet the answers to be rather quantitative in nature, rather than absolute. For

this reason we will modify them into (292). With this modi�ation, the entailment relations

1

I wish to stress that I use the term `Late Latin' for onveniene to refer to the spoken varieties of Latin

in Egeria's day and later. It is not meant to signal that this stage of the language is a ohesive entity

whih is qualitatively very distint from what preeded it. For a disussion of some of the problems in

delimiting `Late Latin' as a spei� linguisti entity, see Adams 2011. Although I have followed the ommon

pratie of rendering the epithet `late' in `Late Latin' with an initial apital letter, it follows from Adam`s

observations that it might be more prudent to simply talk of `late Latin', to avoid giving an impression of

internal ohesion or unity that is not warranted from loser srutiny of the textual evidene.
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still hold, but on a quantitative level. This is a welome outome, sine it makes it possible

to provide answers whih are largely objetive.

(292) a. To what extent had Late Latin already developed subjet-inversion strutures

of the Old Romane kind?

b. To what extent had Late Latin already developed V-to-C movement?

. To what extent had Late Latin already developed into a V2 language?

Struture Before we an approah these researh questions, there are some matters that

deserve our attention. First of all, the quantity and range of textual evidene from Latin is

very large and to a onsiderable extent ontraditory. In all periods of the language, there

is signi�ant synhroni variation between di�erent texts and aross many di�erent vari-

ables, partiularly with respet to word order. Seondly, over and beyond this intertextual

synhroni variation, there is another kind of variation that is a property of the language

itself and hene unfolds within the texts, namely the phenomenon of free word order. This

partiular feature of Latin has attrated muh attention in the literature and is so relevant

to the present study that it would be an omission not to address it all, sine free word order

must be assumed to have a onsiderable impat on the aquisition of phrase struture.

These two interrelated issues will be addressed in setion (5.2), where I will argue that

bakward projetion from Romane and some other onsiderations lead to the onlusion

that some texts are far better witnesses of the evolution of the language than others. This

setion also introdues the text hosen for investigation and o�ers some internal linguis-

ti arguments why this text should be onsidered trustworthy in this respet; �nally, the

phenomenon of free word order and its onsequenes for the upoming analysis will be

disussed.

The rest of the hapter is devoted to a quantitative and qualitative assessment of the

syntax of Egeria. Setions 5.3�5.5 and 5.6�5.8 fous on the syntax of main and embedded

lause, respetively. A short summary is o�ered in setion 5.9; the question of how to

interpret the �ndings in the larger piture of the Latin-Romane diahrony is deferred until

hapter 6.

5.2 The transition from Latin to Romane and the na-

ture of the evidene

'Sarely any written text an bear muh resemblane to the spoken language

of its writer.' (Adams 1976b:11)

With these hearty words of enouragement from Adams, I open this setion devoted to a

disussion of the textual soures and their relation to the atual objet of our study, namely

the spoken variety or varieties of Latin that may plausibly be onsidered the predeessor of

the Romane languages.

When investigating the Latin language, there are in general two di�erent kinds of evi-

dene available to the historial linguist: diret evidene in the form of the written soures,

and indiret evidene through the insights provided by bakward projetion from the Ro-

mane daughter languages through the so-alled omparative method (CM); for a nie dis-

ussion of the CM and its bene�ts and shortomings, see Weiss (2015). While there is no
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reason to restrit oneself to only one of these kinds of evidene, it seems lear that diret ev-

idene is preferable in the sense that it an provide us with details and hronology generally

unavailable to reonstrution.

More often than not, diahroni investigation has reourse to both kinds of evidene.

Conretely, the hypothesis that we seek to explore here is informed by bakward projetion.

It is not reonstrution from the Modern Romane languages, however, as the predominant

SVO word order of these would not lead anyone to suspet a V2 stage in their historial

development. Yet the Old Romane soures solidly testify to the existene of a rather

lengthy historial stage featuring widespread inversion, and it is the generalized harater of

this inversion pattern aross Old Romane that has inspired both the synhroni hypothesis

of a V2 grammar in Old Romane as well as the diahroni hypothesis of an internal origin

of this V2 syntax within the Latin/Romane family

2

(see referenes in the introdution).

We now turn to the written soures for on�rmation of this hypothesis, as we seek to

`onnet' the syntax of Old Romane with Latin. The problem is that a millennium of

written Latinity before the �rst written manifestations of Romane in the Middle Ages has

provided us with an abundane of texts, and even if we restrit ourselves to a `late' period,

say after 400 AD, we are still fored to make a seletion. This is of ourse not a problem

in itself. The real di�ulty arises from the texts, as many, if not most of them, do not

show the kind of evolution that reonstrution would lead us to expet (Vinent 2000:27).

Moreover, although many of the innovative patterns that would ultimately beome part of

the grammar of the Romane languages an be diserned in the written orpus as a whole,

their distribution often does not follow a lear logi or pattern that would allow us trae

their evolution in time or spae with muh auray; we an at the very best establish some

patterns of distributional statistis (Adams 2011).

5.2.1 Classial Latin and the `submerged' spoken language

This rather surprising inertia in the written material has led philologists to onlude that,

at some point in the history of the Latin language, a written standard of `proper style' must

have emerged whih most subsequent authors have sought faithfully to repliate (Burguy

1869b; Hofmann 1951; Pulgram 1958; Elok 1975; Panhuis 1984). It is the persistene

of this literary standard, what we know as Classial Latin, that obsures the linguisti

data by making the real linguisti hanges `go underground', in the words of Clakson and

Horroks (Clakson and Horroks 2007:265). A similar metaphor was employed by Palmer,

who spoke of the `underground stream of the living language', hidden beneath an `arti�ial'

and `distorted' literary language. (Palmer 1954/2001:147) Adams also uses strong words,

speaking of the `gulf . . . between learned written forms of the language and the speeh of

ordinary people' (1976:94) and more reently of `submerged Latin' that rarely makes it into

written douments preserved for posterity (Adams 2013).

3

2

I will not engage in the disussion of the utility or lak thereof of suh reonstruted entities suh as

`Proto-Romane', nor in the extremely ompliated debate on how the transition from Latin to Romane

should be oneptualized, nor if or where it makes sense to plae it on a timeline. One prominent view,

assoiated �rst and foremost with the work of Wright and Banniard, holds that the linguisti situation

in Western Romania was one of prolonged and omplex monolingualism rather than bilingualism or even

diglossia until well into the High Middle Ages, by whih time the e�ets of the Aluinian reforms and

the `twelfth entury renaissane' had separated learned latinitas and spoken vernaulars so muh, both in

pratie and in the minds of the people, that the way was ready paved for the new emergent national sripta.

(Banniard 1992; Wright 2002). See also Varvaro (2013) for a mostly negative appraisal of the theory.

3

A losely related (but not oextensive) issue is the hypothesis, originally proposed by Marx (1909),

that many of the partiular linguisti features of Late Latin are the unbroken ontinuation of early spoken
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As a ase in point, whih is also highly relevant to the present dissertation, onsider

the hange from SOV to SVO. There is onsiderable onsensus that the modern Romane

languages are basially SVO, although there is some variation aross the family regarding

the possibility of other orders (see the various ontributions in Harris 2000b), and it is often

assumed, more ontroversially this time, that the basi unmarked word order of Latin in

the Classial period was SOV (Linde 1923; Hofmann and Szantyr 1965; Vinent 1977:56-58;

Harris 1977:36)

4

This hange has generally taken plae by the time of the emergene of texts

written in the di�erent Romane vernaulars in the High Middle Ages, as little if anything

remains at that time of the verb-�nal pattern.

5

It has beome ommon wisdom in handbooks

and manuals on Latin and Romane diahrony to assume a steadfast derease of verb-

�nality in favour of the emergent SVO order, (Linde 1923, Lehmann 1972:272, Harris 1978:7,

Anderson and Rohet 1979:353, Bauer 1995:7) often illustrated by iting relevant texts from

arhai and late Latin, respetively, as evidene of the hange (Adams 1976a:93). However,

Dankaert's (2017) reent and thorough diahroni study of the OV/VO-alternation, based

on a orpus of 39 Latin prose authors from 200 BC to AD 600, draws a quite di�erene

piture, as the surfae VO/OV alternation is relatively stable diahronially when all lauses

are taken into onsideration without distintion. The piture is one of signi�ant variation

at all times between di�erent authors and di�erent texts. It is revealing that the oldest texts

in Dankaert's orpus, the omedies of Plautus (a. 200 BC) show muh higher proportions

of SVO than the latest text, the Historia Franorum of Gregory of Tours (a. AD 590)

(Dankaert 2017b:112). Indeed, Adams (1976) has shown that VO orders were ommon

in substandard registers from a very early date, and in a more general vein, that many

morpho-syntati features often subsumed under the rubri of `Late Latin' indeed turn

up very early in the written material, and that it is rather their frequeny that inreases

over time (Adams 2011). It is unlear how muh of this inreased frequeny derives from

atual linguisti evolution, and how muh is the result of a gradually less rigorous normative

standard that allows spoken language to `surfae'.

It should be immediately lear why the existene of a literary standard, whih even seems

to have been partiularly perseverant in the ase of the SOV pattern, poses serious problems

to the urrent investigation, whih aims to reveal the development in spoken language of

the plaement of the �nite verb. However, the silene of the soures should not ast any

doubt on the historial reality of the development. As far as I am aware, we have no similar

reason to distrust the Old Romane soures, whih unmistakably show a plaement of the

�nite verb that is not only very di�erent from that of Classial Latin, but also very familiar

from the modern Romane languages. As regards the development of the �nite verb, then,

Latin as evidened in the plays of early popular playwrights like Plautus, subsequently suppressed by the

strong standard of Classial Latin. This hypothesis has been modi�ed or hallenged in reent years; see in

partiular the various ontributions in Adams and Vinent 2016.

4

See Panhuis (1984) for a ritique of this view. Aording to Panhuis, word order in prelassial Latin

was governed by a priniple of Communiative Dynamism whih plaed onstituents aording to a theme-

rheme partitioning of the information (Panhuis de�nes themati elements as the ones about whih the

rheme onstitutes a omment - in other words more losely to a traditional topi-omment distintion),

with themati and rhemati elements gravitating respetively towards the left and right edge of the lause.

Already early on, sometime in the third entury BC, the verb-�nal order was established as a written norm,

thereby exempting the verb from the priniple of Communiative Dynamism, whih ontinued to operate

on the arguments of the verb and other onstituents of the lause.

5

Bauer brie�y disusses SOV-orders in embedded lauses in Old and Middle Frenh. (Bauer 1995:110)

These orders were ommon in relative lauses and in early texts, Bauer laims, but sine she does not ite

any examples, it does not seem unlikely that what she refers to might be instanes of Stylisti Fronting, (see

4.2.2 ) whih should be kept distint from real, head-�nal SOV orders. The same applies to the subordinate

SOV orders disussed in Dardel and Haadsma 1976.
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the orollary of this state of a�airs learly seems to be that some soures annot be trusted.

Di�erent soures must therefore be sought, even if they are a minority on purely statistial

grounds.

5.2.2 Whih soures an we trust?

Sine the hypothesis we are pursuing in this hapter is that the Old Romane inversion

systems were syntati ognates of a Latin anteedent, it seems only natural that we should

seek on�rmation of this hypothesis in texts not too far removed in time from the Old

Romane languages. Ideally, we would also like to restrit the orpus in spae as well, as the

Roman Empire inluded vast areas outside of what was eventually to beome the medieval

Romane world, areas where linguisti evolution took a di�erent diretion and Latin was

ultimately lost altogether. Other things being equal, a text from AD 600 is better than

a text from AD 100, and a text written by a native of Gaul is better than a text written

by, say, a native of Northern Afria who perhaps only aquired Latin as a seond language.

Guided by these riteria, I have deided not to inlude in the orpus a text that otherwise

might present itself as a natural andidate: The letters of Claudius Terentianus are written

sometime in the �rst half of the seond entury CE by a soldier in the Roman army in Egypt.

Of the letters he sent to his father, whih were with all likelihood ditated to a sribe, both

Latin and Greek speimens survive. Adams suggests his native language was Greek (Adams

1977:3). This is the prinipal reason for exluding the letters from the orpus, although

their great antiquity also plays a role in this respet.

Furthermore, while the orpus should be areally onstrained, we do not need it to be

loal to any partiular region; the nature of the `pan-Romane V2 hypothesis' suggests we

an inlude texts from at least all of Western and Southern Romània. This presupposes

that we are apable of loating the text at all; the Mulomediina Chironis and the De re

oguinaria, while in other respets highly interesting from a diahroni perspetive, are two

suh texts that annot be loated properly in either time or spae (Dankaert 2017b:85).

Besides, both the Mulomediina Chironis and De re oquinaria display quite lassial word

order patterns with very high frequenies of verb-�nal (Cabrillana 1999).

As already mentioned, the persistene of a literary standard ompliates the otherwise

rather simple seletional riteria. Judging by temporal and spatial riteria alone, the Histo-

ria Franorum of Gregory of Tours would seem an ideal hoie, written in Latin by a native

Gaul shortly before the turn of the sixth entury. But although several features of Romane

morpho-syntax an be been veri�ed in the text (Hofmann and Szantyr 1965:319-321, Adams

2013:643-644), the plaement of the �nite verb still strongly adheres to the lassial verb-

�nal pattern (Dankaert 2017b). The same applies to other roughly ontemporary soures

suh the writings of Isidor of Seville or the somewhat later Chronile of Fredegar. At the

beginning of the ninth entury, the Paderborner Epi, of unknown but almost ertainly

Frankish authorship, is written in perfet lassiizing Latin (and in verse) and is therefore

useless as a soure, and the same applies to any text in Latin thereafter.

6

In the light of these onsiderations, the guiding priniple for seletion must be the texts

themselves; in our ase texts that show the kind of word order that might plausibly be on-

sidered a forerunner of Old Romane word order. But sine these texts as already mentioned

6

Indeed, the Carolingian renaissane and the eduational reform ushered in by Aluin �anlly breaks all

bonds between spoken and written; the history of Latin in the following millennium is one of a `ultural

artefat', in the words of Clakson and Horroks (2007:266). The earliest texts in the Romane vernaulars

are generally written in verse, and are therefore also problemati, see hapter 6.
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might turn out to be a minority, and beause it might seem methodologially unsound to

onsider as true evidene only those texts that would seem to on�rm a hypothesis, I will

in the next setion rather brie�y show that the Itinerarium Egeriae quite generally evines

a host of morpho-syntati and lexial properties of unmistakeably Romane nature. This

suggests that we are dealing with a reliable witness of the linguisti evolution and that we

are not entirely unjusti�ed in assuming that this might apply to the position of the �nite

verb as well.

Although the bigger issue that we seek to explore in this hapter is the historial origins

of the inversion strutures of Old Romane, in other words a matter of entral importane

to the diahrony of the Romane family, the method of investigation adopted here is not

a diahroni one, sine I am not onsidering the impat of time on the evolution of the

position of the �nite verb. At the same time, it is not really a synhroni investigation

either in anything but a rather trivial sense of the word, sine I am only onsidering a

single text. In priniple, of ourse, this text ould be reruited as part of a synhroni

investigation, an investigation whih would need to take into onsideration other texts from

the same time as well. It is therefore more orret to desribe the method employed here

as a kind of seletive ase study guided by a spei� interpretation of the soio-historial

ontext of omposition of Late Latin texts (strongly simpli�ed: some are reliable, others

are not). As the preeding disussion should have made lear, this is more than anything a

virtue of neessity.

5.2.3 Itinerarium Egeriae

The Itinerarium Egeriae,

7

(heneforth also Egeria) is written by and reounts the journey

of a devout Christian woman, earlier assumed to be a nun, to Palestine, and is generally

onsidered to have been omposed towards the end of the fourth entury. The text, of

whih both the beginning and the end are laking, is preserved in one single manusript, the

11th entury Codex Aretinus from the Monteasino Abbey. The exat provenane of the

author is somewhat disputed, the south of Gaul and the north of Spain having both been

suggested; for a disussion, see Väänänen (1987:153-157). Einar Löfstedt (1936 [1911℄) was

septial about the possibility of assigning a native ountry to Egeria on linguisti grounds,

laiming she did not represent any partiular dialet, but for the purpose of the present

study, the general onsensus that she was a native Latin speaker of the western Roman

world is su�ient (Adams 2007:342).

Egeria enjoys a very speial position in Latin-Romane diahrony and has beome some-

thing of a usual suspet for studies looking for early signs of Romane phonology, lexis or

morphosyntax. Several features of unmistakably Romane harater have been identi�ed in

the text, inluding but not limited to high proportions of SVO, presentational onstrutions

involving the auxiliary habere � to have � (f. Frenh il y a or Spanish hay � `there is'),

oasional overt subjet pronouns, and not least an almost onsequent tendeny to but-

tress nominal phrases with the determinatives `ille' or `ipse' in seemingly artile-like fashion

(Adams 2013:512�520).

8

Due to these features, the onsensus view is that Egeria is an

extraordinary, not to say unique, witness of the diahroni evolution. In partiular the word

order of the text, whih di�ers strongly from Classial patterns, is generally pereived as an

7

In earlier philology also variably alled Peregrinatio Aetheriae, Peregrinatio Egeriae, Peregrinatio

Aetheriae vel Silvae ad Loa Santa

8

The status of `ipse' and `ille' in Egeria has generated onsiderable debate, see Herzenberg 2015 and

referenes therein.
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authenti glimpse of the vernaular of the author. Thomas approvingly ites Wilkinson's

assessment that `Egeria wrote muh as she spoke' (Thomas 1981:53). Spevak onsiders that

the text is written in a register `lose to the spoken language' (Spevak 2005:1). Clakson and

Horroks, after disussing some aveats in the interpretation of the text, adds that `[i℄n one

area, however, this text substantially inreases our knowledge of what is going on `beneath

the standard', and that is the order of the major sentene onstituents' (Clakson and Hor-

roks 2007:291). In a similar vein, Cuzzolin and Haverling express the opinion that Egeria

is `written in a language with almost no literary ambitions, providing us with a lot of inter-

esting information regarding the language of everyday onversation at the time'(Cuzzolin

and Haverling 2009:55).

9

Cruially, Egeria has also featured prominently in the reent debate on the internal

evolution of Romane V2 and has been invoked by several researhers as evidene for Late

Latin verb-seond syntax (Salvi 2004; Clakson and Horroks 2007; Wolfe 2015; Ledgeway

2012, 2017). For omplete philologial disussion of the text, see Lofstedt (1936 [1911℄ and

Vaananen (1987), and for previous studies devoted to the word order, see Hinojo (1986),

Spevak (2005) and Ledgeway (2017).

The edition used is that of Maraval (1982); in order to redue mistakes in manual

transmission, the version of the text (the edition of Heraeus 1908) whih is available from the

PROIEL treebank (Haug and Jøhndal 2008) was extrated and then manually orreted.

10

5.2.4 A worst ase senario: Christian Latin as a `Sondersprahe'

There exists a possible historial senario that onstitutes a kind of `worst ase' for our or-

pus, and whih I must therefore brie�y address. This is the hypothesis that Christian Latin

onstitutes a language apart (Sondersprahe), a written register that is heavily in�uened

by the language of the Latin Bible translations in partiular and early Christian writings

in general. This idea is primarily assoiated with the Nijmegen sholars Johannes Shri-

jnen (Shrijnen 1932) and Christine Mohrmann (Mohrmann 1958-1977), and is therefore

often referred to as the Shrijnen-Mohrmann-hypothesis ; see Coleman (1987), Clakson and

Horroks (2007:284-290) and Burton (2011) for disussion. Beyond lexial and idiomati

in�uene, it is reportedly hard to pinpoint what is Christian from what is just late Latin

in general. Little disussion is made of word-order, although one ould in priniple imagine

that the Semiti VSO order whih underlies the Old Testament order may have exerted an

in�uene on Egeria's written language through the intermediary of the early Latin Bible

translations.

Indeed, in Dankaert's (2017) diahroni study of the evolution of the word order of

the Latin lause, Egeria alongside some other `Christian' texts of Late Latin stands out as

evining quite idiosynrati properties. One ould easily imagine that this re�ets the fat

that these texts were written without any attempt to emulate the norms of Classial Latin,

in other words that they are speimens of vernaular language exeptionally `surfaing' in

the historial orpus. On the other hand, one ould in priniple also argue that these texts

staunhly follow another standard, namely the standard of Christian Latin as promulgated

by the Churh and in the Christian ommunities. Dankaert wishes to distane himself from

9

Palmer, on the other hand, expresses more reserve, stating that the language of the text is `simple and

una�eted, but not without some anxious onessions to the grammarians', pointing out that her written

Latin, like other speimens of sub-standard Latin, annot be onsidered `a true and undistorting mirror of

the spoken language.' (Palmer 1954/2001:163)

10

It should be mentioned that the di�erenes only exeptionally involved word order.
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all suh attempts at interpreting the material, emphasizing that suh hypotheses an never

be truly evaluated before they are tested against an expliit, multivariate, statistial model

whih systematially ompares Christian and non-Christian texts (Dankaert 2017b:86).

I absolutely onur with Dankaert's assessment that one should try to onstrut an

expliit statistial model to test the hypotheses of the distorting e�ets of literary standards,

whether Classial or Christian, rather than just taking the latter for granted. However, in

the absene of suh a model, we have no hoie but to make inferenes of the traditional

kind to make sense of the Latin-Romane diahrony. After all, the Old Romane languages

are on the whole muh more like their modern desendants than like Classial Latin, and

we annot plausibly assume that all of these profound hanges took plae overnight during

the period that separates, for instane, the end point of Dankaert's orpus (AD 600) and

the �rst written manifestations of Romane. In this hapter, I will therefore inspet one

of the most extreme outliers in Dankaert's diagrams, in the hope and belief that its great

distane from the regression line plotted by Dankaert is indeed indiative of its unusual

reliability as a witness of the linguisti evolution.

5.2.5 Free word order and its onsequenes

In typologial terms, the Latin language ould be desribed as a fusional syntheti� dependent-

marking language with rih morphology and great �exibility in word order. In this setion

I will fous on this latter property, the free word order, a trait whih Latin shares with

other anient Indo-European languages and whih (in relative terms) distinguishes it from

most modern Indo-European languages, inluding the Romane languages whih desend

from Latin. As an illustration, onsider a transitive verb seleting an internal and external

argument. All six possible permutations SVO, SOV, VSO, VOS, OSV, OVS are in priniple

well-formed (Ledgeway 2012:61-62) and widely attested in Latin texts. Although they are

ertainly not on even footing in statistial terms, it annot really be said that any of these

orders is truly marginal. For instane, in the orpus used in Haug (2017), all of the six

word order patterns exeeded a frequeny of 5%. Furthermore, as illustrated by Dankaert,

this apparent freedom is maintained when an auxiliary verb is added to the mix, as all 24

possible permutations of the sequene Subjet-auxiliary verb-main verb-objet are indeed

also attested (Dankaert 2017b:4-7).

It should also be noted that Latin does not only permit lausal onstituents to be ar-

ranged in suh liberal fashion, but also allows onstituents to be broken up, suh that heads

and modi�ers appear in linearly disontinuous positions of the lause. This phenomenon is

traditional referred to as hyperbaton; an example from our orpus is given in (293), where

the disontinuous subjet is underlined:

11

11

Note that in (293), the subjet is disontinuous, appearing both to the left and to the right of the �nite

verb. This reates a pratial problem when ounting the linear position of the verb and determining the

string type. The solution adopted is to assume that movement is always to the left, and that the fronted

element must neessarily target some syntati position and should therefore be ounted as a onstituent

in front of the verb. The lause in (293) is therefore annotated as linear V3, sine both the head of the

subjet NP, signa, and the adverb ibi preede the verb. Furthermore, the type is CCVSX, meaning the

lause is in fat an inversion struture, sine the original position of the subjet is to the right of the verb.

This approahed is adopted for simpliity and onsisteny, and is of ourse not the only way to do it; one

ould suggest with Elerik (1992) that movement an be both left and rightward, and that is is rather the

modi�er astrorum in (293) that has been moved to a right-peripheral position from a subjet-initial string.

Notie that no matter whih approah is adopted, the evidene suggests that both the modi�er and the head

noun of the NP an be moved, suggesting hyperbaton inludes both phrasal movement and head movement,

something whih in turn ould be interpreted to mean that prosody is involved.
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(293) signa

signs-NOM

ibi

here

parebant

be.visible-IPFV-3PL

astrorum.

amp-GEN

(Egeria, 12.9)

`The signs of the amp were visible here.'

Although the free word order of Latin never fails to be mentioned in traditional grammars

and manuals on the language (Kühner and Stegmann 1955; Hofmann and Szantyr 1965),

there is no onsensus on how to properly apture this phenomenon on a theoretial level.

From a modern linguisti perspetive, the ruial question is where in the formal apparatus

of any given model the phenomenon should be loalized, or put di�erently, whih domain

of the overall grammar should be held responsible for the attested variation. To start with

a point of onsensus, it is widely held that Latin word order is sensitive to the dynamis

of disourse, what is now often referred to as information struture. Thus, the word order

permutations do not our randomly, but are motivated by the ommuniative needs of the

situation, what is ommon ground among speaker and hearer, et.. In addition, there might

of ourse be prosodi (and in the ase of poetry, metri) fators in�uening the hoie of

one variant over another.

The more problemati question is what role this leaves for syntax in the organization

of the lause. Ever sine the publiation of Hale's extremely in�uential paper on Warlpiri

(Hale 1983), muh ink has been spilled on the issue of non-on�gurationality, the hypothesis

that ertain languages do not exhibit hierarhial phrase-struture; for diussion, see Hale

(1989), Baker (2001), and Pensal�ni (2004). Sine languages whih exhibit suh pronouned

word order freedom are generally morphologially rih ase languages, some linguists laim

that morphology might take over the role of expressing the important dependeny relations

that exist within a lause. This view is niely aptured by Bresnan's ditum `morphology

ompetes with syntax' (Bresnan et al. 2015:5). The syntax of non-on�gurational languages

might therefore lak the phrase-strutural artiulation that haraterizes many languages,

employing either exoentri, n-ary branhing `�at strutures' or a ombination of suh �at

strutures and on�gurationally (phrase-struturally) de�ned sub-domains of the lause

12

.

For instane, Hale laimed that Warlpiri possesses a single on�gurational rule, namely that

an auxiliary element must always oupy the seond position of the lause (Hale 1983).

13

Clearly, if syntax does not onstrain word order or impose any patterns at all, the ob-

served tendenies must be aounted for in some other omponent of grammar, for instane

in an independent module that relates information struture to linearization. The hallenge

for a non-on�gurational approah is to develop a formally expliit model of suh a module

that makes good preditions; for proposals along these lines, see Panhuis (1984) and Spevak

(2010).

14

12

Dankaert (2017, pp.18-22) brie�y disusses suh `hybrid' systems ombining on�gurationality at some

levels of the lauses with nonon�gurationality at other levels. As an example, he disusses a struture where

there is a on�gurational, endoentri CP on top of an otherwise �at lausal struture. While this model

(whih is also disussed in Ledgeway 2012:78-80) orretly predits some observed ordering onstraints in the

Latin left periphery, Dankaert onludes that it does not apture the existene of higher order onstituents

like VPs . This is true for the model hosen as an example, of ourse, but it is also possible in priniple

to argue for the existene of a VP without neessarily assuming internal struture in that VP (i.e. that

it ontains several binary branhing sub-onstituents or `shells'). In other words, there are other `hybrid'

systems on o�er than the example disussed by Dankaert.

13

This in fat makes Warlpiri a kind of V2-language, but not one that would qualify for the label as

de�ned in this thesis.

14

The notion that Latin might be a nonon�gurational language ould also, although anahronistially, be

attributed to many traditional philologists, who generally emphasize that word order in Latin is in priniple

free, but largely determined by disourse fators Weil 1887; Marouzeau 1922.
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In transformational generative grammar, these views imply a departure from the stan-

dard oneption of the T-model, where in�etional morphology is not allowed to interfae

diretly with meaning without the mediation of syntax. To some extent, the same has also

applied to notions of information struture, whih to varying degrees have been inorporated

into syntax itself as so-alled A'-projetions. This tendeny has of ourse been onsiderably

strengthened with the advent of artography, whih is often desribed as a `syntatization

of disourse' (Rizzi 2013). Furthermore, exo-entriity and multiple dominane is viewed

with skeptiism in some generative amps, and in Minimalism, binary branhing is (at least

without extra assumptions) even ditated by the way Merge works in building up omplex

onstituents.

15

As a onsequene, some linguists maintain that Latin like all other languages are on-

�gurational, exhibiting the same kind of strutural layers as other languages. Evidene in

favour of this view is addued by Ledgeway (2012, hapter 5) and Dankaert (2017, hap-

ter 1) who point out that grammatial proesses in Latin make referene to higher order

onstituents like VPs or IPs (see also Elerik 1992, Oniga (2014, hapter 18) and Oniga

and Cehetto 2014). The hallenge for suh a fully-on�gurational view on Latin is �rst

to determine exatly what the syntati organization of the Latin lause is, and seondly

what triggers the displaement proesses give rise to the great variety of surfae word order

patterns.

I should like to point out that although on�gurational and non-on�gurational theories

might seem to be almost diametrially opposed, the di�erene between them is sometimes

onsiderably slighter in atual pratie.

16

The reason is simply that on�gurational ap-

proahes like for instane Dankaert's are fored to assume a signi�ant number of di�erent

syntati strutures to be able to do justie to the surfae variation (Dankaert 2017b,a).

Unless supplemented with an expliit theory of how these di�erent strutures di�er sys-

tematially at the level of information struture, we end up with a onsiderable amount

of optionality in syntax.

17

If so, the question in the end beomes what is really the di�er-

ene between a non-on�gurational approah and a fully on�gurational approah with high

degrees of optionality in the syntax, or how these might be distinguished empirially.

18

To understand what is at stake, onsider some examples from Egeria, whih is replete

with near-minimal pairs varying minutely in some aspet of word order. In the following

examples, the only kind of highlighting used is underlining to signal the elements of the

minimal pair whose relative order is reversed from the (a) to the (b) examples. Witness the

15

It is worth pointing out that Chomsky has expliitly stressed the tentative nature of this hypothesis:

`If Merge is binary, then generated X and Y an interset only if one is a term of the

other. If n-ary operations are added for n > 2, other options arise, inluding those studied

in multidominane theories [. . . ℄ It is in fat likely that binary Merge in its simplest form

is insu�ient (italis added), and that some extensions of Merge are liensed by UG, an

interesting topi I will not try to pursue here.'(Chomsky 2012:3-4)

16

The hypothesis that the languages of the world displays various degrees of on�gurationality in the

syntax is quite prevalent in LFG and often invoked as an argument for the arhiteture of the model in that

framework (Falk 2001; Bresnan et al. 2015).

17

Suh a theory has been developed for instane by Devine and Stephens (2006), but it is based on a

somewhat restrited set of data.

18

Perhaps the di�erene between a on�gurational grammar with high degrees of optionality and a non-

on�gurational grammar lies in the apaity of the former to refer to higher order onstituents like VPs,

for instane by VP-fronting operations or by pronominalisation of the VP, phenomena whih are learly

attested in Latin. The proess of pronominalisation is also blind to internal struture and just targets the

VP-node diretly.
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alternations between adverb and liti (294), verb and loative PP (295), verb+objet and

manner PP (296), unausative verb and subjet (297), transitive verb and subjet (298),

and subjet and dative (299).

(294) a. Ostenderunt

Show-PRF-3PL

etiam

also

nobis

us-DAT

loum,

plae-ACC

ubi. . . (Egeria, 5.7)

where

`They also showed us the plae where. . . '

b. Nam

For

ostenderunt

show-PRF-3PL

nobis

us-DAT

etiam

also

et

and

illum

the

loum,

plae-ACC

qui. . . (Egeria, 5.7)

whih. . .

�For they also showed us the plae that. . . �

(295) a. . . . qui

whih-NOM

sriptum est

written is

in euangelio. . . (Egeria, 29.5)

in gospel-ABL

. . . �whih is written in the Gospel. . . �

b. . . . siut

as

in euangelio

in gospel-ABL

sriptum est. . . (Egeria, 29.6)

written is

�. . . as is written in the Gospel . . . �

(296) a. . . . iam

now

omnis

all

populus

people-NOM

et

and

omnes

all

aputatite

apotatitae-NOM

deduunt episopum

lead-3PL bishop-ACC

um ymnis

with hymns-ABL

usque

until

ad

to

Anastase.

Anastasis

(Egeria, 40.1)

�and presently all the people and all the apotatitae lead the bishop with hymns

to the Anastatis.�

b. . . . et

and

inde

therefrom

omnis

all

populus

people-NOM

usque

until

ad

to

unum

one

um ymnis

with hymns-ABL

duunt episopum

lead-3PL bishop-ACC

usque

until

ad

to

Syon.

Sion.

(Egeria, 40.2)

�. . . and from there all the people down to a man lead the bishop with hymns to

Sion.�

(297) a. . . . id

that

est

is

in

in

eo

that

loo,

plae-ABL

de

from

quo

whih-ABL

Dominus

Lord-NOM

asendit

asend-PRF-3SG

in

in

aelis.

heavens-ABL

(Egeria, 39.3)

�. . . that is at the plae where the Lord asended into Heaven.�

b. . . . id

that

est

is

in

in

eo

the

loo,

plae-ABL

unde

from-whih

asendit

asend-PRF-3SG

Dominus

Lord-NOM

in

in

aelis. . . (Egeria, 43.5)

heavens-ABL

�that is at the plae where the Lord asended into Heaven. . . �

(298) a. In

In

ea

that

ergo die

day-ABL

et

and

in

in

ea

that

hora,

hour-ABL

qua

when

auerterant

divert-PLPRF-3PL

Persae

Persians-NOM

aquam. . . (Egeria, 19.12)

water-ACC

�On that day and on that hour when the Persians had diverted the water. . . �
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b. Illa

That

autem aqua,

water-NOM

quam

whih-ACC

Persae

Persians-NOM

auerterant. . . (Egeria, 19.12)

divert-PLPRF-3PL

�The water whih the Persians had diverted. . . �

(299) a. . . . ponitur

plae-PASS-3SG

episopo

bishop-DAT

athedra

hair-NOM

media

middle-ABL

elesia

hurh-ABL

maiore. . . (Egeria, 45.2)

major

�A hair is plaed for the bishop in the enter of the great hurh. . . �

b. Et

and

statim

immediately

ponitur

plae-PASS-3SG

athedra

hair-NOM

episopo

bishop-DAT

ad

at

Martyrium

martyrium-ACC

in

in

elesia

hurh-ABL

maiore. . . (Egeria, 46.1)

major

�And at one a hair is plaed for the bishop at the martyrium in the great

hurh.�

Granted, for reasons of spae not enough ontext is provided in these examples to deter-

mine to what extent information struture might play a role in the observed alternations.

Let it su�e to say that the present author is at a loss in �nding a proper generalization in

terms of disourse properties. Note however that many of the alternations are very lose to

eah other in the text, separated sometimes only by a few lines. This suggests that, at least

in some ases, the author is simply seeking some stylisti variation. I believe this is a ruial

point, sine we should ask ourselves what this suggests about the disourse properties of

the elements so manipulated. Take the example of a modern Germani V2 language. In ex-

pressing a series of temporally ordered events to an interloutor, the language a�ords some

leeway for stylisti variation to the narrator, who an open the lause sometimes with the

subjet, sometimes with an adverb, sometimes with an expletive. This is possible beause

these are all, in some sense, unmarked word orders. However, there are lear limits to this

variation, as the narrator annot just plae the objet or any other non-subjet argument

in the pre�eld for the sake of stylisti variation, sine the information strutural e�ets that

inevitably aompany suh fronting operations would lead to inoherene at the level of

disourse. In Latin, on the other hand, it seems like these e�ets are largely laking or at

least muh more moderate.

The intention behind these observations is not to plead in favour of a non-on�gurational

approah. The phenomenon under study, V-to-C movement, is a strutural phenomenon

that tautologially requires struture, and as we have already seen, the syntax of Old Frenh

is unmistakably on�gurationally de�ned. This means that, at least in desriptive terms, the

evolution towards Romane has brought about a rigidi�ation of word order patterns. Pre-

sumably, this hange would not have ome about without the partiipation of the language

aquirers in re-analysing the input. I will therefore assume that hildren do not resign them-

selves to the morphologial ues alone, but proeed to assign artiulated phrase struture

to the input strings as well. What is important to emphasize here is not so muh the ause,

but rather the onsequene of the above variation. The input to the hild in a language like

Latin must have ontained substantial amount of noise in the form of strutural ambiguity,

meaning that the strings are seemingly ontraditory and often not even reonilable with
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a single syntati struture.

19

Furthermore, if the information strutural e�ets of the dis-

plaements were in fat as subtle as they might seem � and we shall see more evidene to

support this onlusion when analysing the data � it is not at all inoneivable that the hild

might onlude that the variation truly belongs in the syntax, and that there is some degree

of optionality in the grammar with respet to variables like the position of the subjet or

other arguments relative to the verb, the headedness of the verbal projetions, and the like.

5.3 Itinerarium Egeriae: the main lause

In this setion, we will try to establish a onrete hypothesis of the syntax of main lauses in

Egeria.

20

We will proeed in similar fashion to what was done for Old Frenh in hapters 3

and 4, starting out with some rather rough quantitative data and then gradually working our

way towards the more detailed kind of quantitative and qualitative evidene that ultimately

o�ers the best probe into underlying syntati struture. In the remainder of setion 5.3, we

will onsider the linear distribution of the verb and the make-up of the pre�eld. Setion 5.4

addresses the issue of inversion in main lauses, while setion 5.5 is devoted to the position

of the subjet, an issue whih will be of the utmost importane to the general analysis of

the text.

5.3.1 Linear distribution of the verb and the pre�eld

It is natural to start by onsidering the linear distribution of the verb, although the latter

provides extremely limited information about the syntax of the lause. This information is

given in table 5.1. Observe that the perentages in eah olumn are alulated downwards,

so it is possible to see immediately the relative linear distribution of the �nite verb within

eah prediate lass.The `Total' olumn on the right gives the overall linear distribution

patterns in main lauses. Under the table, the amount of verb-�nal strings is indiated.

21

19

A good illustration of how serious the problem of strutural ambiguity an be is provided by Dankaert,

who laims that a two-word lause onsisting of nothing more than the subjet followed by a verb is in fat

sevenfold ambiguous (Dankaert 2017a:126-127).

20

Main lauses inlude lauses whih are introdued by a onneting relative phrase, so-alled `pseudo-

relatives' (Oniga 2014:287-288). This phenomenon is prevalent in Latin, where seemingly any non-seleted

lause, �nite or non-�nite, may in priniple be `relativized'. Needless to say, sine I am following the

puntuation of the editors, and sine this puntuation does not derive from the soure text, there is a

hane that some `true relatives' have made their way into the data onsidered here. It is unlear to what

extent true relative lauses and pseudo relative lauses behave di�erently in syntax. Although the issue

merits loser srutiny, the impression given by the orpus is that there is indeed a di�erene between the

two with respet to word order in that relativised main lauses behave rather like normal, unintrodued

main lauses rather than like adjunt relatives lause attahed to a NP.

21

The ount of verb-�nal strings only inludes strings whih are V≥2, in other words it exludes ases

where the lause onsists of only a single verb (although these have not been exluded tout ourt, but enter

the data as V1 lauses (only 4 tokens).
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Table 5.1: Linear order of the �nite verb in main lauses in Egeria

Transitive Unausative Copula Funtional Total

V1 40 (15.44%) 111 (21.02%) 41 (17.67%) 4 (7.02%) 196 (18.22%)

V2 100 (38.61%) 174 (32.95%) 78 (33.62%) 20 (35.09%) 372 (34.57%)

V3 57 (22.01%) 125 (23.67%) 67 (28.88%) 10 (17.54%) 259 (24.07%)

V4 39 (15.06%) 76 (14.39%) 31 (13.36%) 11 (19.30%) 157 (14.59%)

V5 12 (4.63%) 31 (5.87%) 13 (5.60%) 11 (19.30%) 67 (6.23%)

V6 9 (3.47%) 9 (1.70%) 1 (0.43%) � (0.00%) 19 (1.77%)

V7 � (0.00%) 1 (0.19%) � (0.00%) 1 (1.75%) 2 (0.19%)

V8 2 (0.77%) 1 (0.19%) 1 (0.43%) � (0.00%) 4 (0.37%)

Total 259 (100.00%) 528 (100.00%) 232 (100.00%) 57 (100.00%) 1076 (100.00%)

Average number of onstituents ≈ 3,77

Verb-�nal strings : 304/1076= 28.25%

Null-subjets: 380/1076 = 35.32%

These �gures reveal a onsiderable degree of variation in the surfae word order pat-

terns.

22

This is already enough to onlude that there is no V2 onstraint at play in this

text as de�ned in hapter 2, sine there is learly neither any requirement for a onstituent

to preede the verb, as attested by the quite frequent verb-initial strings, nor any onstraint

22

A note on the di�erent prediate lasses is in order. In the annotated data set, further distintions were

made. The prediate lass transitive inludes 4 di�erent ategories in the data set; �rst, prediates whih

were lassed as transitive during the annotation, inluding not only anonial transitive and ditransitive

verbs (verbs seleting an internal, ausative NP or lausal argument), but also all verbs that take an

internal oblique argument (PP or non-ausative NP) and an external agentive subjet, suh as for instane

um aliquo (ABL) loqui � `to talk to someone' or grammatialised, omplex prediates like gratias agere

aliui(DAT) � to give thanks to someone; seond, unergative verbs, whih also have an agentive external

(subjet) argument, but lak internal arguments, like natare - to swim; third, re�exive verbs (only transitive

ones) like se lavare � `to wash oneself'; and �nally, ausatives (whih are almost ompletely absent from the

orpus). As for the prediate lass unausatives, it omprises anonial unausatives (whih are assumed

to assign a patient or theme theta-role to their internal argument), passives and impersonal onstrutions.

The lass opula inludes all non-auxiliary uses of the verb esse � `to be' � whether used to onnet a subjet

to a prediative omplement or in presentational onstrutions to introdue new disourse referents, plus the

verb �eri � `to happen', whih is also used presentationally. The lass of funtional prediates is ertainly

the most heterogeneous and also the theoretially most questionable lass. It inludes all verbs whih selet

a non-ACI, non-NCI in�nitival omplement (in the X-bar sense of the word), and hene inludes verbs like

possum � `to be able to' � debeo � `to must, to be under the obligation to' � volo � `to want' � nolo � `to not

want to' � malo � `to prefer/want more to' � but also inipio, oepi � `to begin' � dignor � `to deign' (to

do) , as well as some other, less frequent ones like festino � `to hurry' (to do) � su�io � `be able' (to do) �

soleo, onsuo � `to be wont' (to do) � desidero (to desire), onor (try), esso (ease), audeo (to dare/risk),

as well as some omplex prediates like neesse habeo (to need to do), libenter habeo (to like/take pleasure in

doing). In other words, no attempt is made to make a distintion between mono-lausal raising prediates

and bi-lausal ontrol prediates. Needless to say, suh a distintion is theoretially well-founded and should

in priniple be made, but sine the matter is both omplex and somewhat peripheral to our onerns here,

I deided to lump them together, for the time being, in this single lass. The important thing is that the

in�nitival onstrutions seleted by these verbs vary between preverbal and postverbal position, a fat whih

might shed signi�ant light on the headedness of the IP.
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against having multiple onstituents in the pre�eld. On our de�nition of V2, this onlusion

was stritly speaking given in advane, sine no known Latin text presents a V2 grammar

in this strit sense. Even on a more permissive de�nition of verb seond whih allows for

the existene of `relaxed V2' languages, the output of linear V2 in table 5.1 is very low, well

below the �gures addued for main lauses in all Old Romane languages in Wolfe (2015).

23

The fundamental question is to what extent this text features V-to-C movement. The

data in table 5.1 does not allow us to say anything about this, ontaining as it does only

quantitative, surfae-oriented data. Furthermore, although the low �gures for V≥4 in the

table at �rst seem to indiate that the verb tends oupy a leftish position in the lause, even

this onlusion might be premature, given the fat that the average main lause ontains no

more than 3.77 onstituents, as indiated below the table. The low frequenies of verb-late

strings might therefore to some extent be an artifat of lause length.

Still, it might be the ase that there is V-to-C movement ombined with a Romane style

rih use of the left periphery for information strutural purposes, as argued by Ledgeway

(2017). Furthermore, there is a partiular feature of Egeria's language that has a onsid-

erable impat on the �gures in table 5.1 and that might lead to a somewhat distorted �rst

impression of the syntax of the text, namely her prediletion for staking heavy, lausal

onstituents at the beginning of the sentene. These heavy onstituents inlude adverbial

lauses of various kinds, onjunt partiipial lauses, and ablative absolute onstrutions.

A natural interpretation would be to onsider these as instanes of initial sene-setters,

possibly oupying a high left peripheral position. An example like (300), although the

verb surfaes in linear fourth position, ontains a transitive verb and inversion, making it a

plausible andidate for V-to-C movement:

(300) [Leto

read-PST-PTCP-ABL

ergo

thus

ipso

same

loo

passage-ABL

omni

all

de

from

libro

book-ABL

Moysi

Moses-GEN

et

ad

fata

made-PST-PTCP-ABL

oblatione

oblation-ABL

ordine

order-ABL

suo℄,

REFL

[ha

there

si

thus

ommuniantibus

ommuniate-PRS-PTCP-ABL

nobis℄,

us-ABL

[iam

now

ut

as

exiremus

go.out-IPFV-SBJV-1PL

de

from

aelesia℄,

hurh-ABL

dederunt

give-PRF-3PL

nobis

us-DAT

presbyteri

priests-NOM

loi

plae-GEN

ipsius

same

eulogias. . . ( 3.6)

eulogiae-ACC

`Having read that entire passage from the book of Moses and made oblation as

ustomary, then ommuniating there, just as were about to leave the hurh, the

priests of the plae gave us eulogiae. . . '

Given that we �nd suh examples, the V-to-C hypothesis annot be disarded on the

basis of linear order alone and must be eluidated by onsidering more evidene.

23

It is also worth noting that there is a onsiderable disrepany between some of these �gures and those

presented in Ledgeway (2017, p.169). The most noteworthy di�erene lies in the fat that Ledgeway reports

133 more main lauses than table 5.1. The lion's share of this divergene stems from the fat that the

expression id est � `that is' � was not annotated in my orpus. This formulai expliative is partiularly

herished by Egeria, who resorts to it no less than 118 times. If inluded, the di�erene between Ledgeway's

ount of main lauses and ours would have sunk to 15, a di�erene that should not be onsidered surprising

given the length of the text, the fat that di�erent editions were used, and the sometimes rather blurry

line between parataxis and hypotaxis in the text. This might also to a large extent aount for the seond

important disrepany between table 5.1 and Ledgeway's data, namely the relatively higher amount of linear

V2 (a. 5.5% di�erene) in the latter.
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5.3.1.1 The pre�eld in linear V2 strings

One possible approah is to onsider the V2 strings more in detail, to see what kind of

elements appear in the pre�eld. As was illustrated in hapter 2, this is one ruial domain

where the syntax of V2 languages, as exempli�ed by the modern Germani languages, di�ers

substantially from non-V2 languages like English or the modern Romane languages. In the

former, the pre�eld is an A-bar position able to host a great variety of di�erent onstituents,

whereas in the latter, the pre�eld is generally reserved for the subjet.

It is lear that, desriptively speaking, the pre�eld of V2 strings in Egeria behaves

like V2 languages in this respet, sine it does not only host the nominal or pronominal

subjet (301), but also adverbs and adverbial expression of various kinds (302), diret objets

(303), prediative omplements (304), oblique arguments (305), in�nitives (306), sentential

negation (307), as well as lausal onstituents like adverbial lauses (308), onjunt partiiple

lauses (309) and absolute lauses (310).

24

(301) a. [Monahi

Monks-NOM

autem plurimi℄

several

ommanent

stay-3PL

ibi

here

uere

truly

santi. . . (10.9)

holy-NOM . . .

`Several monks live here, truly holy men. . . '

b. Domine

Lord-VOC

Iesu,

Jesus

[tu℄

you-NOM

promiseras

promise-PLPRF-2SG

nobis,

us-DAT

ne

that-not

aliquis

anyone-NOM

hostium

enemies-GEN

ingrederetur

enter-IPFV-SUBJ-3SG

iuitatem

ity-ACC

istam. . . (19.9)

this. . .

`Lord Jesus, you promised us that no enemy would enter this ity. . . '

(302) a. . . . nam

. . . for

et

also

aelesia

hurh-NOM

ibi

there

est

is

um

with

presbytero.

priest-ABL

[Ibi℄

there

ergo

mansimus

remain-PRF-1PL

in

in

ea

that

note. . . (3.1)

night-ABL . . .

`. . . for there is a hurh there with a priest. We took up lodgings there for the

night. . . '

b. . . . [hora

hour-ABL

ergo quarta℄

fourth

peruenimus

arrive-PRF-1PL

in

in

summitatem

summit-ACC

illam

that

montis

mountain-GEN

Dei

God-GEN

santi

holy-GEN

Sina. . . (3.2)

Sinai. . .

`. . . in the fourth hour we thus arrived at the summit of the holy mountain of

God, the Sinai. . . '

. [In

In

eo

that

ergo loo℄

plae-ABL

est

is

nun

now

elesia

hurh-NOM

non

not

grandis. . . (3.3)

big . . .

`In that plae there is now a small hurh. . . '

24

There are also numerous ases where a past partiiple appears in �rst position diretly followed by the

auxiliary. However, it is lear that partiiple and auxiliary are virtually inseparable in the grammar of

Egeria, as they always appear as a unit, no matter where in the lause the verb turns up. This must be

taken as strong evidene that partiiple and auxiliary somehow form a omplex verbal projetion, and they

are there annotated together as the �nite verb. Clauses opening with the partiiple and the verb therefore

enter the statistis as V1 lauses. Note that an unfortunate onsequene of this state of a�airs is that the

distintion between G-inversion and R-inversion disappears, and with it a potentially important surfae

diagnosti for V-to-C movement. The distintion between G-inversion and R-inversion an in priniple still

be maintained in the ase of modals and in�nitives, although the text does not provide many interesting

ases.
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(303) [Multos

many

enim santos

holy

monahos℄

monks-ACC

uidebam

see-IPFV-1SG

inde

therefrom

uenientes

ome-PRS-PTCP-ACC

in

in

Ierusolimam. . . (13.1)

Jerusalem-ACC

`For I saw many holy monks oming from there to Jerusalem. . . '

(304) [Carneas℄

Carneas

autem diitur

all-PASS-3SG

nun

now

iuitas

ity-NOM

Iob

Job

(13.1)

`The ity of Job is now alled Carneas'

(305) [Retro

Behind

in

in

absida

apse-ABL

post

past

altarium℄

altar-ACC

ponitur

plae-PASS-3SG

athedra

hair-NOM

episopo. . . (46.5)

bishop-DAT . . .

`In the apse behind the altar the hair is plaed for the bishop. . . '

(306) et

and

ee

behold

[ourrere℄

approah-INF

dignatus est

deigned is

santus

holy

presbyter

priest-NOM

ipsius

same-GEN

loi

plae-GEN

et

and

lerii. . . (14.1)

leris-NOM

`. . . and behold! The holy priest and lergy of the plae deigned to meet us.'

(307) [non℄

not

enim putabam

think-IPFV-1SG

ho

this-ACC

sine

without

ausa

reason-ABL

esse.

be-INF

(16.3)

`For I did not think this ould be without some reason.'

(308) [Statim

Immediately

ergo ut

as

hae

these-ACC

audiui℄,

hear-PRF-1SG

desendimus

desend-PRF-1PL

de

from

animalibus. . . (14.1)

animals-ABL. . .

`As soon as I heard these words, we got down from the animals. . . '

(309) [Transeuntes

Cross-PRS-PTCP-NOM

ergo �uuium℄

river-ACC

peruenimus

arrive-PRF-1PL

ad

to

iuitatem,

ity-ACC

qui

whih-NOM

appellatur

all-PASS-3SG

Libiada. . . (10.4)

Libidia

`Having ross the river we arrived at a ity whih is alled Livias. . . '

(310) [Fata

Make-PST-PTCP-ABL

ergo et

also

ibi

there

oblatione℄

oblation-ABL

aessimus

proede-PRF-1PL

denuo

again

ad

to

alium

other

loum

plae-ACC

non

not

longe

far

inde. . . (4.4)

therefrom. . .

`After having made oblation there as well, we set forth again to another plae not

far from there. . . '

The pre�eld is therefore not speialised for hosting subjets, a fat whih is also pointed

out by Ledgeway and reruited as part of the evidene for V-to-C movement (Ledgeway

2017:172-175). An examination of the atual quantitative distribution of preverbal elements

in linear V2 strings (see table 5.2 below) further undersores this, sine subjets onstitute
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less than 20% of the overall amount of initial onstituents.

25

This is indeed a remarkably

low perentage, muh less than that what seems natural to expet from a basi SVO or SOV

language. In omparison, the orresponding �gures addued for six di�erent Old Romane

varieties in Wolfe (2015) range from slightly above 35% for Old Spanish to over 69% in Old

Venetian, with the notable exeption of Old Oitan, whih featured no more than 23.78%

subjet-initial V2 strings. This leads us to raise the question if there is a (non-peripheral)

subjet position in front of the verb at all in main lauses.

Table 5.2: Preverbal onstituent in V2 strings in main lauses in Egeria

Constituent Tokens

Adverbial 187 (50.27%)

Subjet 71 (19.09%)

Adverbial lause 53 (14.25%)

Partiipial lause 18 (4.84%)

Absolute lause 15 (4.03%)

Diret objet 11 (2.96%)

Prediative omplement 5 (1.34%)

Free relative lause 2 (0.54%)

Oblique objet 2 (0.54%)

Negation 2 (0.54%)

Complement lause 2 (0.54%)

In�nitive 1 (0.27%)

Total 372 (100.00%)

While the evidene learly shows that the pre�eld is not a subjet position, this does

not say anything about the strutural position of the verb, and as a onsequene, what

strutural domain of the lause the surfae term `pre�eld' really overs. The evidene

onsidered so far is ompatible with a V-to-C grammar, but it is also perfetly ompatible

with various grammars with verb raising only as far as I

0
. For instane, we annot say in

desriptive terms that the pre�eld is speialised for the subjet in the modern Romane

languages either, although this is at least generally the ase in Frenh (disregarding left or

right peripheral arguments, see Harris 2000a:235-236), sine most of these languages quite

liberally aept V2 strings with initial non-subjet onstituents, both arguments of the verb

and adjunts, in other words strings whih are altogether parallel to the examples in (3.7.3)�

(310). Furthermore, any verb-initial grammar should also be able to produe the strings in

(3.7.3)�(310); while it is not unlikely that some of the initial XPs oupy a position in the

left periphery, that does of ourse not entail that the verb itself moves to the left periphery.

25

Ledgeway's orresponding number is twie as high, 38.8% (Ledgeway 2017:172). This di�erene is one

again due to the fat that the expression id est has been left out of my orpus. If inluded, the share of

subjet-initial V2 strings would rise to 41.04%. In this ase, the di�erene is in fat quite relevant, sine

a perentage of less than 20% subjets reveals a pattern whih in fat di�ers quite markedly from similar

�gure addued for all Old Romane languages in Wolfe (2015).
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5.4 Inversion

In order to make headway with these questions, we must onsider inversion strings. The

�rst thing to notie in this respet is that main lauses in Egeria feature a very onsid-

erable degree of inversion: 350/1076= 32.53%. Given the fat that Latin is a Consistent

Null-Subjet language in the sense of Roberts and Holmberg (2010:5-13), always omitting

referential subjets whenever their referene is retrievable from the ontext, this �gure is im-

portant and must have provided a strong aquisitional ue. The question is how to interpret

it.

The prerequisite for establishing a redible V-to-C hypothesis must be onsidered the ex-

istene of inversion strings featuring transitive prediates, sine inversion with unausative

prediates may just as well re�et a low position of the subjet as a high position of the

verb. To get a learer piture of this, it is instrutive to onsider the distribution of the

subjet aross di�erent prediate lasses. This information is provided in table 5.3.

Table 5.3: The position of the subjet (S) distributed over di�erent prediate lasses in main

lauses in Egeria

Transitive Unausative Copula Funtional Total

Preverbal S 73 (28.19%) 144 (27.27%) 112 (48.28%) 14 (24.56%) 343 (31.88%)

Postverbal S 66 (25.48%) 193 (36.55%) 88 (37.93%) 3 (5.26%) 350 (32.53%)

Null S 120 (46.33%) 191 (36.17%) 32 (13.79%) 40 (70.18%) 383 (35.59%)

Total 259 (100.00%) 528 (100.00%) 232 (100.00%) 57 (100.00%) 1076 (100.00%)

The �rst thing to notie is that the three possible options preverbal subjet, postverbal

subjet and null subjet show a very balaned overall distribution in main lauses, as an

be gleaned from the `Total' olumn.

26

On the other hand, inversion strings/postverbal

subjets display a somewhat skewed distribution, as they seem to interat to some extent

with the prediate lass variable. If we leave aside the funtional lass, whih for some

reason shuns postverbal subjets, as well as the opula, on�ning our attention to transitive

and unausative prediates, there is a preferene for inversion with unausatives (36.81%

vs. 25.86%), in line with previous observations on word order in the text (Väänänen 1987).

The di�erene is signi�ant (p-value 0.0238, d.f. 1, Chi-square 5.112).

On loser inspetion, however, this di�erene is not primarily set o� by a preferentially

preverbal position of the subjet of transitives ompared to the subjet of unausatives,

as this divergene is very slight (28.19% vs. 27.27% respetively) and not statistially

signi�ant. Rather, transitive prediates tend to feature null-subjets more often than un-

ausatives (46.33%) vs. (36.17%). This di�erene is signi�ant (p-value 0.0062, d.f. 1,

Chi-square 7.501). This is important from an aquisitional perspetive, sine the hildren

will have to dedue information about the relative position of the verb and the subjet based

26

Spevak's laim that the normal position for the subjet (when expressed) is preverbal (Spevak 2005:1)

must therefore be somewhat quali�ed; when all possible postverbal positions, inluding string �nal ones, are

inluded, the subjet is equally frequent in postverbal position.
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on strings with overt subjets. Looking at the behaviour of the transitive prediates alone,

the data in table 3.3 indiate that inversion is almost as frequent as non-inversion (25.48%

vs. 28.19%).

We need an explanation for the somewhat stronger tendeny for inversion under un-

ausative verbs. One might hypothesize that unausative verbs in main lauses often

perform the funtion of introduing disourse-new subjets, and that foal information is

preferentially realized in postverbal position in Latin like in many languages (f. the given-

new ontrat of Clark and Haviland 1977). These assumptions �nd some support in the

quantitative data. Starting with the assumption that foal information tends to be realized

in postverbal position, we observe that from a total of 1076 main lauses, 80 (7.43%) intro-

due new disourse referents by way of the subjet position. 57.50% of these are realized in

postverbal position vs. 42.50% in preverbal position. Table (5.3 has shown that the global

distribution of overt subjets relative to the verb is almost idential (31.88% preverbal vs.

32.53% postverbal subjets), so the foal status of the subjet does seem to be an extra

e�et in inversion. The di�erene is not statistially signi�ant, however (p-value 0.2359).

27

The seond assumption, that unausatives introdue new disourse-referents more often

than transitives, is muh easier to on�rm. The data in table 5.4 reveal that unausatives

along with the opula are the only prediates that serve the funtion of introduing new

disourse referents into the text through the subjet position, as only two tokens are found

of disourse-new subjets with transitive verbs:

28
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In fat, new disourse referents are not infrequently introdued diretly into the pre�eld (ia), and

moreover, there are many near-minimal pairs, f. (ia)�(ib), where the subjet is underlined:

(i) a. Hae

This-NOM

est

is

autem vallis,

valley-NOM

in

in

qua

whih-ABL

fatus

made

est

is

uitulus,

alf-NOM

qui

whih-NOM

usque

until

in

in

hodie

today

ostenditur:

show-PASS-3SG

nam

for

lapis grandis

stone-NOM big

[ibi℄

there

�xus stat

�xed stand-3SG

in

in

ipso

same

loo.

plae-ABL

( 2.2)

`For this is the valley where the (golden) alf was made, whih an be seen even today: for a big

rok stands �rmly there on that very spot.'

b. Mostrauerunt

Show-PRF-3PL

etiam

also

loum,

plae-ACC

ubi

where

fatus

made

est

is

uitulus

alf-NOM

ille;

that

nam

for

[in

in

eo

that

loo℄

plae-ABL

�xus est

�xed is

usque

until

in

in

hodie

today

lapis grandis.

stone-NOM big

( 5.2)

`They also showed us the plae where the alf was made; for in that plae a big rok stands until

this day.'

28

However, it is worth mentioning that the annotation ontained a disourse ategory whih was alled

`new, anhored', and whih is not inluded in table 3.4. This ategory was used for disourse-new subjets

whih are `anhored' by some other element that provides more information about that subjet; in most

ases, this is a relative lause. With suh subjets, inversion is equally frequent with transitive verbs and

unausative verbs. Note however that the postverbal subjet in these ases is very often string-�nal, as in

(i):

(i) . . . et

. . . and

[peruenientes

ome-PTCP.PRS-NOM

ad

to

monasteria

monasteries-ACC

quaedam℄

some

suseperunt

reeive-PRF-3PL

nos

us-ACC

[ibi℄

there

[satis

very

humane℄

humanely

monahi, qui ibi ommorabantur

monks-NOM who-NOM there stay-IPFV-3PL

( 3.1)

�and arriving at some hermitages, the monks who resided there reeived us very warmly.�

It is tempting to see the position of the subjet here as ditated by the need to provide adjaeny between

the anteedent and the relative pronoun. This is presumably a syntati priniple, but at the same time

and on a funtional level, this anhorage through a relative lause seems to failitate the introdution of

new-disourse subjets with transitive verbs.
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Table 5.4: Disourse-new subjets distributed aross prediate lasses in main lauses in

Egeria

Transitive Unausative Copula Total

2 (2.50%) 48 (60.00%) 30 (37.50%) 80 (100.00%)

The onlusion must learly be that new subjets are normally �rst introdued by means

of the opula or un unausative verb, and only in the next disourse move are these subjets

ombined with transitive verbs, a fat whih also goes some way towards aounting for why

null-subjets are appreiably more ommon with transitive verbs (see table 5.3). I suggest

that these natural information-strutural priniples go a long way towards aounting for

the relatively stronger tendeny for inversion with unausative prediates, without any

need to invoke any extra syntati di�erene. This being said, it is of ourse also possible to

imagine that a lower �rst-merge position of the arguments of unausative verbs may play

a role. I will not pursue this further here.

Let us return to transitive prediates and onsidering some examples of inversion (311�

(317). Notie the strong tendeny for oblique pronominal arguments to intervene between

the verb and the postverbal subjet. This might suggest that the pronouns litiize to the

verb, but they patterns revealed here are not in adherene with the Tobler-Mussafía Law

(Mussa�a 1898) and suggest prolisis rather than the enliti position in non-verb-initial

lauses in Old Romane:

(311) A

and

[si℄

thus

ergo [aliquo

some

biduo℄

two-day-period-ABL

[ibi℄

there

tenuit

keep-PRF-3SG

nos

us-ACC

santus

holy

episopus. . . ( 9.1)

bishop-NOM . . .

`And thus the holy bishop lodged us there for a ouple of days. . . '

(312) [Euntibus

Walk-PTCP.PRS-ABL

nobis℄

us-ABL

ommonuit

advise-PRF-3SG

presbyter

priest-NOM

loi

plae-GEN

ipsius. . . ( 10.8)

same

`While we were walking, the priest of the plae gave us advie. . . '

(313) [Tun℄

than

dixerunt

say-PRF-3PL

nobis

us-DAT

santi,

holy-NOM

qui

who-NOM

nobisum

us-with

iter

road-ACC

faiebant. . . ( 16.3)

make-IPFV-3PL

`Then the holy men who where travelling with us told us. . . '

(314) Ostendit

Show-PRF-3SG

etiam

also

nobis

us-DAT

santus

holy

episopus

bishop-NOM

memoriam

tomb-ACC

Aggari

Abgar-GEN

uel

or

totius

whole

familiae

family-GEN

ipsius. . . ( 19.18)

same

`The holy bishop also showed us the tomb of Abgar and of his whole family. . . '
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(315) [Nahor

Nahor-ACC

autem um

with

suis

REFL.ADJ.ABL

uel

or

Bathuhelem℄

Bathuhelem-ACC

[non℄

NEG

diit

say-3SG

sriptura

sripture-NOM

anonis,

anonial

quo

what

tempore

time-ABL

transierint.

ross-PRF-SBJV-3PL

( 20.10)

29

`Nahor with his people, or Bathuhelem, the anonial sriptures do not mention at

what time they passed this way.'

(316) [Post

After

biduo

two.day.period-ABL

autem quam

that

ibi

here

feeram,℄

make-PLPRF-1SG

duxit

lead-PRF-3SG

nos

us-ACC

episopus

bishop-NOM

ad

to

puteum

well-ACC

illum,

that

ubi. . . ( 21.1)

where . . .

`After the two days that I stayed there, the bishop took us to that well where. . . '

(317) atque

and

[iterata

repeat-PST.PTCP-ABL

oratione℄

prayer-ABL

benedixit

bless-PRF-3SG

nos

us-ACC

episopus.

bishop-NOM

( 21.1)

`And after another prayer, the bishop blessed us.'

If we trust the testimony of the text with respet to the word order of spoken language

at the time, we may onlude, on the strength of the quantitative evidene in table 5.3 and

the qualitative evidene in (311�317), that the weakest of our initial hypotheses has been

on�rmed; namely that the Late Latin grammar re�eted in Egeria supports inversion under

any kind of prediate. In this respet, this grammar di�ers both from Classial Latin on

the hand and from the modern Romane languages on the other,

30

a very promising �nding

for our hypothesis that Old Romane inversion stems diahronially from an internal Latin-

Romane development. We seem to be dealing with a transitional phase here, a potential

link between a (perhaps predominantly SOV) language with great word order freedom and

a more on�gurational system with widespread inversion.

Having rejeted the strongest hypothesis (the grammar of Egeria was not that of a V2

language) and on�rmed the weakest (the grammar of Egeria featured widespread inversion),

the rest of this hapter will fous on the middle hypothesis, namely whether Late Latin as

exempli�ed by this text had developed a syntax with V-to-C movement in delaratives.

5.5 The position of the subjet

We annot jump to the onlusion that the inversion strutures just demonstrated neessarily

feature V-to-C movement. The reason why this onlusion would be premature is that we

simply do not know what the basi position of the subjet is, and in onsequene, we do not

29

This is one of several ases of prolepti ausative onstrutions in Egeria and in the orpus in general.

Aording to the view of many traditional philologists, the prolepti ausative is a feature of spoken language

(Löfstedt 1936 [1911℄, Hofmann and Szantyr 1965:471-472). The same onlusion is also reahed by Serbat

in more reent work (Serbat 1996:181).

30

Of ourse, it is not entirely orret to say that Classial Latin does not permit inversion with transitive

verbs. This word order pattern, along with any other possible permutation of the verb and its arguments, is

attested in Classial Latin as well (Ledgeway 2012:61-62, Haug 2017, Dankaert 2017b:4-7); the point here

is that there seems to be a systemati and relevant di�erene here between the latter and the grammar of

Egeria.
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know what the position of the verb is either. Inversion an only be onsidered strong evidene

for V-to-C movement given ertain other onditions, namely when the subjet oupies a

high position in the lause. It is with all likelihood the abundant and unambiguous evidene

for suh a high subjet position in modern Germani and Old Frenh that reates a strong

pressure on hildren to analyse inversion strings as featuring V-to-C movement.

31

Reall from

hapter 3 that we onsidered the potential of both a V-to-I and a V-to-C parse to aount

for the inversion strings in Old Frenh, and that it was not until the unmarked subjet

position in Spe-IP was established beyond doubt in hapter 4 that the V-to-C parse learly

outperformed the V-to-I parse. We must therefore establish the position(s) of the subjet

in the grammar of Egeria.

Seondly, even if we were to �nd evidene for a high subjet position, we would still have

to make sure that the inversion strutures atually arise by movement of the �nite verb

aross this high subjet position, rather than for instane by the subjet targeting some low

position suh as the topi or fous positions of a lower left periphery argued for in Italian by

Belletti (2004), or the rightward position targeted in narrow fous reading on the subjet,

whatever the proper analysis of suh strings, or �nally a high, right-peripheral position,

whih might seem plausible in ases where the subjet is modi�ed by a relative lause or

otherwise struturally or prosodially omplex (f. the issue of string-�nal Heavy Inversion

in Old Frenh (Vane 1997)). It is not lear that the evidene onsidered so far has been

onlusive in this regard; note for instane that many of the examples in (311)�(317) are in

fat string-�nal.

In other words, alongside the question of the subjet position, there is the equally ru-

ial question how similar the inversion strutures in Egeria are to those found in the Old

Romane languages. One of the hallmarks of the Old Romane inversion strutures is that

they are ases of G-inversion, meaning that the postverbal subjet intervenes between the

�nite auxiliary and non-�nite main verbs. This is important beause it shows that it is

indeed the verb that oupies a high strutural position above the subjet, rather than the

latter oupying a low position in the lause.

What this means is that unontrovertible evidene for V-to-C movement is presumably

dependent on at least three fators: inversion strings whih are not restrited to a partiular

type of prediate (whih we have already seen to be the ase in Egeria), an unmarked subjet

position in a high position, preferably the highest non-peripheral position for whih there is

evidene (whih we have not established), and G-inversion or any other equivalent type of

evidene demonstrating that it is in fat the verb that moves above the subjet (whih we

have not established.)

We are therefore led to ask if there is any evidene of this kind in Egeria, starting with

G-inversion.

5.5.0.1 G-inversion and funtional prediates

G-inversion arises in two di�erent guises in Old Romane and Modern Germani, namely

with temporal and modal auxiliaries. Sine Late Latin still has not developed the ative

periphrasti perfet and pluperfet of the Romane languages,

32

we are therefore left with

31

That is not to say that there is only a high subjet position in modern Germani; while there is some

variation aross the family in this respet, at least the Sandinavian languages also allow for (presumably

several) lower subjet positions than Spe-IP, f. example (15 in setion 2.2.2. The same applies to Old

Frenh, as we have seen in hapter 3.

32

In Egeria, there is a handful of onstrutions whih resemble suh inipient periphrasti onstrutions:
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onstrutions featuring the past partiiple and a form of the opula for the �rst system.

These only turn up in passives and the perfets of deponent verbs. However, we run into a

problem here, sine the auxiliary and the partiiple in our orpus are virtually inseparable, as

also observed by Ledgeway (2017, p.173 fn.) and Dankaert (Dankaert 2017a:147-149).

33

I

interpret this as evidene that the partiiple has ombined with the auxiliary, presumably

by left-adjuntion, sine the order partiiple-esse is almost exeptionless.

(318) Letus est

Read is

ergo

thus

et

also

ibi

there

ipse

the

lous

passage-NOM

de

from

libro

book-ABL

Moysi. . . ( 4.4)

Moses-GEN

`There also the passage from the book of Moses was read.'

The orollary of this state of a�airs is that in main lauses, all ases of inversion un-

der omplex prediates feature unausative verbs and R-inversion, strutures whih are

ompletely liit in modern Romane as well. As for transitive verbs, there are no ases

of omplex inversion at all. The strutural information of the lause is therefore somewhat

impoverished, sine only a single head position is lexialised at a time. The only ases where

we do in fat have multiple heads overtly spelled out are provided by the group of funtional

prediates, but as table 5.3 above has illustrated, these are for some reason highly prone to

appear in lauses that lak overt subjets. Furthermore, when they do in fat turn up with

overt subjets, the latter are onsistently non-inverted. Only a single potential ase of om-

plex inversion is attested (319) and this example is not even lear at all, sine the prediate

inipere � `to begin' might just as well be a ontrol verb that selets a non-�nite lausal

omplement, in whih ase we are not dealing with a restrutured or omplex prediate at

all. Besides, the subjet (if it is indeed the subjet and not just a free prediative) is string

�nal.

(319) Et

and

inipient

begin-3PL

episopo

bishop-DAT

ad

to

manum

hand-ACC

aedere

proeed-INF

singuli.

eah-NOM.PL

( 24.6)

(i) a. Tun

Then

uidentes

see-PTCP.PRS-NOM

ho

this-ACC

Persae

Persians-textitNOM

auerterunt

divert-PRF-3PL

ipsam

the

aquam

water-ACC

a

from

iuitate

ity-ABL

et

and

feerunt

make-PRF-3PL

ei

it-DAT

deursum

detour-ACC

ontra

towards

ipso

same

loo,

plae-ABL

ubi

where

ipsi

they-NOM

astra

amp-ACC

posita habebant.

plaed have-IPFV-3PL.

( 19.11)

`Seeing this, the Persians diverted the water from the ity and made it �ow towards the plae

they themselves had put up amp.'

b. Ipsam

Same

ergam uallem

valley-ACC

nos

we-NOM

trauersare habebamus. . .

ross-INF have-IPFV-1PL

`For we had to ross that (same) valley. . . '

As for the �rst example, it is hard to make any strong ase for an inipient Romane struture, sine

periphrasti onstrutions of this kind is attested sine early Latinity with teli prediates that give rise

to resultative readings of the kind in (ia). In other words, the partiiple is arguably not (fully) verbal

here, but rather a nominalised adjetive funtioning as a prediative omplement of the objet. In Egeria,

the onstrution still shows no signs of expanding beyond the Classial pattern. (ib) is a periphrasti

onstrution featuring an in�nitive and an in�eted form of the verb habere � `to have', the struture that

would ultimately beome the new Romane future and onditionals tenses. In Egeria, it is used in total 3

times, the example in (ib) being the losest to a temporal reading. None of these ases involve inversion of

any kind, but rather a head-�nal auxiliary.

33

As is well doumented by Dankaert, the partiiple and the auxiliary tend not to split in `early' Latin

as well (200 BC - 200 AD), but this tendeny beomes vastly stronger and approahes a rule in Late Latin

(200 AD - 600 AD). Note however that the data provided by Dankaert onern partiiples and auxiliaries

in onstrutions featuring transitive deponent verbs, not passives (Dankaert 2017b:137-138).
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`And they start approahing the bishop in turn to kiss his hand.'

Laying aside the issue of inversion for a minute, funtional verbs are still very useful in

determining the strutural organization of the lause, both for the hild and the linguist,

as these verbs lexialise more head positions simultaneously. This point is emphasized most

thoroughly by Dankaert (2017), who uses sequenes of (possum and debeo) auxiliaries and

VP as the primary diagnosti for the evolution of lausal struture. In our text, it is lear

that the story told by these riher strutures is hardly one of a generalized, aross-the-board

V-to-C movement:

(320) [Itaque℄

Therefore

ergo [Deus

God-NOM

noster

our

Iesus℄,

Jesus

(qui

who

sperantes

believe-PTCP.PRS-ACC

in

in

se

REFL-ACC

non

NEG

deseret,)

desert-3SG,

[etiam

also

et

and

in

in

ho℄

this-ABL

[uoluntati

will-DAT

meae℄

my

[e�etum℄

e�et-ACC

[praestare℄

lend-INF

dignatus est.

deigned is.

( 10.2)

`Thus our Lord Jesus, who does not abandon those who believe in him, deigned to

give e�et to my will in this matter as well.'

As always, the braketed notation indiates the maximum number of onstituents. It

is of ourse possible to suggest that itaque is somehow an external onnetive, or to argue

for more omplex onstituents, perhaps by suggesting that e�etum praestare � to give will

(to) � is somehow a omplex prediate, or even that uoluntati meae e�etum praestare is

the entire VP that is fronted.

34

But even with all of these assumptions, it is not lear

how this sequene would map on to the left peripheral roadmaps that have been proposed

in the literature. The only solution that omes to mind would be to suggest that Deus

noster Jesus is a topi, followed by another topi etiam et in ho, �nally followed by the

VP fronted to the lowest left peripheral fous position. If this were an isolated example in a

text that otherwise showed robust evidene for V-to-C movement in main lauses, perhaps

suh a solution ould be warranted. But this is not the ase, as the examples (321)�(326)

serve to demonstrate (parethetial lauses are enlosed in parentheses):

(321) [Cum

When

autem ingressi

entered

fuissemus

be-PLPRF-SBJV-1PL

ad

to

eos℄,

them-ACC

[fata

made-PTCP.PST-ABL

oratione

prayer-ABL

um

with

ipsis℄

them-ABL

[eulogias℄

eulogiae-ACC

nobis

us-DAT

[dare℄

give-INF

dignati sunt.

deigned are

( 11.1)

34

Notie also that the VP is head-�nal, and the same applies to (321), (324) and (325) as well. The

persistene of head-�nal verbal projetions should not ome as a great surprise, and it has indeed been noted

before in the literature that the new Romane future and onditional paradigms are the grammatialisation

of a verb-�nal projetion. The same applies to some omplex prediates suh as ertify:

(i) [ertas

sure.ACC.FEM

uos

you.ACC.CL

faere℄

make.INF

debui

I-should

( 24.1)

`I should inform you. . . '

This provides more evidene that the stable head-initial patterns of Romane are not fully in plae yet. On

the other hand, notie that the VP in (326) is seemingly head-initial, in violation of the Final-over-Final

Constraint (Biberauer et al. 2014), whih (somewhat simpli�ed) states that head-�nal projetions an only

dominate other head-�nal projetions. For a disussion of violations of the FOFC in the history of Latin

and a proposal for an analysis, see Dankaert (2017).
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`When we had entered and prayer had been made together with them, they deigned

to give us eulogiae.'

(322) [Tun℄

Then

[ego℄,

I,

(ut

as

sum

am

satis

very

uriosa),

urious,

[requirere℄

ask-INF

oepi

begin-PRF-1SG

( 16.3)

`Then, sine I am very urious of nature, I began to ask. . . '

(323) [Quae

Who-NOM

me

me-ACC

um

when

uidisset℄,

see-PLPRF-SBJV-3SG

[quod

what

gaudium

pleasure-NOM

illius

her-GEN

uel

or

meum

mine-ACC

esse

be-INF

potuerit℄,

be.able-PRF-SBJV-3SG,

[nunquid℄

surely-not

uel [sribere℄

write-INF

possum?

be.able-1SG

( 23.3)

`And when she had seen me, how ould I possibly write her joy or my own?'

(324) [quia

beause

adhu

until-now

atheumini

atehumens-NOM

estis℄,

BE-2PL

[misteria

mysteries.-ACC

Dei

god.-GEN

seretiora℄

more-seret-ACC

[dii℄

tell-INF-PASS

uobis

you-DAT

[non℄

NEG

possunt.

be.able-3PL

( 46.6)

`And sine you are still atehumens, the most seret of God's mysteries annot be

told to you.'

(325) Et

and

[illud℄

this-ACC

[etiam℄

also

[sribere℄

write-INF

debui

should-PRF-1SG

( 45.1)

`And I should write this as well'

(326) et

and

[ideo℄

therefore

[fallere℄

fool-INF

uos

you-ACC.PL

[super

over

han

this

rem℄

thing-ACC

[non℄

NEG

possum.

be.able-1SG

( 12.7)

`And therefore I annot lie to you on this matter. . . '

In order to maintain a V-to-C analysis of suh ases, one would have to assume a quite fre-

quent VP-fronting to topi and fous positions, often in ombination with other onstituent

fronting operations. In (325), a VP-fronting analysis might not seen entirely implausible,

but in (326), for instane, one would have to assume VP-fronting of fallere vos oupled

with other XP fronting operations on either side; notie also that the andidate VP fallere

vos is learly foal information and must aordingly be expeted to target Spe-FoP on

suh an analysis, and yet the following PP super han rem is learly topial information.

The sequene therefore does not math well with the view that all topis preede the left

peripheral fous projetion (Beninà and Poletto 2004). In a more general vein, although

VP-fronting operations learly exist, they are at least not very frequent in either the modern

Germani or Romane languages, and one is justi�ed in asking why Latin should behave so

di�erently.

To emphasize this point further, onsider the examples (327)�(330). These only feature

a simplex verb and are therefore struturally somewhat less informative, but on the other

hand, the lak of a non-�nite verb makes it muh harder, if not impossible, to argue for the

fronting of any higher order onstituent. The sheer amount of onstituents in front of the

verb in some of these examples would seem to strain even the most elaborately strutured

left periphery:
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(327) [seulares℄

Lay.people-NOM

autem (tam

both

uiri

men-NOM

quam

and

feminae)

women-NOM

[�deli

faithful-ABL

animo℄

mind-ABL

[propter

beause-of

diem

day-ACC

santum℄

holy

[similiter℄

likewise

se

REFL

[de

from

omnibus

all

prouiniis℄

provines-ABL

[isdem

these

diebus℄

days-ABL

[Ierusolima℄

Jerusalem-ABL

olligunt.

gather-3PL

( 49.1)

`Lay-people, both men and women, likewise in these days gather faithfully in Jerusalem

from all provines beause of the holy day.'

(328) Sed

But

[statim℄

immediately

[Aggarus℄

Abgar-NOM

[epistolam

letter-ACC

Domini

lord-GEN

ferens

arry-PTCP.PRS-NOM

ad

to

portam℄

gate-ACC

[um

with

omni

all

exeritu

army-ABL

suo℄

REFL.ADJ-ABL

[publie℄

publily

orauit.

pray-PRF-3SG

( 19.9)

`But immediately Agbar, arrying the letter to the gate, held a publi prayer together

with all of his army.'

(329) [Sane℄

Truly

[dominia

sunday

die

day-ABL

per

at

pasha℄

Easter

[post

after

missa

mass-ACC

luernarii℄,

vespers-GEN℄

(id

that

est

is

de

from

Anastase),

Anastasis

[omnis

all

populus℄

people-NOM

[episopum℄

bishop-ACC

[um

with

ymnis℄

hymns-ABL

[in

in

Syon℄

Syon

duet.

lead-3SG

( 39.4)

`For on Easter sunday, after the mass of vesper � that is at the Anastasis � all of the

people ondut the bishop to Syon with hymns.'

(330) Et

and

[iam℄

now

[inde℄

therefrom

[um

with

ymnis℄

hymns-ABL

[usque

until

ad

the

minimus

smallest

infans℄

hild-NOM

[in

in

Gessamani℄

Gethsemani

[pedibus℄

feet-ABL

[um

with

episopo℄

bishop-ABL

desendent

desend-3PL

( 36.2)

`And then everyone, even down to the smallest hild, goes down on foot with the

bishop to Gethsemani with hymns.'

One again, it is possible to argue for more omplex onstituents, but there are limits

on how far this an be pushed, and even on a very inlusive braketing the number of

onstituents in front of the string-�nal verb is very high.

35

It does not seem reasonable to

35

In a more general vein, we should ask how frequent suh multiple fronting operations to the left-periphery

really are. Presumably, the use of the left-periphery per se is very frequent, sine sene-setters, linking devises

and topialisation are all very ommon strategies in disourse, muh more frequent than all-fous sentenes.

But even in a language like modern Italian, whih seems to make quite substantial use of the left periphery,

ases like Rizzi's by now famous example (i), in whih the verb is pushed into a linear 4th position by

multiple left-peripheral onstituents, are presumably not highly frequent, at least not if ompared to the

�gures for V≥4 in table 5.1:

(i) [A

To

Gianni℄,

Gianni,

[QUESTO℄,

THIS,

[domani℄,

tomorrow,

gli

him.CL

dovrete

should-COND-2PL

dire.

say-INF

Literally: �To Gianni, this, tomorrow, you should tell him.�

(From Rizzi 1997:291)

If anything, it does not seem unreasonable to suppose that the left periphery is exploited more in everyday
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suppose that the entire lause for some reason has been `evauated' to the left periphery, but

unless we want to assume that the verb oupies a head-�nal projetion in the left periphery

� for whih there is no evidene � that is indeed what the hypothesis of generalized V-to-C

fores us to do in examples like (327):

(331)

FP1

DP FP2

Seulares DP FP3

�deli

animo

PP FP4

propter

diem

santum

AdvP FP5

smiliter PP FP6

se de omnibus

proviniis

DP FinP

iisdem

diebus

DP Fin'

IerusolimaFin

0

olligunt

IP

Seulares �deli animo

propter diem santum

similiter se de omnibus prouiniis

iisdem diebus Ierusolima olligunt

I an only think of one other parse of (327) that is onsistent with V-to-C movement,

and that would be to assume that there is Remnant IP-fronting after the verb has moved to

Fin

0
. I annot see any reason to onsider suh options, not only given the well-doumented

immobility of the IP (Abels 2003; Wurmbrand 2014; Bo²kovi¢ 2018), but also beause it

seems highly unlikely that hildren should prefer suh an ingenious parse over the simple

alternative of a normal, head-�nal IP.

36

onversation that in a written genre like our itinerary, now matter how unpretentious and olloquial its

language might be.

36

It also seems to me that, one suh possibilities are admitted along other more onservative ones, the

preditive power of the model is seriously diluted. To take just one example, nothing presumably prevents

us from assuming that Classial Latin SOV orders were derived by obligatory V-to-C movement followed by

remnant-IP movement.
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The hypothesis of a generalized V-to-C movement therefore does not seem sustainable.

Verb-�nal strings in Egeria are not just the aidental result of there being no phonologially

overt material following the verb, but are rather the expression of a syntati struture that

puts the verb in string-�nal position. I will therefore from now on assume that the verb

may reside in a head-�nal IP in some ases.

37

Furthermore, we are fored to reognize that

the verb in I

0
an still both preede and follow the VP, just like in the lassial language.

This is in aordane with a quite ommon view of Latin syntax, suggested among others

by Bauer (1995) and more reently Dankaert, who states that `[w℄e know independently

that at all stages of the Latin language, the T-node an be either head-�nal or head-initial'

(Dankaert 2017a:126). It follows from this that shorter strings are indeed syntatially

ambiguous, sine the IP an be both head-initial and head-�nal.

Here, I will adopt a base-generation analysis of this variation. To illustrate very brie�y,

onsider a very short sentene like (332), onsisting only of the subjet and the verb. Even

if we disregard the possibility that there might be V-to-C movement or that the subjet

may have been topialised to the left periphery, the lause it at least threefold ambiguous

(333):

(332) . . . sed

but

[omnes℄

all-NOM

ommuniant

ommuniate-3PL

`but all ommuniate'.

(333)

(a) IP (b) IP () IP

omnes I' omnes I' I'

I

0

ommuniant

vP vP I

0

ommuniant

vP I

0

ommuniant

omnes v'

This means that we an assume that long lauses with string-�nal verbs like (331) involve

a �nite verb in a head-�nal IP. However, this does not allow us to draw up the exat struture

of the lause with omplete ertainty. The fat that the subjet is initial, preeding various

adverbial expressions, shows that it does not oupy a low position, and a priori points

towards a position in Spe-IP. However, it ould of ourse also be that it has been topialised

to the left periphery. In other words, we still need to �nd out more about the position of

37

Harris suggests that verb-�nal patterns are `in�ated by the attempts of the authoress in a number of

ways to imitate lassial usage.' (Harris 1977:36). This argument does not seem onvining, for the simple

reason that Egeria does not on the whole seem to imitate Classial patterns. If the author was aware that

verb-�nal was a norm of proper Classial Latin and wanted to imitate it, why does she not do it more often?

There is no a priori reason to assume that verb-�nal projetions are not part of the grammar of Egeria, or

indeed that verb-�nality in general had vanished ompletely from spoken language in Egeria's day. This is

pointed out by Clakson and Horroks, who also all attention to the relatively late grammatialisation of

the new Romane future and onditional tenses from an erstwhile head-�nal pattern: `It seems then that

despite a trend towards head-�rst strutures, di�erent word order patterns are still possible in the middle of

the �rst millenium' (Clakson and Horroks 2007:281). I onur with this assessment. On the other hand,

Clakson and Horroks also laim that the verb in Egeria `is never situated at the end of a main lause'

(Clakson and Horroks 2007:291), a laim whih is falsi�ed by the data.
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the subjet in the grammar of Egeria. G-inversion did not provide any answer, so we are

fored to look for other kinds of evidene.

5.5.1 Adverbs

A potentially useful probe into the strutural position of the subjet is provided by IP-

artography. We will follow the line of reasoning established by Cinque (1999), and assume

that non-irumstantial adverbs do not move lause-internally, but rather reside in the left-

leaning spei�ers of a stritly ordered hierarhy of funtional projetions in the middle �eld

of the lause. However, adverbs may learly move to operator positions in the left-periphery,

and furthermore, homophonous adverbs may sometimes represent the spell-out of di�erent

funtional projetions. We must therefore keep these aveats in mind when using adverbs

as evidene for syntati struture.

Unfortunately, muh like G-inversion, the story told by sentential adverbs in main lauses

is not very illuminating. There are not too many adverbs in general and the ones whih

appear are largely restrited to a handful of temporal adverbs like denuo ('again'), iterato

('again'), primum (`�rst'), deinde (`thereafter', `next') statim ('immediately'), iam ('now'),

the latter often assuming a disourse partile-like role (f. ja in Old Frenh, hapter 3). A

few loative adverbs are also enountered, most notably inde (`from there', `thither') and

ibi (`there'), plus the manner adverbs si/ita (`thus', `in suh a way'), item (`likewise) and

similiter (`similarly', `likewise'), as well as the ausal adverb ideo (`therefore').

All of these adverbs tend more than anything to appear in very high positions, often as

the �rst onstituent of the lause or after an initial lausal onstituent whih ould possibly

be interpreted as an initial sene-setter. They therefore generally outsope both the verb

and the subjet, making them all but useless as diagnostis for the relative position of the

latter. In many of these ases there is inversion below the adverb, and if this inversion is

produed by V-to-C movement of the verb, we would have to onlude that these adverbs are

in fat very often moved to operator positions in the left periphery, presumably to funtion

as sene-setters or onnetives. While this hypothesis is appealing in some ontexts (334,

336), it is arguably less so in the not infrequent ases where these adverbs are staked

together in initial position (337)�(339). Not beause staking in itself is an unommon

phenomenon, but beause a general prerequisite for staking seems to be that the adverbial

expressions are of the same kind (temporal, loative), so that they together form a kind

of omplex onstituent. In (337) a loative adverb is apparently staked together with a

temporal adverb, and in (339), a manner adverb has joined the group:

(334) [Item℄

Also

�t

happen-3SG

oratio

prayer-NOM

et

and

[denuo℄

again

mittet

send-3SG

diaonus

deaon-NOM

uoem. . . ( 24.6)

voie-ACC

`There is also a prayer and again the deaon lifts his voie. . . '

(335) [Item

Also

hora

hour-ABL

sexta℄

sixth

[denuo℄

again

desendent

desend-3PL

omnes

all-NOM

similiter

likewise

ad

to

Anastasim. . . ( 24.3)

Anastasis-ACC

`Also at the sixth hour everybody again desends in similar fashion to the Anasta-

sis. . . '
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(336) Et

and

[statim℄

at-one

leuat

lift-3SG

se

REFL

episopus

bishop-NOM

et

and

omnis

all

populus. . . ( 31.2)

people-NOM

`and at one the bishop and all of the people get ut. . . '

(337) [Ibi℄

there

[denuo℄

again

legitur

read-PASS-3SG

ille

that

lous

passage-NOM

de

from

euangelio

gospel-ABL

ubi. . . ( 36.4)

where

`And there again that passage is read from the gospel where. . . '

(338) et

and

[ideo℄

therefore

[ante

before

quartam

fourth

horam

hour-ACC

aut

or

forte

perhaps

quintam℄

�fth

[missa℄

mass-NOM

[non℄

NEG

�t.

happen-3SG

( 25.1)

`and therefore mass does not take plae until the fourth or perpaps the �fth hour.'

(339) Et

and

[ibi℄

there

[denuo℄

again

[similiter℄

likewise

[letiones

readings-NOM

et

and

ymni

hymns-NOM

et

and

antiphonae

antiphons-NOM

aptae

suitable-NOM

diei℄

day-DAT

diuntur

say-PASS-3PL

( 35.4)

`And there again in similar fashion lessons, hymns and antiphons suitable for the

day are reited. . . '

Still, it is possible to ome aross a few examples where some of these adverbs in fat

intervene between the verb and the subjet in inversion strings (340�(341), and there are

also ases where phrasal adverbial expressions intervene (342). This shows that there is no

adjaeny between the verb and the subjet in inversion strutures. Suh non-ontiguous

inversion strings, whih we also witnessed in Old Frenh, a priori point to a rather low

position for the subjet. Ledgeway, following Cinque (1999), argues that adverbs like denuo

demarate the edge of the vP (Ledgeway 2017:185). If this is orret, we an assume that

the subjets of the following examples are vP-internal:

(340) et

and

�t

happen-3SG

[denuo℄

again

oratio

prayer-NOM

ad

at

Cruem

ross-ACC

et

and

dimittitur

dismiss-PASS-3SG

populus.

people-NOM

( 31.4)

`Again there is a prayer to the ross and the people is dismissed.'

(341) Cum

when

ergo peruentum

arrived

fuerit

be-PRF-SBJV-3SG

in

in

Gessamani,

Gethsemani,

�t

happen-3SG

[primum℄

�rst

oratio

prayer-NOM

apta. . . ( 36.3)

suitable

`. . . when the rowd has arrived in Gethsemani, there is �rst a suitable prayer. . . '

(342) [Nam

for

si

if

dominia

sunday

dies

dayNOM

est℄,

is

[primum℄

�rst

leget

read3SG

[de pullo primo℄

from ok-ABL �rstABL

episopus

bishop-NOM

euangelium. . . ( 44.2)

gospel-ACC

`for if it is Sunday, from the �rst row of the ok the bishop �rst reads the gospel. . . '

Unfortunately, all ases involve subjets of unausative verbs. In priniple, it ould

be that these are situated lower in the tree than agentive subjets of transitive verbs, for
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instane in a �rst-merged omplement position inside the VP.

38

The evidene does not allow

us to deide; the ases where the subjet outsopes sentential adverbs are invariably non-

inverted lauses with the subjet in a preverbal position, and in suh ases it is impossible

to tell if the subjet is lause-internal or left-peripheral.

At this point, there is presumably not muh more information to ull from main lauses.

It is simply not possible to determine the position of the subjet with ertainty. The quan-

titative data show that subjets are equally frequent in preverbal and postverbal position,

but qualitative analysis fails to reveal whih of these positions is the unmarked and whih is

the derived, sine neither omplex inversion nor adverb positions provided a lear result in

this respet. Still, the weight of the evidene tends toward a low position for the subjet, as

witnessed by ertain instanes of non-ontiguous inversion. The same onlusion is reahed

by Ledgeway (2017:186).

5.5.1.1 Wide-fous lauses

Before moving on to a onsideration of embedded lauses, it is worth mentioning an observa-

tion made by Ledgeway in his analysis of the text. Ledgeway points out that so-alled theti

lauses, where the fous sopes over the entire event, generally feature the verb in initial

position (Ledgeway 2017:183-184). This phenomenon is partiularly frequent in the seond

half of the text, where the liturgial praties in Jerusalem are desribed, often in somewhat

enumerative fashion. Notie the suession of verb initial lauses in the following sequene

(343), sometimes supported by a semantially bleahed adverb si, already marking little

more than temporal progression (one of the major funtions of its Old Frenh desendant

si):

(343) Intrat

enter-3SG

episopus

bishop-NOM

intro

inside

anellos

railings-ACC

Anastasis,

Anastasis

diitur

say-PASS-3SG

unus

one

ymnus,

hymns-NOM

et

and

[si℄

thus

fait

make-3SG

orationem

prayer-ACC

episopus

bishop-NOM

pro

for

eis,

them-ABL

et

and

[si℄

thus

uenit

ome-3SG

ad

to

elesiam

hurh-ACC

maiorem

great

um

with

eis. . . ( 38.2)

them-ABL

`The bishop steps inside the railings of the Anastasis, a hymn is sung, and then the

bishop makes a prayer for them, and then he returns to the great hurh together

with them. . . '

It is often assumed in theoretial syntax that wide-fous lauses of this kind are partiu-

larly revealing with respet to unmarked word order, sine there is neither narrow fous, nor

a topi-omment artiulation whih ould serve to displae any onstituent, and Ledgeway

therefore onludes that the unmarked word order in Egeria is VSO, whih is onsistent

38

On a ouple of oasions, Egeria employs the ausative ase rather than the nominative for the postver-

bal subjet of a passive verb:

(i) . . . et

and

[si℄

suh

�t

happen-3SG

orationem

prayer-ACC

pro

for

omnibus. . .

all-ABL

`. . . and then a prayer is made for everyone. . . '

Adams suggests that this phenomenon, not infrequent in later Latin, signals a psyhologial a�nity be-

tween diret objets and the subjets of passives (Adams 1976b). This �ts niely with the assumption

in transformational grammar that the subjets of passives and unausatives reeive a theme or patient

theta-role.
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with his analysis of the text as featuring V-to-C movement (Ledgeway 2017:182-183). This

is essentially the same analysis as the one adopted for early Old High German in Hinterhölzl

and Petrova (2010). However, while the fat that wide-fous lauses tend to feature the verb

in initial position must learly be onsidered another argument in favour of a VSO-setup, it

does not in itself strengthen the V-to-C-hypothesis, sine a verb in I

0
would also yield these

strings, as long as the subjet is low in the struture.

Interestingly, there are also several examples of what may plausibly be onsidered wide

fous with the subjet in preverbal position, with or without an initial sene-setting element.

In (344), there are two onseutive lauses featuring a preverbal, inde�nite and disourse-

new subjet. While these annot really be interpreted as topis, it is possible to argue that

these lauses feature narrow (onstituent) fous on the subjet, an analysis that reeives

some support from the disontinuous struture of the �rst subjet elesia, whose adjetival

modi�er pisinna is diretly postverbal. If this is a ase of head-fronting under hyperbaton,

the stranded adjetival modi�er in fat reveals the unmarked postverbal position of the

subjet. In the seond lause of (344), or in (345), no suh argument an be used:

(344) In

in

eo

that

ergo

thus

loo

plae-ABL

[elesia

hurh-NOM

est

is

pisinna℄

small-NOM

subter

under

montem,

mountain-ACC

non

not

Nabau,

Nabo

sed

but

alterum

other

interiorem:

more-interior-ACC

sed

but

ne

not

ipse

same

longe

far

est

is

de

from

Nabau.

Nabo

[Monahi

monks-NOM

autem plurimi℄

several

ommanent

remain-3PL

ibi

here

uere

truly

santi. . .

holy

`In that plae there is a small hurh under a mountain, not the Nebo, but another

one further in, yet not far away from the Nebo. Many monks reside there, truly holy

men. . . '

(345) Sed

but

ut

that

redeam

return-SBJV-1SG

ad

to

rem,

thing-ACC

[monasteria

monasteries-NOM

ergo

thus

plurima℄

several

sunt

are

ibi

there

per

at

ipsum

same

ollem

hill-ACC

et

and

in

in

medio

middle-ABL

murus

wall-NOM

ingens. . . ( 23.4)

huge

`but to return to my story: there are several monasteries there on the hill and in the

middle a great wall. . . '

In general, it is extremely di�ult to tease apart readings with narrow fous on the

subjet from lause-wide fous. The argumentation easily beomes irular, sine it is the

very preverbal position of the subjet that is used to support the laim that suh narrow

fous movement has taken plae. At the very least, we must envisage the possibility that

there might be more than one unmarked position for the subjet.

The onlusion from main lauses is therefore that inversion with transitive verbs is far

from unommon, but the data we have been onsidering so far does not make it possible to

say anything de�nite about the strutural position of the verb. Furthermore, the main lause

shows at least as strong tendenies for an unmarked VSO pattern as for a SVO pattern.

The question is how to interpret these surfae data in terms of syntati struture, whih

amounts to asking what kind of struture the hildren aquiring the language would assign

to suh strings. This question annot be answered by restriting our attention to main

lauses, as the global input must be taken into onsideration. We will therefore proeed to

onsider embedded lauses.
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5.6 Itinerarium Egeriae: embedded lauses

Before we onsider any data from embedded lauses, it is relevant to reall in more general

terms what we might expet from embedded data as opposed to main lauses. First, as a

general synhroni insight, it is widely held that embedded lauses are somewhat pragmat-

ially impoverished, ontaining fewer displaement operations than the root lause (Hooper

and Thompson 1973; Crushina 2010). As a onsequene, we might expet that the un-

marked word order(s) might appear more learly than what is the ase in main lauses. In

hapter 4, this was shown to be the ase for Old Frenh, where the unmarked SVO order is

partiularly dominant in embedded lauses.

Seond, this time at a diahroni level, it has been observed that embedded lauses are

onservative in that they may preserve for a longer period of time old word order patterns

that have delined or disappeared ompletely in main lauses (Givón 1971, Dixon 1994:206-

207, Harris and Campbell 1995:27). In the researh literature on Latin, this argument has

been used to aount for the fat that SOV strutures seem to endure longer in embedded

lauses (Adams 1976a; Bauer 1995; see also Dankaert 2017b:113 ).

39

And �nally, it is very relevant to our onerns that V-to-C movement is muh more

restrited in embedded lauses than in main lauses, although this asymmetry is not ate-

gorial, sine the evidene from modern Germani V2 languages as well as from Old Frenh

in hapter 4 learly shows that V-to-C movement is possible in a narrowly de�nable subset

of embedded lause types, in partiular omplement lauses under viadut verbs (f. setion

2.3.3) and ertain `peripheral' adverbial lauses whih permit high syntati attahment to

their matrix lause (f. setion 2.3.5).

With these onsiderations in mind, we now turn to the data.

5.6.1 Linear distribution of the verb

The di�erent ategories of embedded lause that were annotated were adverbial lause,

omplement lauses, interrogative and relative lause. The relative frequeny of these is very

unevenly distributed with 450 adverbial lauses, 95 omplement lauses, 25 interrogatives

and 688 relative lauses. The main fous will be on adverbial and omplement lauses,

sine relative and interrogative lauses have rather di�erent syntax, presumably reating

the bond to their matrix lause through movement of a phrase to the left periphery rather

than by lexialising a C-head, a fat whih ompliates their analysis onsiderably.

40

Reall

also from hapter 2 that relative and embedded interrogative lauses are generally staunh

non-V2 domains aross Germani, with the notable exeption of relative lauses in ertain

39

In a very in�uential survey (aording to Panhuis (1984), too in�uential � sine it has been entral in

propagating the laim that Latin word order is basially SOV), Linde (1923) olleted data on verb-�nal

orders from around 20 di�erent authors ranging from Cato (De re agri ultura) to Vitor Vitensis (Historia

pers.); in every single work examined (inluding Egeria), verb-�nality was more frequent in embedded

lauses than in main lauses; see Ledgeway 2012:226 for the results presented in table form.

40

At least two problems arise when onsidering the syntax of relative (and interrogative) lauses, related

respetively to the �ller and the gap of the dependeny reated by the relativised phrase. The �rst is to

deide where in the left periphery the fronted XP lands, if this position is the same for subjets and non-

subjets, and on a more pratial level, if this onstituent should be ounted when onsidering linear order.

Seondly, there is the question where inside the lause the gap of the moved element is situated. This is

partiularly hallenging in a free word-order language like Latin, and yet the question is ompletely ruial

in the ase of subjet relatives, sine the information is needed to establish a `type' of the kind used in

the annotation adopted here, or to alulate the rate of lause-internal inversion. A thorough disussion of

these problems will be available in the user manual that follows the data �les in the TROLLing Repository

(Klævik-Pettersen 2018).
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varieties of German (see setion 2.3.5). The same was true of the Old Frenh orpus in

hapters 3 and 4, where there was no sign of V2 in relative or interrogative lauses.

Table 5.5 shows the overall linear distribution of the verb in omplement and adverbial

lauses. When omparing the �gures in the table with the orresponding �gures in table 5.1

from main lauses, it is immediately lear that there is a ertain quantitative asymmetry

between main and embedded lauses. The most salient di�erene from main lauses is that

V1 lauses have inreased signi�antly from 18.22% to 30.46%. V2 lauses have in fat

also inreased somewhat from 34.57% to 40.00%, whereas all V≥3 orders have dereased

signi�antly.

Table 5.5: Linear order of the �nite verb in omplement lauses (95 tokens) and adverbial

lauses (450 tokens) in Egeria

Transitive Unausative Copula Funtional Total

V1 54 (34.18%) 74 (32.31%) 15 (13.89%) 23 (46.00%) 166 (30.46%)

V2 66 (41.77%) 96 (41.92%) 48 (44.44%) 8 (16.00%) 218 (40.00%)

V3 29 (18.35%) 29 (12.66%) 34 (31.48%) 12 (24.00%) 104 (19.08%)

V4 6 (3.80%) 17 (7.42%) 9 (8.33%) 4 (8.00%) 36 (6.61%)

V5 3 (1.90%) 10 (4.37%) 2 (1.85%) 3 (6.00%) 18 (3.30%)

V6 � (0.00%) 3 (1.31%) � (0.00%) � (0.00%) 3 (0.55%)

Total 158 (100.00%) 229 (100.00%) 108 (100.00%) 50 (100.00%) 545 (100.00%)

Average onstituent ount : ≈ 2.92

Verb-�nal strings : 237/545 = 43.49%

Null-subjets: 330/545 = 60.00%

It is also interesting to observe that, alongside the onsiderable inrease in V1 strings

and the onomitant drop in V≥3 strings, the amount of verb-�nal strings has inreased

from 28.25% to 43.49%. Some of the explanation for this apparent paradox an already be

found in the average onstituent ount, whih reveals that adverbial and embedded lauses

are simply muh shorter than main lauses. The fat that verb-early strings (V1, V2) and

verb-�nal strings may both statistially inrease onsiderably in the passage from one lause

type to another shows how extremely dangerous it is to draw any kind of onlusion, however

ursory, from the examination of linear distribution patterns alone. For instane, Ledgeway

interprets the pauity of V≥3 strings as an indiation that SOV is hardly produtive in

embedded lauses (Ledgeway 2017:195). It is lear from the passage that what Ledgeway

has in mind is not the string SOV as suh (whih learly annot exist in V1 or V2 strings),

but in more general terms head-�nal verbal projetions. Suh a onlusion annot be drawn

on the basis of linear evidene, however. Admittedly, it annot be drawn on the basis of

verb-�nal strings either, sine verb-�nality in linear terms does not equal head-�nality in

syntati terms.
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5.7 Head-�nality in the IP

I will in fat start by addressing the question of head-�nality, sine it is ompletely funda-

mental to the overall understanding of the embedded syntax. A more detailed and reliable

assessment of the distribution patterns of head-�nality therefore beomes neessary. We

will try to approah the matter from two slightly di�erent angles. First, we onsider the

alternation between VO-OV (with or without the subjet expressed) in transitive lauses in

adverbial and omplement lauses. Seondly, we will look at the relative order of in�nitives

(exluding the AI and NI onstrutions) and their seleting verbs, the group whih has

(somewhat dubiously) been alled `funtional' prediates.

Starting with the VO/OV alternation, it must be emphasized that this is a rather un-

ertain probe into head-diretionality. First, we must exlude all objets whih are either

pronominal or lausal, sine the former might well be litis and in any ase show a strong

tendeny to gravitate towards the left, while the latter on the other hand are virtually

always right-disloated. Even with this preaution, it is lear that these string types are

ambiguous and that one an neither equate VO with a head-initial or OV with a head-�nal

IP. For instane, surfae VO order ould also arise from a head-�nal IP either through V-

to-C movement of the verb or by movement of the objet to a right-peripheral position (for

instane in ases of narrow fous or for prosodi reasons/reasons of `heavyness'). In either

ase we would not be able to say anything about the headedness of the IP. However, both

of these options are somewhat marked, in partiular V-to-C movement, whih by default is

expeted not to happen very frequently in embedded lauses. Therefore, VO is likely to be

the expression of a head-initial IP in many ases.

41

In a similar vein, surfae OV order ould arise in a head-initial IP through topialisation

of the objet to the left periphery, ombined or not with V-to-C movement of the verb, or

possibly also by srambling of the objet to a high, lause-internal position above the IP

(this time neessarily without onomitant V-to-C movement). One again, these must be

onsidered marked ases, partiularly left-peripheral topialisation, whih by default should

be bloked in embedded lauses. As for the srambling operation, we shall see some evidene

suggesting it exists, but it ertainly does not seem to be frequent. OV strings might therefore

also be expeted to orrelate statistially with a head-�nal IP, or at least give us a rough

�rst impression of the matter.

The seond probe in priniple works the same way, as it is based on the assumption of

a ertain statistial onnetion between the order funtional verb (hene abbreviated Aux

� without implying true auxiliary status) - in�nitive and head-initial IPs, and vie versa

a onnetion between in�nitive � funtional verb and head-�nal IPs. The same aveats as

before apply, but with very di�erent assoiated probabilities. Aux�In�nitive order ould also

be produed by V-to-C movement of the verb with presumably the same probability as in VO

strings. However, Aux-Inf ould also be produed by movement of the in�nitive to a right-

peripheral position. This is muh more likely to be the ase than with the orresponding VO

string, simply beause in�nitival onstrutions are very heavy onstituents that are likely

41

Note that in this setion (and in this hapter in general), I am making the assumption that �nite verbs

always raise as high as I

0
. The same assumption was not made for Old Frenh, where it was in fat possible

to demonstrate empirially that all �nite verbs move as high as I

0
. In Egeria, it is possible (with some

minimal assumptions) to prove that �nite verbs at least sometimes move as high as I

0
, and we will therefore

assume that they always do so. This is nothing but a deed of neessity; if we were to onsider the possibility

that the verb sometimes does not raise out of the VP, the amount of ombinatorial possibilities and hene

the strutural ambiguity would simply grow out of ontrol, in partiular sine the VP itself an demonstrably

be both head-initial and head-�nal.
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to be plaed in extraposition. Furthermore, the fat that the lass of `funtional' verbs is

highly heterogeneous and almost ertainly inludes onstrutions whih are bilausal ontrol

strutures rather than monolausal raising strutures makes this probability even higher, as

lausal onstituents very often tend to be plaed in extraposition even regardless of their

weight. For instane, �nite omplement lauses in Latin generally follow their seleting verb

even when they are very light, a tendeny already established in Classial Latin among

authors with a prediletion for verb-�nal patterns. In Egeria, not a single omplement

lause is inorporated into the matrix lause, not even when they onsist of a single word,

like (346):

42

(346) . . . et

and

perfeta

made

sunt

were

singula,

all-things-NOM

quae

whih-ACC

iusserat

order-PLPRF-3SG

Deus

God-NOM

in

in

montem

mountain-ACC

Moysi,

Moses-DAT

ut �erent.

that happen-IPFV-SUBJ-3PL

( 5.9)

`and all things were aomplished that God had bidden Moses on the mountain that

they should be made.'

As for the order Inf�Aux, the situation is quite di�erent. This string should be a rea-

sonably reliable indiator of head-�nality in the IP. The only way it ould fail to be so,

is through topialisation of the in�nitive to the left periphery (with or without onomi-

tant V-to-C movement), pieemeal `evauation' of every onstituent in the VP (or whatever

onstituent the in�nitival onstrution orresponds to in eah ase) to the left periphery

(f. example (331), or srambling of the VP/In�nitival onstrution to a position above

the verb in I

0
(without V-to-C movement). All of these senarios must be onsidered ex-

tremely marked, partiularly in embedded lauses, where the left periphery in the default

ase is not aessible. Although one ertainly annot ategorially exlude the possibility

that suh strutures might arise (although the `evauation' senario ertainly borders on the

impossible), they will not our very frequently. As a quite sturdy generalisation, amply

doumented from studies of modern languages, simple onstituents often move towards the

left (sine they are often targeted by disourse-related fronting operations like topialisation,

foalisation or srambling, plus possibly for prosodi reasons), while heavy, higher-order on-

stituents like VPs do not tend to move as easily towards the left (sine they are muh more

rarely targeted by fronting operations), while they do often move to the right for reasons

related to prosody or `heavyness' (f. the `Gesetz der wahsenden Glieder' (Behagel 1909)).

Shematially, then, we ould suggest the following:

42

The AI onstrution is also generally plaed in extraposition, although it is sometimes inorporated,

and very frequently (multiply) disontinuous.
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Table 5.6: Reliability of di�erent probes into the head-diretionality of IP in embedded

lauses

Head-initial IP Head-�nal IP

VO Moderately reliable �

OV � Moderately reliable

Aux-Inf Unreliable �

Inf-Aux � Reliable

Table 5.7: VO-OV alternation in embedded lauses

Clause type VO OV Total

Adv. & Comp. 56 (53.85%) 48 (46.15%) 104 (100.00%)

Relative 58 (68.24%) 27 (31.76%) 85 (100.00%)

Table 5.8: Aux-Inf, Inf-Aux alternation in embedded lauses

Clause type Aux-Inf Inf-Aux Total

Adv. & Comp. 29 (65.91%) 15 (34.09%) 44 (100.00%)

Relative 31 (67.39%) 15 (32.61%) 46 (100.00%)

With this in mind, we an now onsider the atual distribution, whih is given in table 5.7

and table 5.8. Corresponding data from relative lauses are also provided, sine these reveal

a �rst lear indiation of an asymmetry between di�erent types of lauses that will prove

important for the general understanding of the embedded syntax. As table 5.7 indiates,

the order VO has only a rather slight edge on the order VO in adverbial and omplement

lauses, while VO is more than twie as ommon as OV in relative lauses. Table 5.8 does

not show any suh asymmetry; on the other hand it learly suggests that head-�nality of the

IP is quite robust, if indeed the order in�nitive-aux is as reliable as was suggested above.

On a qualitative level, it is ertainly not hard to �nd good examples of strings whih qualify

as bona �de head-�nal lauses of a ompletely lassial pattern (as word order goes), witness

(347)�(351):

(347) siut

as

[et

also

illi

the

santi℄

holy-NOM

[singula℄

all-things-ACC

[nobis℄

us-DAT

[ostendere℄

show-INF

dignabantur

deig-IPFV-3PL
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( 4.2)

`thus the holy men deigned to show us every single plae.'

(348) Et

and

liet

although

[semper℄

always

[Deo℄

God-DAT

[in

in

omnibus℄

all-things-ABL

[gratias

thanks-ACC

agere℄

give-INF

debeam

should-SBJV-1SG

( 5.12)

`and although I ought always to give thanks to God in all things. . . '

(349) si

if

[qua℄

some-ACC

[preterea℄

thereafter

[loa℄

plaes-ACC

[ognosere℄

know-INF

potuero. . . ( 23.10)

be.able-FUTPRF-1SG

`if later I shall be able to see somes other plaes. . . '

(350) diligentius

More-diligently

et

and

seurius

more-safely

iam

now

in

in

eo

that

loo

plae-ABL

ex

from

onsuetudine

habit-ABL

Faranitae

Faranites-NOM

ambulant

travel-3PL

note

night-ABL

quam

than

[aliqui

some-NOM

hominum℄

men-GEN

[ambulare℄

travel-INF

potest

be.able-3SG

in

in

his

those

lois,

plaes-ABL

ubi

where

uia

road-NOM

aperta

open

est.

is

( 6.2)

`through experiene, the Faranites travel with greater preision and with more safety

at night than other people an travel in those plaes, where the road is lear.'

43

(351) quia

beause

[prorsus℄

absolutely

[ne℄

NEG

[in

in

sella℄

saddle-ABL

[asendi℄

asend-INF.PASS

poterat. . .

be.able-IPFV-3SG

`sine it (i.e. the mountain) ould under no irumstane be asended while in the

saddle. . . '

On the strength of suh evidene, we might onlude that the tendeny for the IP to fall

into a head-�nal, left-branhing pattern is appreiably stronger in adverbial and omplement

lauses than in main lauses. This is in line with traditional aounts like Linde's (1923),

and orroborates the laim made by Adams that `[i℄n Latin of all periods, inluding that of

very late Antiquity, �nal position of the verb was appreiably more ommon in subordinate

than in main lauses (Adams 1976a:93, fn.61)'. We might interpret this as evidene for the

diahroni onservatism of embedded lauses mentioned in the introdution to this setion;

embedded lauses, and perhaps in partiular adverbial and omplement lauses, to some

extent retain a omplementation pattern whih seems to be strongly on the deline in the

more innovative root lauses.

This also gives us a very natural way of aounting for the very frequent OV strings.

In embedded lauses, we do not expet topialisation or any other movement operations to

the left periphery to be generally available, sine the omplementiser by default lexialises

the lowest C-head, Fin

0
. At the same time, evidene both from V2 languages and non-

V2 languages show that embedded left-peripheries are sometimes available in the presene

of a omplementiser, in partiular in lauses whih are omplements of viadut verbs and

in ertain peripheral adverbial lauses. We must therefore learly envisage the possibility

43

Notie how the verb is not lause-�nal in (350) sine the PP in his lois has been extraposed beause

of the relative lause. This priniple is very strong in Egeria and is therefore a quite ommon soure of

right-displaement. It is unlear if it is a purely prosodi phenomenon, sine the resulting onstituent is

always quite heavy, or if it is triggered by the syntax to provide adjaeny between the relative pronoun and

the orrelate.
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that a subset of embedded lauses might feature XP-movement to the left periphery, and

possibly also V-to-C movement, if this option turns out to exist in the grammar of Egeria.

However, from there and to Ledgeway's laim, that all non-V1 embedded lauses are ases of

embedded V2 (Ledgeway 2017:198), is quite a long step. Ledgeway �nds somewhat more V1

in embedded lauses than what was found in my annotation, but even by his own �gures, suh

a laim would entail that approximately 60% of all embedded lauses feature embedded V2.

Suh a perentage is disproportionate to anything similar reported from either the modern

V2 languages or the Old Romane languages for whih a V2 hypothesis has been proposed

(Wolfe 2015b). By omparison, reall that only around 12-13% of embedded lauses in our

Old Frenh texts were andidates for V-to-C movement and that even this �gure was learly

too high, given the fat that many instanes of apparent V2 should rather be analysed as

Stylisti Fronting, whih does not involve V-to-C movement at all. Even if we loosened

the strong assumption that aess to the embedded left periphery is universally de�ned by

S-seletional features of the matrix verb or the possibility of parataxis (`high attahment') in

ertain adverbial lauses, the disrepany here is simply unrealistially large. The hypothesis

is also further weakened by the fat that the type of embedded lause seems irrelevant to the

availability of V≥2 strings, and that many supposed ases of embedded V-to-C movement

would have to involve multiple frontings, witness (352)�(355):

(352) Quarta

fourth

feria

weekday

autem

PRT

et

or

sexta

sixth

feria,

weekday-ABL

quoniam

sine

[ipsis

these

diebus℄

days-ABL

[penitus℄

hardly

[nemo℄

nobody-NOM

ieiunat,

fasts

in

in

Syon

Syon

proeditur.

proeed-3SG-PASS

( 41.1)

`On Wednesdays or Fridays, sine hardly anybody fasts on these days, they go to

Syon.'

(353) Illud

This

autem [...℄ �t

was

et

also

ualde

very

admirabile,

admirable

ut

that

[semper℄

always

[tam

both

ymni

hymns-NOM

quam

as

antiphonae

antiphons-NOM

et

and

letiones℄

readings-NOM

[...℄ [tales

suh

pronuntiationes℄

pronuniations-ACC

habeant,

have

ut. . .

that. . . (47.5 )

`And this was also very impressive, that both the hymns as well as the antiphons or

the passages read aloud always had suh a ontent that. . . '

(354) . . . ego

. . . I

desideraueram

desire-PRF-3SG

semper,

always

ut,

same

[ubiumque

plae-NOM

uenissemus℄,

from

[semper℄

book-ABL

[ipse

read-3SG-PASS-SUBJ

lous de libro℄ legeretur. ( 4.3)

`. . . I always wished that, wherever we ame, the orresponding passage from the

Bible should always be read.'

(355) quoniam

sine

[episopus℄,

bishop-NOM

(liet

although

siriste

Syria

nouerit),

knows

tamen [semper℄

always

[gree℄

in-Greek

loquitur. . . ( 47.3)

speaks. . .

`

`sine the bishop, although he knows Syria, always speaks in Greek. . . '
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Finally, it is worth alling attention to a series of interesting near-minimal pairs, observ-

able in Egeria just like in Classial Latin; some relevant examples are given in (356)�(359)

below. In some embedded lauses, notably, but not exlusively in adverbial um-lauses, a

onstituent in fat appears to the left of the omplementiser. By the logi of our theory, this

onstituent is unambiguously in the left-periphery. The phenomenon is partiularly frequent

when the left-peripheral element is itself a relativised phrase (356a)�(357a), yielding various

kinds of embedded `pseudo-relatives', but is is also quite often enountered with a regular

XP with a topial (358a)�(359a) or (somewhat more rarely) a foal reading. In some ases,

more than one onstituent appears to the left of the omplementiser.

Clearly, it seems like omplementisers in Latin do not really blok movement to the

left-periphery in all ases. But if this is the ase, why should we assume that onstituents

that follow the omplementiser are also left-peripheral? This would seem to fore us to

assume that one and the same omplementiser, without any notieable semanti di�erene,

sometimes stays in a low left-peripheral position suh as Fin

0
, from whih it allows XPs

to ross it, and that it sometimes is merged in or raised to a high left-peripheral position

suh as Fore

0
, (redundantly) opening the left-periphery below it. On the ontrary, if we

adopt the natural null-hypothesis that the omplementiser sits in Fin

0
, we an interpret

the ontrast between (a) and (b) in the following examples as involving left-peripheral and

lause-internal onstituents, respetively:

(356) a. [Ad quem puteum℄

To whih well-ACC

um

when

uenissemus,

ome-PLPRF-SBJV-1PL

fata

made

est

is

ab

by

episopo

bishop-ABL

oratio. . . ( 21.1)

prayer-NOM

`When we ame to that well, a prayer was said by the bishop . . . '

b.

Cum

when

ergo

thus

uenissemus

ome-PLPRF-SBJV-1PL

ad portam ipsam. . . ( 19.16)

to gate-ACC same-ACC

. . .

`when we ame to the gate. . . '

(357) a. [Quod℄

whih-ACC

um

when

dixisset,

say-PLPRF-SBJV-3SG

nos

we

satis

very

auidi

avid-NOM

optati

opt-PST-PTCP

sumus

be-1PL

ire,. . . ( 10.9)

go-INF

`When we heard this, we very eagerly wished to go. . . '

b. um

when

[hae℄

these-ACC

[ad

to

uestram

your-ACC

a�etionem℄

a�etion-ACC

darem. . . ( 23.10)

give-IPFV-SBJV-1SG

`When I send this (i.e.letter) to your a�etion. . . �

(358) a. . . . [santus Moyses℄

. . . holy-NOM Moses-NOM

um

when

paseret

feed-IPFV-SUBJ-3SG

peora

attle-ACC

soeri

brother-in-law-GEN

sui,

his-REFL-GEN

iterum

again

loutus

spoke-PST.PTCP

est

is

ei

him-DAT

Deus

God-textitNOM

de

from

rubo

bush-ABL

in

in

igne.

�re-ABL

( 2.3)

`. . . when holy Moses was out feeding the herd of his brother-in-law, God spoke

to him again from the burning bush.'
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b. . . . um

. . . when

[santus Moyses℄

holy-NOM Moses-NOM

aiperet

reeive-IPFV-SUBJ-3SG

a

from

Domino

lord-ABL

legem

law-ACC

ad

to

�lios

sons-ACC

Israhel.

Israel.

`. . . when holy Moses reeived the law from the Lord for the hildren of Israel.'

(359) a. [hii fontes℄

these soures

ubi

where

erupeierunt,

erupted

ante

before

si

thus

fuerit

had-been

ampus

�eld-NOM

intra

inside

iuitatem. . . ( 19.4)

ity-ACC

`where these soures erupted, earlier there had been an open ground inside the

ity. . . '

b. Sed

but

postmodum

later

quam

than

[hii fontes℄

these soures-NOM

[in

in

eo

that

loo℄

plae-ABL

eruperunt

erupt-PLPRF-3PL

. . . ( 19.15)

`but after these soures had erupted in that plae. . . �

On this interpretation, the (b) examples provide further evidene that there are prever-

bal, yet non-left-peripheral positions in embedded lauses.

It is lear that a head-�nal IP will result in a host of (linearly) preverbal positions, sine

in fat the entire lause will linearly preede the verb in suh a on�guration. However,

example (358b) above is more informative than the other strings, sine it learly does not

seem to involve a head-�nal IP, witness the presene of two postverbal onstituents. We

must therefore onlude that the IP is in fat head-initial here, and yet the subjet preedes

it. This is ruial, sine the proper analysis of the inversion strings we observed in main

lauses is still very muh pending, and this analysis depends heavily on the position of the

subjet. Reall that the data on the subjet position in main lauses was somewhat less than

optimal, but that it overall tended to suggest an unmarked postverbal subjet in a rather

low position, presumably Spe-vP. However, this annot be the position of the subjet in

(358b), where we might instead hypothesize something like the struture in (360). If the

global input supports the hypothesis of suh a high preverbal subjet position, the V-to-C

hypothesis would also be onsiderably strengthened.
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(360)

FinP

Fin

0

um

IP

NP I'

santus

Moyses

I

0

aiperet

VP

santus Moyses

aiperet

legem a Domino

5.8 Inversion and the position of the subjet

We will now onsider the position of the subjet in embedded lauses, starting with adverbial

and omplement lauses. Table 5.9 provides information on how the three logial options

preverbal subjet, postverbal subjet and null subjet distribute in total and aross di�erent

prediate lasses.

The table reveals many lear asymmetries ompared to main lauses. First, reall that

the rate of inversion in main lauses was at 32.53%. In omparison, adverbial/omplement

lauses show onsiderably less overt inversion, although 13.94% postverbal subjets are

far from a marginal phenomenon. Seond, inversion does not seem to reat strongly with

the variable `prediate lass', exept for a not surprising tendeny for inversion with the

opula. The relative preferene for inversion with unausative prediates ompared to

transitives has almost vanished entirely and is no longer statistially signi�ant. And �nally,

the amount of null-subjets in adverbial and omplement lauses is muh higher than in main

lauses (60.00% vs. 35.32%). Both of the latter tendenies are presumably the result of a

funtional di�erene between main and embedded lauses, sine the latter do not introdue

new disourse referents as readily as main lauses.

44

44

As was noted earlier, 7.43% of all main lauses introdue new disourse referents by way of the subjet

position. In omplement and adverbial lauses, this �gure has sunk to 3.55%. As a onsequene, the degree

of inversion with transitives and unausatives is almost levelled out. This strengthens our hypothesis that

the relatively greater tendeny for inversion with unausatives over transitives in main lauses is at least

largely due to a di�erene with respet to how these prediates are used in disourse.
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Table 5.9: The position of the subjet (S) in omplement and adverbial lauses in Egeria

Transitive Unausative Copula Funtional Total

Preverbal S 36 (22.64%) 59 (26.11%) 38 (34.55%) 9 (18.00%) 142 (26.06%)

Postverbal S 16 (10.06%) 29 (12.83%) 27 (24.55%) 4 (8.00%) 76 (13.94%)

Null S 107 (67.30%) 138 (61.06%) 45 (40.91%) 37 (74.00%) 327 (60.00%)

Total 159 (100.00%) 226 (100.00%) 110 (100.00%) 50 (100.00%) 545 (100.00%)

The apparently lower frequeny of inversion ompared to main lauses onstitutes an

important explanandum. Also, it is in fat a surprising �nding for any hypothesis that

onsiders the grammar of Egeria to be a staunhly head-initial VSO grammar with a low

subjet position, regardless of whether the verb is assumed to move to C

0
or to I

0
. The

reason is simple: if the verb dominates the subjet position in unmarked word order, the

only way the subjet an preede the verb is either by moving aross it, for instane through

topialisation or foalisation into the left periphery, or by right-disloation. At least topi-

alisation and foalisation are typially root phenomena whih are muh more restrited in

embedded lauses, and hene there should be fewer ontexts for the subjet to move aross

the verb. A priori, we would rather expet inversion to inrease in embedded lauses in a

head-initial VSO grammar.

This suggests that something is wrong with the above hypothesis. Sine it makes two

di�erent assumptions, there are also two possible explanations that immediately ome to

mind. The �rst one is that the rather tentative hypothesis of a low subjet position in

Spe-vP established in the setion on main lauses was in fat misguided. If the subjet

position is in fat higher, suh as Spe-IP, the inversion strutures in main lauses ould only

have arisen through V-to-C movement. Sine V-to-C movement is muh more restrited in

embedded lauses, this fores the verb to stay in I

0
, meaning the subjet in Spe-IP will

generally preede it, ausing less inversion. Indeed, it seems tempting at �rst sight to draw

the onlusion that, sine preverbal subjets are almost twie as frequent as postverbal

subjets, this might indiate a preferential subjet position in Spe-IP or some other high

projetion. However, this onlusion does not follow at all, sine subjets will also be

preverbal in Spe-vP when ombined with a verb in a head-�nal IP; f. example (333),

repeated for onveniene here:

(333) sed

but

omnes

all-NOM

ommuniant

ommuniate-3PL

`but all ommuniate. . . '

IP

vP I

0

ommuniant

omnes v'
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This suggests that the problem with the hypothesis of the staunhly head-initial VSO

language is not neessarily the low subjet position, but rather the assumption that the IP

is always head-initial. In the previous setion, we already witnessed very strong evidene

suggesting that the IP is in fat head-�nal in many embedded lauses, as evidened by the

fat that one third of all embedded lauses feature in�nitive - funtional verb sequenes; f.

table 5.8.

We must elaborate a bit on the inversion mehanism that is inherent to the head param-

eter of the IP. As just stated, a �nal IP will result in a preverbal subjet in Spe-vP. If the

IP on the other hand is head-initial, this will reate inversion when the subjet is in Spe-vP.

In ontrast, a subjet in Spe-IP will remain preverbal regardless of the headedness of the

IP. Disregarding for the moment other possibilities, suh as embedded V-to-C movement or

right-peripheral subjets, this shematially gives the following possibilites:

(361) a. [Fin

0
[IP [vP subjet℄ I' verb℄℄ (Subjet in Spe-vP, head-�nal IP)

b. [Fin

0
[IP [I' verb [vP subjet℄℄℄℄ (Subjet in Spe-vP, head-initial IP)

. [Fin

0
[IP subjet [vP...℄ I' verb℄℄ (Subjet in Spe-IP, head-�nal IP)

d. [Fin

0
[IP subjet [I' verb [vP...℄℄℄℄ (Subjet in Spe-IP, head-initial IP)

Sine three out of four possible ombinations yield an order SV..., this state of a�airs

entails that we annot really say muh about the strutural position of the subjet from

quantitative inversion fats like the ones presented in table 5.9. In partiular, we an

say nothing about how often (or if at all) the subjet oupies Spe-IP (or another high

projetion) in embedded lauses, sine a parse with the subjet in Spe-vP ould in fat

underlie all the data on table 5.9. Furthermore, the fat that there is suh signi�ant

inversion already strongly suggests that Spe-vP is a very frequent subjet position, sine

the Spe-IP parse an only give inversion strings in onjuntion with V-to-C movement or

right-disloated subjets.

45

When we onsider that a sizeable majority of adverbial and

omplement lauses in fat lak an overt subjet (60.00%), it is lear that the inversion fats

point to a fundamental di�erene between the syntax of Egeria and the Old Frenh texts

reviewed in hapters 3 and 4. In the Old Frenh texts, there was onsiderably less inversion

even though null-subjets are very rare in embedded lauses in Old Frenh (averaging 6.5 �

7.00% in Tristan and only 4.5% in Eustae).

The ombinatorial possibilities in (361) o�er us an interesting hypothesis regarding the

asymmetry between main lauses and embedded lauses. If we assume that the subjet

position is, or at least an be, Spe-vP in both main and embedded lauses, then a stronger

tendeny for head-�nal IPs in embedded lauses, whih we have already established, will

su�e to produe less inversion in main lauses. Furthermore, it will provide a natural

explanation of the very numerous ases where there are several onstituents in front of

the verb, more natural than assuming that these strings arise through embedded V-to-C

movement oupled with multiple XP-fronting to the left periphery.

45

This is stritly speaking only true as long as we restrit the possible subjet positions to Spe-vP and

Spe-IP and the possible positions for the �nite verb to I

0
and C

0
. One we start onsidering more positions

for the subjet and verb, other ombinatorial possibilities arise. For instane, in Dankaert (Dankaert

2017b,a), there is both a funtional projetion FP and a even higher projetion GP between CP and IP,

while there is also a position for the subjet, SubjP, between GP and FP. These projetions arise, it seems to

me, partly due to Dankaert's ambition to derive the Latin lause struture in ompliane with the LCA and

the FOFC. On the base-generation approah adopted here, I will not adopt more positions unless ompelled

by the evidene.
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Table 5.10: The syntax of embedded inversion: some possible strutures

Head-initial IP Head-�nal IP

S in Spe-vP VS... SV...

S in Spe-IP SV... SV...

In order to gain a better understanding of the position of the subjet, we must onsider

some qualitative evidene. There are at least three di�erent probes into the matter: the

relative position of the subjet and the verb with respet to adverbs, other verbal arguments,

and in�nitival onstrutions. Needless to say, long strings whih spell out a ombination of

several of these projetions are the most reliable evidene. Based on this kind of evidene, all

adverbial and omplement lauses whih featured an overt subjet were lassi�ed manually

aording to whether the strings favour a parse with the subjet in Spe-vP or in Spe-IP.

11 strings were exluded in whih the subjet preeded the omplementiser, revealing an

unambiguously left-peripheral position.

5.8.1 The position of the subjet

In the following disussion, I will use the term unambiguous several times, and it is therefore

neessary to larify exatly what is meant by it. The strings whih are found in embedded

lauses an under ertain onditions be onsidered unambiguous if and only if one adopts

the assumption that the word order alternations under onsideration an only unfold lause-

internally, that is without reourse to either the left or right peripheries. This might be

onsidered a kind of default in embedded lauses, sine the omplementiser is assumed to

sit in Fin

0
, either bloking of the peripheries or making movement to the peripheries visible

( when a phrase is loated to the left of the omplementiser). Sine this assumption is too

strong in some ases, one must take are to onsider the possibility of higher omplementisers

and embedded left peripheries in partiular domains suh as the omplements of viadut

verbs as well as ertain adverbial lauses that might permit peripheral readings (Haegeman

2007, 2010; see also setion 2.3.5). Suh potential ases will be pointed out as we onsider

the evidene. Also, right-disloation for reasons of `heavyness' is ostensibly possible in

embedded lauses too, as we shall see. It might be the ase that these onstrutions are

reated by right-adjuntion to the IP or whatever is the highest projetion of the lause.

Suh ases must also be singled out by qualitative onsideration of every individual example.

Given these assumptions, we may onlude that, on a very strit interpretation of what

ounts as unambiguous evidene, no less than 82 strings were underdetermined with respet

to the two alternative parses. For many of these strings, there is no obvious reason at all

to prefer one parse above the other. This situation arises quite generally with very short

strings, for instane any string SV (362) (f. table 5.10), but also SCV strings where the

onstituent separating the subjet and the verb is VP-internal, whether it is an internal

argument (363) or the head of the VP (364), sine these onstituents would of ourse be

preeded by the subjet whether the latter is in Spe-vP or Spe-IP. This means that even

some seemingly informative strings with many onstituents and several verbs (365) annot
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help us distinguish between the two analyses:

46

(362) . . . si

if

[Deus

god-NOM

noster

our

Iesus℄

Jesus-NOM

iusserit

order-PRF-SBJV-3SG

( 19.19)

`. . . if our Lord Jesus ommands it. . . �

(363) . . . ut

so-that

[orpus℄

body-NOM

[subter

under

altarium℄

altar-ACC

iaeret

lie-IMPV-SBJV-3SG

( 16.6)

`. . . so that his body should rest under the altar.'

(364) siut

as

et

also

[eteri

other-NOM

santi

holy-NOM

episopi

bishops-NOM

uel

or

santi

holy-NOM

monahi℄

monks-NOM

[faere℄

do-INF

dignabantur. . . ( 20.13)

deign-IMPV-3PL

`as other holy bishops and monks deigned to do. . . '

(365) siut

as

[et

also

illi

those-NOM

santi℄

holy-NOM

[singula℄

all-things-ACC

[nobis℄

us-DAT

[ostendere℄

show-INF

dignabantur.

deign-IMPV-3PL

( 4.2)

`thus the holy men deigned to show us every single plae.'

For quite a number of other strings, however, it might seem a priori like only one analysis

is available, yet other onsiderations interfere whih ast doubt on the neessity of the parse.

For instane, relativisation in Egeria almost without exeption right-disloates the nominal

to whih the relative phrase is attahed. As a onsequene, an SVO string like (366), whih

would otherwise ount as a lear Spe-IP parse, annot be trusted beyond doubt; onversely,

a VS string like (367), whih would otherwise ount as a lear Spe-vP parse, must also be

disarded:

(366) Et

and

at

but

ubi

when

[diaonus℄

deaon-NOM

perdixerit

prolaim-PRF-SBJV-3SG

omnia,

all-things-ACC

quae

whih-ACC

diere

say-INF

habet. . . ( 24.6)

have-3SG

`And when the deaon has said everything, that he has to say. . . '

46

Note that it does not matter, for the purpose of establishing the position of the subjet, whether

dignor � `to deign' � in (364) and (365) is truly a monolausal auxiliary (i�(ii) or (perhaps more likely) a

ontrol prediate seleting an in�nitival lause (iii)�(iv). No matter their syntati status, the in�nitival

onstrutions are inorporated into the ore lause headed by their seleting verb. The unertainties therefore

all revolve around the status of the in�nitival onstrution itself; for instane whether it is a VP or some

larger onstituent like a IP or CP. The string as a whole is syntatially ambiguous, but this does not a�et

the position of the preeding subjet, whih ould be in Spe-vP or Spe-IP in any ase. Omitting all

onstituents whih are not spelled-out or lexialised, this gives the following shemati representation:

(i) [IP illi santi [I' [vP/VP singula nobis ostendere℄ dignabantur ℄℄

(ii) [IP [I' [vP illi santi [VP singula nobis ostendere℄℄ dignabantur℄℄

(iii) [IP illi santi [I' [vP/VP [CP/IP/VP singula nobis ostendere℄℄ dignabantur℄℄

(iv) [IP [I' [vP illi santi [VP [CP/IP/VP singula nobis ostendere℄℄℄ dignabantur℄℄
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(367) . . . ut

so-that

impleantur

implement-SBJV-3PL

ea,

those-things-NOM

quae

whih-NOM

superius

above

dita

said

sunt.

were

( 46.4)

`. . . so that all the things should be implemented, whih were mentioned above. . . �

For other strings, in turn, there is nothing that suggests extraposition of this kind, but

the global evidene from the unambiguous strings reveal further syntati positions whih

ompliate the situation and again raise the question if there is really only one parse. The

problem is related to the position of adverbs. As an illustration, onsider the position of the

adverb semper � `always' � in (368). Its ourrene to the left of the subjet suggests that

the latter is in the low position in Spe-vP, although the rest of the string (objet-verb) is

ompatible with a subjet position in Spe-IP as well. However, in example (369), the same

adverb is followed by a SVO string that annot be generated with the subjet in Spe-vP

(assuming, as we do, that the �nite verb always raises as high as I

0
), sine in this ase there

is no reason to suspet that the objet is extraposed. Example (369) must therefore be

onsidered reliable evidene for the Spe-IP parse. This means that semper and presumably

other adverbs as well may preede Spe-IP, whih in turn has the reperussion that example

(368) and orresponding strings annot be taken as lear evidene for the Spe-vP parse

after all:

47

(368) Illud

That

[. . . ℄ �t

was

et

also

ualde

very

admirabile,

admirable

ut

that

[semper℄

always

[tam

both

ymni

hymns-NOM

quam

as

antiphonae

antiphons-NOM

et

and

letiones. . . ℄

readings-NOM

[tales

suh

pronuntiationes℄

announements-ACC

habeant,

have-SBJV-3PL

ut. . . ( 47.5)

that. . .

`This [. . . ℄ was also very impressive, that both the hymns and the antiphons as well

as the readings[. . . ℄ always have suh ontents, that. . . '

(369) Nam

For

ut

so-that

[semper℄

always

[populus℄

people-NOM

disat

learn-SBJV-3SG

legem,

law-ACC

et

also

episopus

bishop-NOM

et

also

presbyter

priest-NOM

prediant

preah-3PL

assidue.

assiduously

( 27.6)

`For in order that the people should always learn the law, both the bishop and the

priest preah diligently.'

Fin'

Fin

0

ut

IP

AdvP

semper

IP

NP

populus

I'

I

0

disat

VP

populus disat legem

47

For onveniene, adverbs are represented as Chomsky-adjoined to maximal projetions rather than

onstituting separate projetions along the lausal spine.
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On the other hand, this does not allow us to draw the onlusion that semper in fat

generally preedes Spe-IP and then use this as a �rm riterion. Although other examples

of this high adverbial attahment are found (example 370 is a ase with a head-initial IP

and a low subjet), there are also strings where the same adverb is unambiguously below

Spe-IP, witness (371) or the seond lause of 372. In (371), the subjet annot be in Spe-

vP, sine semper intervenes between the subjet and the verb, a setup whih is impossible

whether the IP is head-initial or head-�nal. If the subjet is in Spe-IP, as we would have

to onlude, the adverb must be below the (head-�nal) I

0
head, sine nothing an intervene

between the spei�er and the head:

(370) ut

so-that

[semper℄

always

erudiatur

instrut-SBJV-3SG-PASS

populus

people-NOM

in

in

sripturis

sriptures-ABL

et

and

in

in

Dei

god-GEN

diletione

delight-ABL

( 25.1)

`so that the people may always learn about the Sripture and the love of God'

Fin'

Fin

0

ut

IP

AdvP

semper

IP

I

0

erudiatur

VP

populus erudiatur. . .

(371) ut

so-that

[psalmi

psalms-NOM

uel

or

antiphonae

antiphons-NOM

apti℄

suitable-NOM

[semper

always

diantur

say-SBJV-3PL-PASS

( 25.5)

`so that suitable psalms or antiphons are always sung.'

Fin'

Fin

0

ut

IP

NP

psalmi. . .

I'

VP I

0

diantur

AdvP

semper

VP

psalmi. . .

diantur

As for (372) � if if is indeed an embedded lause at all � the situation is slightly di�erent,

but the onlusion is is the same; the subjet diaones annot be in Spe-vP, sine this

would entail that the IP must be head-�nal, whih in turn makes the position of semper

logially impossible, given that we onsider all positions below the omplementiser lause-

internal and adverbs to always reside in left-leaning spei�ers. If the subjet is in Spe-IP,
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the IP must be head-initial (otherwise the verb would be string-�nal), whih in turn means

the adverb must be below IP.

(372) nam

for

omnis

all

populus

people-NOM

semper

always

prasente

be-present-PRS.PTCP-ABL

episopo

bishop-ABL

iubetur

order-3SG-PASS

sedere,

sit-INF

tantum

only

quod

that

[diaones

deaons-NOM

soli℄

alone-NOM

stant

stand-3PL

[semper℄.

always

`for all the people is always ordered to sit when the bishop is present, so that only

the deaons are standing.'

Fin'

Fin

0

quod

IP

NP

diaones soli

I'

I

0

stant

VP

AdvP

semper

VP

diaones soli

stant

It seems like the position of some adverbs relative to the IP an vary, then. It might be

that this onlusion is a bit too onvenient. If we take seriously the idea that the position of

the adverbs are �xed unless they are moved to operator positions in the peripheries, whih

is a ornerstone of IP artography as proposed by Cinque (1999), it annot be the plaement

of the adverbs that varies, apart from perhaps in example (372), where the adverb ould

be interpreted as a narrow fous (although it would still be unlear how it ould move to a

peripheral position in an embedded lause). If that is the ase, the variation would have be

to interpreted di�erently from what is suggested in the trees above, meaning it is rather the

verb or the subjet (or possibly both) that have even more positions. Another possibility

might be that the variation is only apparent and that semper an in fat be spelled out in two

di�erent adverbial positions with slightly di�erent semantis and sope. Admittedly, it is

hard to spot any suh distintion in the examples above, although we will return to the issue

shortly. It is also oneivable that the highest position, above IP, is in fat left-peripheral,

and that some of these examples therefore involve high omplementisers in Fore

0
, rather

than Fin

0
. In the latter ase, movement of the adverb would be reonilable with Cinque's

system.

For the moment, we will leave the question aside. What should be lear from this

disussion is that a very substantial share of the strings are underdetermined with respet to

the position of the subjet. Returning to the initial example, it is lear that this unertainty

extends to ase like (368) as well, sine the position of the adverb is ambiguous, and hene

also the position of the subjet:

48

48

There is of ourse also a third parse, whih is to keep the subjet in Spe-vP and have the adverb attah

high, above IP.
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(373)

Fin'

Fin

0

ut

IP

AdvP

semper

IP

NP

tam ymni. . .

I'

VP I

0

habeant

tam ymni. . .

tales pronuntiationes

habeant

(374)

Fin'

Fin

0

ut

IP

VP I

0

habeant

AdvP

semper

VP

tam ymni. . .

tales pronuntiationes

habeant

For the reasons just illustrated, 82 more strings were removed as undetermined with

respet to the property we are investigating, namely the strutural position of the subjet.

This leaves us with 125 adverbial and omplement lauses for whih it is possible to suggest

with some (not absolute) ertainty the position of the subjet. The results are provided

in table 5.11. Two lear onlusions an be drawn on the basis of these �gures: (1) the

preferential subjet position in Egeria is indeed quite low, as was already suggested in main

lauses; and (2) there is a higher subjet position available, used in approximately one third

of all adverbial and omplement lauses, and whih therefore annot be onsidered marginal

at all.

Table 5.11: The position of the subjet in adverbial and omplement lauses in Egeria

Spe-vP Spe-IP Total

80 (64.00%) 45 (36.00%) 125 (100.00%)

5.8.1.1 The low subjet position: Spe-vP

The low subjet position is in evidene in all inversion strings, sine a parse with the subjet

in Spe-IP annot give rise to inversion unless there is V-to-C movement, and we are basing

this disussion on the assumption that omplementisers and subjuntions in Latin quite

generally lexialise the lowest C-head, Fin

0
, as argued for at length in Dankaert (2012). As
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table 5.9 above has shown, 13.94% of adverbial and omplement lauses feature inversion,

with no strong asymmetry with respet to the prediate lass of the verb, apart for a slightly

inreased tendeny for inversion with the opula; some examples are given in (375)�(379).

Notie from (379) that there must learly be positions available above the verb, sine there

are two preverbal onstituents, but in this partiular ase we are in fat dealing with a

omplement lause under what is presumably a viadut verb, testor � `to testify' � and

there is aordingly a very real possibility that one (or possibly both) of the preverbal

onstituents are left-peripheral.

(375) Lous

plae-NOM

etiam

also

ostenditur

show-3SG-PASS

ibi

there

iuxta,

nearby

ubi

where

stetit

stand-PRF-3SG

santus

holy

Moyses,

Moses-NOM

quando

when

ei

him-DAT

dixit

say-PRF-3SG

Deus:

god-NOM

( 4.8)

`The plae there nearby was also shown to us, where holy Moses stood when God

said to him:'

(376) . . . sed

but

um

when

leget

read-3SG

a�etio

a�etion-NOM

uestra

your

libros

books-ACC

santos

Moses-GEN

Moysi. . . ( 5.8)

`. . . but when your A�etion reads the books of Moses. . . '

(377) . . . ut

as

tamen diebat

say-IPFV-3SG

santus

holy

episopus.

bishop-NOM

( 20.3)

`. . . as the holy bishop told.'

(378) . . . et

and

diuntur

say-3PL-PASS

psalmi

psalms-NOM

et

and

antiphonae,

antiphons-NOM

done

while

ommonetur

summon-3SG-PASS

episopus;

bishop-NOM

( 24.3)

`and psalms and antiphons are reited while the bishop is being summoned.'

(379) Nam

for

uere

truly

sriptura

sripture-NOM

ho

this-ACC

testatur,

testify-3SG

quoniam

that

[ad

to

aipiendam

reeiving-GDV-ACC

santam

holy

Rebeam℄

Rebea-ACC

[hu℄

here

uenerit

ome-PRF-3SG-SBJV

puer

boy-NOM

santi

holy-GEN

Abraae. . . ( 20.10)

Abraham

`For the Sripture truly testi�es that the servant of the holy Abraham ame here to

take the holy Rebea. . . �

We have been assuming so far that this low subjet position is Spe-vP, and there is

nothing to suggest that this onlusion is wrong. There is even an apparent ase of G-

inversion whih provides some evidene in favour of this parse, if we interpret (380) as a

monolausal domain with the subjet `the bishop' sandwihed between an auxiliary and the

in�nitival head of the VP. As already mentioned, this analysis is anything but lear, sine

the status of oepi as an auxiliary very muh remains in doubt. However, the somewhat

paradoxial ombination of an inhoative verb with a teli in�nitive at least suggests we

should not disard the of a restrutured, monolausal domain. (381) is an example from the
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relative lauses whih features a muh stronger andidate for auxiliary status, solere � `to

be wont to' � whih is a restruturing verb in modern Italian and Spanish.

(380) [C' Cum

When

autem [IP [I' oeperit

begin-PRF-3SG-SBJV

[vP episopus

bishop-NOM

[v' [VP

ome-INF

uenire

with

um

hymns-ABL

ymnis. . . ℄℄℄℄℄℄ ( 25.2)

`When the bishops starts approahing with hymns. . . �

(381) . . . in

in

qua

whih

speluna

ave-ABL

solebat

be-wont-IPFV-SG

Dominus

lord-NOM

doere

teah-INF

disipulos. . . ( 33.2)

disiples-ACC

`in that ave where the Lord used to teah the disiples. . . '

5.8.1.2 The higher subjet position

The higher subjet position manifests itself in various strings whih annot be generated

by plaing the subjet in Spe-vP. This is the ase in most SVX strings where the verb is

followed by material whih is neither extraposed nor parenthetial. Suh an example was

given above in (358b), repeated here for onveniene as (382); (383) is another instane.

The same in all likelihood applies to (384) as well, sine posse � `to be able to � is a

strong andidate for auxiliary status, as argued by Dankaert (2017), meaning the following

in�nitive is the head of the VP. Also, the high subjet is in evidene in any string where

elements intervening between the subjet and the verb annot be VP-internal, but rather

must themselves belong to a position above the VP (385) :

(382) . . . um

. . . when

[santus Moyses℄

holy-NOM Moses-NOM

aiperet

reeive-IPFV-SUBJ-3SG

a

from

Domino

lord-ABL

legem

law-ACC

ad

to

�lios

sons-ACC

Israhel.

Israel.

`. . . when holy Moses reeived the law from the Lord for the hildren of Israel.'

(383) Domine

Lord-VOC

Iesu,

Jesus

tu

you

promiseras

primise-PLPRF-2SG

nobis,

us-DAT

ne

that-not

[aliquis

someone-NOM

hostium℄

enemies-GEN

ingrederetur

enter-IPFV-3SG-SBJV

iuitatem

ity-ACC

istam. . . ( 19.9)

this

`Lord Jesus, you had promised us that no enemy would enter this ity. . . '

(384) . . . ut

so-that

[nullus℄

nobody-NOM

non

NEG

possit

be-able-3SG-SBJV

ommoueri

move-INF-PASS

( 47.2)

`. . . so that nobody an fail to be touhed. . . '

(385) nam

for

dient,

say-3PL

eo

this

quod

that

[�lii

sons-NOM

Israhel℄

Israel

[in

in

honore

honour-ABL

ipsorum℄

same-GEN

[eas℄

them-ACC

posuerint.

plae-PRF-3PL-SBJV

`for they say that the sons of Israel had plaed them there in honour of them' (i.e.

Moses and Aron)
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It is lear that there is a subjet position above the I

0
-node. One example was found

where it is lear that this position annot be Spe-IP, sine material intervenes between the

subjet and a verb whih is unambiguously in I

0
(386).

49

Example (387) seems like another

instane, sine the adverb or partile iam � `now' � intervenes between the subjet and the

verb, but sine this is another omplement lause embedded under a viadut verb, it might

well be that the subjet is topialised � in fat that seems very likely here.

50

(386) ita

suh

tamen ut

that

[pars

part-NOM

eius

it-GEN

maxima℄

greatest-NOM

[sedendo

sitting

in

in

asellis℄

saddles-ABL

possit

be.able-3SG-SBJV

subiri;

asend-INF-PASS

( 11.4)

`so that the greater part of it (i.e. the mountain) ould be asended while sitting in

the saddle. . . '

(387) Sed

but

mihi

me-DAT

redite,

believe-2PL-IMP

domine

ladies-VOC

uenerabiles,

venerable,

quia

that

[olumna

olumn-NOM

ipsa℄

same

[iam℄

now

non

NEG

paret

appear-3SG

( 12.7)

`But believe me, venerable ladies, (when I say) that the olumn itself is not visible

now.'

It seems a bit drasti to draw onlusions based on a single example, so we will not argue

here for an even higher subjet position; as we shall see shortly (setion 5.8.2), there is also

another way to interpret examples like (386) whih makes it possible to onsider that the

initial position is a non-argument position altogether.

In any ase, it is not ruial exatly where the subjet sits in these examples, the ruial

point is that there is indeed suh a position available. What does seem lear, however, is that

there are further positions available above the high subjet. We already have established

that this is the ase for the adverb semper � `always' � but there are also other instanes

(388)�(389); in (389) there are even two onstituents in front of the verb.

(388) id

that

est

is

ut

that

[die

day-ABL

dominia

sunday

de

from

pullo

ok-ABL

primo℄

�rst

legat

read-3SG-SBJV

episopus

bishop-NOM

intra

inside

Anastase

Anastasis-ABL

loum

passage-ACC

resurretionis

resurretion-GEN

Domini

lord-GEN

de

from

euangelio

gospel-ABL

( 27.2)

49

In main lauses, there are many examples where there is material between a subjet whih must be at

least as high as Spe-IP and the following verb; however, sine it is impossible to deide if the subjet itself

has been topialised to the left periphery in these strings, one annot forefully onlude that there is a

lause-internal subjet position higher than Spe-IP:

(i) . . . [ex

from

ea

that

die℄

day-ABL

[hi

these

fontes℄

soures-NOM

[usque

until

in

in

hodie℄

today

permanent

remain-3PL

hi

here

gratia

thank-ABL

Dei.

god-GEN

( 19.2)

`from that day and until today, these wells remain here thanks to God.'

50

In general, there are some ases of omplement lauses under viadut verbs where topialisation seems

quite likely; (387) was one example, (385) another. If these truly feature high omplementisers in Fore

0
,

this means that the Fin

0
-node must be available, and yet the verb semingly resides in the head-�nal I

0
-node.

This again suggests that the verb is not attrated to a higher position.
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`that is, that on Sunday from the �rst okrow, the bishop reads in the Anastasis

the passage on the resurretion of the Lord from the gospel.'

(389) quando

when

[de

from

eo

that

loo℄

plae-ABL

[primitus℄

at-�rst

uidetur

see-3SG-PASS

mons

mountain-NOM

Dei

god-GEN

( 1.2)

`when from that plae the mountain of God is seen for the �rst time.'

These examples learly reveal an area between the Fin

0
and the I

0
nodes. In addition to

the position of the high subjet, there are at least two positions, as indiated by (389). At

this point I should like to disuss some evidene suggesting that this area in fat inludes

landing plaes for lause-internal A' movement, and that there are some fators whih might

indiate that the subjet itself � at least sometimes � undergoes movement of this kind.

5.8.2 A srambling/operator area above IP?

Reall from our disussion of the plaement of semper that there seemed to exist two di�erent

positions available to this adverb; one below IP and another above. The ornerstone of the

Priniple of Transitivity in the IP-area is the immobility of the adverbs, whih are assumed

to be able to move only to operator positions in the peripheries of the lause (Cinque 1999).

However, if we onsider for a moment the possibility that semper is in fat movable lause-

internally, we must assume that the higher position is the derived, post-movement position.

It was already mentioned above that there is no obviously disernable semanti di�erene

between the two positions, but one might perhaps argue that the higher position is assoiated

with a slightly stronger emphasis. Observe again the `high attahment' of example (370),

repeated here with some more ontext as (390); as indiated by the translation, we might

surmise some stronger emphasis on the adverb: `so that it should always be the ase that. . . ':

(390) quae

whih

prediationes

sermons-NOM

propterea

therefore

semper

always

dominiis

sunday

diebus

days-ABL

�unt,

happen-3PL

ut

so-that

[semper℄

always

erudiatur

instrut-SBJV-3SG-PASS

populus

people-NOM

in

in

sripturis

sriptures-ABL

et

and

in

in

Dei

god-GEN

diletione

delight-ABL

( 25.1)

`these sermons are always held on Sundays in order that the people may always learn

about the Sripture and the love of God'

This interpretation might seem somewhat speulative, but notie that adverbs and ad-

verbial expressions are not the only ategories we �nd in this area of the lause. In (391)

the diret objet hae omnia � `all of these things' � is unambiguously moved to a position

above a head-initial I

0
node. This learly smaks of topialisation, yet the phrase appears

below a omplementiser in a temporal adverbial lause, arguably the most resilient domain

of all towards any kind of embedded root phenomena (see hapter 2, setion (2.3.5 � last

line.). (392) is presumably another ase, where the prediate omplement of the subjet

melior � `better' � is fronted to a position above the subjet. In fat, it annot be proven

that the subjet asensus is in fat in the higher subjet position, sine a Spe-vP parse is

also available here, but in either ase the subjet prediative is moved above the subjet,

making it reasonable to assume that we dealing with the same phenomenon as in (391). On
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the other hand, it should be noted that (392) ould also be interpreted as either a paren-

thetial main lause, or alternatively as a `beuause'-lause permitting `high attahment',

in whih ase the left-periphery might be available, opening for other parses.

51

(391) Posteaquam

after-that

ergo [hae

these-things-ACC

omnia℄

all

retulit

relate-PRF-3SG

santus

holy

episopus,

bishop-NOM,

ait

say-3SG

ad

to

me:

me:

( 19.16)

`after the bishop had told me all these things, he said to. . . '

(392) Et

And

quoniam

sine

nobis

us-DAT

ita

suh

erat

was

iter,

road-NOM

ut

that

prius

�rst

montem

mountain-ACC

Dei

god-GEN

asenderemus

asend-IPFV-1PL-SBJV

[. . . ℄ quia

sine

[unde

where-from

ueniebamus℄,

ome-IPFV-1PL

[melior℄

better-NOM

[asensus℄

asent-NOM

erat. . . ( 2.3)

was

`And sine our road was suh, that we �rst had to limb the mountain of God,

beause from the side we were oming, the asent was easier. . . '

The relevane of all this beomes learer when we onsider more losely the nature of

the subjets whih tend to be attrated to the higher position above I

0
; in fat, a surprising

amount of them involve emphati readings and are quanti�ed:

(393) . . . ut

that

[quamuis durissimus℄

even hardest-NOM

possit

be.able-3SG-SBJV

moueri

move-INF-PASS

in

in

larimis. . . ( 24.10)

tears-ABL

`so that even the toughest an be moved into tears. . . '

(394) ut

so-that

[hora

hour-ABL

inquoante

begin-PRS-PTCP-ABL

septima℄

seventh

[omnes℄

all-NOM

[in

in

elesia℄

hurh-ABL

[parati℄

ready-NOM

sint. . . ( 30.3)

be-3PL-SBJV

`so that everyone should be ready in hurh at the beginning of the seventh hour. . . '

51

It ould of ourse also be argued that melior is not a prediative omplement at all, but just an

attributive adjetival modi�er of the subjet: `there was better asent'. While this is ertainly possible, I

�nd it less plausible. Another potential example is (i), where it seems like the prediative omplement of

the subjet omnibus altior is fronted, but this is muh more ontroversial, sine the postverbal subjet ille

medianus might well be in extraposition, whih in turn means that the IP is not neessarily head-initial:

(i) Illud

This

sane

truly

satis

very

admirable

admirable

est

is

[. . . ℄ ut

that

um

while

[omnibus

all-ABL

altior℄

higher-NOM

sit

be-3SG-SBJV

ille

this-NOM

medianus,

middle-one

qui

whih

speialis

-NOM

Syna

speially

diitur,

Sinai

[. . . ℄

say-3SG-PASS

tamen

yet

uideri

see-INF-PASS

non

NEG

possit. . .

be.able-3SG-SBJV

`This was truly very impressive, that although the middle one, whih in partiular is alled the Sinai,

is higher than all the other, it still annot be seen. . . '

Be that as it may, it is interesting to notie that the initial onstituent is (doubly) quanti�ed, parallel to

the �rst onstituent in (391).
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(395) A

but

si

suh

est

is

ut

that

[in

in

hisdem

these

lois℄

plaes-ABL

[omnes �deles℄

all faithful-NOM

sequantur

follow-3PL-SBJV

Sripturas

sriptures-ACC

[. . . ℄ quia

sine

[omnes℄

everyone-NOM

doentur

teah-PASS-3PL

per

through

illos

these

dies

days-ACC

quadraginta46.3)

forty

`For it is so that in these regions, all may follow the Sriptures [. . . ℄ beause every-

body is instruted throughout these forty days. . . '

52

(396) Vere

truly

enim ita

thus

misteria

mysteries-ACC

omnia

all

absoluet,

unravel-3SG

ut

that

[nullus℄

nobody-NOM

non

NEG

possit

be.able-3SG-SBJV

ommoueri. . . ( 47.2)

move-INF-PASS

`for he (i.e. the bishop) truly unravels all the mysteries in suh a way, that nobody

an fail to be moved. . . '

(397) statim

immediately

post

after

prandium

lunh-ACC

asenditur

asend-3SG-PASS

mons

mountain-NOM

Oliueti,

of-Olives

id

that

est

is

in

in

Eleona,

Eleona,

unusquisque

eah-one

quomodo

how

potest,

be.able-3SG

ita

suh

ut

that

[nullus hristianus℄

no hristian-NOM

remaneat

remain-3SG-SBJV

in

in

iuitate. . . ( 43.4)

ity-ABL

`right after lunh the people limb the mountain of Olives, that is the Eleona, eah

as he an, so that no Christian remains in the ity. . . '

(398) Et

and

si

suh

unusquisque

all-and-one-NOM

festinat

hurry-3SG

reuerti

return-INF

in

in

domum

home-ACC

suam,

REFL.ADJ

ut

so-that

manduet,

eat-3SG-SBJV

quia

beause

[statim

immediately

ut

when

manduauerint℄,

eat-PRF-3PL-SBJV

[omnes℄

all-NOM

uadent

go-3PL

in

in

Eleona

Eleona

. . . ( 35.2)

`And thus every person hurries to return to his home to eat, for as soon as they have

eaten, everyone goes to Eleona. . . '

(399) Illud

This

etiam

also

presbyter

priest-NOM

santus

holy

dixit

say-PRF-3SG

nobis,

us-DAT

eo

this

quod

that

[usque

until

in

in

hodierna

of-today

die℄

day-ABL

[semper

always

ata

under

pasha℄,

Easter-ABL

[quiumque

whoever-NOM

essent

be-IPFV-3PL-SBJV

baptizandi

baptise-GDV-NOM-PL

in

in

ipso

same

uio℄

village-ABL

[. . . ℄ [omnes℄

all-NOM

[in

in

ipso

same

fonte℄

soure-ABL

baptizarentur

baptzie-IPFV-3PL-SBJV-PASS

( 15-5)

`And this the holy priest also told us, that every Easter until this very day, whoever

were to be baptized in the village, all of them were baptized in that same spring.'

52

The omplement lause in (395) may of ourse also involve a high omplementiser in Fore

0
, in whih

ase there are other parses available; one ould for instane suggest that the PP in hisdem lois is sene-

setter (provided this projetion is below ForeP, as in Old Frenh) and that the subjet omnes �deles has

been topialised.
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(400) ee

behold

etiam

also

thiamataria

ensers-NOM

inferuntur

arry.in-3PL-PASS

intro

into

speluna

ave-ABL

Anastasis,

Anastasis

ut

so-that

[tota basilia Anastasis℄

all basilia-NOM Anastasis

repleatur

�ll-3SG-SBJV-PASS

odoribus.

odours-ABL

( 24.10)

`for behold! Censers are brought into the ave of the Anastasis so that the whole of

the basilia is �lled with odours'.

What these examples serve to illustrate is that the higher subjet position is not in-

frequently assoiated with some emphasis, and in partiular quanti�ed subjets tend to

gravitate towards this higher position. Admittedly, this does not apply to all ases (f.

(382) or (385), but there does seem to be a tendeny. For instane, there is not a single

ase of an unambiguously low omnes subjet, while there are 7 unambiguously high ases

and 4 whih were underdetermined. Given that there are two thirds more low subjets in

general, this is learly relevant and suggests that there is a slight A' or operator �avour to

the higher subjet position that is laking from the lower one.

It might also be the ase that we are not dealing with only two positions, but rather

three. That is, it ould well be that there is a subjet position in for instane Spe-IP, whih

is not assoiated with any partiular emphasis (f. 382 or 385), and then an even higher

position whih is some kind of operator projetion. The fat that we oasionally �nd non-

subjets there, as in (391) � notie the quanti�er � or possibly in (392), whih is inherently

quanti�ed, provides some support to this hypothesis. Furthermore, this is theoretially more

onsistent than to suggest that there is a single position whih is `assoiated' with ertain

funtions, a notion whih is not so easy to formalise.

While there is not muh lear evidene available that would allow us to deide the matter,

there are some indiations. It is worth realling that the one instane where the subjet

was learly higher than Spe-IP was in fat quanti�ed (f. 386).

53

Furthermore, there is a

revealing ase of hyperbaton where the subjet is disontinuous, with the genitival modi�er

�delium � `of the faithful' � remaining in a position that annot be lower than Spe-IP,

and the head, interestingly enough an inde�nite quanti�er, is fronted to a higher position.

In between there is an adverbial (stans is indelinable and annot really be onsidered a

onjunt partiiple in Egeria) whih signals the disontinuity:

(401) . . .mittet

send-3SG

diaonus

deaon-NOM

uoem

voie-ACC

et

and

ommonet,

remind-3SG

ut

that

[unusquisque℄

eah-oneNOM

[stans℄

standing

[�delium℄

faithful-GEN.PL

inlinent

bow-3PL-SBJV

apita

heads-ACC

sua. . . ( 24.6)

REFL.ADJ

`. . . the deaon raises the voie and reminds everyone to bow their heads. . . '

It seems preferable to assume that the emphati or quanti�ed subjets in fat move to

an even higher position in the lause. Whether this is a ase of srambling or in fat a full

53

There is in in fat another example where the subjet is even higher, with no less than three (although

sibi might be a liti) onstituents intervening between the subjet and the head-initial I

0
node (i). However,

quis is a redued form of aliquis � `someone' � whih tends to appear in this form adjaent to the subjuntion

si ever sine Classial Latin, if not earlier. It might be that this is some kind of attration or litiization

to the C/Fin

0
-node itself:

(i) si

if

[quis℄

someone-NOM

[subito℄

suddenly

[iuxta℄

nearby

[sibi℄

REFL-DAT

uult

wish-3SG

faere

make-INF

domum. . . ( 14.2)

house-ACC

`. . . if someone all of a sudden wants to make a house for himself nearby. . . '
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operator position, in whih ase it might be that even adverbs like semper ould move here,

is a topi that I will leave for the future. However, the onsequene of this must be spelt out

learly: if what was termed `the higher subjet position' in fat inludes both an unmarked

A-position in Spe-IP and an even higher A' position, the dominane of the unmarked, lower

Spe-vP position is even more pronouned than what was suggested in table 5.11.

54

Given

these observations, it seems altogether natural to assume that the unmarked position of the

subjet in the grammar of Egeria is in fat quite low. This means that there is no strong

evidene for V-to-C movement in the text, sine the inversion strutures are aounted for by

onstruing the verb in I

0
. Given the SSAP, this is the simpler and aordingly the preferred

parse of the data in Egeria.

5.9 Summary

The analysis of embedded lauses has lear impats on the hypothesis of V-to-C movement

in general. We have seen ample evidene to support the laim that V-to-C is not generalized

in the text. The question has therefore been to what extent there is any V-to-C movement

at all in the grammar of Egeria. This ompliated question ould not be resolved in a

satisfying way by only onsidering data from main lauses, sine these did not allow us to

establish the position of the subjet with ertainty. Muh like in hapter 3 on Old Frenh,

the data from main lauses were undetermined with respet to a V-to-I or V-to-C parse.

However, unlike what was the ase for Old Frenh, the data from embedded lauses has

shifted the balane in favour of the V-to-I parse; or rather, the embedded data has not

provided any evidene that alls out for a V-to-C parse, sine the preeding disussion of

adverbial and omplement lauses has learly revealed a low position of the subjet, whih in

turn means that a V-to-C parse is redundant. V-to-C is quite simply not needed to aount

for any word order fats. Children would seemingly gain nothing by pushing the verb from

I

0
to Fin

0
. All relevant fats are aounted for by a V-in-I

0
parse with the subjet in

Spe-vP, inluding the widespread existene of inversion, the unmarked VSO order in wide

fous lauses, and even oasional (although tentative) examples of G-inversion in embedded

lauses.

The asymmetries whih exist between main and embedded lauses are therefore not the

result of the verb moving to di�erent projetions, but rather arise from the diahronially

onservative nature of embedded lauses, whih still display a robust level of head-�nality

in the IP, an option whih seems to be strongly on the deline in main lauses.

55

This

54

Another interesting example is provided in (i). In this sentene, two temporal adverbial lauses with

the exat same verb and verbal arguments are onjoined. The �rst features inversion and a low subjet, but

in the seond, the subjet `the Lord' oupies at higher position :

(i) Quodam

Some

tempore,

time-ABL

posteaquam

after-that

sripserat

write-PLPRF-3SG

Aggarus

Abgar

rex

king-NOM

ad

to

Dominum

lord-ACC

et

and

[Dominus)

lord-NOM

resripserat

rewrite-PLPRF-3SG

Aggaro. . . ( 19.8)

Agbar-DAT

`At some time, after King Agbar had written to the Lord and the Lord had written bak to Abgar. . . '

It is not possible to say if the subjet of the seond lause is in Spe-IP or a higher position, but it is

highly plausible to assume that there is a ontrastive topi reading at hand, whih might suggest the seond

alternative.

55

As already mentioned, the di�erenes in the linear distribution of the verb is to a high degree ompletely

banal, sine average lause length (in terms of the number of onstituents) is a major impating fator, f.

the verb-early, verb-late paradox in table 5.5).
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analysis orretly explains the relatively lower frequenies of inversion in embedded lauses

ompared to main lauses, whereas in fat the opposite result would be expeted under an

asymmetri V-to-C vs. V-to-I analysis, sine the left periphery of the main lauses will

often attrat the subjet to a preverbal position under topialisation and (more rarely)

foalisation. Futhermore, the V-to-I parse and the unstable head parameter of the IP

provided a very natural explanation for the many ases of multiple preverbal onstituents

in embedded lauses.

I therefore only partially agree with former analyses of Egeria. I agree with Clakson

and Horroks (2007) and with Ledgeway (2017) that the text displays lear evidene for

a syntax whih must be desribed as innovative, and whih seems to indiate an evolu-

tion towards a verb-initial grammar. Sine this grammar (like presumably any verb-initial

grammar) neessarily displays high levels of inversion, not restrited to spei� prediates,

it seems altogether natural to hypothesise a diahroni link between this grammar and the

later, generalised inversion systems of medieval Romane. On the other hand, I must again

emphasize that the syntax of Egeria and that of the Old Romane languages (to the extent

that it makes sense to express suh sweeping generalizations about this family) are still

quite di�erent; at least it is very di�erent from the Old Frenh texts that we examined in

hapters 3 and 4. In partiular, Egeriae does not feature a generalized, aross-the-board

V-to-C movement, a fat whih is partiularly lear in the (not as infrequent as sometimes

laimed) ases where the pre�eld hosts a great variety of onstituents whih, apart from be-

ing too numerous, often orrespond rather poorly with proposed left-peripheral roadmaps.

Seondly, on the derivational assumptions adopted here, the �nite verb demonstrably still

resides in a head-�nal projetion in many ases.

56

The more intriguing question is to what extent the text shows inipient signs of V-to-C

movement. This matter is omplex, but if we assume that hildren are onservative struture

builders, there does at least not seem to be any unambiguous evidene for verb movement to

suh a high projetion. The reason for this is, as always, losely onneted with the global

input, and in partiular the lak of strong evidene for a onsistently high subjet position.

This is the seond major di�erene between Egeria and the Old Romane languages. The

most natural parse of the data seems to involve a kind of `Celti'

57

V-in-I setup with a

subjet that osillates between a low, VP-internal subjet position (as evidened by several

ases where IP adverbs intervene between the verb and the subjet) and a higher, preverbal

position. Presumably, the nature of this higher subjet position and how it was analysed

by hildren will have been ruial to the long-term evolution of the language. As long as

this subjet position is either felt to be seondary or is analysed as an A'-position related to

spei� information strutural e�ets, the VSO nature of the language might be expeted

to be stable or even to solidify (one head-�nality goes extint).

In a VSO-language, the subjet will still regularly preede the verb in disourse due to

topialisation or foalisation. We have ample and unambiguous evidene that topialisation

of the subjet to the left periphery was ommon from an early age in Latin as in most

languages (Dankaert 2012). However, it seems lear from Egeria that this is not the only

way a subjet might attain a preverbal position, sine it is highly unlikely that the quite

frequent sequenes omplementiser-subjet-verb-X in embedded lauses all involve topial-

56

Perhaps the latter point is atually good news for anyone who wants to make sense of the Latin-

Romane diahrony, sine we presumably need head-�nality for quite some time still, at least until this

pattern has grammatialised to give the new synhroni future and onditional tenses of Romane plus

omplex prediates like erti�er/erti�are, a proess whih seems far from omplete in Egeria's day.

57

I prefer to haraterize the VSO-grammar of Egeria as `Celti' instead of the alternative `Semiti' for

obvious reasons; f. the disussion of the Christian Latin `Sondersprahe' hypothesis in setion 5.2.4.
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isation to the left periphery. The question is therefore if this lause-internal position is

another kind of A-bar position, suh as the high srambling projetion identi�ed by Dank-

aert (2017:25,203); see also Devine and Stephens (2006:28). The evidene from adverbial

and omplement lauses shows that many subjets do indeed have slightly di�erent and

more emphati readings than the lower subjets, and for some reason, quanti�ed subjets

tend to prefer a higher position. At the same time, there are lear examples of ompletely

normal, unmarked subjets whih also appear at least as high as Spe-IP.

If we add to this an observation made in the disussion of main lauses, namely that

subjets oasionally preede the subjet in what may plausibly be analysed as wide fous

SVX lauses, we may onlude that there seems to be evidene for saying that there is also

a preverbal argument position for the subjet as well. This makes it possible to disern

a possible link between the grammar of Egeria and the Old Romane languages. One

this higher position is experiened as the default, unmarked position of the subjet, we

might expet that this will trigger two immediate hanges in a VSO system of this kind:

the emergene of an unmarked SVO order and the emergene of a grammar with V-to-

C movement. In other words, there is a latent, but lear potential for V2 syntax in the

grammar of Egeria.

It is therefore �tting to round o� by returning to an inversion example from the main

lauses; in (402) there is inversion with a quanti�ed omnes-subjet. We reall from our

disussion in setion 5.8.2 that these quite onsistently target a high position in embedded

lauses. If we an assume that the same applies to (402) as well, this suggests that the verb

has in fat moved to a very high position. This analysis reeives support from the fat that

the inverted subjet also exeptionally outsopes a sentential adverb, similiter, muh against

the grain of inversion strutures in general, whih tend to be of the non-ontiguous kind (f.

setion 5.5.1). This must be onsidered a plausible andidate for V-to-C movement, then.

58

(402) [Item

Likewise

hora

hour-ABL

sexta℄

sixth

[denuo℄

again

desendent

desend-3PL

omnes

all-NOM

similiter

similarly

ad

to

Anastasim. . . ( 24.3)

Anastasis-ACC

`Also at the sixth hour, everyone again goes down in similar fashion to the Anasta-

sis. . . '

In hapter 6, I will disuss a possible diahroni evolution from the late Latin syntax

exempli�ed by Egeria and towards the Old Romane languages in general and towards Old

Frenh in partiular.

58

There are several other ases in main lauses where the verb preedes an omnes-subjet, but these are

unfortunately all lause-�nal, either modi�ed by relative lauses and/or very plausibly in narrow fous.
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Chapter 6

Bridges in time

6.1 Introdution

In the preeding hapters, a fairly detailed investigation was arried out into the syntax and

word order patterns of Old Frenh and Late Latin. In this �nal hapter, we will take the

opportunity to look bak and brie�y summarize the most important onlusions reahed

during this investigation on both an empirial and theoretial level. This will be undertaken

in setion 6.2.

At the same time, an attempt will be made to go one step further by setting these

onlusions into a wider ontext and by exploring their potential impliations for the under-

standing of the general Latin-Romane diahrony as well as the partiular diahroni path

that leads to Old Frenh. Conretely, we will try to understand what must have taken plae

in the long intervening period that separates Late Latin and the Old Frenh prose texts of

the 13th entury. Needless to say, this disussion will neessarily be muh more tentative,

and partially outright speulative, in nature, sine �rm evidene for this period is quite

simply laking. Nonetheless, the disussion is important sine it might serve to sharpen the

analytial fous by narrowing down the set of possible senarios, and ruially, to promote

hypotheses that are su�iently onrete to be orroborated or weakened by future researh.

In this respet, the onlusions reahed in the previous hapters may serve as bounding

onditions; we have the beginning and the end, now we must build the bridge that onnets

them. This is the topi of the �nal setion 6.3.

6.2 Old Frenh and Late Latin

In hapters 3 and 4, two Frenh prose texts from the early thirteenth entury were analysed.

Numerous onlusions were reahed on the basis of this investigation. Generally speaking,

Old Frenh was a staunhly head-initial SVO language with relatively rigid word order. In

this respet, Old Frenh already resembled modern Frenh in many ways. At the same

time, Old Frenh syntax featured widespread inversion, and these inversion patterns ould

only be dealt with in a satisfatory way by adopting a V-to-C analysis. This was the only

parse whih was onsistent with the global input in an eonomi and oherent way, sine

alternative solutions that have been proposed in the literature su�er from various drawbaks,

most notably the failure to aount for the asymmetries between main and embedded lauses.
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These asymmetries are undeniable, but also highly preditable, and mirror the situation in

the modern Germani languages, in partiular the Mainland Sandinavian languages, with

astonishing preision, the sole di�erene being that Old Frenh featured independent V-to-I

movement in embedded lauses. The evidene showed that embedded V-to-C movement was

available in Old Frenh in omplement lauses under viadut verbs and in ertain adverbial

lauses like onseutive lauses. The texts did not provide the slightest evidene for a

symmetri inversion system.

Furthermore, Old Frenh had developed very strong onstraints on the pre�eld; both by

prohibiting it from being left radially empty, a property that was formalised in onven-

tional fashion by adopting an EPP-feature on the Fin

0
-head, as well as by restriting the

number of onstituents in the pre�eld to exatly one. Due to these two latter properties,

Old Frenh, presumably as the only Old Romane language, should be haraterised as

a V2 language on any reasonable de�nition of that term. In partiular, inversion in Old

Frenh was a ompletely syntati phenomenon, triggered automatially by the fronting of

any non-subjet onstituent to the pre�eld. Like in the modern Germani V2 languages,

information-struture played a ruial in deiding what onstituent should go to the pre�eld,

but absolutely no role in triggering inversion per se, whih was a grammatialised property

of the language, internalized during the aquisition proess.

As all V2 languages, Old Frenh permitted exeptions to the linear V2 rule. The impor-

tant point is that these exeptions are generally just as preditable as embedded V2, in that

they involve spei� onstrutions or spei� lexial items. Most of these were similar to

those found in the modern Germani V2 languages, muh more so than generally admitted in

the literature. As already mentioned, Old Frenh permitted left-disloated nominal phrases

to preede the V2 onstrution, provided these were o-indexed with a resumptive pronoun

inside the lause. The evidene did not permit us to onlude with ertainty if these LDs

inluded both Hanging Topis and CLDs. Other exeptions from linear V2 revolve around

a small group of adverbial and interjetion-like expressions.

The most salient di�erene with respet to Germani, however, is found in the behaviour

of initial subordinate lauses, whih almost invariably fail to to trigger inversion. The V2 rule

in Old Frenh is `blind' to the initial lause, whih is left-disloated rather than integrated

into the pre�eld. In this respet, Old Frenh is a slightly weaker V2 language than the

Germani languages. Moreover, the Vie de Saint Eustae showed some signs of instability in

oasionnally allowing various adverbial expression to preede the V2 onstrution, yielding

V3 orders whih are very rare in Tristan. It was suggested that these strings arise beause the

initial adverbs fail to trigger verb movement, but that this pattern should not be onsidered

a part of the Old Frenh V2 system, but rather an early sign of its deline.

It was also demonstrated that the restrited nature of the pre�eld in Old Frenh annot

be aptured theoretially by positing verb movement to a high left peripheral position like

Fore

0
, as suggested by Wolfe (2015). This analysis inorretly predits that initial sene-

setters should be exempt from the V2 onstraint, sine it should be possible to merge

sene-setters diretly in the highest layer of the left periphery above ForeP one the V2

onstraint has been satis�ed by movement. This was not generally the ase in Old Frenh,

sine sene-setters trigger inversion just as muh as any other onstituent. To the extent

that they sometimes fail to trigger inversion, it was argued, as already mentioned, that

this betrays the �rst signs of erosion of the V2 grammar. Also, some of the produtive V3

patterns in Old Frenh seem to feature CLDs, and these left-disloation onstrutions, along

with initial subordinate lauses, are equally available in embedded lauses, showing that they

belong below ForeP in the left periphery, not above it, as the Fore-V2 analysis laims.
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Furthermore, the Fore-V2 analysis also predits the existene of embedded `relaxed V2'

sequenes under viadut verbs, another predition whih is not borne out. In all of these

aspets, the situation in Old Frenh orresponds exatly to the situation in all standard

varieties of Modern Germani, a fat that suggests that the V-to-Fore

0
analysis may not

work for V2 languages in general. What distinguishes Old Frenh from the other Old

Romane languages, or in more general terms, what distinguishes V2 systems from V-to-C

movement systems without restritions on the pre�eld, is therefore not to be sought in a

distintion between Fin

0
and Fore

0
as the lous of verb movement.

This does not ome as a surprise in a non-nativist approah that assumes hildren to

be onservative struture builders, sine there quite simply is no evidene for a hierarhy of

projetions in the left-periphery in a V2 language. It would seem like the phonologial and

information-strutural ues do not lead hildren to expand struture, but rather to synretize

features into a single position, thereby reating a single multi-funtional projetion. In this

respet, the traditional V-to-C analysis atually seems to fare better than artiulated left-

peripheries in aounting for V2 systems, although it is arguably possible to have the best

of both worlds by adopting the synreti approah advoated by Hsu (2017). This was also

the approah adopted in this thesis.

6.2.1 Late Latin

More than 800 years separate the Old Frenh texts that were examined from the Latin

witness, the Itinerarium Egeriae. It should therefore ome as no surprise that the two stages

of the language display very di�erent properties. In general terms, the Latin itinerary gives

witness to a historial stage that was still haraterised by onsiderable word order freedom

and where onstrutions like the AI, the Ablative Absolute and disontinuous strutures

(hyperbata) are still quite frequent. In this respet, the language of the text is still muh

loser to Classial Latin than to Romane. At the same time, the language shows signs of

an evolution towards the Romane situation. In main lauses there is a strong tendeny

towards head-initial strutures. In adverbial and omplement lauses, on the other hand, it

was argued that the verb-�nal omplementation pattern is still quite prevalent, interpreted

as a sign of diahroni onservatism.

Interestingly, the text evines a host of inversion strings, partiularly in main lauses. In

a novel analysis of the syntax of Egeria, Ledgeway (2017) interpreted this as evidene for a

VSO-grammar, derived asymmetrially by V-to-C (more spei�ally, V-to-Fin

0
) movement

in main lauses and V-to-I in embedded lauses. On Ledgeway's de�nition, whih is shared

by many Romanists, this already makes the language of Egeria a V2 grammar. In this

thesis, a sharp distintion is drawn between V-to-C and V2, and the text was therefore not

onsidered a andidate for V2 status.

However, apart from this de�nitional question, the empirial evidene for V-to-C move-

ment in Egeria was onsidered to be rather weak. The problem is in a sense related to the

�rst laim made by Ledgeway, namely that Late Latin was a VSO language, a laim whih is

orroborated by our own analysis. In a VSO-language, the unmarked word order is already

an inversion struture (as de�ned in this thesis), and the hild aquiring the language will

have to deide exatly how muh to expand the lausal struture to aommodate the initial

position of the verb. This, in turn, is ruially dependent on the position of the subjet.

Given ertain theoretial assumptions regarding the organization of the lause, there are at

least two di�erent kinds of evidene that might lead the hild to postulate V-to-C movement.

First, G-inversion strutures, where the subjet intervenes between the �nite auxiliary and
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non-�nite main verbs, in other word strings of the kind: Auxiliary-Subjet-Main Verb. Se-

ond, the subjet ould outsope sentential adverbs in the IP-area, whih would yield strings

of the type: Verb-Subjet-Adv1-Adv2...-VP. None of these strings were found, and the rather

sparse evidene from adverbial positions rather suggested a low position for the subjet.

A omparison between main and embedded lauses revealed some notable asymmetries

in that the latter ontained more V1 strings, as was also pointed out by Ledgeway. This

�nding ould a priori be interpreted in favour of the asymmetri analysis proposed by

Ledgeway. However, the embedded lauses also featured onsiderably less inversion than

main lauses, and this is in fat ompletely the opposite of what is expeted under the

asymmetri analysis, sine the possibilities for the subjet to move to the left of the verb

should be very limited in embedded lauses. It was argued that it does not seem plausible

to derive all non-V1 strings in embedded lauses by embedded V-to-C movement, sine

this would entail that Latin is ompletely insensitive to the onditions on embedded root-

phenomena proposed by Hooper and Thompson (1973), onditions whih have been shown

to be quite onsistent ross-linguistially and whih were also shown to hold in Old Frenh.

Therefore, it was argued that the asymmetries with respet to inversion arise as a result

of the stronger propensity for the IP to be head-�nal in embedded lauses. In sum, the

evidene points to a low subjet position in Spe-vP and a grammar with a V-in-I setup,

with little evidene for V-to-C. At the same time, is learly is possible for the subjet to

preede the verb in I

0
, and the availability of this position in embedded lauses suggests

that it annot just be a topi position or any other A-bar position in the left periphery.

Egeria therefore seems to osillate between both VSO, SVO and SOV patterns.

6.3 From Latin to Romane. . . and Old Frenh

In this setion, I will address the ompliated issue of the diahroni evolution that leads

from Late Latin to Old Romane. The task is to onstrut a bridge that might plausibly lead

from the grammar of Egeria and to the inversion systems of the Old Romane languages.

In so doing, we have no hoie but to go beyond the evidene itself and speulate. This

speulation does not amount to pure onjeture, however, sine we have some rather lear

premises provided by the results obtained in the previous hapters. Naturally, these premises

are not self-evidently orret, and we must admit that there is more unertainty onneted

to the Late Latin situation than the Old Frenh one, but provided that the we aept these

premises, we have su�iently lear boundary onditions to be able to rule out some senarios

as less likely than others.

It might be objeted at this point that we are not truly in the dark with respet to the

entire period between 400 and 1250, and that what we really need to onnet by speulation

is not the grammar of Egeria and the Old Frenh prose texts of the 13th entury, but

rather the former and the �rst Old Frenh douments of the 11th and 12th enturies. This

argument, though valid, is not neessarily true. The point is that the 10th, 11th and greater

part of the 12th enturies (almost) only provide us with texts in verse, and these annot be

unritially trusted as evidene of the situation in the spoken language. While this evidene

should learly not be disregarded, it annot be granted more than anillary status, at best.

I will return to this point.

The historial evolution from Latin to Old Frenh is just one side branh of a more

general evolution from Latin to Romane. As is well-known by now, this partiular branh

Old Frenh shows some distintive features that set it apart from the other Old Romane
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languages. It has been suggested that Old Frenh belonged to the group of `strit V2'

languages (Beninà 1983), and that it was presumably the stritest of them all (although

Wolfe (2015) �nds a more or less equally strit pattern in Old Spanish.) On the de�nition

of V2 used in this dissertation, the speial status of Old Frenh is emphasized even more

learly, sine it is assumed that Old Frenh was the only Romane V2 language in the

medieval period. We therefore need to raise the question why this should be the ase.

Let us start by summarizing onretely what the two ends look like, so as to get a

learer piture of what must be reonstruted. In table 6.1 is a summary of the prinipal

di�erenes between Old Frenh and Late Latin as they were analysed in the preeding

hapters. If we onsider the olumn for Old Frenh, we an say that the �rst four properties

have been retained and still form the bakbone of modern Frenh syntax, while the two latter

properties are spei� to Old Frenh and together onstitute the V2 rule of the language.

Table 6.1: Some di�erenes between Late Latin and Old Frenh

Property Late Latin Old Frenh

General word order: Relatively free Relatively �xed

Unmarked word order: VSO/SVO SVO

Sujet position Spe-vP/Spe-IP Spe-IP

Head parameter: Unstable/Head-initial Head-initial

Inversion: Generalized V-to-I Generalized V-to-C

Pre�eld: No restritions Highly restrited

Some diahroni analyses of the evolution from (Classial) Latin to modern Romane

have foused partiularly on the shift in unmarked word from a (presumed) SOV to a SVO

pattern. This is the fous of several ontributions of Bauer, who analyses this as a gradual

resetting of the head parameter from a head-�nal to a head-initial pattern, thereby uniting

property two and three in the table above (Bauer 1995, 2009). This analysis makes a lot of

sense when omparing the situation in Classial Latin and Modern Frenh, but it does not

quite apture the intermediate stage represented by Old Frenh. To stay in the metaphor of

bridge-building, this aount misses something beause it starts building the bridge at the

wrong plae; if we start building from the SOV order of Classial Latin, and use the head

parameter as our primary analyti tool, we span the bridge too high, over Old Frenh, and

never arrive there.

It seems plausible that the seret behind the Old Romane situation in general is on-

neted to the VSO grammar of Late Latin. This is the ore of the argument of Ledgeway

(2017). However, Ledgeway attempts to onnet Late Latin and Old Romane very diretly

by arguing that the two stages already featured muh of the same syntax. In partiular, Late

Latin had already developed onsistently head-�nal strutures plus a generalized pattern of

V-to-C movement in main lauses. In hapter 5, it was argued that the evidene for V-to-C

movement in Egeria was not as strong as suggested by Ledgeway, but let us shift the fous

here and rather ask how the resulting bridge would look, if this analysis were taken to be

orret.

It seems like this analysis su�ers from the opposite problem of the one proposed by Bauer,
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namely the fat that it has lost the SVO order along the way. In a staunhly verb-initial stage

with the subjet in Spe-vP, there is no longer a preverbal argument position for the subjet

in either main or embedded lauses. If this is the ase, than the Old Romane languages

must simply have reinvented the SVO order in some period between the fourth entury and

the emergene of the �rst Romane soures. We might ask at this point how this proess

ould have ome about if the language had already developed V-to-C movement. There is

no preverbal argument position in the left periphery. We would have to hypothesize that

the frequent topialisations of the subjet were at some point reanalysed as a left-peripheral

argument position, triggering a hange to unmarked SVO order that would subsequently

trikle down into the embedded lauses (although the strutural position would in fat not

be the same, sine it would be Spe-CP in main lauses and Spe-IP in embedded lauses).

This is not impossible, but it seems to me to get the things in the wrong order. For one

thing, it was argued in the hapters on Old Frenh that the subjet position is not in Spe-

CP, but rather in Spe-IP. Although evidene for this admittedly is tentative, it might be

interpreted as evidene that the subjet position was `invented` in a VSO grammar with the

verb in I

0
.

It therefore makes sense to assume that the development of the higher subjet position

predates the development of V-to-C movement, and that the former proess fuels the se-

ond. This is not only more onsistent with the empirial fats of Late Latin, as they were

interpreted in hapter 5, but also provides for a better diahroni bridge into the Old Ro-

mane situation. We already have all the the tools we need to reate this bridge. Cruially,

we do not have to onjure up a preverbal argument position in the undoumented period,

as it is manifestly already there in the Late Latin data. Not all preverbal subjets in Late

Latin are topis, this muh seems lear from the analysis of Egeria. Furthermore, not all

preverbal subjets are in Spe-vP, either. There is unambiguous evidene for a high subjet

position whih is simply a less frequent alternative to the lower position in Spe-vP. Looking

bak at table 6.1, we an therefore hypothesize that the relevant reanalysis, V-to-C move-

ment, is the result of the ombination of two independent proesses whih are historially

undisputable, namely the development of a staunhly head-initial verbal projetion (both

at the VP and IP levels) and the emergene of an unmarked SVO order. Notie, however,

that the emergene of this unmarked word order does not ome about exlusively through

the resetting of the head parameter, sine we annot ignore the fat that Late Latin bears

unmistakable signs of a VSO phase. If we trust the soure we have been reviewing, we are

left with no hoie but to take this as the point of departure. And in this senario, if there

had not existed a struturally high, preverbal subjet position, but only a onsistently low,

Spe-vP subjet, then the gradual deline of head-�nal orders would in fat have had the

e�et of onsolidating the VSO order, presumably turning Old Romane into a stable Celti

phase.

Conretely, then, the bridge from Late Latin into Romane onsists of a �rst stage, whih

is the only one on reord and whih is haraterised by onsiderable word order freedom,

unstable head-parameters, widespread inversion, and a ompetition between a high and a low

subjet position. The analysis of this stage was given in hapter 5 and an be summarized

as a VSO stage with the verb in I

0
. The subsequent evolution of the language tends towards

gradually more head-initial strutures and less word order freedom, but these properties at

�rst do not lead to any signi�ant reanalysis. However, the higher subjet position must

have ome to assert itself over time, until it is pereived as the default subjet position by

hildren aquiring the language. This onstitutes the seond stage, whih will have been

haraterised by a gradual derease of inversion strings in embedded lauses as they are
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replaed by strit SVO order. Finally, as this stage matures, the old V-to-I analysis will no

longer apture the inversion strings in main lauses as eonomially as before, and a V-to-

C analysis is invented to aount for the exat same inversion strings, a reanalysis whih

onstitutes the third stage and leads to the situation in Old Romane. Shematially, then:

Figure 6.1: From Latin to Romane in three stages

VSO with inversion

Unstable Head Parameter

Subjet in Spe-vP

Symmetri V-to-I

VSO with inversion

Head-initial IP/VP

Subjet in Spe-vP/IP

Symmetri V-to-I

SVO with inversion

Head initial IP/VP

Subjet in Spe-IP

Asymmetri V-to-C

Although it is onvenient to talk about stages, and this also permits us to present the

evolution is shematized form, it should be emphasized that it is realisti to assume on-

siderable overlap between these stages. Figure 6.1 is therefore meant to express the logi of

the evolution more than its temporal dimension. The ompetition between head-initial and

head-�nal in the IP, and the ompetition between Spe-vP and Spe-IP as subjet positions

must have run in parallel. Sine both of these proesses fuel the proess of reanalysis to-

wards V-to-C movement,

1

it is reasonable to assume that even the rise of V-to-C movement

will have been gradual. Although it might seem theoretially leaner to operate with abrupt

and disrete reanalysis whih subsequently spreads in a population, there is good reason to

believe that this is not atually the way languages evolve. Change is fundamentally gradual,

as old and new patterns o-exist as di�erent options in individual grammars. As for V-to-C

movement, I take it to be trivial that if a language L at a given time T1 does not feature

V-to-C movement at all, and at a historially subsequent time T3 features generalized V-

to-C movement, then there will have existed a transitional period of time T2 where V-to-C

movement found plae oasionally, but not always.

The hanges just disussed lead to Old Romane in a broad sense of the word. However,

they do not lead to Old Frenh. If we onsider table 6.1, the properties on the left (Late

Latin) have been replaed by the properties on the right. There is one exeption, however,

namely the �nal property of the table, the make-up of the pre�eld. As we reall, inversion

strings in Late Latin involved strings with one, two, three or even more onstituents to the

left of the verb. We have no reason to assume that the rise of a V-to-C grammar will in and

of itself lead to a more restrited pre�eld. The bridge into Old Frenh therefore onsists of

a �nal, fourth stage whih is laking in the other Romane languages, namely the evolution

into a V2 language.

1

In priniple, one might imagine that the drift towards a head-initial IP and a high subjet in Spe-

IP would simply feed the emergene of SVO order and the disappearane of inversion. If one just plots

these two hanges onto the syntati tree suggested for Late Latin, that is indeed the result; and if the

Old Romane languages had been like their modern desendants, this would not have been an implausible

story. However, the Old Romane situation suggests that this was not the outome of the proess; rather,

the surfae inversion strings persisted throughout the omplex viissitudes of the other hanges and were

eventually reinterpreted as V-to-C.
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6.3.1 The partiular status of Old Frenh

Sine Old Frenh has this partiular status within the Old Romane family, we must now

address the inevitable question of why and how this situation arose. But �rst, let us just

brie�y reapitulate exatly in what sense Old Frenh is di�erent, sine it is not su�iently

lear to just state that is was a V2 language. What sets Old Frenh apart from the other

Romane languages of the period is the fat that the former had developed very strong

restritions on the pre�eld, generally aepting only one onstituent in front of the verb. In

hapter it was argued that the pre�eld in Old Frenh � and this may indeed extend to V2

languages in general � was multi-funtional, onsisting of a single, synretised position able

to host onstituents with a variety of di�erent information-strutural features. What has

hanged is therefore the pre�eld itself.

Aounting for this �nal stage is not easy, but two di�erent explanations ome to mind.

The �rst is a well-known, external explanation, namely the Germani in�uene on the

Frenh language. The seond is an internal explanation, and is therefore related to other

grammatial properties that to some extent seem to set Old Frenh apart, namely the highly

rigid word order of the language.

2

These two fators may of ourse also be interrelated.

The hypothesis that the syntax and word order of Old Frenh are in�uened by the Frank-

ish superstrate is time-honoured (Meillet 1931:37, von Wartburg 1958:128, Harris 1984:193,

Thomason and Kaufman 1988:53, Posner 1996:53, Vinent 2000:62, Mutz 2009:61). It is

also not in any sense implausible from a historial perspetive, sine the Germani presene

in Gaul was onsiderable and prolonged. Even so, the onsensus is that the Franks were

never more than a dominant minority even in the areas where their relative share of the

population was most elevated. Based on a study of the density of Germani plae names,

von Wartburg onluded that the areas most a�eted by Frankish settlement lay north of

the Seine and (in partiular) Somme rivers (von Wartburg 1939:104-110), a onlusion whih

�nds support in arheologial evidene (Petri 1973:123), although the latter is reportedly

very hard to interpret (for a disussion, see James 1988:109-117). As for onrete numbers,

these vary greatly both in relative and absolute terms; aording to Lodge, von Wartburg's

estimate of a total between 15% and 26% of the population ontrasts with low estimates of

around 3% (Lodge 2001:62). These �gures are anyway not muh more than guesswork.

It is simply futile to spend more time on this disussion. However, there is one thing

that we may laim with a reasonably degree of ertainty, namely that whatever the synta-

ti hanges in Frenh brought about through Germani in�uene, these hanges must have

ourred relatively early. Although Germani loanwords may have sifted into Old Frenh

throughout the Middle Ages, there is a time-window for more fundamental, strutural im-

pat, whih presumably does not extend muh beyond the Merovingian period.

3

During

this period, we may assume that bilingualism was at least not negligible in Northern Gaul.

2

The rigid harater of Old Frenh word order is of ourse to be understood in strutural, not in linear

terms. The apparent freedom of the initial position is a diret result of the V2 onstraint, itself a strutural

onstant. Verb-seond (and Stylisti Fronting) aside, the word order freedom of the old language with respet

to Modern Frenh is mostly a question of some highly limited srambling or srambling-like movement in

the IP-VP area, in most ases the apparently optional short movement of the diret objet to a position

above the VP, f. setion 3.5.1.

3

This is not to say that the Germani impat on Gallo-Roman Latin will have been strongest in the very

earliest years of Frankish settlement. On the ontrary, it seems likely that the initial stage was haraterised

by some level of segregation between the ethni groups, and that ontat and networks of exhange needed

some time to mature. Bilingualism will therefore inevitably have had a rising trend for some time as well.

Intermarriage will of ourse have been a powerful motor of bilingualism, but not muh is known about the

extant of ethni intermarriage in post-Roman Gaul (see Mathisen 1993:134-136 for a short disussion).
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There are some indiations that the seventh entury onstitutes a transitional period in this

respet; James reports that the word Frank in the sixth entury still refers to the ethni

group of the German-speaking ommunity, while it takes on the meaning of inhabitant from

Northern Gaul by the early eight entury (James 1982:32). Furthermore, the ustom of sep-

arate burials for Franks and Gallo-Romans eases in the seventh entury (Lodge 2001:64).

If we interpret this as meaning that the Germani tongue seizes to be spoken in Frane in

the early Carolingian period, exepting the royal family, the ourt and perhaps its most

immediate entourage, there is prima faie an insurmountable mismath between this se-

nario and the hypothesis that V2 was introdued into Old Frenh by the Franks. If the V2

system of the early 13th entury that we reviewed in hapters 3 and 4 is a relatively reent

innovation of the preeding entury or less, then we may simply rule out Germani in�uene

as a diret ausal trigger.

This brings us bak to the point already touhed upon above, namely the reliability of the

evidene before the 13th entury and in partiular before the 12th entury. This period, often

referred to as Early Old Frenh, provides us with a signi�ant amount of texts in verse, but

virtually no evidene whih ould be desribed as prose. It is onspiuous that the emergene

of prose texts in the late 12th/early 13th entury oinides so neatly with several proposed

hanges in the evolution of the Frenh language, suh as rigidi�ation of the V2 pattern in

main lauses, the aversion against true V1 lauses (Skårup 1975:291), the evolution from

a symmetrial V2 system to an unsymmetrial one (Hirshbühler and Junker 1988; C�té

1995), the �rst ourrenes of embedded pronominal inversion (Zaring 2017), the rise of

obligatory preverbal expletives, a hange from word-based to phrase-based stress assignment

(Marhello-Nizia 1995), hanges in the Tobler-Mussafía Law (Labelle and Hirshbühler 2005;

Zimmermann and Kaiser 2010), et. This profound aesura in the evolution of the language

raises some suspiion and indiates that there might exist a problem of submerged Old Frenh

as well, as it does not seem inoneivable that the situation in the 13th entury is not so

muh one of whole-sale innovation or system hange as one of ontinuity. Although the

Frenh language will naturally have hanged between the 8th and early 13th enturies, we

might raise the question how strong the evidene really is for saying that the V2 system of

the later Old Frenh period is of reent making rather than a enturies-old retention.

Admittedly, this is nothing more than guesswork, so we will not pursue the matter

further. Let us rather turn to a more tangible question and say something about how

plausible this Germani ontat explanation of V2 is, if taken to be historially real.

6.3.2 Extension and reanalysis

Harris and Campbell argue that language ontat should not be understood as a mehanism

of hange in itself, but rather as a situation whih failitates language hange through other

mehanisms suh as reanalysis, extension or borrowing (Harris and Campbell 1995:50-52).

The latter term is presumably the one whih is most intuitively assoiated with the notion of

language ontat or ondut-indued hange; when two languages are in ontat, language

A an borrow a grammatial property from language B. But while borrowing is a major

fator in lexial transfer between languages, as was also the ase between Old Franonian

and Gallo-Roman, the idea that a word order onstraint like V2 is borrowed seems a bit

simplisti. Is is therefore a lear advantage for the aount proposed here that we do not

have to rely on borrowing to onstrut it, but rather on extension followed by reanalysis.

Conretely, if the Old Franonian language of the Franks was indeed a V2 language, in

itself by no means a trivial assumption, the bilingualism of the early Merovingian period will
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have involved two languages with rather similar word order properties. The late Latin/early

Romane tongue of the native Gallo-Romans will already have featured widespread inver-

sion. It does not seem implausible that the di�erenes between the pre�elds were su�-

iently subtle to reate interferene e�ets in the aquisition proess of the seond and

subsequent generations, partiularly sine the grammatial onstraint that existed in the

Frankish language did not violate anything in the Latin language. The growing obsoles-

ene of head-�nality will also have removed the verb-late strings from the Latin language,

further reduing the di�erenes in word order. Linear V2, with and without inversion, will

have been a prominent word order even in the Latin language. This senario is onsistent

with the laim that ross-linguisti transfer in bilingual aquisition is triggered by overlap

in the input strutures (Hulk and Müller 2000:229).

Another laim made in the literature on bilingual �rst language aquisition is that small

hildren in bilingual ommunities might spend some time �guring out that they are in

fat aquiring two di�erent languages (Volterra and Taeshner 1978; Genesee 1989 for an

overview). We might hypothesise that the Frankish and the Latin language will have on-

stituted a single global input to the infant hild, who set out to assign a grammar to this

input in aordane with the String-Struture-Assignment-Hypothesis. In this single-input

or `monolingual' stage, the V2 rule is in fat the lowest ommon denominator, the only

solution onsistent with the global input. This is of ourse on its own an unrealistially

simple explanation, but observe that even as the hild grew onsious of the di�erene be-

tween the two languages, it would still have been possible to aquire a orret use of the

pre�eld in both languages by generalizing the V2 onstraint, whereas it would of ourse

not be possible to go in the opposite diretion and generalize the unrestrited nature of

the Latin pre�eld. And �nally, if this generalization did not happen with the �rst bilingual

generation(s), even more moderate interferene e�ets in the atual use of the pre�eld, that

is to say an inreased tendeny to prefer linear V2, will in turn have redued the di�erene

between the two pre�elds, with onomitant e�ets for the aquisition proess of the follow-

ing generation. This orresponds to the notion of inrementation in the model of language

hange advoated by Labov (2007), namely that the hange is brought about stagewise in

a olletive enterprise of several generations, as eah generation goes one step further than

the previous one.

We do not need to rely exlusively on the aquisition proess as the sole lous of language

hange, an idea whih is regarded as too simplisti by many today (Aithinson 2001; Sanko�

2004); see also Stanford (2015) for disussion. It is even more simplisti to plae all of

the explanatory burden of the transfer of the V2 onstraint on bilingual �rst language

aquisition. While this senario will surely not have been unommon, it is perhaps more

likely that the anonial bilingualism of Gaul will have involved Gallo-Romans who aquired

Old Franonian as a seond language, and vie versa. In suh L2 aquisition, it is useful

to follow Van Coetsem and distinguish between two types of ontat-indued hange or

transfer, namely borrowing and imposition. Borrowing takes plae when the agents of

hange are dominant in the reipient language. In our ase, this would be when bilingual

Gallo-Romans took from their Franonian L2 the habit of using the native pre�eld in a more

Germani way. This does not mean that they had to borrow any grammatial onstraint,

it ould have been just a slight in�uene in atual usage, an interferene e�et. Imposition

is when the agents of hange are dominant in the soure language. In our senario, this

would be the ase when Franks transferred their Germani L1 use of the pre�eld onto their

Gallo-Roman L2 tongue. This seems like a very plausible senario indeed. Not only did

the Franks on our assumptions have a V2 rule in their native language, we also know that
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imposition of native patterns in general is well-doumented (Luas 2015). We even have

highly relevant examples pertaining to the aquisition of the pre�eld; reall from hapter 2

the studies of Bohnaker (2010) and Bohnaker and Rosén (2008) on L2 aquisition of the

pre�eld in German and Swedish. Both studies doument lear imposition e�ets: the Swedes

imposed their Rheme Later preferene onto German, generally avoiding new information in

the pre�eld, while the Germans aquiring Swedish tended to `overuse' the pre�eld aording

to their native habits. The grammatial onstraint (V2) was respeted, but the atual use

of the pre�eld is highly subtle, and therefore very prone to interferene e�ets.

We an imagine that suh e�ets will have been widespread during the period of bilin-

gualism in Gaul, and that Franks in partiular drove the restrition of the pre�eld forward

by imposition of linear V2 order. This would have lead to gradual frequeny hanges in the

language of the adult population. This proess is part of the extension mehanism of Harris

and Campbell (1995), where an already existing pattern (linear V2) is generalized at the

expense of ompetitors. The spreading of the hange, the di�usion in the sense of Labov's

model (Labov 2007), is of ourse driven by the adult population rather than the hildren.

This senario has the major advantage of providing a prinipled aount for what might

otherwise appear like `unaused drifts in usage frequenies that our prior to and inde-

pendently of grammar hange', in the words of Kroh (2005:2). Also, it is not dependent

on borrowing or radial reanalysis of highly disrete properties. If the Gallo-Roman idiom

of the Merovingian period had been like Modern Frenh, a staunh SVO language with

extremely limited inversion possibilities, then the V2 property of the invading Franks ould

not have penetrated so easily into this system, sine there is little hane that hildren ould

mix up suh saliently di�erent properties during the bilingual aquisition proess. In other

words, reanalysis would presumably not take plae, and extension would have nothing to

operate on, sine it is not possible to extend a non-existing pattern (inversion under transi-

tives). The properties of the pre�eld, on the other hand, are muh more insidious, and lend

themselves easily to extension, thereby paving the way for future reanalysis.

As this proess proeeds, the evidene for distint projetions in the pre�eld is gradu-

ally weakened, and sooner or later � but ertainly not as late as the 12th entury

4

� this

inremental proess will have aligned the two pre�elds to the extent that grammatial on-

straints are formulated during aquisition; an EPP-feature on the Fin

0
head in response

to the (virtual) absene of V1 orders, a synretised, multi-funtional projetion in response

to the absene of V≥3 orders. This �nal step is of ourse an instane of reanalysis, and

we might assume that this hange an only take plae during transmission/aquisition. At

some point, grandfather's use of Topi-fous-verb-sequenes started sounding awfully old-

fashioned to the young in Northern Frane, although the same strutures were very must

alive elsewhere in Romània.

It seems like this is exatly the right kind of senario for the hange we need to reate

the �nal setion of our bridge. Naturally, more researh is learly needed on this topi, and

the hypothesis should be evaluated against a more artiulate framework of linguisti hange,

itself embedded in a more detailed model of the partiular soiolinguisti ontext of bilingual

Gaul. This is a topi for future researh; but I believe the hypothesis expressed here this is

a highly onrete, and I believe, reasonably plausible explanation for the exeptionality of

Old Frenh and for the rise of the V2 system. Somewhat paradoxially, then, if there was

4

It is perhaps possible to maintain the idea that the proess of hange desribed in this setion, namely

the gradual shrinking of the pre�eld brought about by Germani in�uene, subsisted as a vetor on the

evolution of the language even after the period of bilingualism had waned, and that it only led to reanalysis

at a muh later date. This would be a nie example of Sapirian drift, a latent fore in diahrony.
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any Germani ontribution to the rise of the V2 system in Old Frenh, it will not have been

Germani inversion, whih was an internal development, but rather the restritions on the

pre�eld.
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